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Executive Summary 

Back-d. Over the course of many years, with constant change in the way we equip our 
fighting forces, the Services have developed maintenance systems which have provided those 
fighting forces with the right kind of equipment, in fmt class condition, when and where 
needed. As a result of a changing world and changing requirements, the Department of 
Defense now finds itself with more depot maintenance capacity than needed. The purpose of 
this study is to help identify the best way to scale down that excess capacity and reduce costs 
without degrading current or future capability to meet our peacetime and wartime needs. 
Further, this study examines whether we are organized in a way that will enable us to act 
quickly and decisively and, if not, recommend a better organizational arrangement. 

Our study group visited a sampling of Service maintenance depots, talked with the Services' 
leadership, talked with customers of the depots, and examined a great deal of historical . 

material that has been written about depot maintenance. We examined seven management 
alternatives that were developed by the Joint Staff. The alternatives were examined against a 
set of criteria that included cost savings, capacity reduction, unnecessary duplication and 
military responsiveness. We viewed the seven alternatives not as precise, organizational 
blueprints, but simply as frameworks upon which to do comparative analysis. Such analysis 
led us to a variation of one of the seven alternatives which ultimately resulted in our 
recommendation. 

In all cases, this study only examines depot level maintenance and does not suggest in any 
way changing individual Service responsibility for integrated weapon system management. 
Before we discuss any conclusions or recommendations we want to make clear that we have a 
great deal of empathy with Service Chiefs, who are legitimately concerned about their 
continuing ability and accountability to provide for ready fighting forces. We understand that 
they would be particularly concerned if they were to lose close control over the maintenance 
of their equipment. 

Currently, when an operational unit is not served well by the maintenance system, a Service 
Chief has authority to make changes, reorder priorities and resources, and redirect efforts to 
correct problems or inequities. Similarly, operating units have established good working 
relationships with their individual maintenance activities. They are in continuous negotiations 
to accommodate each other's problems which usually involve money, time, quantity, and 
priorities. Because of these very real and legitimate Service concerns, we have strived to 
identify a maintenance system that preserves and strengthens the close ties between 
warfighters and "maintainers." 

Most of the alternatives examined do not produce substantial savings or sisnificant reductions 
in excess capacity and unnecessary duplication. Therefore, while each of these alternatives 



are discussed in the body of the study, we believe that there are basically only three options 
which are serious challengers to the way we currently perform depot maintenance. They are: 

-- Executive Service, or sometimes called Single Service, management of depot level 
ryaintenance by major weapon systems categories. 

-- Consolidation of al l  depot maintenance activities under a single Defense Maintenance 
Agency. 

-- Consolidation of all depot maintenance activities under a Joint Depot Maintenance 
Command. 

We recognize that full contracting out of depot maintenance functions to commercial industry 
is also a long-term possibility. Since more or full commercial maintenance of Service 
equipment could evolve from any of the preceding approaches, it is not discussed in great' 
detail herein. Because it involves the larger question of preserving the industrial base and 
more flexibility in work force levels, the whole issue of contracting out deserves further study 
in the future. 

Conclusions. The current depot management structure in DOD and the 
Services has not resulted in substantial competition, interservicing, reduction of capacity or 
duplication of effort. There is nothing to indicate that continuation of the current way of 
doing business will result in any significant departure from past performance. 

We believe that the DOD currently has 25 to 50 percent more depot capacity than the 
Department will need in the future and unnecessary duplication exists throughout the 
individual Service depots, especially when viewed across Service boundaries. Closure of a 
significant number of depots will be necessary if we are to nduce excess capacity. We 
believe the only effective way to close depots is through the Base Realignment and Closure 
(BRAC) process. The BRAC process should be a coordinated effort across Service lines that 
integrates requirements and accurately reflects unneeded facilities. This action must start 
immediately because of the necessity to provide recommendations to the 1993 BRAC 
Commission in the next few months. 

Elimination of unnecessary capacity and duplication has the potential for substantially 
reducing long-term costs. We emphasize long-term because savings from depot closures, for 
example, will not begin for three to seven years and will take several years to produce 
maximum savings. The precise value of savings that may be achieved cannot be determined 
because of all of the variables and dynamics involved. A rough estimate ranges from a low 
of two to a high of nine billion dollars over the next ten years. We are confident, however, 
that savings will be optimized only if consolidations are maximized and begin as soon as 
possible with associated workload shifts occurring over the shortest possible period of time. 
The total savings will depend upon the alacrity with which decisions are made and willingness 



to make up front investments. No attempt has been made to allocate potential savings to the w individual Services. 

We believe that any change in organizational structure and management of depot activities 
must consider and accommodate the legitimate concerns of the customers. Of the three final 
alternatives examined, only one results in substantial cost savings, excess capacity reduction 
and elimination of unnecessary duplication while fully satisfying the need for close ties 
between the warfighters and the "maintainers." 

We recommend the establishment of a unified command for depot maintenance with full 
authority to organize current Service depots as determined by the new command and as 
approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. We believe that a Joint Depot Maintenance Command 
will produce the greatest opportunities for responsiveness, efficiency and matching capacity 
with f ~ ~ e  requirements. Since it would be a &ed command with Service components it 
does not appear that any change to Title 10, U.S. Code responsibilities is required. changes 
may be required to the responsibilities specified in DOD directives that prescribe Service 
functions. 

A full discussion and listing of over a dozen conclusions and our recommendations can be 
found in Chapters V and VI of this report. 
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'C 
CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION 

1. Wa-. Department of Defense (DOD) Directive 5100.1, Functions of the 
Department of Defense and Its Major Components, assigns the Army, Navy, Air Force, and 
Marine Corps, under their respective Secretaries, the responsibility for, "Providing logistic 
support for Service forces, including procurement, distribution, supply, equipment, and 
maintenance, unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense." To meet the 
responsibility to maintain its equipment, each Service operates a depot maintenance system. 

2. -*-. Depot maintenance is a key part of the total DOD maintenance effort 
and is a vast undertaking supporting over 700,000 pieces of equipment: 36,000 combat 
vehicles, 660,000 wheeled vehicles, 500 ships, and 20,200 aircraft of over 100 different 
models. Depot maintenance requires extensive shop facilities, specialized equipment, and 
highly skilled technical and engineering personnel to perform major overhaul of parts or . 
completely rebuild parts; assemblies, subassemblies, and end-items. This includes reverse 
engineering and manufacturing/remanufacturing of parts, modifications, testing, and 
reclamation. Depot maintenance also requires the flexibility to accommodate readiness 
changes and problems relating to safety of flight maintenance or inspection, scheduling 
maintenance to maintain alert capabilities, and particularly, the ability to surge to meet 
contingency requirements. 

a. The depot maintenance business environment within DOD is complex and, by 
necessity, not a monolithic entity. The Services not only have multiple, diverse products, 
but they also have independently developed different depot maintenance management 
approaches to meet their unique requirements. The work done is not limited to the basic 
depot facilities but is camed out by teams dispatched to, or resident at, stations and ships 
worldwide. Additional work is performed under contract in the Continental US (CONUS) 
and overseas. It is important to recognize that depot maintenance is not only big business 
and complex but that it is not discrete and separate from the material management 
function. Depot maintenance is an integral part of cradle-to-grave, integrated weapons 

. system management. Among other things, this involves design, test and evaluation, 
reliability centered maintenance, and in-service engineering. 

b. The DOD depot maintenance system employs about 130,000 DOD civilian personnel 
and nearly 2,000 military personnel. There are 29 major DOD depot maintenance 
facilities consisting of Army depots, Air Force air logistics centers (ALC), Naval aviation 
depots (NADEP), Naval shipyards (NSY), Naval electronic systems engineering centers, 
and Marine Corps logistics bases (MCLB) that perform depot maintenance (Figure 1-1). 
There are also sixteen Army and nine Navy facilities in CONUS for weapons and 
munitions depot maintenance. They are listed in Appendix M. 

c. Annually, DOD spends about 13 billion dollars for depot maintenance operations with 
about 70 percent of this expenditure accomplished in DOD facilities and the balance by 
contractors. Data for FY89-EY97 are shown in Table 1-1. Figures 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 depict 



the FY86-F190 average Service cost share of depot maintenance, costs by major 
commodity, and the FV90 distribution by cost elements. hwf 

Figure 1-1 Defense Depot Maintenance Facilities 

Ar-Y 
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Table 1-1 Current Estimate of Depot Maintenance Budget 

Army Organic 1,016.8 1,121.7 1,301.0 1,316.1 1,1116 1,053.2 1,014.6 1,028.3 954.4 
Contract 541.2 528.2 946.0 852.7 738.2 617.5 711.1 591.5 546.8 
Total 1,558.0 1,649.9 2,247.0 2,168.8 1,849.8 1,670.7 1,725.7 1,619.8 1,501.2. 

11 Navy Organic 4,468.6 4,918.0 4,615.6 4,839.6 4,788.4 4,857.9 5,340.1 5.388.1 5,411.011 
Contract 1,921.7 2,155.1 2,531.8 2,743.9 2,303.5 2,046.7 2,187.4 2,241.1 2,256.3 
Total 6,390.3 7,073.1 7,147.4 7,583.5 7,091.9 6,904.6 7327.5 7,629.2 7,667.3 

I( Air Force Organic 2,618.6 2,4421 2568.7 2,682.4 2,791.3 2,801.4 2820.5 2732.4 2,751.611 
c~htract  1,850.6 1,687.2 1,286.4 1,144.5 1,134.1 1,017.7 909.1 970.5 
Total 4,469.2 4,129.3 3,855.1 3.826.9 3,925.4 3,819.1 3,729.6 3,7029 3,737.9 

- 
Contract 4.4 3.1 4.2 5.1 6.8 5.7 5.4 5.4 
Total 88.4 75.4 139.2 237.9 63.0 100.2 105.3 121.4 171.7 

- 
Contract 4,317.9 4,373.6 4,768.4 4,746.2 4,182.6 3,687.6 3,813.0 3,808.5 3,794.8 
Total 12,505.9 12,927.7 13,388.7 13,817.1 12,930.1 12,494.6 13,088.1 13,073.3 13,078.1 

Source: FY89190 EY90/FY91 Program Objective Summary, JDMAG 
FY91-97 Table 1-2, DDMC Corporate Business Plan (EY9297), Oct 92 (Draft) 

1-2 



Figure 1-2 Depot Maintenance Service Cost Share 
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Figure 1-3 Depot Maintenance Commodity Cost Share 
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Figure I 4  Distribution of Depot Maintenance Costs 
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d. With the easing of geopolitical tensions and reduced defense budgets, the force 
structure is downsizing to the Base Force level and operating tempos are being reduced in 
many cases. Figure 1-5 illustrates the percent change from the N91 to N97  
programmed levels for depot maintenance expenditures, active component military 
personnel strength levels, DOD total expenditures, and DOD Operation and Maintenance 
(O&M) expenditures. While depot maintenance expenditures appear to remain relatively 
stable during this period, the other categories reflect the downsizing of the Department. 

Figure 1-5 Defense Programs (Percent Change from FY91) 

50% 1 I I I t I 

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 
Fiscal Year 

- Depot Maintenance - Mllltary Personnel 

+ DO0 Expendltures * Total O&M ._-___-____________-------------------------------------------------------------------. 
Milltary Personnel based on Active Component End Strength. 
Other percentages baaed on then year dollars from FY93 President's Budget. 

3. ]PastEffortsm-Maintenance. Since the early 1960s, the 
Services, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), and external agencies and 
commissions have undertaken numerous management initiatives, studies, and audits with 
recommendations for improving depot maintenance effectiveness and economies. These 
include standardizing cost accounting and reporting systems, increasing interservicing and 
competition, and varying degrees of depot maintenance modernization and centralization. 
Although these efforts resulted in some improvements, excess capacity, unnecessary 
duplication, and inefficiencies still exist. 

a Some of the earlier DOD efforts were: 

(1) Calling for comparable and reliable cost accounting, performance measurement 
reporting, and capacity measurement. Universally accepted, standardized procedures 
have not yet been developed. 



(2) Directing the Services to take advantage of the facilities and capabilities of the 
other Services through interservicing agreements and having depots and private 
industry compete for work. Some progress has been made in this regard but in FY91 
interservicing was only about 3 percent of the total depot budget and savings attributed 
to competition were only 0.5 percent of the FY91 depot budget. 

(3) Consolidating some engine and avionics maintenance in the Air Force and Navy. 
The consolidation efforts fell short of the recommendations of the 1970 Blue Ribbon 
Defense Panel's Report to the President for a unified logistics command and a 1973 
General Accounting Office (GAO) report recommendation to assign a single manager 
for maintenance of specific classes of supply. 

b. The Joint Logistics Commanders (JLC) have provided senior-level guidance and 
priorities for joint initiatives and efforts to improve depot maintenance. Current JLC 
membership is the Commander, US Army Materiel Command; the Commander, Air Force 
Materiel Command; the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Logistics); the Deputy Chief 
of Staff for Installations and Logistics, Headquarters, US Marine Corps; and the Director, 
Defense Logistics Agency. In March 1980, the JLC established an organization that 
evolved into the Joint Depot Maintenance Analysis Group (JDMAG) to expedite cross- 
service coordination and to assimilate other advantages of a single manager, but have 
consistently maintained that each of the Services must retain management control of their 
respective depots. 

'mv c. In June 1990, dissatisfied with progress, the Deputy Secretary of Defense (DepSecDef) 
concluded that substantial opportunities existed to increase the efficiency and reduce the 
cost of the Department's depot maintenance activities while continuing to effectively 
conduct their maintenance mission. He directed the Service Secretaries to develop near- 
tenn and long-range plans for increased efficiency, including single-siting of workloads in 
the Air Force and Naval air depots, and a plan for improved maintenance information 
management. In addition, he established a Defense Depot Maintenance Council (DDMC) 
to advise the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Production and Logistics on depot 
maintenance management within DOD. The DDMC serves as a mechanism for 
coordinated reviews of DOD depot maintenance policies, systems, programs, and activities 
and provides advice on initiatives for reducing costs. It is the mechanism for jointly 
planning, monitoring, and evaluating the implementation of management improvement 
initiatives. The DDMC is composed of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Logistics) and the JLC, who, in this case, are the designated representatives of the 
Service Secretaries. Under the direction and sponsorship of the JLC, the Services began 
execution of the DDMC strategy to increase depot efficiency and productivity by 
streamlining, restructuring, and consolidatingfimctions, while preserving the capability 
needed to ensure equipment and weapon system readiness. 

d. The Service Under Secretaries identified near-term streamlining plans that would save 
1.7 billion dollars over the period N91-95. The DDMC formed Joint-Service study 



groups to examine 18 specific commodity areas (fmed wing aircraft, ground 
communications and electronics, small arms, etc.) to identify potential economies and 
efficiencies that the Services could achieve through both unilateral and coordinated 
actions. Based on the findings and recommendations of the commodity studies, the 
Service Secretaries, in their Joint Services Business Plan, dated February 1991, jointly 
agreed to specific actions which would result in savings of 1.15 billion dollars during the 
period FY91-FY95. The majority of the savings are from unilateral actions and include a 
total of 0.263 billion dollars resulting from interservicing. Separate joint-service study 
groups also looked at four general management areas: cost comparability, performance 
measurement, capacity/utilization measurement, and maintenance information management. 
As a result of these four general studies, OSD has published a cost comparability 
handbook, developed a system to measure performance that is consistent with Total 
Quality Management, published a production shop capacity measurement handbook, and 
established the Joint Logistics Systems Center as the DOD executive agent for depot 
maintenance systems. 

e. The Service Under Secretaries then prepared a Corporate Business Plan (CBP) that 
accumulated, in one document, their entire plan for saving 3.9 billion dollars over the 
period FY91-97. The CBP includes the 1.7 billion dollars near-term savings, the 1.15 
billion dollars of savings associated with the commodity studies, and 1.1 billion dollars of 
other savings. 

f. The Defense Management Review process has resulted in two decisions with direct 
impact on depot maintenance. Defense Management Report Decision (DMRD) 908, 
dated 17 November 1990, and DMRD 908C, dated 12 January 1991, Consolidating Depot 
Maintenance, formalized the 6.4 billion dollars savings from FY91-FY97 recommended by 
the Service Under Secretaries to the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Production and 
Logistics in the CBP. (The 1.15 billion dollars commodity area savings described in the 
preceding paragraph have been subsumed into the CBP savings.) The annual DDMC CBP 
describes the joint Service strategy for managing the organic depot maintenance industrial 
base and achieving these savings. The 1992 CBP is, by far, the most aggressive 
promulgated to date. Near-term savings will result from downsizing both direct and 
indirect work forces, closure of facilities, cancellation of facility projects, and internal 
Service workload consolidations, including single-siting workload in the NADEPs. 
Projected near-term savings are 3.2 billion dollars. Long-range actions under 
consideration include increased interservicing, increased competition, and improved 
capacity utibtion. Interservicing savings projected to be 134.7 million dollars acme 
from greater economies of scale through consolidations, which reduce recurring cost to the 
gaining depot. The losing activity will realize savings through reduced overhead 
associated with reduced workload and facility downsizing. Competition among the depots 
and between depots and private business is projected to provide savings of 1.73 billion 
dollars. Capacity utilization savings of 1.28 billion dollars will be achieved through 
redistribution of workloads within and among the Services. The projected savings by 
Service are shown in Table 1-2. In reality, it is highly unlikely that the Services will be 



able to meet these savings without actions that will severely affect readiness and the 

'w ability to go to war. 

Table 1-2 Projected Joint Service Savings 
r 

($Millions) FY91* Fy92 Fy94 Ey97 w 
6.2 21.1 60.0 206.9 228.4 2628 280.4 1,065.8 

Navy 274.0 3925 513.8 614.4 755.7 543.6 4628 3,556.8 
Air Force 58.4 149.3 235.5 299.8 367.4 292.7 305.2 1,708.3 
Marine Corps 1.1 4.5 3.8 6.1 4.5 4.4 4.2 28.6 

Total 339.7 567.4 813.1 1,127.2 1,356.0 1,103.5 1,052.6 6,359.5 

* M91 column reflects near-term savings achieved which exceeded the FY91 target of $258.8 million 
by $80.9 million. 

Source: DDMC Corporate Business Plan (FY92-97), Oct 92 (Draft) 

4. &&Q&ctive. The Depot Maintenance Consolidation Study was chartered by the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CICS) in September 1992 and was led by a group 
composed of one retired senior officer from each Service and a retired representative from 
industry. The purpose of the study was threefold: 

a. To review the existing depot maintenance structure in each DOD Service and the Coast 

V Guard.' A summary of this review is presented in Chapter II. 

b. To identify and analyze alternatives for reducing costs, duplication, overlap, and 
overall depot maintenance capacity. Analysis methodology is summarized in Chapter ID 
and the analysis of seven alternatives is presented in Chapter N. 

c. To recommend cost effective altemative(s) to reduce duplication, overlap, and overall 
depot maintenance capacity. Any recommendation made must ensure that the depots will 
be able to support peacetime readiness requirements, sustain forces during crisis response 
and contingency operations, and return equipment to established readiness standards upon 
redeployment. Conclusions and recommendations are included in Chapters V and VI. 

As the study progressed it became apparent that because of the unique mission and 
relatively small requirement, there is no utility in consolidating Coast Guard depot 
maintenance activities into the DOD system. The Coast Guard currently does maintenance 
in-house or contracts out to commercial industry or the DOD, whichever is least costly and 
most responsive to their needs. Accordingly, no recommendations are made regarding Coast 
Guard depot maintenance. 
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V 
CHAPTER I1 - TODAY'S DEPOT MAINTENANCE ENVIRONMENT 

1. 1 , t i o n .  This chapter provides a brief description of the Services' current depot 
maintenance facilities and discusses the history of Service efforts to reduce the cost of depot 
maintenance. It also addresses opportunities for further cost efficiency and the potential for 
increased savings from interservicing, competition, and capacity reduction. 

2. Depot F a c a -  . . . The following data on each Service's depot maintenance 
command structure and depot facilities were obtained from Service inputs and the JDMAG 
1991 Depot Profiles. 

a. Army. Army depot maintenance is controlled by the Army Materiel Command (AMC) 
through the Depot System Command (DESCOM) and Major Subordinate Commands 
(MSC). DESCOM operates the depots and designates a prime depot for every item 
requiring maintenance. DESCOM also designates depots as "Centers of Excellence" for 
specific commodities such as electronics or gas turbine engines. MSCs are responsible for 
maintenance of specific commodities, and coordinate their requirements for depot support 
through AMC and DESCOM to ensure maximum benefit from the "Centers of Excellence" 
concept. During conflicts, Army depot maintenance teams deploy to the scene to repair 
battle-damaged equipment in order to avoid returning equipment to a depot. Table 11-1 
presents basic information on each Army depot. As noted in Chapter I, the Army also 
maintains sixteen munition depots for ammunition storage and maintenance on US 
temtory. Depot maintenance data on these depots was not available. Army munitions 
depot consolidation recommendations will require in-depth consideration of maintenance 
requirements, allowable explosive concentrations, and transportation limitations. They are 
beyond the scope of this study. Sacramento Anny Depot is also not listed as it will be 
closed in FY95. 

Table 11-1 Army Maintenance Depots 

b. Navy. The Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) controls Navy depot maintenance 
through the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) for aircraft, the Naval Sea Systems 
Command (NAVSEA) for ships, and the Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command 
(SPAWAR) for space, surveillance, communications, and computer electronics. Each of 

DEPOT CODE 

Anniston, AL-ANAD 
Corpus Qlristi, TX--CCAD 
Letterkemy, PA-LEAD 
Red River, TX-RRAD 
Tobyhaona, PA-TOAD 
Tooele, UT--TEAD 

11- 1 

SIZE (SF) 

15M 
22M 
1.4M 
1.4M 
1M 
.95M 

COST ($M) 
Facility/ 
Equipment 
1381117 
362f93 
6001150 
855.Y137 
220/90 
17001'23 

F Y 9 3 m 5  
Workload 

(KDLH) 
328511956 
424414430 
2140/2679 
2794/2733 
3268/3606 
135611068 

TYPE OF 
WORK 

Tanks, Small Axms, Ammo 
Helos 
Tac Msls, Ammo 
Lt Cmbt Veh, Ammo 
Electronics 
Tac Veh, Rail 



these three commands is responsible for the depot maintenance of its platfoms and 
operates depots to accomplish the work mostly independent of other facilities. Navy 
aviation depots are being reorganized along commodity lines to reduce redundant facilities. 

w 
Like the Army, Navy aviation depots and shipyards provide field support to forward- 
deployed activities during conflicts. Naval aircraft depot maintenance is normally 
performed ashore but, in the event of a conflict, depot teams can deploy with each aircraft 
carrier to repair depot-level battle damage aboard ship. Shipyard engineering and repair 
teams also forward deploy as needed to repair major equipment casualties on scene 
without requiring that the damaged ship withdraw to a Navy shipyard. Tables 11-2, 11-3, 
and 11-4 present basic information on each of the depots. As discussed in Chapter I, there 
are also nine Navy facilities operated by NAVSEA in COWS that perform weapons 
maintenance and will be considered for consolidation by this study. Philadelphia Naval 
Shipyard, which has four usable drydocks, is not listed as it will be closed by FY96. 

Table 11-2 NAVAIR Maintenance Depots 

Table 11-3 NAVSEA Shipyards 

TYPE OF 
WORK 

Acft, Eng, Avionics, Msls, 
Armament 
Acft, Helos, Eng, 
Blades/Vane 
Acft, Eng, E-0, Avionics 
Acft, CV Support, Hyd SYS. 
Acft, ATE, Avionics, CV 
Support, Metrology 
Acft, Generators 
Helos, Avionics 

FY93m5 
Woddoad 
(KDLH) 
2515/2438 

2591/2028 

2583/2240 
3373/2802 
254512478 

2871/2817 

DEPOT CODE 

Charleston, SC-CHNSY 
Long Beach, CA--LBNSY 
Mare Island, CA-MINSY 
Norfolk, VA-NNSY 
Pearl Harbor, HI--PHNSY 
Portsmouth, NH--PTNSY 
Puget Sound, WA-PSNSY 

COST ($M) 
Facility/ 
Equipment 
2461183 

2741250 

394lwO 
3561297 
287P.88 

214f218 

DEPOT CODE 

Alameda, CA-NADEP-ALMD 

Cherry Pt., NC--NADEP-CHYPT 

Jacksonville, FL-NADEP-JX 
Norfolk, VA-NADEP-NORVA 
North Island, CA- 
NADEP-NORIS 
Pensacola, FL-NADEP-PNCLA 

SEE(SF) 

2.3M 

ISM 

1.6M 
2.3M 
2.5M 

1.7M 

#DRY- 
DOCKS 

3 
3 
4 
4 
3 
3 
6 

COST ($M) 
Facility1 
Equipment 
1702f220.5 
22361281.4 
2253f331.8 
24971216.3 
1 1%/222.6 
1123fl88.1 
201 1/302.4 

FY93m5 
Workload 

(KDLH) 
71 12,6406 
399013636 
677816764 
10485/9142 
5 16114346 
6176/4070 
12'753112050 

TYPE OF 
WORK 

NUC Ships, Subs 
Non-NUC Ships, CV 
NUC Ships, Subs 
Nuc Ships, Subs, CV 
NUC Ships, Subs 
NUC Ships, Subs 
NUC Ships, Subs, CV 



Table 11-4 SPAWAR Depots 

21 

c. Air Force. The Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) exercises control of Air Force 
depot maintenance and facilities. These depots are organized under the Technology Repair 
Center (TRC) and Integrated Weapon Systems Management (IWSM) concepts. The Air 
Force implemented the TRC concept in 1973 to consolidate the maintenance of depot-level 
reparables (DLRs) at specific depots along technology lines. This long standing 
centralization of capability is used up to, but not including, the highest end item level, i.e., 
type aircraft and engines. The Air Force maintains dual sources of repair for many 
commodities. IWSM provides a single point of contact for all weapon system platforms 
regardless of the number of TRCs providing that support. Table 11-5 describes Air Force 
depots. 

DEPOT CODE 

Portsmouth, VA-NESECP 
San Diego, CA--NESECS 

Table 11-5 Air Fome Maintenance Depots 

Electronics j 

SEE (SF) 

.082M 

.072M 

d. Marine Corps. Marine Corps depot maintenance is controlled by the Commander, 
Marine Corps Logistics Bases, through the Maintenance Directorate. Marine Corps depots 
maintain virtually identical capabilities to provide support for Marine Corps operational 
units depending on unit location. The Albany, GA, dcpot is the primary support facility 
for the Maritime Pre-positioning Force. Marine Corps depots also perform much "other- 
than-depot" maintenance to assist organizational and intermediate maintenance 
organizations. Table 11-6 describes both depots. 

COST ($M) FY93/FY95 
Facility1 Workload TYPE OF 
Equipment (KDm) WORK 

3.316.4 5224565 Electronics 
36/40 6201650 

DEPOT CODE 

Ogden, UT-00-ALC 

Oklahoma City, OK-OC-ALC 
Sacramento, CA-SM-ALC 

San Antonio. TX--SA-ALC 
Warner Robins, GA--WR-ALC 

, Newark, OH--AGMC 

SIZE(SF) 

3.7M 

5.3M 
3.5M 

3.8M 
3.4M 

.47M 

COST ($M) FY93IFY95 
Facility1 Workload TYPE OF 
Equipment (KDLH) WORK 
351.81663.6 689016296 Strat Msls, Acft, Air Mun, 

Photo/Recos Ldg Gear, 
SIMS 

1 133.41526.2 7366i6770 Acft, Eng, Oxygen 
633.61503.5 638716032 Comm-Elec, Acft, Gnd 

Elec, Hyd 
372.0/648.9 728917202 Acft, Eng. Nuc Equip 
257.71850.1 7 15 116605 Acft, Avionics, Props. 

Life Supt 
243.51301.8 112811 106 Metrology, Nav Sys 



Table 11-6 Marine Corps Logistics Bases 

e. Coast Guard. Coast Guard depots belong to the Department of Transportation, not the 
DOD. The Office of Engineering, Logistics and Development, through the Aeronautical 
Engineering Division and the Naval Engineering Division manages the depot maintenance 
system within the Coast Guard. Most Coast Guard depot level maintenance is perforked 
by commercial contract. The Coast Guard depot at Elizabeth City, NC, performs 31.5 
percent of aviation depot maintenance and the Coast Guard shipyard at Curtis Bay, MD, 
performs 18 percent of ship depot maintenance. Table II-7 describes both depots. 

Table 11-7 Coast Guanl Maintenance Depots 

A 

TYPE OF 
WORK 

Arnphib Veh, Wpm, 
Electronics, Tac Veh 
Amphib Veh, Wpns 
Elecaonics, Tac Veh 

3. m i c e  &pot -ce Ca=E[[pm. The Services have worked to reduce 
the costs of depot maintenance as their force levels have been reduced. These efforts can be 
summarized into four categories: process improvements; competition between depots and 
private industry; interservicing of depot work; and reductions in depot capacity. Each of these 
methods is discussed in the following paragraphs. 

FY93W95 
Workload 

(KDLH) 
167411 180 

171811187 

a Process Improvements. Improvements to the processes used to accomplish depot 
maintenance receive continuous attention by the Services. Process improvements usually 
are implemented without relying on cooperation from other Services or agencies. High 
technology processes, such as robotics and computer-assisted design and manufacturing, 
can yield major cost savings by reducing manpower requirements. Substantial investments 
may be required to install these technologies but they will be amortized by savings 
achieved by the system. After the first years of savings pay for the technology, the cost 
reductions accrued over the rest of the life of the system are pure savings for the depot 
maintenance budget. - Non-technology-based improvements, such as maintenance 

COST ($M) 
Facility/ 
Equipment 

85135.9 

47/23 

DEPOT CODE 

Albmy, GA--MCLBA 

BXS~OW, CA--MCLBB 

TYPE OF 
WORK 

Acft, Engines, Helos 

(SF) 

.52M 

.7M 

FY93/FY95 
Workload 

(KDLH) 
500/500 

COST ($M) 
Facility1 
Equipment 

8712 

SIZE(SF) 

.28M 
Curtis Bay, MD 

- 

1M 

DEPOT CODE 

Elizabeth City, NC 
Ships 87/50 looO/lOOO 



conducted under an autonomous, fully capable team concept, improve unit costs without 

w requiring an initial investment for hardware. No savings have been separately identified 
for process improvement in the CBP. 

b. Competition. Competition is projected to save 1,733.4 million dollars from FY91 
through FY97, over 27 percent of the total CBP savings. It is a method of depot cost 
reduction that has been the subject of Congressional interest since at least FY91. It is 
important to understand some of the legislation that has affected competition in depot 
maintenance before examining the Services' efforts to expand competition. 

(1) Legislative Background. Prior to N91, DOD Directive 4151.1, Use of Contractor 
and DOD Resources for Maintenance of Materiel, directed the Services to normally 
plan for not more than 70 percent of their total depot maintenance to be conducted in 
Service depots in order to maintain a private sector industrial base. Navy and Marine 
Corps depots could compete with contractors for work offered on a competitive basis. 
Army and Air Force depots, on the other hand, were not permitted to compete for 
depot maintenance work with private industry. Since FY91, Congress has authorized 
all depots to compete with private industry for portions of the total depot workload 
under varying restrictions described in the following paragraphs. 

(a) The Authorization Act of FY91 authorized the Army and Air Force to 
conduct a competition pilot program with an unspecified portion of the workload 
at one b y  and one Air Force depot. 

(b) The N 9 2  Authorization Act directed that at least 60 percent of the total 
depot maintenance funds expended by the Anny and Air Force be used for 
maintenance performed at Service depots. This is known as the organic "core 
requirement" for depot maintenance. The FY92 Authorization Act also extended 
the competition pilot program through FY92 and FY93, but limited competition- 
eligible funds to not more than 10 percent of the non-core depot funds, or 4 
percent of the total depot funds of these Services. These restrictions severely 
hampered Service efforts to broaden competition of the depots with private 
industry. 

(c) The FY93 Authorization Act modified and broadened the guidelines on depot 
maintenance competition. The Navy was directed to maintain a 60 percent core 
requirement along with the Army and Air Force. For Army aviation depot 
maintenance only, the core requirement was reduced to 50 percent for FY93 but 
then increased to 55 percent for FY94, and returned to 60 percent for N95. 
Although the 10 percent limitation on the amount of non-core, competition-eligible 
workload was rescinded, the Services were directed to not draw the competition 
workload disproportionately from one or several depots. Competition procedures 
were directed to be used if the Secretary of Defense elected to consolidate tactical 
missile maintenance at a single DOD location. Any depot engaged in tactical 



missile activity when the Authorization Act was enacted was deemed eligible to 
compete. Lastly, the Services were directed to not move any workload worth 
more than 3 million dollars from a depot to a private facility unless competition 

w 
between the depot and other facilities is used in making the selection. 

(2) FY90 Service Competition Efforts. The DDMC Corporate Business Plan FY91-95 
provided data on the amount of depot work awarded on a competitive basis by the 
Services in FY90. This data is listed in Table II-8 below. The data shows the 
percentage and value of depot work awarded on a competitive basis. The Amy and 
Air Force were not authorized to compete with private industry in FY90. Navy depots 
were allowed to compete with industry in FY90 and the Navy offered 37 percent of its 
depot work for competitive bid. Other depot work for the Amy, Navy and Air Force 
was awarded through sole-source contracts or other non-competitive means such as 
vendor maintenance agreements. Marine Corps depots were also authorized to 
compete with private industry for depot work in FY90, but no Marine Corps work'was 
offered to contractors through competition or any other means. 

Pet of Depot Maint. Value of Depot Work 
Service Awarhd by Competition Awarded by Competition 

20 % $ 422 M 
Navy 37 % $ 2808 M 
Air Force 16 % $ 734 M 
Marine Corps 0 % $ OM 

Table 11-8 FY90 Depot Maintenance Competition 

w 
Source: DDMC CBP for FY91-FY95 and OSD Report 7220.9M for W90. 

c. Interservicing. Interservicing is another major component of projected long-term CBP 
savings. It is projected to generate 134.7 million dollars in savings, 2 percent of total 
CBP savings from FY91 to FY97. Interservicing achieves cost savings by transferring 
work on comparable systems to the depot of another Service to take advantage of 
economies of scale, and to often avoid the cost of maintaining dual capabilities in a 
second Service. As seen in Table 11-9, FY91 interservicing amounted to less than 3 
percent of the overall Service depot maintenance budget with the Air Force providing 66 
percent of the total. Some Services appear to do more interservicing than others. The 
Marine Corps and Air Force spent 9.8 and 6.1 percent respectively of their depot 
e~penditures on work performed by other Services in FY91. The Army and Navy spent 
1.4 and 1.3 percent respectively of their total FY91 depot expenditures on interservicing. 
The Navy total includes expenditures for ships that is a virtually unique commodity to the 
Navy and is precluded from significant interservicing. When expenditures for ship depot 
maintenance are subtracted from total Navy depot expenditures, the Navy percentage of 
interservicing is 5 percent. The Air Force has workloads comparable to the Navy's ships 
that are exempt from.interservicing due to the nature of the work. These are large aircraft 



(e.g., B-52s, C-5s. and C-141s) and strategic missiles. No other Service has the required 
facilities. 

Table II-9 Depot Maintenance Interservicing 

Fiscal Year FW88 FY89 IT90 FY91 
. Depot Maintenance Executed ($DM) (Millions) 13586.2 12753.3 14392.9 12809.3 
Depot Maintenance Interservicing ($DM) (Millions) 
Army 7.5 13.9 17.5 31.3 
Navy 98.7 93.9 95.2 77.8 
Air Force 249.6 192.1 106.1 235.8 
Marioe Corps 5.8 9.8 8 13.6 
Total 361.6 309.7 226.8 358.5 
$DMI/$DM (Percent) 2.70% 2.40% 1.60% 2.80% 

Sourn: JDMAG data from OSD Report 7220.9M 

d. Capacity/Workload Reductions. Since FY88, and particularly since Base Force 
reductions were approved, depot workload requirements have generally decreased in the 
Services and are expected to continue through N95. Figures II-1 through II-5 summarize 
requirements and capacity trends for each Service. 



(1) The Army has embraced the "Centers of Excellence" concept in order to reduce 
its requirement for depot facilities. It will downsize its infrastructure in FY95 when 
Sacramento Army Depot closes. As shown in Figure 11-1, this will reduce Army 

w 
excess capacity to less than 10 percent of the downsized capacity of the remaining 
depots in EY97. The remaining depots still have the capability, however, to build back 
to higher late-1980s output levels. 

Figure 11-1 Army Capacity and Workload 

Direct Labor Hours (Millions) 

35 5 1 

0 I I I I I ! I I I I 

86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 
Fiscal Year 

- Depot Capadty + Depot Workload Rqmts 

Source: JDMAG data from POS-87, POS-89, POS-90, POS-91 and DDMC CBP for FY92R97. 



(2) NAVAIR has steadily reduced its excess capacity by downsizing without closing 
any depots. As shown in Figure II-2, NAVAIR capacity decreases are projected to 
level off in FY94. By FY97, excess capacity is less than 9 pexcent of the remaining 
capacity in NAVAIR depots. As with the Army, the potential still remains to restore 
some of those depots to earlier, higher production levels. 

Figure U-2 NAVAIR Capacity and Workload 

Direct Labor Hours (Millions) 
30 1 

0 I I I I I I -I I 
86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 

Fiscal Year 

--C Depot Capacity -I-- Depot Workload Rqrnts 

Source: JDMAG data fom POS-87, POS-89, POS-90, POS-91 and DDMC CBP for FY92-EY97. 



(3) NAVSEA depot capacity and work is presented in terms of their Limiting physical 
factor, drydock utilization. As the Navy downsizes to Base Force levels, drydock 
requirements also decrease. Some downsizing in the shipyard infrastructure is being 
accomplished by the closure of the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard in FY96, as shown in 
Figure II-3. With no further consolidation projected, excess drydock-equivalcnt 
capacity will be more than 21 percent of that available in FY97. 

Figun 11-3 NAVSEA Capacity and Worldoad 

0 1 I I I I I I 

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 
Fiscal Year 

--C NSY Drydocks Avail -t- DD-Equivalents 
Used or Projected in Use 

DD-Equivalent = (# Drydocks at NSY)x(NSY Utilization Index) 

Source: JDMAG and OPNAV N431 data. 



(4) The Air Force has downsized without closing depot facilities. Depot maintenance 
averages only about 30 percent of the logistics activity at any large ALC. 
Nevertheless, no complete CONUS depot maintenance function has been closed despite 
significant Service downsizing. The rate of decline of maintenance requirements has 
exceeded the rate of capacity reduction. As shown in Figure 11-4, by FY97 Air Force 
projections indicate that depot maintenance activities will still retain over 28 percent 
excess capacity with an increasing trend in the percentage of excess. 

Figm 11-4 Air Force Capacity and Wolidoad 

Direct Labor Hours (Millions) 
60 

86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 
Fiscal Year 

--C Depot Capacity +-- Depot Workload Rqmts 

Source: JDMAO data h m  Pa-87, POS-89, POS-90, Pa-91 and DDMC CBP for N-92-FY97. 

(5) Marine Corps depot maintenance requirements fell steadily prior to FY91 
Operation DESERT STORM support and reconstitution. As shown in Figure 
11-5, FY91 depot workload requirements increased above the nominal depot 
capacity to support Operation DESERT STORM. This level of effort is 
required through FY95 to reconstitute equipment to pre-Operation DESERT 
STORM readiness. To accomplish this work, the Marine Corps increased depot 
civilian personnel 25 percent. Workshifts were also lengthened. By FY96, the 
Marine Corps projects its depot requirements will normalize, although at a level 
35 percent above. pre-Operation DESERT STORM levels. This requirement 



level is inconsistent with pre-Operation DESERT STORM trends but will 
reduce excess capacity at Marine Corps depots to less than 2 percent as shown 
in Figure 11-5. If FY97 ~quirements leveled off at the FY90 level, the excess 
capacity of the Marine Corps depots would be over 35 percent. Marine Corps 
depot capacity is projected to remain at the same level it has been since -86. 
The slight change in capacity shown in FY91 and FY92 is due to a change in 
the OSD's capacity calculation methodology. Like the depots of other Services, 
Marine Corps depots conduct many activities other than depot maintenance. 
This activity is not reflected for the years FY89-FY91, but apparently is for 
FY92- N97. 

Figure 11-5 Marine Corps Capacity and Workload 

Direct Labor Hours (Thousands) 
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Source: JDMAG data from POS-87, POS-89, POS-90, POS-91 and DDMC CBP for FY92FY97. 



4. of C u m p t B e ~ o t  C~&-Methods&)&tu~~ Q~portuni t i~ .  While 
some savings have been achieved through competition, intersemicing, and capacity reduction, 
the potential for continued success is limited without substantial new initiatives. The 
following subparagraphs discuss these limitations and describe potential opportunities for 
additional savings. 

a. Process Improvements. Faced with declining defense budgets for the foreseeable 
future, depot managers can be expected to take advantage of any process improvements 
that generate greater cost efficiency. This is true under all of the alternative depot 
organizations considered by this study. For this reason, process improvement will not be 
addressed any further in this study or used as a measure of effectiveness for the 
alternatives to be discussed. 

b. Competition. Competition does produce unit cost efficiencies and savings in depots. 
Competition savings would increase if all Services maximized the depot work they award 
competitively, vice the limited amounts seen in the FY90 statistics. CBP competition 
initiatives are projected to achieve savings of less than 2 percent of the total depot 
maintenance budget from IT91 through FY97. Competition savings are also limited by 
the core requirement that ensures that at least 60 percent of depot expenditures will be 
spent in Service depots. One additional aspect of competition that must be carefully 
managed is its potential to reduce the number of potential bidders. If contracts are 
awarded repeatedly to the same contractors, other contractors and Service depots may 
dispose of unused capabilities in a manner that precludes their future competition or 
activation to support surge requirements. The winning contractor may evolve into the sole 
source of maintenance for the commodity, resulting in increased costs as opposed to 
savings. Despite these limitations, a significant benefit of competition is its ability to 
move work to more efficient private facilities and other depots. Increasing competition 
could shift the lower volume commodity output of less efficient, small workload depots to 
other facilities to take advantage of economies of scale. 

c. Interservicing. The FY91 interservicing effort described earlier achieved only 100,000 
dollars in savings. In FY93, the CBP projection for interservicing savings is 23.1 million 
dollars rising in FY97 to 29.2 million dollars. This magnitude of savings will only be 
possible if all Services interservice vastly more depot work than has been previously 
attempted. Each Service can argue that there is a ceiling on interservicing imposed by 
their ownership of unique platforms. But a significant amount of similarity and 
commonality, particularly at the engine and component level, make interservicing potential 
many times greater than the current 3 percent. 

d. Capacity Reductions. Reducing capacity and workload, without reducing the number 
of depots, decreases expenditures for direct labor and variable overhead costs, but does not 
significantly decrease the costs of fmed overhead expenses. As will be shown in the 
following paragraphs, only depot closures will result in substantial savings by eliminating 
the fixed overhead of depots closed. 



(1) Depot fured overhead includes those indirect costs of depot operations that do not 
vary with the work output of the depot. This includes general and administrative costs 
for depot plant operations, planning, and financial management. It also includes some 
of the operation's overhead costs for equipment management, production planning, 
engineering, material management, and quality assurance. KPMG Peat Marwick 
Report, Current Cost Baseline for DOD Depot Maintenance, dated 14 December 1991, 
estimates that all of the general and administrative costs, plus 50 percent of operations 
overhead, are attributable to organic maintenance management. This cost approximates 
total fixed overhead and is estimated to consume 28 percent of N90 depot 
maintenance expenditures. Figure 11-6 shows the declining trend in depot maintenance 
workload between N 9 0  and FY96 within DOD. 

Figure 11-6 Annual Depot Maintenance WorMoad 

Direct Labor Hours (Millions) 
1 70 

Fiscal Year 

--C Projected Depot Work 

Source: JDMAG data from POS87, POS-89, POS-90, POS-91 and DDMC CBP for FY92FY97. 



(2) Figure II-7 shows the upward trend in the percent of the depot maintenance budget 

w being expended on the estimated fixed overhead of DOD depots during the same years. 
There will be a continued increase in the percentage of depot maintenance costs that are 
due to fixed overhead, if fixed overhead does not decrease with workload. 

Figure 11-7 Depot Fixed Overhead Budget Impact 

Percent of Depot Maintenance Budget 
35% 

25% I I I I I 

90 . 9 1 92 93 94 95 96 
Fiscal Year 

-+- Fixed Overhead Costs 

Source: JDMAG data for POS-87, POS-89, POS-90, POS-91 and DDMC CBP for FY92-FY97. 

(3) To accommodate shrinking workloads, Services have planned to reduce the 
commodity output of each depot, but not to significantly reduce the total number of 
depots. While competition and interservicing reduce costs per unit, capacity reductions 
have the potential to decrease the total costs for direct labor hours and variable overhead 
at the depots. But, like competition and interservicing, capacity reductions do not 
significantly decrease the substantial fixed overhead burden. Reducing capacity within the 
depots will push the estimated fmed overhead percentage of depot costs over 32 percent 
by FY96. The redundancy and excess capacity retained at each depot will have an 
increasingly negative impact on the funds available for depot commodity output. As 
future depot maintenance budgets continue to decrease and each Service needs to capture 
more savings, fixed indirect costs will be the prime area to reduce depot expenditures. 
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1. ma-. The study analyzed seven alternatives that are summarized 
in the study Concept Paper, Appendix C. Two of the alternatives provide continued 
individual Service ownership and control of its depot maintenance organizations. Three 
provide varying degrees of "Executive Service" management in which the predominant 
Service is responsible. The two remaining alternatives remove depot maintenance 
responsibility from direct Service control. The first has two options: a Defense Maintenance 
Agency (DMA) or a Joint Depot Maintenance Command (JDMC) organization that would 
report, respectively, to OSD or CJCS. The second alternative provides for contracting out the 
entire depot maintenance operation. The analysis is based on the following two assumptions. 

a. Each Service performs work of similar quality. 

b. Changing the agency responsible for work performed in a specific location would not 
affect cost. 

2. <l.iteria. Each alternative was evaluated using the criteria listed below. The f i t  criterion 
is the only objective measure, the remainder are subjective. 

a Cost Savings: Relative recurring and nonrecurring costs and savings were developed 
for comparison among Alternatives B through F. 

b. Capacity Reduction: The ability to reduce excess capacity under each alternative was 
compared. 

c. U~ecessary Duplication: A comparison of how well each alternative eliminates 
unnecessary duplicate capability and unnecessary duplicate overhead structure was made. 

d. Military Responsiveness: The loss of direct control of a Service's depot maintenance 
capability could potentially degrade both readiness and a Service's ability to respond to 
crises. The impact of each alternative with respect to its ability to maintain peacetime 
readiness standards, sustain forces during crisis response and contingency operations, and 
reconstitute forces upon redeploy&nt was examined. 

3. BaselineInformation. The baseline information used to analyze the alternatives is 
contained in the Depot Commodity Matrix (Appendix F) that was consaucted with data 
provided by OSD, the Services, and JDMAG. The Financial and Facility portion of the 
matrix contains 34 separate data elements to describe each depot facility. The Depot 
Commodity section identifies the type and quantity of work that is done at each depot. 
Information presented is for EY91 and has been verified by each Service as of 5 October 
1992. 



4. AegrPeationgf Reguimments a-. The fmt step in the analysis process was to 
aggregate both the requirements for each major classification of hardware and the capability 
to meet these requirements. The Services report capacity and workload requirements by depot 
within the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) in accordance with DOD Instruction 41 51.15, 
Depot Maintenance Program Policies. This document groups maintenance into nine distinct 
categories and closely resembles the commodity breakdown idenM~ed in the commodity 
matrix. Table III-1 lists these groups and their subassemblies. 

Table III-1 Wo& Breakdown Sbuctu~e (WBS) 

se Equip --- 
701 Radio 801 Nuclear 

802 Chem & Bio 902 Generator Sets 
703 Wire & Comm 803 Artillery & Guns 903 GP Maint tooling & equip 
704 Other 904 Other 

Source: DODI 41 5 1.15, Depot Maintenance Program Policies. 

.- 300 Ships 
301 Hull 
302 Propulsion 
303 Electric Plant 
304 Cmd & Surveillance 
305 Aux 
306 Outfit & Furnishing 
307 Axmament 
308 Engineering 
309 Ship Support Svcs 

600 -- Construction - -. - - - Equipment - - --- 
601 Hull/bodylframe 
602 Engine 
603 Veh/Eng comp/acc 
604 Other 

100 Aircraft -- 
101 Airframe 
102 Engine 
103 A/C & Eng acclcomp 
104 Comm & Electronics 
105 Armament 
106 Supp Equip 
107 Other 

400 Combat Vehicles - - - - - - - - - - - - 
40 1 Hull/body/£!rame 
402 Engine 
403 V e W g  complacc 
404 Comm & Electronics 
405 Armament 
406 SupportEquip 
407 Other 

a. Past and present capacity and FY95 workload requirements were then reviewed. 
Capacity is defined in DOD 4 15 1.15-H, Depot Maintenance and Utilization Measurement 
Handbook as: 'The amount of workload, expressed in actual direct labor hours (DLHs), 
that a facility can effectively produce annually on a single shift, 40-hour week basis while 
producing the product mix that a facility is designed to accommodate." 

200 Missiles 
201 Frame 
202 Propulsion & comp 
203 Guidance & comp 
204 Payload & comp 
205 Access & comp 
206 Surface comm & cont 
207 Supp and Launch Equip 
208 Other 

500 Automotiv~ 
501 ~uH%&l~/frame 
502 Engine 
503 Veh~Eng complacc 
504 Comm & Electronics 
505 Armament 
506 Support Equip 
507 Other 



b. The formula recommended by the JLC and incorporated in DOD 415 1.15-H (draft) for 
QV computing capacity is: number of work positions x availability factor (.95) x annual 

productive hours (1 6 15). 

c. Depot capacity is a function of the physical plant and the personnel assigned with 
the level of employment being the driving factor in the calculation. The only variable 
in the capacity formula is the number of work positions which, as defined, is not 
directly affected by personnel vacancies. From the purist's viewpoint, a reduction in 
personnel levels should only affect a depot's ability to perform up to its capacity. In 
reality, when faced with a loss of manpower, most depots elect not to use equipment 
and/or decrease shop co&iguration which results in reduced work positions and lower 
computed capacity levels. 

d. Using the depot's past reported capacity and FY95 workload requirements, as reported 
by the Services in accordance with OSD standards in DOD 4151.15-H, analysts reviewed 
the overall depot maintenance capacity and the maintenance requirements for weapon 
systems and their sub assemblies for a l l  Services. Figure III-1 is a summary of Service 
capacity and planned workload for FY92-FY97, less shipyards. Shipyards were not 
included, because shipyard capacity figures based upon the workload are unavailable from 
JDMAG. The reduction in workload is attributed to projected decreases in force structure. 
The reduction in capacity is attributed to the Services' efforts to optimize their depots with 
the largest single factor being across the board Service reductions in depot maintenance 

'(lr 
personnel. The present gap between workload and capacity does not decrease over time, 
based upon Service provided data. 



Figurr III-I DOD Depot Capacity and Workload Requimment (Less NAVSEA) 

Direct Labor Hours (Millions) w 
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- Depot Capacity -+- Depot Workload Rqrnts I 
Source: JDMAG 

e. The capacity figures shown in Figure III-1, are based upon a single shift, eight 
hour, five day work week. Increasing a depot to multiple shifts would increase depot 

w 
capacity and further widen the gap between computed capacity and workload 
requirements. For the purpose of this study, depot maintenance capacity was measund 
at the single shift level, allowing a multiple shift alternative to meet potential surge 
requirements. 

5.  ~ d e n t i f i c a t i o n f i ~ x e e s s n d - s e r v i ~ .  The second analytical step 
involved quantifying excess capacity and identifying the dominant Sewice. Excess capacity 
was identifled by subtracting the planned FY95 workload from the M87 capacity. This was 
performed at the weapon system level (e.g. WBS 100, aviation) and, where data was 
available, at the sub assembly level (e.g. 101, akftames). FY87 capacity figures were used 
since it was a peak year with larger overall employment and more accurately reflected what 
work a depot facility could absorb doling workload consolidation. Analysts recognize that 
some existing depots may have been reconfigured since FY87, to reflect a lower capacity. As 
a result, in order to accept added workload, depots will require reconFiguring to a larger 
capacity. Capacity of those depots which have closed or will close by FY96 was not 
included. Any deviation of the above procedure will be explained in the alternatives. Depot 
capabilities were reviewed to determine which depots perform similar maintenance in order to 
identify potential consolidations. The Depot Commodity Matrix (Appendix F), DOD 



7220.9-M, and the WBS data were the primary inputs used in this process. The dominant 
Service for each major weapon type and, where possible, their sub-assemblies was then 
determined by identifying the Service with the majority of documented man-hours. 

6. I d c n t i f i c a t i o n O f U a m .  The third step in the analytical process involved 
quantifying costs and savings. When a significant excess in capacity exists, it is possible to 
consolidate requirements fi-om a single large activity, several smaller ones, or a combination 
of different size facilities. In several cases, depot activities perfonn non-depot level 
maintenance functions that would still be required after the consolidation of depot level 
maintenance. As a result, the consolidation of depot level maintenance workload may not 
always result in the closure of a site. For each alternative and for each WBS major group, 
savings and costs based on actual N91 workload figures were estimated whenever 
consolidation occurred. To allow for proper planning and execution, the migration of 
workload would not commence until FY94 and would occur over a period of two years.' Cost 
and savings were projected from FY94 through FY03. AU costs and savings were adjusted, 
using FY93 constant dollars for comparison. 

a. Costs. The following one time and recurring costs were calculated for each altemative: 

(1) Personnel 

p. The cost of involuntary separations resulting from the transfer of a 
maintenance function. 

b. Personnel relocation costs. The government expense to move those personnel 
that wiU transfer with the function. 

. Unemployment claims for personnel who are involuntarily separated. 

9. Early-out retirement costs. 

(2) Temporary duty costs associated with training individuals at a new facility. 

(3) Costs to move equipment to the new location. 

(4) Cost of recruiting and training people at the new location. 

(5) Costs associated with lower initial productivity at the new facility. 

(6) Added military construction and conversion costs. 

(7) Costs associated with moving Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) warehousing and 
Defense Reutilization and Marketing Offices (DRMO) to new locations were not 



included. ' 
(8) Environmental clean-up costs. These costs have not been included in this analysis 
due to the recognition that they must be paid by DOD whether the facility remains 
open or is closed. However, a Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) decision to 
close a facility may drive a large additional &ded environmental charge in the near 
term. As a result, other interim options such as "caretaker status" or "mothballing" 
may be needed in lieu of closing in order to provide time to program and budget for 
the added environmental charges. 

(9) Cost of disruption at the losing depot. 

(10) Cost for closing buildings and other production facilities due to closure or 
relocating workload. For example, some depot maintenance facilities occupy an entire 
base/post. Calculating closing and transfer costs for these are straightforward. Others 
are combined with engineering, materiel management, inventory control points, and 
other Service logistic functions on large bases with other tenant organizations. In 
these instances cost calculations are less straightforward. When a si@cant entity 
other than a depot maintenance facility remains at a basebst, closure of the base/post 
has not been considered. Additionally, the analysis has not accounted for any 
differences in transportation recurring costs that result when workload is accomplished 
at a new location. These are generally a small percent of the total maintenance cost. 

b. Savings. The following one time and recuning savings were calculated for each 
alternative: 

(1) Projected and budgeted military construction that will be canceled. 

(2) Industrial Plant Equipment (IPE) costs for newlreplacement items that are no 
longer required. 

(3) Indirect operational overhead and General and Administrative (G&A) savings. 
This includes such items as engineering, staff support, base operation and support, and 
work not identifiable to a single job order. 

1 DLA conducted a macro look at Alternative E and found a'potential reduction of 1000 
people with no additional facility requirements. Based on an average salary of 30,000 dollars 
per year, this has the potential to save as much as 30 million dollars per year. These 
potential savings have not been included in the analysis of any alternative. A more detailed 
study is required to determine actual costs and savings. 



7. Summam. A summary of how each of these costs and savings items were calculated is 
contained in Appendix E. To the maximum extent possible, estimates of costs and savings 
have been taken from previous studies and audits. When previous studies' costs and savings 
recommendations fall into a narrow range, a single estimate has been used. When there is 
disparity in estimating a particular cost, a savings/cost range is used incorporating the extreme 
estimates from the studies available. When projected costs are subtracted from projected 
savings for each alternative, a savings range is then calculated. It is important to note that the 
saving ranges apply to all of DOD. No attempt has been made to allocate these potential 
savings to individual semices. Further, the calculated savings ranges are useful only for 
comparison of Alternatives B thmugh F and are not ' hdge t  quality" figures, i.e., they am 
most useful for the relative ranking of Alternatives B thmugh F in tenns of cost savings. 
This is due to the lack of data in a variety of areas, e.g., outyear labor rates, accurate 
workload estimates, and lack of demographics to more precisely estimate personnel costs. 
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w CHAPTER IV - EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES 

1. Background. Seven alternatives are analyzed in this report (Appendix C) using the 
methodology outlined in Chapter III. Excess capacity was identified by subtracting the 
planned FY95 wolldoad from the FYS7 capacity. FYS7 capacity figures werP, used since it 
was a peak year with larger overall employment and more accurately reflects what work a 
depot could absorl, during workload consolidation. There fo~ ,  the capacity utilization 
percentages shown in this chapter should be only used to compm the alternatives and will 
not cornspond to the projected pementages discussed in Chapter IL The excess capacity 
percentages in Chapter I1 am FY97 Service pmjections as contained in the CBP. Each 
alternative will be analyzed separately with cost/savings reflected. The alternatives being 
considered are grouped into three categories as depicted in Table IV-1. 

Table IV-1 Categories and Alternatives 

'(I 
a. Alternative A. Each Service retains its own separate depot maintenance operations in 

CATEGORIES 
Using Service Control 

Executive Senrice ControI 
Control External to Services 

accordance with DMRD 908 directions to increase interservicing, streamline depot 
operations, reduce management staffs at a l l  levels, increase competition, team with private 
industry for remanufacturjng/manufacturing, etc. Additional depot closures and 
realignments will be accomplished through the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) 
process. The Defense Depot Maintenance Council (DDMC) will provide limited 
oversight. 

ALTERNATlVE!3 

A & B  

C, D, &E 
F & G  

(1) Overview. This alternative assumes that each Service will realize the total of 6.4 
billion dollars savings from FY91 to FY97 projected under CBP guidelines, with the 
DDMC providing management oversight. It will be very difficult for the Services to 
meet these goals and it is likely that they will be forced to take actions which will 
have severe impacts on readiness. 

(2) Analysis. As reflected in the CBP, Services are reducing depot maintenance cost 
through the following: 

(a) Near-term savings (downsizing work forces, facility closures, project 
cancellations, internal consolidations, etc.). These savings totaled 3.2 billion 
dollars of the 6.4 billion dollars, and represent 50 percent of the CBP total. 
Savings resulting from closing one CONUS and one overseas facility are included. 

rv- 1 



(b) Interservicing (transfer of a system's depot maintenance to another Service 
that has a facility maintaining the same or a similar system). These savings 
totaled 134.7 million dollars representing 2.1 percent of the CBP total. 

(c) Competition (of organic depots with other depots and with private industry). 
Services' competition savings are projected at 1,733.4 miuion dollars, which 
represents 27.3 percent of the total savings. 

(d) Elimination or storage of excess or unnecessary redundant capacity totaled 
1,283.8 million dollars, which represents 20.2 percent of the total savings. 

(3) Summary of Analysis Results. The CBP projects savings of 6.4 billion dollars that 
reduces the original projected depot maintenance budgets of the Army, NAVAIR, 
NAVSEA, Air Force, and Marine Corps by 7.0 percent from 89.8 to 83.5 billion 
dollars over FY91 through FY97. 

(a) Cost Effectiveness. Table N-2 details the distribution of the CBP savings. 
In comparison with all other alternatives, this is the least cost effective alternative. 

Table IV-2 Effect of DMRD 908 on Projected FY91-FY97 Depot Maintenance Budget 
(Then Year $ Millions) 

(b) Capacity Reduction. The CBP is the baseline for planned consolidations of 
depot maintenance functions. As discussed in Chapter IKI, the utilization rates 
shown in Table IV-3 are based on NAVSEA drydock utilization, FY91 through 
FY97 maximum capacities for NAVORD depots, and FY87 capacity for the 
Army, NAVAIR, Air Force, and Marine Corps. 

Table IV-3 Alternative A DOD Depot Capacity Utilization Rates 

Current Budget 
Projection 

14,014.7 
9,781.6 

32,121.9 
26596.9 

938.7 

83,453.8 

ARMY 
NAVAIR 
NAVSEA 
US AF 
USMC 

Total 

Original Budget 
Projection 

15,080.5 
11,230.4 
34,229.9 
28,305.2 

967.3 

89,813.3 

A 

Army 62% 
NAVAlR 56% 
NAVSEA 71% 

% Savings 
of Budget 

7.0% 
129% 
6.2% 
6.0% 
3.0% 

7.0% 

CBP 
Savings 

1,065.8 
1,448.8 
2,108.0 
1,708.3 

28.6 

6,359.5 

US AF 64% 
USMC 100% 
NAVORD 81% 

% of Total 
CBP 
16.8% 
22.8% 
33.0% 
26.9% 
0.5% 

100.0% 



The overall utilization for the aggregate is 64 percent, which is used as the 
baseline utilization rate for the rest of the alternatives considered. When 
compared with all the other alternatives, this capacity utilization rate is the lowest. 

(c) Unnecessary Duplication. The CBP is the baseline for depot consolidation, 
but leaves much redundancy and excess capacity throughout the depot 
organization. 

(d) Military Responsiveness. 

1. Peacetime Readiness. This alternative expends the peacetime depot - 
maintenance budget on individual Service-managed depot organizations with 
limited interservicing. A higher percentage of available funds must be 
committed to maintaining excess capacity and unnecessary duplication within 
Service boundaries. Each Service will invest a higher percentage of their 
fixed peacetime depot maintenance budget in depot overhead and have less 
available for direct labor expenditures. Thus, this alternative yields the least 
amount of depot maintenance funds for hardware maintenance and readiness 
support. 

2. Contingency Response, Deployment, and Reconstitution. Services believe 
that when they manage their own depot maintenance organization, the depots 
will be most responsive to their specific needs for contingency response, 
deployment, and reconstitution. No hard data was provided to support this 
contention. Surge capacity can be met by additional shifts, work hours, and 
workdays to meet total mobilization requirements. Excess capacity and 
redundancy within each Service will provide even greater support and surge 
capacity to the using Service when additional resources are provided for 
contingencies and subsequent xeconstitution. 

b. Alternative B. Each Service retains its own separate depot maintenance operations. 
Under DMRD 908 streamlining guidance, weapon system platforms, depot-level reparables 
(DLRs), components, and non-weapon-system equipment will be consolidated into 
"Centers of ExceUenceW within the using Service to the maximum extent possible. Depot 
maintenance could be performed by a contractor or in another Service's facilities. 

(1) Overview. Alternative B reduces excess capacity and unnecessary duplication by 
increased implementation of the "Centers of Excellence" concept within using Service 
managed depot boundaries. Consolidations across Service boundaries and effects of 
increased interservicinglcompetition were not considered for the alternative. 



(2) Analysis. The study team: 

(a) Analyzed OSD depot output data for commodities of similar technology 
w 

maintained by multiple depots within each Service. 

(b) Reviewed JDMAG N 9 5  projected depot workload. 

(c) Reviewed JDMAG depot capacity data from FY87 through FY97 to 
determine utilization rates. 

(d) Projected the net cost of consolidating commodities into "Centers of 
Excellence" at sites that had demonstrated capacity to absorb that commodity with 
an objective of making other sites eligible for closure. 

(3) Summary of Analysis Results. As described in Appendix G, there is si@cint 
potential for reducing excess capacity in each Service through consolidation of depot 
maintenance capabilities into "Centers of ExceIlence." In this analysis, the A m y  depot 
maintenance workload was consolidated from six depots into five. The Air Force 
predicted depot workload was consolidated into five vice six current facilities. The 
Navy depot workload was consolidated from six aviation depots into four, seven 
shipyards into five, and nine ordnance centers into three. The Maxine Corps depot 
workload performed at two depots was consolidated into one. 

(a) Cost Effectiveness. For comparison with Alternatives C through F, this 
alternative has the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions of 1,589 
to (5,661 million dollars from FY94 through FY03 as shown in Table N-4. 

Table N4 Alternative B FY94-FY03 -- Rojected Relative Savings 
(Constant N93  $ M a o m )  

03 369 863 
Total 1,589 6,661 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 
Annual 

FY Minimum Maximum 
94 (752) (220) 
95 (655) (167) 
96 412 959 
97 370 88 1 
98 37 1 88 1 
99 368 878 
00 368 863 
01 373 862 
02 365 861 

Cumulative 
Minimum Maximum 

(752) (220) 
(1,407) (387) 

(995) 572 
(625) 1,453 
(254) 2,334 
114 3,212 
482 4,075 
855 4,937 

1,220 5,798 



(b) Capacity Reduction. 'The consolidations made in this alternative increased 
utilization by 18 percent. The utilization rates shown in Table N-5 are based on 
NAVSEA drydock utilization, FY91 through FY97 maximum capacities for 
NAVORD and Marine Corps depots, and FY87 capacity for Army, NAVAIR, and 
the Air Force depots. 

Table N-5 Alternative B DOD Depot Capacity Utilization Rates 

A m y  70% USAF 76% . 

N AVAIR 81% USMC 100% 
NAVSEA 92% NAVORD 100% 

The overall utilization rate is 82 percent for Altemative B after all recommended 
consolidations. Further increases in the utilization rate would require extensive 
and costly establishment of new commodity capabilities at bases that have no" 
demonstrated capacity for those commodities in past years, or consolidation of 
depot maintenance across Service boundaries, not considered under this 
alternative. 

(c) Unnecessary Duplication. The consolidations recommended within each 
Service significantly decrease and in some cases completely eliminate duplication, 
but only within Service boundaries. The final depot co~iguration in this 
alternative still provides duplicate capabilities among the Services. 

(d) Military Responsiveness. 

1. Peacetime Readiness. When compared with Alternative A, less available 
funds will be spent for excess capacity and unnecessary duplication when 
Sewices consolidate to "Centers of Excellence" within Service boundaries. 
However, duplication and excess capacity remain when commodities are 
considered across Service boundaries, so each Service will still pay a higher 
percentage of its peacetime depot maintenance budget for depot overhead than 
alternatives that consolidate across Service boundaries. Alternative B will 
provide more depot maintenance funds than Alternative A for hardware 
maintenance and readiness support. 

2. Contingency Response, Deployment, and Reconstitution. As indicated in 
Alternative A, Services prefer to manage their own depot maintenance 
organization. It retains more flexibility than Alternatives C through G, 
although this flexibility is somewhat less than Altemative A. Surge capacity 
can be met by additional shifts, work hours, and workdays to meet total 
mobilization requirements. Excess capacity and redundancy within each 
Service will provide even greater support and surge capacity. 



c. Alternative C. Depot maintenance management of common or similar weapon system 
platforms, (e.g., ships, f i ed  wing aircraft, rotary wing aircraft, large missiles, etc.) would 
be accomplished by single Services in "Centers of Excellence". Maintenance will be 
performed in the single Service's facilities, another Service's facilities or contractor 
facilities. Depot maintenance responsibility for D m ,  components, and non-weapon 
system equipment will remain in using Service's "Centers of Excellence". 

(1) Overview. Alternative C consolidates depot maintenance responsibility for each 
major type of weapon system platform under an Executive Service. The using Service 
of each weapon system retains responsibility for depot maintenance of DLRs, 
components, and non-weapon system equipment. 

(2) Analysis. The study team: 

(a) Identified weapon system platform and DL.R/component responsibilities for 
each Service. 

(b) Established a workload baseline in each commodity based on FY91 workload. 

(c) Reviewed JDMAG FY95 projected depot workload for each commodity. 

(d) Reviewed JDMAG FY87 capacities for each commodity. 

(e) Applied FY91 percentages of work to the FY95 total workload and the FY87 
capacities. Marine Corps capacity was based on FY93 figures, NAVORD 
capacity was based on the maximum reported capacity between FY91 and FY97. 

(f)  Consolidated weapon system plarform commodity workloads to the maximum 
extent possible at the depots of the Executive Service, and DWcomponent 
commodity workloads within the depots of the owning Services. 

(3) Summary of Analysis Results. As described in Appendix G, the analysis found 
little overall capacity reduction through migration of weapon system platforms across 
Service lines. The majority of depot-level maintenance is performed on DLRs and 
components, not weapon system platforms. As a result, these Services must retain 
much of their current structure to perfonn maintenance on the remaining workload. In 
addition, since the Services still maintain their weapon system DLR/components, 
greater consolidation was not possible. For aircraft, with the majority of the airframe 
maintenance work migrating to the Air Force, no Air Force consolidations were 
possible. Navy was consolidated from six NADEPs to four, but three sites would still 
perform airframe maintenance since the Navy's airframe maintenance requirements 
exceeded the Air Force's excess capacity. The fourth NADEP would perform depot 
maintenance on rotary wing aircraft. Since shipshmderwater ordnance capability 
resides solely with the Navy, no workload was transferred among the Services. Within 



the Navy, the work of 'seven shipyards was consolidated into five and nine NAVORD 
depots into three. For ground vehicles/ equipment, following the migration of Marine 
Corps platforms to the Army, the remaining Marine Corps workload was consolidated 
into a single Marine Corps depot and the workload of an Army depot was consolidated 
within the Army depot structure. Tactical and strategic missile workloads have already 
been incorporated into consolidation plans and hence, no further transfers and savings 
are possible. 

(a) Cost Effectiveness. For comparison to Alternatives B through F, this 
altemative has the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions between 
1,294 and 5,141 million dollars. Table N-6 shows the savings by each fiscal 
year. 

Table IV-6 Alternative C FY94-FY03--Rejected Relative Savings 
(Constant FY93 $Miuions) 

94 (631) (527) 
95 (546) (145) 
% 306 756 
97 309 724 
98 310 725 
99 309 724 
00 309 721 
01 309 721 
02 310 721 
03 309 721 

Total 1,294 5,141 

NOTE: Only for comparison with ~ltematives B through F 

(b) Capacity Reduction. This alternative increases uriliEation of DOD depots by 
24 percent from 64 percent to 88 percent. Details of each Service's capacity 
utilization is shown in Table IV-7. 

Annual 
FY Minimum Maximum 

Table N-7 Alternative C DOD Depot Capacity Utilization Rates 

Cumulative 
Minimum Maximum 

(c) Unnecessary Duplication. This alternative reduc'es much of the duplication 
among the Services for maintenance of similar weapon system platform 

Army 74% 
NAVAIR 76% 
NAVSEA 100% 

- -- 

USAF 76% 
USMC 88% 
NAVORD 100% 



(airfrarne/hull/body/ frame) commodities. With each Service maintaining 
DLRfcomponents independently, much duplication among the Services remains. 
The adoption of the "Centers of Excellence" concept by every Service will help 
reduce the duplication, but will not eliminate duplication totally. 

(d) Military Responsiveness. 

1. Peacetime Readiness. The splitting of repair responsibilities of weapon - 
systems and non-weapon system equipment does not complement the repair 
cycle. This splitting of responsibilities will require increased coordination and 
enhances the opportunity for something to get lost in the process. As found 
in Alternatives A and B, the Services will continue to spend available funds 
to maintain excess capacity and unnecessary duplication across Service 
boundaries. These inefficiencies will result in reducing the amount of depot 
maintenance funds for hardware maintenance and readiness support. 

2. Contingency Response, Deployment, and Reconstitution. Excess capacity 
and unnecessary duplication will provide surge capacity across the Services. 
This is particularly true in wartime when a majority of the requirements are 
for DLRs and components, rather than for platforms. 

d. Alternative D. Each Service retains its own separate depot maintenance operations for 
weapon system platforms under the "Centers of Excellence" concept. Similar DLRs, 
components and non-weapon system equipment will be consolidated to the maximum 
extent possible in single Service "Centers of Excellence". 

(1) Overview. Alternative D consolidates depot maintenance responsibility for DLRs/ 
components of weapon system platforms and non-weapon system equipment under an 
Executive Service. The using Service of each weapon system retains responsibility for 
depot maintenance of the weapon system platforms. The Executive Service is usually 
the Service that performs the largest workload of DLRs/components. 

(2) Analysis. The study team: 

(a) Identified weapon system platform and DLRs/commodity responsibilities for 
each Service. 

(b) Established a workload baseline in each commodity based on FY91 workload. 

(c) Reviewed JDMAG FY95 projected depot workload for each commodity. 

(d) Reviewed JDMAG FY87 capacities for each commodity. 



(e) Applied FY91 percentages of work to the FY95 total workload and the FY87 
capacities. Marine Corps capacity was based on FY93 figures, NAVORD 
capacity was based on the maximum reported capacity between FY91 and N97. 

( f )  Consolidated DLRs/component commodity workloads to the maximum extent 
possible at the depots of the Executive Service, and the weapon system platform 
commodities within the depots of the using Service. 

(3) Summary of Analysis Results. As described in Appendix G, capacity reductions 
are possible across Service lines. For aircraft, the work of six NADEPs was 
consolidated into four. The Army would require a depot as its sole source of Army 
airframe repair. All aircraft DLRs/components were consolidated into existing Air 
Force depots. For shipslunderwater ordnance, the result was the same as Alternative 
B, with the work of seven shipyards consolidated into five and nine NAVORD depots 
consolidated into three. For ground vehicles/equipment, the workload of five Amy 
depots was consolidated into four. The Marine Corps would require one of its depots 
for support of its ground platforms. Tactical and strategic missile workloads have 
already been incorporated into consolidation plans, and further consolidations will not 
result in significant cost reductions under the assumptions of this model. 

(a) Cost Effectiveness. For comparison to Alternatives B through F, Alternative 
D has the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions between 1,490 

w' and 8,148 million dollars. Table N-8 shows the cost reduction by fiscal year. 

Table 1V-8 Alternative D FY94-FY03--1Rojected Relative Savings 
(Constant lW93 $Millions) 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 
I 

Anmal 
FY Minimum Maximum 

(b) Capacity Reduction. The consolidations recommended increase utilization 
projections by 23 percent from 64 to 87 percent. Each Service's capacity 
utilization is shown in Table W-9. 

Cumulative 
Minimum Maximum 

94 (872) (256) 
95 (766) (174) 
% 387 1,130 
97 392 1,072 
98 392 1.071 
99 391 1,070 
00 391 1,059 
01 392 1,059 
02 391 1,058 
03 392 1,059 

Total 1,490 8,148 

(872) (256) 
(1,638) (430) 
(1,251) 700 

(859) 1,772 
(467) 2,843 
(76) 3,913 
315 4,972 
707 6,031 

1,098 7,089 
1,490 8,148 



Table N-9 Alternative D DOD Depot Capacity Utilization Rates 

(c) Unnecessary Duplication. This alternative reduces much of the duplication 
among the Services for maintenance of similar DLRs/components, but each 
Service must have an independent depot capability for its weapon system 
platforms, even when similar to other Services. While application of the "Centers 
of Excellence" concept will reduce this duplication within each Service, total 
elimination of duplication is not possible. 

Army 90% 
NAVAIR 82% 
NAVSEA 100% 

(d) Military Responsiveness. 

USAF 80% 
USMC 53% 
NAVORD 100% 

1. Peacetime Readiness. The splitting of repair responsibilities of weapon 
systems, DLRs, and non-weapon system equipment does not complement the 
repair cycle. This splitting of responsibility will require increased 
coordination and enhances the opportunity for something to get lost in the 
process. As found in Alternatives A, B, and C, the Services will continue to 
spend available funds to maintain excess capacity and unnecessary duplication 
across Service boundaries, albeit to a somewhat lesser degree. These 
inefficiencies will result in reducing the amount of depot maintenance funds 
for hardware maintenance and readiness support. 

2. Contingency Response, Deployment, and Reconstitution. Excess capacity 
and unnecessary duplication will provide surge capacity across the Services. 
With the primary wartime requirement being in DLRs and components, the 
Executive Service for these components will meet this need through additional 
shifts. 

e. Alternative E. A single Executive Service will be responsible for the maintenance of 
similar/common platforms and their DLRs, components and non-weapon system equipment 
to the maximum extent possible under the "Centers of Excellence" concept. The "Centers 
of Excellence" may be located in the Executive Service's facilities, another Service's 
facilities or contractor facilities. Total weapon system management will be the 
responsibility of the using Service. 

(1) Overview. Alternative E consolidates complete depot maintenance responsibility 
for similar weapon system platforms and their DLR/components under an Executive 
Service. Table IV-10 shows the weapon system platform assignments among the 
Services. 



Table IV-10 Executive Service Assignment 

V 
-Y Tactical Missiles 

Combat Vehicles 
Automotive 
Construction Equipment 
Ground Comm-Electronics 
Ordnance 
Weapons and Munitions 
General Purpose Equipment 

N ~ V Y  Ships and Ship Components 
Underwater Ordnance 

Air Force Aircraft and Aircraft Components 
Metrology 
Strategic Missiles 

L 

(2) Analysis. The study team: 

(a) Assigned Executive Service responsibilities for each weapon system platform. 

(b) Established a workload baseline in each depot commodity based on FY91 
workload. 

(c) Reviewed JDMAG EY95 projected depot workload for each commodity. 

(d) Reviewed JDMAG FY87 capacities for each commodity. 

(e) Applied FY91 percentages of work to the EY95 total workload and the FYS7 
capacities. NAVORD capacity was based on the maximum capacity reported 
between FY91 and FY97. 

(f) Consolidated all commodities to reduce excess capability and fully utilize the 
Technology Repair Center and "Centers of Excellence" concepts. 

(3) Summary of Analysis Results. As described in Appendix G, significant capacity 
reductions are possible through consolidations across Service lines. For aviation, the 
work of thitteen Service aviation depots was consolidated by transferring the work of 
five depots into the remaining eight depots. For ships/underwater weapons, the 
workload of seven shipyards was consolidated into five and nine NAVORD depots 
were consolidated into three. After consolidation of the ground vehicles/equipment 
workload, five Anny depots were reduced to four, as well as assuming the workload 
requirements of the two Marine Corps depots. For strategic and tactical missiles, no 
further interservice transfer would result in additional closures and savings. AU 
Services' metrology work was consolidated at one Air Force location. 

(a) Cost Effectiveness. For comparison with Alternatives B through F, this 
alternative has the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions of 1,761 
to 9,180 million dollars from IT94 through FY03 as shown in Table N-1 1. 



Table IV-11 Alternative E FY94-FY03--Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant FY93 $Millions) 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B tbrough F 
I Annual I Cumulative 

Maximum 
(346) 
(272) 

1,330 
1,225 
1,223 
1,225 
1,200 
1,197 
1,200 

I 

03 47 1 1,198 11 Total 1,761 9,180 1 

FY Minimum 
94 (1,085) 

Minimum Maximum 
(1,085) (346) 
(2,061) (618) 
(1551) 712 
(1.075) 1,937 

(599) 3,160 
(123) 4,385 
349 5,585 
818 6,782 

1,290 7,982 

(b) Capacity Reduction. The Executive Service altemative consolidates 
workloads across Service lines. Therefore, the Marine Corps and NAVAR 
workloads are included in the Executive Services utilization rates. The 
consolidations recommended increase DOD depot utilization by 3 1 percent from 
64 percent to 95 percent, and individual Service depot utilization ss shown in 
Table IV- 12. 

Table IV-12 Alternative E DOD Depot Capacity Utilization Rates 

(c) Unnecessary Duplication. Aviation and ground workload is transferred into 
existing Technology Repair Centers and "Centers of Excellence". This eliminates 
duplication within and among the Services for the maintenance of aviation and 
ground weapon system platforms and DWcomponents. 

(d) Military Responsiveness. 

1. Peacetime Readiness. Of the alternatives considered thus far, this 
alternative best meets the test of current and future budget reductions. 
Compared to Alternatives A, B, C, and D, Alternative E has the best potential 
to standardize depot production through centralized management to the 
component level. By closing depots to remove excess capacity across Service 
lines, the most depot maintenance funds of any alternative considered thus far 



can be expected to be available for hardware maintenance and readiness 
support. 

2. Contingency Response, Deployment, and Reconstitution. While Alternative 
E provides a centralized organization that should be most flexible to workload 
changes, overall surge capacity is significantly reduced and a longer period of 
time to reconstitute forces will be required. To meet all but Total 
Mobilization requirements, capacity is still available by adding additional 
shifts, work hours, and workdays over the Sday/40-hour work week assumed 
for capacity computations. 

f. Alternative F. All depot maintenance functions will be consolidated under a single 
organization external to the Services. Individual weapons platforms, DLRs, components, 
and non-weapon system equipment will be maintained in government owned depots or 
contracted out. 

(1) Overview. Alternative F consolidates all depot maintenance functions under one 
organization external to the Services, and was evaluated as two distinct options. One 
option was a Defense Maintenance Agency (DMA). The other option was a Joint 
Depot Maintenance Command (JDMC). 

(2) Analysis. The primary difference between Altemative E and the two options of 
this alternative is who is in charge of depot maintenance. Alternative E has three 
separate executives in charge. The F(DMA) option superimposes an external 
controlhg agency on depot maintenance activities and eliminates Service control. The 
F(3DMC) option places central authority in the hands of a joint commander who 
executes his responsibilities through the Service components. It was assumed that the 
director of a DMA or a joint commander would be equally as vigorous and equally as 
effective as three separate Executive Services in bringing about consolidation, 
reduction in overhead, and closure of unnecessary depots. It was further assumed that 
the "Centers of Excellence" concept can also be maximized by either a D M  or a 
JDMC. No separate analysis was conducted for this alternative. It was assumed that 
relative cost savings, capacity reduction, and elimination of unnecessary duplication 
would be no less than that in Altemative E (see Tables IV- 13, IV-14, and IV-15). 
Compared to Alternatives E and F(DMA), Alternative F(JDMC) with a direct tie 
between the warfighters and the "maintainers," will provide greater military 
responsiveness. 

g. Alternative G. Contract out all depot maintenance requirements. Contract 
management would be maintained by either the Service or by a single organization 
external to the Services. The ultimate goal would be to include contract maintenance as 
part of the weapon system acquisition costs of new systems throughout their life cycle. 
When this alternative was analyzed for projected effects on depot efficiency and cost, it 
was quickly realizedthat the implementation of full contractor maintenance would be an 



evolutionary process. Even if all depot work were put up for bid by private contractors, 
some DOD depots would be required to support weapon systems that do not attract 
bidders due to their low volume or use of older technology no longer available from 
commercial industry. The requirement for DOD depots is expected to decrease as force 
structure is decreased and quantities of replacement weapons are decreased. Further, after 
the first round of competitive bidding and the elimination of organic depot capability, there 
is a distinct probability that the commercialization process would become a sole-source 
environment with potentially higher costs. Finally, the size, cost, and optimal organization 
of the contract administration agency would be directly proportional to the size of the 
contracting effort and the amount of Service participation needed to provide a responsive 
depot system. This alternative would put the Services at a distinct disadvantage if their 
control of depot maintenance were completely eliminated because contract renegotiations 
would be required to implement changes in maintenance priorities and standards. Since 
profit maximization would drive private industry to size capacity solely to meet peacetime 
requirements, it would be difficult and costly to maintain surge capability to meet crisis 
and contingency requirements. Developing a contract depot maintenance organization 
which accounts for all these considerations requires a dedicated analysis and could be 
conducted as a follow-on effort to this study. 

a Table IV-13 summarizes the projected relative savings ranges for each alternative. 
These ranges are the result of the use of both optimistic and pessimistic cost estimates in 
those cases where actual data was not readily available. A review of each of the variable 
and fixed cost factors is in Chapter III and Appendix E. 

Table IV-13 Summary of FY94-FY03 -- Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant FY93 $Millions) 

Annual Cumulative 
Alternatives FY Minimum Msurimwn Minimum Maximum 

94 (752) (220) (752) (220) 
B 98 37 1 881 (254) 2.3 34 

, . 
03 392 1,059 1,490 8,148 
94 (1,083 (346) (1,085) (346) 

EBtF 98 476 1,223 (599) 3,160 

Note: Bold face print indicates best case. 



b. Table IV-14 summarizes the short-term net investment costs (investment costs less 
investment costs avoided) compared to long-term potential savings. 

Table IV-14 Net Short-Term Investment Costs vs Long-Tern Savings FY94-FY03 
(Constant FY95 $Millions) 

I1 I Net Short-Term Investment Costs I Net Long-Term Savings 

I 

c. Table TV-15 summarizes Service depot facility utilization rates derived from the 

rr various alternatives. 

Alternatives I Minimum Maximum 1 Minimum Maximum 

c 
D 

EBF 

Table N-15 Summary Utilization Rates 
(Percent Utilization of Available Capacity) 

I 387 1,407 1.589 6,661 

Note: Bold face print indicates best case. 

672 1,177 
430 1,638 
618 2,061 

a. Based on drydock utilization 
b. Based on FY87 direct labor hours 

1,294 5,141 
1,490 8,148 
1,761 9,180 

ARMY 

NAVAlR 

NAVSEA 

US AF 

USMC 

NAVORD 

Overall 
Notes: Bold face print indicates best case 

Alternatives 
A 

62 

56 
a 

7 1 

64 

100 

8 1 

64 

B 

70 

81 
a 

92 

76 

100 

100 

82 * 

C 

74 

76 
b 

100 

76 

88 

100 

D 

90 

82 
b 

100 

80 

53 

100 

E%tF 

92 

N/A 
b 

100 

94 

NIA 

100 

95 



d. The relative range of savings possible for each alternative will be discussed and 
compared in the following subparagraphs in the context of the overall management 
concept of each alternative: using Service Management, Alternatives A and B; Executive 
Service Management, Alternatives C, D, and E; DOD Consolidation Management, 
Alternatives F and G. 

(1) Using Service Management Altematives. The essential difference between 
Alternatives A and B is the source and timing of the savings. Alternative A assumes a 
total savings of 6.4 billion dollars from FY91 through W97. All of these savings have 
already been deducted from the Services' budgets as part of DMRD 908. Alternative 
A assumes that the individual Services meet their yearly savings goals through FY97 
and that no other consolidation and savings initiatives are implemented. Alternative A 
obtains most of its savings from the 45-60 percent of the annual depot maintenance 
costs that are direct expenditures. There is real doubt as to whether or not these 
savings can be met without serious readiness impact on the Services. Alternative B 
obtains most of its savings from workload consolidations and facility closures that 
affect the 40-55 percent of the depot maintenance budget that pays for indirect 
expenses. Alternative B savings that result from facility closures are long-term in 
comparison to Alternative A and require early added investments to make the long 
term savings possible. The one common ingredient in both alternatives is that both 
generate savings mostly from within Service boundaries. While savings tend to come 
from different sources, there is overlap; therefore, the savings from Altematives A and 
B are not additive in any given year or in total. 

(2) Executive Service Management Alternatives. Alternatives C, D, and E provide for 
varying degrees of Executive Service consolidations, with Alternative E consolidating 
both weapon systcm platfoxms and components. Alternative E provides significantly 
greater relative savings potential than do C or D. This is due to the fact that most 
Services' depots are responsible for the full spectrun of military hardware. 
Alternatives C and D consolidate only a portion of each depot's work and produce 
fewer consolidations, facility closures, and savings. Alternative E produces 
significantly greater savings than Alternative B. Because Alternative E considers 
consolidations across Service boundaries, it provides greater excess capacity reductions 
and eliminates unnecessary interservice duplication. Alternative E also generates 
savings fiom improvements to the repair process through the use of existing 
Technology Repair Centers and "Centers of Excellence". 

(3) DOD Consolidation Management Alternatives. Alternative F examined maximum 
consolidation of depot maintenance activities under a Defense Depot Maintenance 
Agency or a Joint Depot Maintenance Command. The nlative savings possible fiom 
these options are believed to be equal to or greater than that shown for Alternative E. 



4. Executive Sum- of Setvice Views. Each Service was asked to provide their views of 
the seven alternatives and an executive summary of those views. Their executive summaries 
are provided in the following subparagraphs. Service views of the alternatives are included as 
Appendixes H through L. 

a. A m y  Executive Summary of Alternatives. 

The Army supports Alternative E for the following reasons. First, this alternative is 
responsive to readiness, sustainment, and reconstitution of our combat forces, while 
reducing capacity and duplication. Second, it is a logical management strategy, supports 
systems approach and maximizes cost savings. Third, this alternative can be quickly 
implemented and included in the BRAC 93 process. Finally, this altemative keeps the 
Services decisively engaged in the total logistics support of combat units during conflict. 
This alternative counters the DOD Consolidation initiative, which casts a purely business 
approach on depot support, and adds unneeded layers of bureaucracy into the depot . 

maintenance structure. 

Alternative E meets the Services requirement to train, organize, equip, and sustain our 
forces in response to any contingency operation. Peacetime readiness, repair/preparation 
of equipment to support deploying forces, sustainment to include providing 
persomel/equipment for a forward depot in contingency areas and reconstitution of 
deploying forces would all be accomplished under this altemative. 

This approach to depot maintenance management is clearly the best for both weapon and 
non-weapon systems. Services will achieve maximum efficiencies and effectiveness from 
the "Centers of Excellence" concept, which will decrease the repair cost for end items and 
DLRs and facilitate closing depots to reduce excess capacity. It supports other Services 
on a system basis which facilitates support of PEOslPMs and Service maintenance 
managers in acquisition, modification, field support, etc. This altemative also avoids 
system and depot management problems of splitting management of end items and depot 
level reparables (DLRs). Workloading, workload priorities, facilities maintenance/ 
,modernization, funding, and coordination with other Services are all realistic and attainable 
under Alternative E. This is the only alternative which clearly presents "one face to the 
customer". 

To achieve immediate efficiencies and cost savings, implementation of this depot strategy 
must be included in the BRAC 93 process even if it requires some delay, e.g. 30-60 days 
to accommodate any required closures/realignment. Not to pursue this course of action 
will defer accomplishing any significant closures/realignment initiatives until the BRAC 95 
window. 

In summary, it is critical that the Services be allowed to aggressively execute their Title 
10 responsibilities in support of our national military strategy. An external agency 
restricts the Services ability execute centralized command and control over organic depots. 



Our roles and responsibilities can not be separated. This alternative has the advantage of 
providing integrated management of weapons systems essential to Army readiness. 

Detailed Army positions on all the alternatives can be found at Appendix H. 

b. Navy Executive Summarg of Alternatives. 

The restructured Naval forces of the future will be optimized for joint operations to 
operate within the littoral regions of the world in support of national policy. This strategy 
requires that the Navy maintain close control over the organic infrasuucture which allows 
"cradle-to-grave" program management coupled with fully integrated life cycle support 
across all levels of maintenance. 

Our Navy depots contain vital engineering and emergency support capabilities which must 
be available to meet fleet safety and readiness objectives. These capabilities are very 
tightly integrated both among the depots and with corresponding maintenance activities 
and life cycle management functions. They exist to provide urgent responses to 
unanticipated requirements, and represent the core industrial capabilities without which the 
Navy will not retain control of its own readiness. 

The progress we have made during the past two years in reducing depot costs through the 
Defense Depot Maintenance Council and the Defense Management Review process 
provides a sound framework for the challenges that lie ahead. We have achieved 
near term savings from downsizing of both direct and indirect workforces, closure of 
facilities, cancellation of facility projects, and internal Service consolidation of workload. 

Long range actions include increased interservicing, additional competition initiatives and 
improved capacity utilization. Savings projected through FY97 is $3.55 billion. 

These results are based on the realities of the present environment and are wholly 
responsive to the future. Our present course is defined. We have actual results which 
verify the validity of the direction we have chosen. Alternative A provides for the mission 
imperatives and the greatest short and long term savings potential. It also recognizes the 
effect of reduced force levels and emphasizes the responsibility of each Service to use the 
Base Realignment and Closure process to correct any significant imbalance between 
projected depot-level maintenance requirements and capacity. We must stay the course. 

Detailed Navy positions on all the alternatives can be found at Appendix I. 

c. Marine Corps Executive Summary of Alternatives. 

The Marine Corps multi-commodity maintenance centers are small, effective organizations 
geographically positioned to reduce costs and optimize responsive support to the 
operational commanders. These activities, primarily in direct support of Fleet Marine 



Force (FMF) and Maritime Prepositioning Force readiness commitments, devote more than 
80 percent of their direct labor hours to the maintenancelrepair workload that is an 
extension of FMF capabilities and is less than total rebuild. Marine Corps maintenance 
centers conduct only one percent of the total annual DOD depot maintenance workload. 
Of this effort, 54 percent is in support of unique Marine Corps weapon systems. The 
remaining workload consists of a variety of small quantity, low dollar value items which if 
distributed to other DOD maintenance facilities would neither increase their utilization 
percentage nor decrease their overhead costs. 

The Marine Corps had proven that more savings and greater efficiencies can be achieved 
through competition and increased interservicing than originally estimated in the DDMC 
Corporate Business Plan. In fact, as the current version of the DDMC Corporate Business 
Plan indicates, the Marine Corps will continue to achieve further efficiencieslsavings while 
downsizing. Therefore, it is imperative that the Marine Corps retain the capability to 
satisfy the Marine Corps' statutory "force-in-readiness" mission while maintaining the ' 

surge capability required by the National Military Strategy and the Defense Planning 
Guidance. 

Alternative A is preferred by the Marine Corps as it will allow us to exceed the current 
DMRD 908 savings while retaining an adequate capability to satisfy the National Military 
Strategy and allow the Commandant to effectively exercise his responsibilities under Title 
10. Any alternative interfering with or decreasing the Marine Corps' capability to maintain 

'Qv and repair equipment in support of amphibious missions in unacceptable. 

Detailed Marine Corps positions on a l l  the alternatives can be found at Appendix J. 

d. Air Fome Executive Summary of Alternatives. 

The Air Force recognized that changes to the DOD's depot system must occur. Thus, the 
Air Force supports Alternative E for three reasons. First, the Services retain their core 
logistics roles supporting ~adiness, sustainability, and reconstitution. Second, the greatest 
near and long term savings are achieved without imposing the "DOD Consolidation" 
alternative's overhead penalty. Last, this alternative can be rapidly implemented. 

Alternative E appropriately retains the core Service roles of readiness, sustainability, and 
reconstitution within the Services. It promotes a single, uniformed focal point for the 
customer. It unites maintenance responsibilities for weapon systems/platforms/non-weapon 
system equipment and exchangcables under a unified management structure. Since 
representatives from the dominant supported Service are assigned to selected command 
and staff positions throughout the Executive/Single Service Structure, Service parochialism 
is reduced. 

Alternative E meets the business efficiency test of current an likely DMRDs and 
maximizes DOD's flexibility in economically and efficiently using its resources. 



Production throughput is increased by further consolidating workloads under Centers of 
Excellence and Technology Repair Centers. Centralizing maintenance management 
promotes seamless technology insertion and integration among the Services. Depot 

w 
maintenance production metrics are standardized. Unit costs and corresponding sales 
prices are reduced since expenses are distributed over a larger volume workload. Critical 
skills are retained and available to support surge requirements. Consolidation and 
downsizing reduce overhead and direct labor costs, the overhead to direct labor ration, 
duplicative facility and equipment investments, and facility and equipment maintenance 
expenses. These efficiencies can be achieved quickly with minimal expense since existing 
Service staffs need only be realigned to implement Alternative E-vice having to create a 
new organizational management structure to implement the "DOD Consolidation" 
alternative. 

In closing, the Services have an inherent role to organize, train, and equip ready, 
sustainable forces capable of responding to any situation affecting the security of the ' 

United States. These inseparable core roles and responsibilities must be carried out in a 
progressive and aggressive manner, combining military effectiveness enhancements with 
business efficiencies. Alternative E clearly meets these requirements while producing the 
greatest short and long term opportunities and benefits. 

Detailed Air Force positions on all the alternatives can be found at Appendix K. 

e. Coast Guard Executive Summary of Alternatives. 

The Coast Guard's mission mix (Search and Rescue, Maritime Law Enforcement, Marine 
Environmental Protection) and the current national emphasis on Coast Guard missions 
have resulted in a growth period for the Service. This growth and the resultant workload 
that is well beyond organic capacity has yielded full utilization of Coast Guard depots. 
Coast Guard platforms do not have the same sophistication of technology as DOD 
platforms, nor do they require the expensive infrastructure necessary for nuclear ships, 
submarines and high performance tactical aircraft. Coast Guard depots have focused on 
proper execution of basic depot maintenance for platforms. Component repair, with its 
high capital requirements, is primarily executed under contract and interservice support 
agreement. More than any other Service, the Coast Guard relies on DOD interservice 
support. The Coast Guard depot maintenance system is optimized to integrate organic, 
commercial and DOD depot maintenance. The resulting Coast Guard depots, with their 
austere plants and basic maintenance focus, are very cost competitive. The Coast Guard 
believes that the optimum alternative to even further consolidate Coast Guard and DOD 
depot maintenance lies in competing the consolidated DOD depots against commercial 
facilities for the repair of aviation components and large cutter shipyard availabilities. 
Coast Guard participation as an "Executive Agent Service" for small vessels should be 
limited to the geographic areas and roles discussed in Appendix L. 

Detailed Coast Guard positions on all the alternatives can be found at Appendix L. 



CHAPTER V - CONCLUSIONS 

1. General-. The analysis of previous studies and reports, visits to Services' 
depots and analyses of information provided by the Services constitute the basis for several 
general conclusions regarding DOD depot maintenance. They are as follows: 

a. The Services are doing many things right. The separate depot maintenance systems 
have been responsive to changing needs and priorities largely as a result of clear, direct 
lines of authority and close ties to the operational units that they support. The Services 
have achieved near-tern savings through methods which improve production processes 
and reduce unit costs. With a few exceptions, depots have not been closed. W e  the 
current way of doing business is not the most efficient or economical, it has provided 
highquality maintenance where and when needed, in both peace and war. 

b. The current depot management structure in DOD and the Services has not resulted' 
in substantial competition, intersemicing, or reduction of capacity or duplication of 
effort. Significant excess capacity and unneeded duplication continues to exist 
throughout DOD. Services are separately repairing similar and in some cases the same 
items. Services continue to invest in similar new technology applications and develop 
separate repair capabilities for new and similar items. There is nothing to indicate that 
continuation of the current way of doing business will result in any significant 
departure from past performance. 

v, c. Currently, depot maintenance costs are not projected to decrease in direct proportion to 
decreasing force size (see Figure 1-5). While some of this may be attributable to changes 
in resource allocation and accounting procedures, the cost of depot maintenance remains . 
relatively stable largely because of the overhead associated with maintaining depot 
capacity greater than that needed to support a smaller force. 

d. About 60 percent of total depot maintenance costs are attributed to direct labor and 
material. The opportunity for further reductions in this area are small because budgets 
have already been adjusted to accommodate DMRD 908. The portion of the DOD depot 
maintenance budget that is most sensitive to management action, indirect costs, amounts to 
about 40 percent or 5 billion dollars. 

e. It is easier to measure excess capacity and to identify duplication than it is to measure 
military responsiveness. For the most part, information gathered regarding military 
responsiveness was anecdotal. There is no doubt, however, that clear lines of authority 
and close association between operations and maintenance activities enhance military 
responsiveness. 

f. Both competition and interservicing offer substantial potential for greater efficiencies 
and cost reductions. The greatest opportunity for consolidation and elimination of 
duplication, however, results from closing depots. Closures also result in the greatest cost 



savings. In the short term, closures cost more, but save more in the long term. 

g. Excess capacity, when measured in terms of EY95 workload against FY97 capacity 
projected in the DDMC FY92-N97 Corporate Business Plan (CBP), ranges fiom 10 
percent to approximately 28 percent depending upon Service. Excess capacity, when 
measured in terms of FY87 capacity against FY95 workload, ranges as high as 44  percent. 
FY87 was a peak workload year with larger overall employment and more accurately 
reflects what work a depot facility can absorb during workload consolidation. Excess 
capacity is significantly greater if measured against a two-shift scheme of operations as 
opposed to the current one-shift approach. Most likely, true excess capacity exceeds 
workload requirements by 25 to 50 percent. It is acknowledged, that there is no direct 
relationship between capacity and the number of shifts, i.e., two shifts do not provide 
double the capacity of a one-shift operation. 

h. Significantly greater savings are possible when consolidations occur across Service' 
boundaries. Cross Service consolidation also results in greater reductions in excess 
capacity and duplication. Table V-1 summarizes the relative advantages of consolidation 
across Service boundaries. Alternative E and the two variations of Alternative F stand out 
as most advantageous. 

Table V-1 Summary Comparison of Alternatives 

Note: - Indicates not as good as current plan (Alt A) 

o Indicates about the same as current plan 
+ Indicates better than current plan 

i. The Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) process is the most effective and, most 
likely, the only way to effect the closure of depots. The Services are individually 
responsible to the Secretary of Defense for making BRAC recommendations. Early 
coordination and integration of Service proposals is essential to the identification of the 
best collective set of DOD facilities for retention. 

j. Regardless of the action taken to reduce costs and improve efficiency in Service depot 
maintenance, be it process improvement, competition, interservicing, or capacity reduction, 
truly significant progress cannot be expected without some superior commander with the 
knowledge and authority to make decisions and follow through on action across Service 
boundaries. No matter what efforts are made, and the Services have worked the subject 
hard, without top-down direction they will not even be aware of the opportunities available 
to decrease capacity which will free up funds for higher priority needs or reduce the 



overall cost of defense. There have been a number of attempts to solve the problem of a 

w lack of top level management oversight. The most recent attempt has been the Defense 
Depot Maintenance Council. All attempts have been unsuccessful because they lacked a 
top level command authority to reduce excess capacity and duplication across Service 
lines. 

k. Because of the turbulence involved with any reorganization and the negative effects of 
turbulence, any recommendation for change must result in a better way of doing business. 
This includes, as a minimurn, the following. 

(1) Business Considerations: 

(a) Must result in signifkant net savings. 

(b) Near-term costs must be affordable. 

(c) Savings must be verifiable according to accepted audit practices. 

(d) Future investments must consider the total maintenance and technology needs. 

(2) Military Considerations: 

(a) Must preserve or enhance the Services' ability to rapidly satisfy changes in 
maintenance priorities for primary weapon systems and their components. 

(b) Must preserve overall materiel readiness rather than cause any increase in the 
downtime of equipment. 

(c) Must preserve or improve the overall maintenance process rather than degrade 
it. 

(d) Must enhance rather than degrade peacetime, contingency response, 
deployment, and reconstitution capabilities. 

(e) Must preserve or enhance the ability of operational commanders to participate 
in maintenance decisions that influence their warfighting capabilities. 

2. _ C h o o s i n e A m .  Taking into consideration the precautions outlined at the end of 
this chapter, relative savings potential identified through analysis, and the general conclusions 
enumerated above, the following specific conclusions have been reached regarding the choice 
of alternatives. 

a. Alternatives A and B provide neither the cost savings desired in a shrinking military 
economy or the framework necessary to respond to the changes expected in the future 
regarding the shape and size of the Services. Accordingly, a substantial departure from 
the current way of doing business is considered necessary. 



b. Altematives C, D, and E all provide some degree of consolidation under an Executive 
Service. Alternatives C and D do not yield the greater potential cost savings available 
under other alternatives nor do they provide the necessary framework to manage the 

w 
changes anticipated in requirements. Therefore, Alternatives C and D are excluded from 
further consideration. 

c. No final conclusions are reached regarding Alternative G, the contracting out option, 
except to say a shift toward more or full commercial maintenance of Service equipment is 
possible under any of the other alternatives and docs merit further study of individual 
weapons systems and individual facilities sometime in the future. 

d. Alternative E, which provides for consolidation across Service boundaries under 
designated Executive Services, and Alternative F which provides the greatest degree of 
consolidation under either a Defense Maintenance Agency (DM.) or a Joint Depot 
Maintenance Command (JDMC), offer the greatest potential for cost reductions and more 
flexibility to handle future changes. It appears that the Secretary of Defense has the 
authority under Title 10, U.S. Code to effect any of thse  Alternatives. DOD directives on 
Service functions may need to be revised. The attributes associated with Alternatives E, 
F(DMA), and F(JDMC) are outlined below. An " X  under the alternatives column 
indicates possession of the attributes described. 

Table V-2 Attributes of Alternatives 

A'rIW3UTES 
Significant upfront costs to downsize 
Accelerates down-sizing 
Reduces overhead 
Savings from divestitures 
Synergistic savings from similar technology 
Accelerates standard business practices 
Reduces headquarters staff 
Single manager in charge 
Manageable span of control 
Full Service participation 
Direct tie to Servi~es/warfighters 
Single source/point of contact for depot level 

ALTERNATIVES 
E F@MA) F(mM0 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 

X X 
X X 

X 
X 
X 

maintenance/readiness 
Minimizes disruption and turbulence 
Preserves Service accountability 
Facilitates decisions on priority issues 
Maximizes opportunity to balance 

investment in forces versus logistics 

X 
X 
X 
X 



3. U t i o n a q  N-. A number of precautions were taken into consideration in corning to 

w the conclusions enumerated in this chapter. Readers are urged to consider these same 
precautions when coming to their own conclusions regarding the information in the study. 

a. It is difficult to accurately compare alternative ways of doing business because of the 
lack of universally applied cost accounting, performance measurement, and capacity 
measurement procedures. Therefore, the data analyzed varies in accuracy. 

b. Depot workload beyond FY95 is largely estimated by extrapolating projected work 
effort associated with the Base Force structure. Thus, if force structure changes 
substantially, depot workload will also change. Potential cost savings will decrease or 
increase depending on the scope and specific nature of the force structure change. Excess 
capacity and utilization estimates would similarly change. 

c. Various combinations of depot workload consolidations were analyzed under ' 

Alternatives B through F. Consolidation candidates were selected on the basis of 
historical data, Services' updates of capabilities and the Services' projected workload. 
Consolidation candidates were not visited or audited to verify the data analyzed. Thus, the 
analysis is considered very useful to draw initial conclusions but not sufficiently accurate 
to make depot closure or resource allocation decisions. 

d. It is important to note that potential savings identified apply to a l l  of DOD. No 
attempt has been made to allocate these potential savings to individual Services. The 

mP calculated savings ranges are useful only for comparison of Alternatives B through F and 
are not "budget quality" figures, i.e., they are most useful for the relative ranking of 
Alternatives B through F in terms of cost savings. 

e. Finally, various consolidation combinations were analyzed to determine what effect 
such actions would have on capacity, duplication, and costs. While depots consolidated in 
various alternatives could, in fact, become candidates for closure, no final conclusions on 
specific depot closures are drawn. Selection of candidates for closure are more 
appropriately ident%ed in the BRAC process. 
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CHAPTER VI - RECOMMENDATIONS 
w 

1. MaintenanceDeDotClosures. It is recommended that the Services coordinate and 
integrate that portion of their submission to the Federal Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission that pertains to depot maintenance facilities. A coordinated effort that truly 
integrates requirements and accurately reflects unneeded facilities is essential to solving the 
problem of excess depot capacity and unnecessary duplication of capabilities. It is further 
recommended that the Air Force take the lead on aviation facilities; the Navy take the lead on 
ships; and the Army take the lead for ground systems. AU Services should be full partners in 
this effort. 

2. . . It is recommended that a Joint Depot Maintenance Command 
be established. A Joint Command has all of the advantages of an Executive Service or a 
Depot Maintenance Agency with few of the disadvantages. The Army and the Marine Corps 
are organized in a manner which would require minimal effort to provide Service components. 
The Navy and Air Force should be able to establish component commands with minimum 
difficulty and without any growth in overhead. It is further recommended that the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff take the lead in developing the organizational structure of the Joint Command 
in full coordination with the Office of the Secretary of Defense. It is envisioned that the 
Command would be organized along the following lines: 

a. Mission. The mission of the Commander in Chief of the United States Depot 

V 
Maintenance Command (CINCDEP), shall be to provide depot level maintenance for the 
Department of Defense, both in time of peace and time of war. The CINCDEP will: 

(1) Be the DOD Single Manager for depot maintenance, other than theater-assigned 
depot assets. 

(2) Be responsible for consolidations, competition initiatives, workload assignments, 
and standardization of systems and work processes, as appropriate, to maximize 
efficiency of the depot system. 

(3) Recommend depots for closure through the BRAC process when required (post 
BRAC-93). 

(4) Coordinate with the Services to assure appropriate modernization of depots. 

(5) Control the depot maintenance accounts of the Defense Business Operating Fund 
(DBOF). 

b. Forces. The Secretaries of the Military Departments shall assign depot assets, in time 
of peace and time of war, to the Commander in Chief, Depot Maintenance Command. 
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APPENDIX B 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

FOR 

DEPOT MAmTENANCE CONSOLIDATION STUDY 

a. The demise of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact promulgated a major shift in the 
focus of our national military strategy from global con£lict to regional contingencies. 
Consistent with this shift in strategy, the Base Force concept was adopted which provides 
for a reduced force structure that is capable of meeting challenges to our regional interests. 
This downsizing, however; has not been limited exclusively to combatants. In recent years 
the Services have taken unilateral as well as collaborative measures to improve combat 

- support efficiency to include their respective depot systems. Most recent measures were 
initiated in response to Defense Management Report Decisions (DMRD) 908 and 908C, 
both titled Consolidating Depot Maintenance, dated 17 November 1990, and 12 January 
1991, respectively. While successful in achieving their objectives, they have not kept pace 
with the changes that have taken place in the world or the impact of these changes on our 
national military strategy. Accordingly, the Department of Defense (DOD) and the 

V 
Services must consider further consolidation of our military depot maintenance systems. 
Each Service maintains its own depot maintenance system that includes management 
structures, overhead, and facilities to plan, program, and perform assigned missions. As 
force structure and equipment densities shrink, so must the depot level maintenance 
infrastructure required to maintain them. 

b. On 17 August 1992, the Director, Joint Staff, issued a tasker, with guidance, for the 
development of an issue paper on Depot Maintenance Consolidation. Suspense for 
completion of the issue paper was 4 September 1992. 

c. Additionally, the US Coast Guard, which is a component of the Department of 
Transportation and maintains a depot maintenance complex similar to the Services, albeit 
smaller, was invited to participate in this study and share in its benefits. 

IL PURPOSE. These terms of reference establish the mission, organization, operation and 
duration of the Depot Maintenance Consolidation Study. 

IIL MISSION. To review the existing depot maintenance structure in each of the DOD 
Services and the Coast Guard; identify and analyze alternatives for reducing costs, duplication, 
overlap and overall depot maintenance capacity; recommend cost effective altemative(s) to 
existing maintenance structures that wiU continue to support peacetime readiness, sustainrnent 



of force during crisis response and contingency operations, and immediately return equipment 
to established readiness standards upon redeployment. 

a. The Directorate for Logistics (J-4), will serve as the Joint Staff lead agency for the 
Depot Maintenance Consolidation Study. 5-4 representatives will be responsible for 
administrative support functions of the study group including the consolidation and 
ordering of input when required. 

b. The Depot Maintenance Consolidation Study will be composed of an Executive 
Working Group, a staff group, staff group facilitators and a support staff. 

c. The Executive Working Group will be formed from retired general/flag officers and 
one private sector industry executive of commensurate stature. The Executive Working 
Group will include retired genermag officers from each of the following Services: 
Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps. One member will be designed as the Director, 
Executive Working Group. 

d. The staff group will be formed and consist of the representatives from each of the 
Services and the Coast Guard. The staff group will be assigned representatives from J-4 
who will serve as the group facilitators. There will be a separate facilitator for each of the 
alternatives under consideration. The facilitators will meet with the staff group in tum to 
lead analysis of their respective alternative. A 5-4 Division Chief will serve as the 
coordinator for the staff group, however, each Service representative is responsible for 
keeping their respective Service Chiefs appraised of the fmdings and conclusions of the 
Executive Working Group. 

e. Each Service representative is responsible for informing the study executives of past or 
current actions or thoughts that they deem important to the study effort. In addition, 
Service representatives will advise 5-4 of their input to facilitate record keeping. 

V. QPERATIONS. 

a. Staff group facilitators will meet periodically with the J-4 Division Chief Coordinator 
on an as required basis for workloading, coordinating issues, etc., with respect to tasking 
issued by the study executives or collectively determined essential by the Service leaders. 

b. The staff group will meet as required to formulate, analyze, and discuss separate 
alternatives. 

c. The staff group facilitators will then brief the results of staff group f~ndings to the J-4 
Division Chief and other staff group facilitators. The initial product of the staff group will 



be an issue paper with a set of altematives for changing the existing depot maintenance 

QV structure. The paper will be provided to the Executive Working Group for evaluation. 
This does not preclude Service leaders/facilitators from direct communications with the - 
study executives. 

d. The Executive Working Group will receive briefiigs from the staff group 
representatives, review and analyze alternatives, and present their assessment and 
recommendations for cost effective depot maintenance consolidation to the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. The Executive Working Group is not limited to the specific set of alternatives 
developed by the staff group. 

VL DUI&&I'ION. The Depot Maintenance Consolidation Study Group will brief the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff by 9 November 1992. These t e r n  of reference will remain in effect for a 
period of 1 year to allow for additional takings as required unless specific action is taken 
sooner to negate th5m. - 

Enclosure 



Enclosure 

DEFINITION 

Depot Maintenance. 

The maintenance performed on materiel requiring major overhaul or a complete rebuild of 
parts, assemblies, subassemblies, and end items, including manufacturing, modification, 
modernization, repair, testing, and reclamation as required. Depot maintenance provides 
stocks of serviceable equipment by using a combination of special skills, equipment, and 
facilities for repairs that are not available in lower level maintenance activities. 

Enclosure to Terns of Reference, Depot Maintenance Consolidation Study 

B-4 







APPENDIX C 

CONCEPT PAPER 

L DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE 

With the demise of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact, our military strategy has changed 
from global to regional scenarios and has moved away from prolonged conflict to shorter, . 
decisive conflicts. In this environment, the focus of maintenance depots must be to support, in a 
cost effective manner: peacetime readiness, buildup of forces in response to contingencies, 
sustainment of forces during conflict, and the immediate return of equipment to established 
readiness standards. In a regional contingency environment, decreases in stockage levels require 
a highly responsive depot maintenance capability for both major end item equipment and 
components. 

The Base Force goal for FY95 represents a DOD decrease of up to 25 percent of the N91  force 
levels in both the active duty and reserve components. As weapon system inventories are 
decreased, so too must the depot level maintenance infrastructure needed to support them. Each 
Service maintains a separate depot maintenance capability as well as a separate management 
structure to plan, program and perform separate Service depot work. In many instances, more 
than one Service is performing depot maintenance on the same or similar equipment. As force 
structure and total depot maintenance requirements decrease, overhead costs become a larger 
percentage of the cost unless action is taken to restructure depot maintenance. 

There are a number of alternatives for restructuring the Services' current depot maintenance 
organizations and workloading methodology. These alternatives provide a spec- of possible 
solutions to align the depot structure with future Service requirements. 

IL ALTERNATIVES 

Each Service retains its own separate depot maintenance operations in accordance with DMRD 
908 directions to increase interservicing, streamline depot operation, reduce management staffs at 
all levels, increase competition, team with private industry for remanufacturing/manufacturing, 
etc. Additional depot closures and realignments will be accomplished through the Base 
Realignment and Closure (BRAC) process. The Defense Depot Maintenance Council (DDMC) 
will provide limited oversight. 



. . e B I n d i v ~ U S e r v i c e  ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ s o l i c i g h o n  . . u o  "Centers of Excellence12 

Each Service-retains its own separate depot maintenance operations. Under DMRD 908 w 
streamlining guidance, weapon system platforms, DLRs, components1 and non-weapon system 
equipmen? will be consolidated into "Centers of Excellence" within the using Service to the 
maximum extent possible. Depot maintenance could be performed by a contractor or in another 
Services' facilities. 

tive C Consomte W e a ~ m -  P l a t f m  into m t s e r v i c e  "Cente~nf&eIlen~e'~ . 
Depot maintenance management of common or similar weapon system platforms, (e.g., ships, 
fixed wing aircraft, rotary wing aircraft, large missiles, etc.) would be accomplished by single 
Services in "Centers of Excellence." Maintenance will be performed in the single Service's 
facilities, another Service's facilities or contractor facilities. Depot maintenance responsibility for 
DLRs, components1 and non-weapon system equipmen? will remain in using Service's "Centers 
of Excellence." 

Alternative D Individual Service Manaeement of Wea~on Svstem Platforms in "Centers of 
W n c e "  with DLRs. Components1 and Non-Wea~on Svstem  wen? Consolidated IQ 
SingleService=&Excellence I1 

Each Service retains its own separate depot maintenance operations for weapon platforms under 
the "Centers of Excellence" concept. Similar DLRs, components1 and non-weapon system 
equipmen? will be consolidated to the maximum extent possible in single Service "Centers of 
Excellence. " 

Alternative E con solid^ . . 
nfSlmllar/Com 

. . mon Platforms. DLRs. C-' m d  Non- 
J V e a ~ m - m e n t ?  Under SineleExecutive Service 

A single Executive Service will be responsible for the maintenance of sirnilar/cornmon platforms, 
and their DLRs, components' and non-weapon system equipmen? to the maximum extent 
possible under the "Centers of Excellence" concept. The "Centers of Excellence" may be located 
in the Executive Service's facilities, another Service's facilities or contractor facilities. Total 
weapon system management will be the responsibility of the using Service. 

alternative F DOD Consolidation 

All depot maintenance functions will be consolidated under a single organization external to the 
Services. Individual weapon platforms, DLRs, components1 and non-weapon system equipmen? 
will be maintained in government owned depots or contracted out. Government owned depots 
could be government operated (GOGO) or contractor operated (GOCO). 



tive G C o m m m z e  w t e n a n c e  . . 
cC 

Contract out all depot maintenance requirements. Contract management would be maintained at 
either the Service level or by a single organization external to the Services. The ultimate goal 
would be to include contract maintenance as part of the weapon system acquisition costs of new 
systems throughout their life cycle. 

Foomotes: 1. Components: hydraulic actuators, gas turbine engines, aircraft landing gear, 
inertial navigation systems, etc. 

2. Non-Weapon System Equipment: automatic test equipment, ground support 
equipment, general purpose vehicles, etc. 
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APPENDIX D 

STUDY PLAN 

I. Approve Terms of Reference. 

11. Receive baseline briefings on Service depot maintenance programs, and historical 
items. 

III. Review concept paper to establish a common understanding of problems and 
alternatives; agree on baseline alternatives to be analyzed. 

IV. Define current business environment; how we perform depot maintenance now? How 
the world situation, collapse of communism, Base Force and shift to a regional focus 
have changed the volume and timing of what depots must produce. Collect data on: 

- Financial Aspect (Appendix F) 

- Facility Characteristics (Appendix F) 

- Depot Commodity Workload (Appendix F) 

w V. Evaluate/assess current business environment; how can we better perform depot 
maintenance? 

- Identify the following: 

-- Excess capacity 

-- Duplicative capability 

-- Overhead cost 

VI. Assess each alternative in concept paper IAW Director for Strategic Plans and Policy, 
J-5, guidelines (Appendix C). Develop estimates of cost savings for each alternative 
(Appendix E). Criteria for selection of alternatives should include both military and 
business considerations: 

- Military considerations. Any recommended change must preserve or enhance 
military capability and readiness by: 

-- Preserving or enhancing Service Chiefs' ability to rapidly satisfy changes in 
priorities of primary weapon system depot level maintenance. 



-- Decreasing rather than increasing downtime of equipment. 

-- Improving or sustaining (rather than degrading) the quality of the repair - 
process. 

-- Enhancing rather than degrading peacetime, contingency response, regional 
war, mobilization, and reconstitution capabilities. 

- Business considerations. Any recommended change must result in siwcant net 
savings and: 

-- Justify turbulence associated with change (judgment call). 

-- Ensure that near term investment costs are not-prohibitive. - - 

VII. Reach conclusions. 

VlII. Develop recommendations. 







APPENDIX E 

Workload Consolidation Calculation 
v 

1. r n d u c t i o ~ .  The procedues used to determine potential cost savings resulting from 
migrating workloads among the depots were taken from established references and 
previously accepted methodologies. Recurring and non-recurring costs associated with a 
movement of work were identified. The transition of work from one depot to another was 
spread over a 2 year period. The following primary references were used during this 
effort: 

a. DOD Depot Maintenance and Maintenance Support Cost Accounting Handbook, 
DOD 7220.29-H, Table 18 computer runs. 

b. DDMC Corporate Business Plan FY 1992-1997, October 1992 (FY 1993 data). 

c. JDMAG Depot Profiles 1991, May 1991, Depot Profile Size Attribute. 

d. National Defense Budget Estimates for FY 1993, OSD(C) March 1992. 

e. Service POM 94 MILCON Submissions data. 

f. DDMC Joint Service Engine Study, January 1991. 

g. Marine Corps Option Paper, 11 April 1990. 

h. DDMC DOD Tactical Missile Study, 18 January 1991. 

i. Joint Services Update of the Tactical Missile Maintenance Consolidation Savings 
and Cost Analysis, 1 August 1992 (rev. 26 August 1992). 

j. Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC) Air Logistics Center (ALC) Closure and 
Relocation Model, 2 March 1992. 

k. Service Commodity Matrix-Appendix F, Depot Maintenance Consolidation Study. 

1. Service Budget Estimate Submissions, FY 199411995. 

m. Analysis of Depot Maintenance Consolidation Proposals (Green Book), Naval 
Aviation Depot Corporate Board, 22 February 1990. 



2. Analvsb and C o ~ u t a t i o ~ .  

a. Each alternative sought to increase capacity utilization throughout DOD. In doing 
this, most alternatives contained a series of options that could be characterized as: 
centralizing the workload by pulling up the work from the smaller depots, 
decentralizing the work by pushing down the work from the larger depots, and the 
movement of work from mid-size depots to others. 

b. The cost spreadsheets ran all options using the actual FY91 financial data from the 
transferring depot(s) and the gaining depot(s). FY91 actual hours attributed to the 
migrating work and the cost associated with that work were extracted from Reference 
la, listed on the previous page. The gaining depot is assumed to pick up the work at 
the gaining depot's labor rates. The total EY94 depot maintenance personnel levels 
from Reference lb, were used to determine non-recurring costs. The cost calculations 
provide a relative cost measure of work moved from one location to another using 
FY91 actual accounting costs. These relative costs are not "budget quality" cost 
estimates. 

c. The calculations accounted for non-recuning costs of severance pay, 
unemployment, early retirement, relocation, TDY, movement of equipment, 
facility/equipment shutdown, cost of disruption, recruitment of personnel, training, 
MILCON avoidance, productivity loss at the gaining site, and plant equipment. 
Recurring costs included operations overhead, and general and administrative (G&A). 
All costs were adjusted to IT93 constant dollars for comparison. 

m. Total direct labor costs for the migrating workload were determined by 
commodity direct labor hours (DLH) multiplied by the direct labor rates of the gaining 
depot(s). Recurring costs (labor, material, other, G&A, and operations overhead) are 
determined by two methodologies that provide a range of costs. The Low method 
assumed 35 percent of the total work cost at the losing depot(s) does not transfer 
(Reference If). The High alternative transferred 100 percent of the labor, material, and 
other and assumed that 30 percent of both G&A and operations overhead did not transfer 
(from Reference lj). Savings were gained from workload consolidations and 
improvements to the repair process through the use of Technology Repair Centers (TRCs) 
and "Centers of Excellence" (COE). 

a. MILCON Avoidance. MILCON avoidance includes the cost of approved and 
scheduled MILCON that would no longer be required as a depot closes or a workload 
specifically impacted by the MILCON is repostured. MILCON avoidance is 
determined in two ranges with one being the transfer of none of the MILCON 



requirement (total cost avoidance), the other with all of the requirement (all MILCON 
costs transferred to the gaining depot). The study team utilized data- from References 
lb, le, l k  and 11. No projects listed as "unfunded requirements" were used. 

b. Industrial Plant Equipment (IPE) Avoidance. This area includes the cost of 
approved and scheduled IPE from Reference lk, that would no longer be required as a 
depot closes. Costs are computed in two ranges with one being the transfer of none of 
the equipment (total cost avoidance), the other with all of the plant equipment 
requirements (all cost transferred to gaining depot). Where partial workload transfers, 
a proportional amount (based on relative DLHs) of future equipment purchases is 
costed in a like manner. Future, more detailed studies might more closely tie specific 
equipment purchases directly to commodities. 

c. Severance Piiy. 

(1) The ratio of involuntary-to-voluntary separations will vary with many factors, 
most notably the availability of other government activities in the area. Fifteen 
and 55 percent (References If and lg) of the total depot employment was used to 
estimate the low and high range of involuntary separations respectively. 

(2) Severance pay costs are derived by taking the range of personnel that would 
be involuntarily separated multiplied by the average direct labor rate multiplied by 
640 hours. (Based upon an average Federal Service time of 13.4 years, with one 
week's pay for up to 10 years of service and 2 weeks pay for every year after 
ten.) 

d. Early-Out Retirement. This cost is based on data used in Reference lj. The 
calculation uses 10 percent of the work force multiplied by 17,604 dollars, the annual 
annuity, multiplied by 5.9 years which represents the number of years the annuity is 
paid because of early-out retirement. 

e. Unemployment Compensation. Unemployment compensation is based on a 
reemployment percent of 25. The computation was based on 212 dollars per week for 
39 weeks multiplied by the number of unemployed as a result of workload movement. 
The cost is based on data used in Reference lj. 

f. Relocation Costs. Based on data used in the DDMC Joint Service Engine Study 
(Reference If), relocation costs were estimated as 31,600 dollars multiplied by 15 
percent of the civilian personnel originally dedicated to that workload. Where military 
personnel are direct workers at the losing depot, it is assumed that they were replaced 
on a one-for-one basis at the gaining depot by civilian labor. Where partial depot 
transfer (work/commodity) occurs, special Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) 



Table 18 (Reference 1 a) reports were generated allocating appropriate cost categories 
and DLHs to the work/commodities selected for transfer. Direct labor personnel 
assigned to each commodity were assumed to equal the ratio of the commodity DLH to 
depot total DLH. 

g. TDY Costs. Cost of TDY associated with a smooth and orderly transfer of the 
workload was estimated to be 150,000 dollars to cover travel and expenses for each 
gaining depot. 

h. Movement of Equipment. This area measures the cost associated with the 
removal, shipment, and installation of equipment necessary to perform maintenance on 
the migrated workload. Based on the DDMC Joint Service Engine Study, Reference 
If, the total transfer cost is estimated as 22 percent of the total book value of the plant 
equipment at the transferring depot. The factor of 22 percent is the sum of 2 percent 
to de-install, 6 percent for packing, crating, and handling, 4 percent for transportation 
and 10 percent for unpacking, uncrating, and installation. The book value of the 
equipment is obtained from Reference lc. 

i. Recruitment Cost. The number of new hires was based on References If and lj. 
The methodology assumes 85 percent of the civilian workers dedicated to the migrating 
workload would be recruited at the new facility. The recruitment cost is this number 
of people times 200 dollars. 

j. Training Costs. The cost associated with the training of new hires is determined 
by multiplying the number of new hires times 33 percent times the direct labor rate 
times 5.6 months (References If and lj). 

k. Facility/Equipment&uipment Shutdown Costs. This item includes costs for 
closing buildings and other production facilities because of closure or reposture of 
single site workload. The current recognized value for this is 1.13 dollars per square 
foot. This value was used per OSD direction in BRAC-91 and represents only the cost 
to mothball the facility. Source is Reference lm. 

1. Productivity Loss. Loss of productivity results from the realignment of work to 
new activities. Two sources were used to provide a high and low estimate. Based on 
the Joint Services Update of the Tactical Missile Study (Reference li) a 3 year effect 
was used with the first year productivity loss being 26 percent of the direct labor cost, 
the second being 12 percent and the third year 5 percent (High). Based on Reference 
If, the team took a 1 year loss in productivity of 10 percent of the direct labor cost 
(Low). 



m. Cost of Disruption (Losing Depot/Workload). Completion of work-in-process will 
become increasingly inefficient at a closing or losing facility because of low morale, - 
supply and material shortages, tear down of equipment, etc. Based on Reference lm, 

w disruption cost was determined based on the following foxmula; (0.25 multiplied by 
the hours transferred multiplied by the losing depot's labor rate) multiplied by 2. This 
cost was based on a 2 year transition. 

- 
5. M i s c ~ e o w .  Additional MILCON and equipment, above that currently programmed 

for a losing or gaining depot, may be required but were not priced. 
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APPENDIX F 

DEPOT COMMODITY MATRIX 

L A depot commodity matrix was created for this study to provide a quick reference of each 
9 maintenance depot's mission by commodity, financial data and facility characteristics. These 

factors are oriented vertically. Depots, which are listed horizontally, are grouped into three 
categories: Aviation, Shipyards and Ground Equipment depots. An "x" was placed in the 
commodity section for a depot only if that commodity represented 5 percent or more of that 
depot's workload. As a result, all the work performed at a depot may not be reflected in the 
matrix. 

IL The matrix consists of 27 pages. When properly arranged, it will form a 3 x 9 page 
document. Individual pages should be oriented as indicated in Table F-1. 

Table F-1 Commodity Matrix Orientation Scheme 

w IIL The information contained in the matrix was provided by OSD, JDMAG and the Services. 
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- - - - - - - - . Newark Ogden 

Budget (91 actual192 budget) - S 84f77.2 - - -  - - -  437.11436.4 -- 458.71423.3 
Civilian personnel - - - -  ( # e l e l %  -- 1120 - .- 54%- - -- -- . - - . 
Direct - - --- J --.- 785 41 20 461 3 

- - . . - - J 335 1 337 1322 
Military Personnel (# people/%) 1 0  1 36 
Direct - - . - -- - 94 - I Indirect 

& - -  - - - - 
42 

Depot Commodity Matrix - Appendix F I- 
ALC tion 

Depot Size . - - (sqft) . . - - (covered) - J 472M* - - - ,  3.7M* 5.2M* 3.546M' 
Acreage - - - -- - - J 72*, 6698' 4885*- 2949* 

i 

AGMC 

3 Shifts 
5 Day workweek 
7 Day workweek . - - - - - - - 

Overtime 

ALC 

I Equipment Value($M) /J 1 301.8*1 66336* 1 526.2*1 
~Gcilitv ValuelSM) J 243.5* 351 -8' 1.1 33.4* 633.6' 

ALC 

S 

S -- 
S 
S 

Storage Space 

13"ered - 1; - 
uncovered 

I- 1 I 
I 

3ewice - -- provided, - - - - - - 0= OSD provided, JO JDMAG provided - - 
-7-T 

B e r v i c e  - . vice - JDMAG . - -- - - -- provided -- - 

9.60% -- - 
- 100.00% 

0.00% 
2.30% 

1 OOK* 

2.90% 
100.00% -- 

0.00% 
7.60% 

253K* 1208K" - 539K* 
291 7 

4.90% 
100.00% 

0.00% -- -- 
7.30% 

1 -. .00% - - 

1 00.000/0 
0.00% 
5.50% 
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I Warner-Robins ) San Antonio 1 Alameda 1 Jacksonville I I '  I 

1 ~ e ~ o t  Commodity Matrix 
- -- - . - - - - -- - -- - 

Yon 
-- 

-- -- 
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NADEP - 
A L C _ _ -  &LC--- 

NADEP 

Warner-Robins San Antonio ~ ia&da  Jacksonville 
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ALC . - -  ALC - - NADEP NADEP 
Warner-Robins San Antonio ~lameda J a d ~ o n v i l ~ I  

CommINavlElectronics -- -- - S 
s- 
s- 

. S - - - 
Vehicles S 
Armored Vehicles s 
Chassis / S I-------./ I - - - - I. I 

I Powertrain - - - - - - - - . . IS I 
Fire Control System - . - . - - . . . . . - - - . - . . - - 1s 1 , 
WeaponIGun --- - - . 

- - 
Powertrain 
WeaponIGun 

Powertrain - I S  / 
Fire Control Svstem I- I S  I i 

S -- 
S 
S 
S 
S 

Artillery 
Towed -. 

Chassis - - 

Powertrain - - - - -- - - - - . 
Fire Control System - - -- -- - -. 

S - 
S 
S 
s 
S - 

S 
General S 

s I 
Weapon - - . . --- . - - 

Construction .- . . . - . . Vehicles 
Powertrain L -. -. -. - - .- 
Chassis S 

- - .- - -- - -- - s- 
-. - 

S 
S 
S 

S - 
S 

-- - S 
-s. 
S 
S 
s 

Automatic Test - Equipment S 
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nbl GayG ( V  I 1 r - I  ww- --- 
Storage Space , . ,  I I I "'1 
covered 1J / -- -. I 

Depot Commodity Matrix 
tion - -- 

- 

S 

J 
J 

J 
J 

s 
S 
s 
S 
S 
s 

J 
J 

- J 
J 
S 
0 

r 

- 
flv 

Service vice JDMAQrovided - -- 

-** f i g~&~  reflect 3 years (93-95) 
1 1/9/92 9:20 -- - 

-- --  -- 
Financial -- 
Budget (91 actual192 budget) -- 
Civilian Personnel (# people/70) 
- - - - 

Direct 
lnd;& - 

Military - Personnel (# people/%) 
Direct --- 
Indirect 

~tiization (%) -- 
I shift-- -- 

2 Shifts - -  
3 shifts - -- 
5 Day Workweek - -- 
7 Day workweek - .- 

Overtime 
lnterse&icing ($I%) FY91 
Army 
Navy 
Air Force 
~a r i ne  corps - 

Coast ~ u a r d  -- 
T 9 l - ~ & k l o a d  Value ($K) - -- - - - - - -- 

uncovered 
~ ~ u i ~ m s  Value($M) - - - . .. . . . . - - - . . . - 
Facility Value($M) 

. - . . - - - - 
Access 
Air (distance to airport) --- -. - -. -- - - 
Rail ~. (yln) -. .- 

Water (yln) 
. .- Road (miles - .  to . . ~ . ~  Interstate) 
MILCON (past 10 yrs, prod related)($)<) .- - .- - - -- . - -- 
MILCON;~SYDP)($K) . -- - .. . . .. . - 
Plant Equipment (past 1 0 years)I&K) -- - - .- . . -- -- - . .- . . -. - - - . . -- - 
Plant Equipment (SYDP)($K) - - -. . . . . . . -. . - - - .- . -- 
Capacity Utili~ation(~/o) -. - - - . . - . . - - - . - 
Workload . . . . - . (DLH) . . . . . . .. . 

Capacity (DLH) 

NADEP 
Norfolk 

?/325.6 
3985 -- - 
2061 
1 924 

34 
0 
3i 

- 
94.00% 
5.70% 
0.3070 

loo%% -- 

0.00% 
9.28% 

80 -- - 
NIA 
14 
0 

25291 - 5 

J 
J .- 
J 

S 
S 
S 
S - 
S 
S 
S .- 

S 
J 
... - 
J 
J 

NADEP 
~ o r t h  Island 

?I31 6.5 
3365 
1858 
1 507 

32 - 
0 

32 

88.90% 
9.866 
i .30% 

100.00% 

o%% -. 
14.99% 

390 
NA 

1 0206 - 
314 

331 598 

297 
356 

Y 
Y 
Y 

- -- - . . 1-64 
25,000 - . . . -- -- 

17,200"" - - - .- -- . 
76,600 

18,335'* 

. 95% . . - . . . . 
3,133 
3,314 

- NADEP - -. -- - 
Pensacola 

?/334.4 
3408 
1776. 
1632 

40 
0 

40 

94.50% 
5.00% -- - 
0.50% 

1 00.00% 
0.00% 

14.76% 

3578 
NIA 

1 28z6 
4 

364336 

- NADEP - 

Cherry Point 

?/360.8 
2767 
1440 
1 327 

91 
0 

30 

87.50% 
11.00% 
1.50% 

100.00% - - -  -. 
- - - 0.00% 

17.73% 

10806 
NIA 

9720 

104 - 

239827 -- 

288 
287 

Y 
Y 
Y 

. -. -- 1-5,l-8 .- - .- . 
30,600 

0"" 

-- 82,200 -. . - . .. 
12,918"' .- 

. 91 % 

2,706 ---- 
2,992 

21 8 . . . . . . . 
21 4 

Y 
Y 
Y 

US29,I-10 .. . - - . . . . - 

250 
274 

Y 
Y 

2 0 ~  

U S ~ O , ~  - ... .. 7 
13,200 83,000 . 

- 

76,700 
16,994'" "TO 20,844*' 

gi'% -. . . 

3,054 - . . .- . - -. 2,419 - - 
3,375 2,639 -- 
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moditv (at least 5 
.---- - % of workload) 

E;?;Fixed Wing 

Radar I ._ I s 1  I- - 

Propeller 
Landing Gear 

- --- -- 

- 

commi~a; Equipment 

~echanical- systems 
OrdIGuns 

I Simulators - IS I I I I 

- 
S 
S 
S 

- 
GSEIAGE . -- - - - - - -- 's X 

Aircraft, Rotary Wing S 

- X 
S 
S 
S 
S 
s - 
S 
S 
S 
S 

- X 

X 

Engine 
Blade 
Landing - - Gear- 
Airframe 
~ o m m / ~ a v  - Equipment - -- 

Simulators 
GSEIAGE - 

Remote Piloted Vehicles 
-- 

Missile -- - 
Strategic Airframes 
Tactical ~irframes - - - - - -- - - - 
Propulsion/Payioad/Explosive -- 

Support & ~aunch ~ $ i p  - - -- --- - - - - - 
Guidance & Control - -- 

Ship 
canier - -- - 
Nuclear Propulsion -- - -  - 
Conventional ~ropulsion - -- 
Radar -- 
CommlNavIElectronics -- - - - -  - 

X 

X 
X 
X 

S 

S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
s - 

Fire Control - -.- System - 

WeaponslGuns - - - - - - - 
Surface -- - 
Nuclear Propulsion - - - - - - - - - 
Conventional Propulsion 

-- 

Radar - --- . 

~omm/Nav/Electronic - -- - - - - - - -- - 
Ire Control System m: . 

~eapons l~uns  -- 

X 
X 

X 

S .- 
s 
S 
S -- 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
s 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S - 
S 
S 
S - 
S -- 
S 
S 
S 

- -- - 

-- 

- 

- 

-- 

X 
- 

- - -. - - - 

X 
X 

X 
-- X 

X 
X 

- 

X 

X 

-- -- - --- - - - 
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- -- -- - -  
Army Depot 

. . . -- - - USCG - -- 
Corpus Christi ~lizabeth City 

Commodftv - tat least - 5% of workload) - 
Aircraft ~ S s l  
Aircraft, Fixed Win 

. - . - - - - .- - -- - 
Engine 1 1 ;  . - - . . -- . - .. 
Propeller 

-. 

~ a n d 6 ~  Gear 
. - - -. - - .. . - - . - - - 

I Airframe S 
Small (c=2 ---- engines) - S 

-- Large (>2 engines) 
- --- . 

Instruments 
Mechanical Systems I - - - -- - - - - - - -- I j X -- - I 

S 
S 

Simulators S -- 
X 
X 

Engine -- - 
Blade X 

Instruments X 
Mechanical Systems -- - -- -.--:;I X X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

Landing Gear -- 
~ i d r a m e ~  - 
CommINav Equipment - - - - - - - 

- -- .. 
Simulators 
GSEIAGE / S. - - - - - - - - - I Remote Piloted Vehicles - - - - - - - - - Is 

i I I 

S 
S 
S - 

X 
X 
X 

Missile --.-- 
Strategic Airframes 

. - - -. - . - . . . . . - - - 
Tactical Airframes - - - - -. - - - - - -. 
Progulsion/Payload/Explosive - . - . - . . . - - - . - - . - . - - -- .- 
Support & Launch E ~ i p  

-. . - . . . -. . . - . - . . --- . - . . 

Radar . - - .- I Comm/NavlElectranics I S  

X -- 
X 
X 

S 
S -- 
S 
s- 
S 
.. . . 

Guidance & Control -- 
Ship -. 
Carrier - -. - . -- 
Nuclear Propulsion - -- .- - - -. - - - 
Conventional Propulsion 
____--1, 

- - - - - - -- - S 
Nuclear Propulsion -- - -. - -- - S -- 
Conventional ~ropulsion S 

S 
S 
S 
S 
S 

- 

Comm/Nav/Electronics -- - - - . - - -~ 
 ire control -- System 
WeaponslGuns 

S 
S 
S 
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USCG 
~lizabeth C i i  

Submarine - - - - - - - - - 
Nuclear Propulsion - 
Conventional Propulsion -- -- - 
Radar - -  -- 

Comm/Nav/Electronics 
Fire Control -- system 
WeaponsIGuns . -- - - - - -- 

Senrice Craft -- 
Vehicles -- -- - - 
Armored - -  - Vehicles 
Chassis 
Powertrain - -- -- 
Fire Control System - - - -- - - 

WeaponIGun - - - - 

Wheeled vehicles -- - -- 
Chassis 
Powertrain - - - - - -- 
WeaponIGun -- 

Artillery 
Towed -- - 

Chassis 
Powertrain 
Fire Control System 
Weapon 

~ r o ~ ~ e d  
chassis - 
Powertrain - - - - -- - 

S .- 
S 
S 

s - 

S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
.S 
S 
S - 
S -- 
S - 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 

Army Depot-- 
corpus Christi 

.- 

-- 

- 

Fire Control System -- 

Weapon -- - - 
Construction Vehicles 

Powertrain 
Chassis 

General 
- ~ o w h r a i n  

chassis - 
Rail - - -  

Communications-Electronic - .- - - . - - 

Ground 
Satt -- - -- 

Ordnance/Weapons/Munitions - 
TorpedosIMines - - 
Chemical 

S m d l  Arms 

s 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
s 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 

Conv.minitions - - - - - -- IS 
Metrology- 
~u tomat i c  Test Equipment 

1 1/9/92 9:20 

S 
S- 
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1 ~ e p o t  -- - Commodity - - .  Matrix 
-- -- 

7s 

Direct 

(# people/%) 

-- 

-- - 

J 0 0 0 0 
J NIA NIA N/A -. -- NIA 

- J -- 0 0 0 0 
Marine Corps -- - . . -. - - J 0 1 38 420 

--- 
NSY 

~oismouth 

Utilization (%) -- -.- - 

1 Shift 
2 s h i f t s  
3 shifts -- - .- - Fay Workweek - 
7 Day workweek 
overtime - - -  . -  

Interservicing ($5 

S 

- J - 
J - 

J 
J 

-- 
NSY 

Philadelphia 

S 
S 
S 

s- 
S 
S 

41 2.31382.2M 

NSY -- 
Norfolk 

100.00% -- 

100.00% -- - 

9.70% 

NSY 
Charleston 

51 8.81452.4M - -- 

100.00% -- 

100.00% 

14.00% 

676.01680.1 --- M - 
6027 
3301 
2726 - 

485.21423.2M 
9997 
5999 
3998 
1 6  

0 
103 

61 99 
3903 
2296 

P 

100.00% -- .. 

100.00% -- 

- 4.90% 

5766 
34% 
231 1 

59 
0 

59 

.- 

100.00% -- 

- - --- 100.00% - - - 

12.1 0% 

105 
0 

165- 

42 

- 14 - 
28 
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Tactical Airframes 
~ropulsion~a~loac~~xp~osive ..- .- - - s 1 1 I 

Support & Launch - Equip S 
Guidance & Control -- S - 

Ship - -  S 
S Carrier X X 

~ u c l e ~ ~ r o ~ u l s i o n  S 
conventibnal ~ro~ulsion S X 

Radar - S X 
Comm/Nav/Electronics -- - .- - - .- - - S - X 
Fire Control System 

-. - - - - S - 1 
Weapons/Guns I . .. -- .- 

Surf ace X X 
~ u c k a r  Propulsion -- - - - - - - 

I X 
S X 

Radar S I - --- .- 1 

Comm/Nav/Electronics S 1 
S 
s 
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I I 

NSY NSY 

bmarine I 
- -- S X I X X 

Nuclear Propulsion S I x -- - .- -- - -- - 
Conventional Propulsion - -- S 
Radar I 

- -  - S 
Comm/Nav/Electronics S I - -  --- - - 
Fire Control System S -- --- 
~ea~ons/Guns -- S 

service craft S 

- - -  S 
'3 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S - - -  

I 

S 
S I 

- 1 -- 
S 
S I 

I 
. S 

S I 

t Powertrain - - - - - - s I 
Fire Control System S I 

1 - - - 
S I 

S - I 

s 
S I 
S I 

S 
s 
S 
s 
s 
S I - 
S I 

Automatic Test Equipment 
- -  

IS I I 
1 I I I I 

Communications-Electronic - 

Ground 
Satt - -  

Ordnance/WeaponslMunltions -- 
~ o ~ d o s l ~ i n e s  

?hemm&al - - -. - 

Small Arms - -- -- -- 
Conv. munitions - -- 

Metrology - -  . - - 

S - 
S 
S 
S 
s 
S 

I 

I 

I 

I I 

___C____-- - 

S 
S 
S 

. - 

! 
1 
I 
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1 ~ e p o t  Commodity Matrix 
.- . 

S 

J . ' 

. 

Depot Size (sqft) (covered) J 10.7M' -- 
J 5548 

J 

331.8" 

- 
Bud et (91 actual192 budget) 9- - - - - -- - - -- - --- 
Civilian Personnel (# people/"/~) - - - - - -- - 
Direct -- 
~ndirect- ----- - -- 

Military Personnel (# people/"/o) - -- 
Direct -- 
Indirect 

-- 

Utilization (%)- - - - - 
1 Shift - 
2 Shifts 

F-6-A 

2.5M' 
214 

--- . 

281.4' 
2,235.6' 

23M 
Y 
Y 

1-71 0 
.- 1 0.8~'" - 

4.OM 
663 M 
17.4~ 

38% 
4,389 

Access -- - -- 
Air (distance to airport) 
Rail (yn) -- 
Water (yln) -- --- 
Road (miles to Interstate) - -- -- - - - - - -- - - - 

MILCON (past 10 yrs, prod related) 
MI~CON (SYDP)- -- - - - -- - 
Plant Equipment (past 10 years) -- - 
Plant Equipment (s~DP)- -- - - - - - - -- - - 
Drydock Utilizati~n("/~) --- 
Workload (DLH) -- . - - - -- - - 
Capacity (DLH) 

- ---- -- 

qp ice vice JDMAG -- provided 
eflects past 7 years vice 10 - -- - - - - -- 

*+" Apparent reporting error 
m/92-530 

I 

NSY -- - - . I NSY 
Mare Island Long Beach 

483.81497.2M / 288.7/310.1 -- M 
6033 / 4292 
3742 / -- 2379 - - -- 

3 Shifts -- - 
5 Day Workweek - -- - - - - 
7 Day Workweek 

-- 

Overtime - - -  - 

0 - 
NIA - 

0 
52 

298006 

0 - 
NIA 
712 

0 

287528 

Interservicing_($i%) 
Army - - 
Navy 
Air Force ---- - 
Marine Corps - -  
Coast Guard- -- - -- - 

CY91 workload Value ($K) 

3.6M' 
160 

222.6" 
1,195.5' 

Y 
Y 
Y 

H-1 
2.66~" 

2 . 9 ~  

97.5~'-  -- -.- 
45.1 -- M 

76% 
4,569 

. 

J 

S 
S - 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S -- 
s 
J 
J 
J 

NSY - 

0 
N ~ A  

0 
0 

598696 

J 

J 
J 
-3-' - 

S - 
S 
s 
S 
S 

--- - - 

5 ~ '  -- 
1 367 

3 . 9 ~  
302.4" 

2 , 0 1 5  

3 0 ~  - 
Y - 
Y 

US3,I-5 
167.1 - 5k" 

57.58M 
203.0~ - -- 

7 1 . 3 ~  

203% - -- 
13,917 

- - - 

2,253  ̂

36M 
Y 
Y 

CA37,l-80 - -- 

32, .9Ma" - -  - 

10.8M - -- 
146.4M 
38.i M 
142% 
711 53 

-- - - - 

NSY -- 

21 75 
52 
0 

52 

100.00% 

100.00% 

6.00% __ - _ _ 

J 
J 
J 
J 
S 
0 

4708 
1 34 

0 
134 

1 00.00% 

100.000/0 

11.10% _- _- - - 

2291 ' 1913 

0 
NIA 

0 
1 

531 932 

Pearl Harbor 

385.71363.2M 
4541 
2366 

106 
0 

106 

Puget Sound 

754.0/759.2M 
I iei 
6863 

26 
0 

26 
1 
1 

100.00%i 100.00% 
I 

100.00'%0 0, 1 00.00% 
I 

.--__ 7.90%' _ .  . 9.20% 
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NSY NSY NSY .- NSY 
Mare Island Long Beach pearl  arbor Puget Sound 

- - -- - ---- - - - -- 
S - -. -- s 
S - 
S -. - - 
S 
s - 

S 
S 
S - 

S 
Mechanical -- Systems S 

S 
S 
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I--- NSY 
~are ldand 

Radar 
~omm/~av/~lectronics 

S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
s . 

NSY 
Long Beach 

Fire Control System -- - . - - -- - 
Wea~onsIGuns - . - .- . . . - - 

Service Craft --- - - -- - . - . - - - 
. - Vehicles -- ................-.. 

- 

Armored Vehicles 
C h a s s i s  - - . . . . - . - 

Powertrain 
. -. - . - . 

Fire Control System .............. 

WeaponIGun 
~ - - .. - . . 

wheeled vehicles - 
Chassis . - - - 
Powertrain . 

. . . . .  

WeaponIGun ......... - 
Artillery - - . . . . . . . .  

Towed - -. - -. - -. 
Chassis -- . -. . - - - . 
Powertrain 

-. . - - - - - 

Fire Control System - .... - .. - -- 

NSY . .- 
Pearl Harbor 

F-6-C 

--.~ 

- 

S 
s .- 

S 
S 
s .... 

S 
S 

. .- 
S 
S 
s -- 

S 
S 
S 
S 

NSY . 

Puget Sound 

. -- -- - - - . . 
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Depot - Commodity Matrix 
NESEC NESEC USCG ---  

Portsmouth San Diego Curtis Bay 
Einancial - 

Budget (91 actual192 budget) - -. . -- - - - - - . - - - - - s ?/21945 ?I20454 53.2~159.1 M4*' - 
Civilian - -- Personnel (# people/%) 325 222 68 
Direct J 277 205 462l73.30, 
Indirect J 48 17 1 68126.70, -- - 

~ i i i t a r ~  Personnel (# people1Y0) 0 0 1 41 
--- - - 

Direct - -  - -- J o o n155< - - -- 

Indirect J~ 0 0 63/45'? 
u$lization (YO) 
1 shirt 
-. 

S . - 100% 100% 1000, 
2 shifts - S 50, 
3 Shifts S 00, 
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APPENDIX G 

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE A 

1. Ovemiew. Alternative A assumes that each Service will retain its own separate depot 
maintenance operations in accordance with DMRD 908. DMRD 908 directs the Services to 
increase interservicing, streamline depot operations, reduce management staffs at all levels, 
increase competition, team with private industry for remanufac~g/manufacturing, etc. 
Additional depot closures and realignments will be accomplished through the Base 
Realignment and Closure (BRAC) process. The Defense Depot Maintenance Council 
(DDMC) will provide management oversight. 

2. Cornorate Business Plan. The DDMC Corporate Business Plan (CBP), FT92-97, October 
1992 (draft) is the source document for the analysis of Alternative A in Chapter IV. 
Savings/projected savings are presented in this draft plan that describe the joint Service 
strategy for managing the organic depot maintenance industrial base during the remainder of 
the 1990s and beyond. The main focus is on achieving the 6.36 billion dollar savings during 
M 9 1  through FY97 called for in DMRD 908 and DMRD 908C. The plan details savings 
attributable to both near-and long-term Service actions. Near-term savings are downsizing of 
both the direct and indirect work force at depot installations, closure of facilities, cancellation 
of facility projects, and internal Service workload consolidations. Long-range actions are 
interservicing, competition, and capacity utilization. In addition to describing the strategy for 
achieving DMRD 908 savings, this plan also provides the joint Service Depot Maintenance 
Vision Statement of the Future for FY95 and Beyond, (CBP, Appendix A). 

3. summary. 

a. Cost savings. Table G-1 provides the details of Services' projected savings. 

Table G-1 Service Projected Savings FY91-FY97 
($ Millions) 

Near-term 
Interservicing 
Competition 
Capacity Utilization 

Total 

ARMY 

339.2 
8.9 

138.7 
579.0 

1065.8 

NAVAIR 

448.8 
52.6 

555.9 
391.5 

1448.8 

NAVSEA 

1755.2 
0.7 

69.8 
282.3 

2108.0 

AIRFORCE 

664.4 
70.0 

943.3 
30.6 

1708.3 

MARINES 

0.0 
2.5 

25.8 
0.4 

28.6 



Alternative A establishes a standard against which to measure the other alternatives, 
except for cost savings. The other alternatives provide cost savings projections relative 
to each other only. w 
b. Capacity Reduction. The CBP facility consolidations maintain the current inventory of 
depots, other than the previously scheduled closings of Sacramento Army Depot and , 
Philadelphia Naval Shipyard. After these closings, the DOD capacity utilization rate will 
be 64 percent, the baseline for all other alternatives. 

c. Unnecessary Duplication. Even after all initiatives of DMRD 908 are complete, 
substantial unnecessary duplication and excess capacity will exist within each Service as 
well as among all Services. This provides for the highest level of unnecessary duplication 
of all the alternatives. 



APPENDIX G 

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE B 

1. Qverview . Alternative B consolidates within Service boundaries. As a result, 
consolidation computations will be treated sequentially for each Service, beginning with the 
Army. It should be noted that FY87 capacity figures were used in the analysis of Alternatives 
B through F since it was a peak year with larger overall employment and more accurately 
reflects what work a depot facility could absorb during workload consolidation. The N 8 7  
capacity figures were used to determine excess capacity and utilization rates for Army, Air 
Force, and NAVAIR depots. Marine Corps capacity was based on N 9 3  figures, NAVORD 
capacity was based on the maximum reported capacity between N 9 1  and FY97. Capacity of 
depots earmarked for closure was not considered in this study. 

a. Capacity vs. Workload. 

(1) As shown in Table G-2, the six Army depots are projected by JDMAG to have a 
workload of 16,500 KDLH in W95. 

(2) The W87 capacity of Army depots was 26,700 KDLH, a capacity excess of 
10,200 KDLH over the FY95 workload projection. Based on this capacity, Army 
depot utilization wodd be 62 percent. The Army has concentrated most technologies 
into "Centers of Excellence" with the exception of a few specific systems where the 
cost of moving specialized facilities would exceed the savings potential over the 
remaining life of the system. ANAD is the sole Army facility configured for heavy 
combat vehicles and all Services' small arms. CCAD performs Army and Air Force 
helicopter depot maintenance. LEAD is responsible for a l l  Services' tactical missiles, 
RRAD for light combat vehicles and artillery, TEAD for automotive and rail, and 
TOAD for all Army electronics. 



Table G-2 Comparison of A m y  Depots 
(Thousands of Direct Labor Hours) 

b. Potential Consolidations. Excess Army depot capacity was reduced by consolidating 
automotive and other relatively low-tech commodities maintained at four Army depots into 
three of the above facilities. 

c. Summary. 

EXCESS 

2600 

400 

1 100 

2100 

2100 

1900 

10200 

(1) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, 
consolidation of the work of six Army depots into five has the potential to achieve 
depot maintenance cost reductions ranging from 142 to 548 million dollars during 
FY94 through FY03, as shown in Table G-3. An in-depth study of Army munitions 
depots may yield additional savings through consolidation. 

FY87 CAPACTm 

4600 

4800 

3800 

4800 

3200 

5500 

26700 

DEPOT 

ANAD 

CCAD 

LEAD 
RRAD 

TEAD 

TOAD 

Total 

Table G-3 Alternative B (Army) -- Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant FY93 $Million) 

FY95 WORK 

2000 

4400 
2700 

2700 

1 100 

3600 

16500 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 
Annual I Cumdative 1 

EY Minimum Maximum 

94 (35) 3 

Minimum Maximum 

(35) 3 



(2). Capacity Reduction. Assuming the workload of one depot is absorbed by three 
others, projected utilization will increase by 8 percent from 62 percent to 70 percent. 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication within the Anny is reduced by 
highly specialized "Centers of Excellence" for each commodity. 

a. Capacity vs. Workload. 

(1) As shown in Table G-4, the six Naval aviation depots are projected to have a 
workload of 14,700 KDLH in FY95. 

(2) The capacity of these depots in FY87 was 26,400 KDLH, a capacity excess of 
11,700 KDLH over the FY95 workload projection. Based on this capacity, NAVAlR 
depot utilization would be 56 percent. 

(3) NADEP-PNCLA provides specialized support to Navy and Air Force helicopters. 
The others primarily support fixed-wing aircraft. NADEP-CHYPT primarily supports 
Marine Corps aviation platforms. The Navy maintains two other depots for the depot 
maintenance of Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) electronics. 
These depots are not considered NAVAIR depots but do have a combined projected 

Qlv 
FY95 electronics depot maintenance workload of 1,200 KDLH and FY87 capacity of 
1,100 KDLH. A portion of this work is avionics depot maintenance. 

Table G-4 Comparison of NAVAIR Depots 
(Thousands of Direct Labor Hours) 

b. Potential Consolidations. Excess NAVAIR depot capacity at six facilities was reduced 
by consolidating the workload at four remaining facilities along the following lines: 

DEPOT 

NADEP-ALMD 

NADEP-CHYPT 

NADEP-JAX 

NADEP-NORVA 

NADEP-NORIS 

NADEP-PNCLA 

Total 

(1) Airframes and Ajrframe Accessories/Components. 

EY95 WORK 

2400 

2000 

2200 

2800 

2500 

2800 

14700 

FY87 CAPACITY EXCESS 

4800 2400 

3000 lo00 

3400 1200 

5800 3000 

5800 3300 

3600 800 

26400 11700 



(a) NADEP-PNCLA has large fixed facilities required for helicopter dynamic 
components and rotor blades. It is also located in close physical proximity to high 
priority Air Force Special Operations Forces (SOF) operational units and is well - 
suited to continue to provide Air Force and Navy helicopter support. 

(b) The fixed-wing airname and airframe accessories/components workload of 
five depots was consolidated into three depots. 

(2) Engines and engine accessories/components. The engines and engine 
accessories/components workload of NADEP-ALMD, NADEP-JAX, NADEP-CWYPT, 
NADEP-NORVA and NADEP-NORIS was consolidated into three depots. 

(3) Avionics. The avionics workload of all NAVAJR depots was also consolidated 
into three depots. Additionally, the SPAWAR electronics depot maintenance workload 
should be reviefved with a goal of transferring the avionics-workload from these 
NAVAIR depots to the SPAWAR depots, or consolidating the SPAWAR depot 
maintenance workload at NAVAIR depots. If the latter alternative were considered, 
further SPAWAR consolidation would be possible. Additional study is required in this 
area. 

c. Summary. 

(1) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, 
consolidation of the work of six NAVAJR depots into four has the potential to achieve 
depot maintenance cost reductions ranging from 343 to 1,747 million dollars from 
N94  through FY03, as shown in Table G-5. Consolidation of SPAWAR electronics 
depots may yield additional savings. 

Table G-5 Alternative B (NAVAIR) -- Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant N93  $Million) 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 
I I AMU~I I Cumulative 

FY Minimum Maximum 
94 (159) (40) 

Mioim~m Maximum 

(159) (40) 

03 8 1 227 
Total 343 1,747 

343 1,747 



(2) Capacity Reduction. With work from two depots absorbed by the others, 
projected utilization increases by 25 percent from 56 percent to 81 percent. 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication within NAVAIR is reduced by 
highly specialized "Centers of Excellence." 

a. Capacity vs. Workload. 

(1) A long-term shipyard capacity limitation is its physical limitation expressed in 
drydock-equivalents. A drydock-equivalent is the number of drydocks at a facility 
multiplied by the drydock utilization index for that shipyard. The drydock utilization 
index used is the annual index provided by OPNAV N-431 to JDMAG, which includes 
annual days for ship docking/undocking and drydock maintenance. When the total of 
drydock-equivalents for all Navy shipyards is divided by the number of Navy 
drydocks, a Navy drydock utilization rate results. As shown in Table G-6, the seven 
NAVSEA shipyards are projected by JDMAG to have an average drydock utilization 
rate of 71 percent in FY95. A check of projected utilization through FY97 shows this 
rate to be relatively constant as older, maintenance-intensive ships are retired and the 
naval force is restructured. A conservative goal for drydock utilization would be a 
factor of 1.0 or (100 percent), representing one ship-year for each drydock. 
Contingency capacity is available by acknowledging that more than one small ship can 
be docked in each drydock when required. This may reduce schedule flexibility as 
both ships must be docked and undocked at the same time. Floating drydocks 
available at shipyards offer further contingency capacity. Subjective limitations on 
shipyard capacity in addition to the facilities include the skills of the work force, 
complexity of the work, and the maximum concurrent work a shipyard can manage. 
Some of these factors can be overcome in the long-term by expanding work forces and 
management staffs. Because a measure of the limit imposed by these factors over the 
long-term was not available, drydock utilization was the only factor used in this 
analysis. 

(2) Puget Sound and Norfolk are considered essential shipyards for their nuclear 
carrier drydocking capabilities. Because other nuclear capable sites can service 
submarines, they offer a more flexible capability, although much of the projected 
workload reduction is due to the retirement of nuclear powered cruisers and attack 
submarines. Long Beach is not staffed with nuclear capable personnel but has one 
large, modem drydock located near major southem California homeports that is 
capable of docking nuclear carriers. There are three other Navy drydocks not included 
in this analysis (two at Norfolk and one at Pearl Harbor) that are no longer in use. 



Table G-6 Comparison of NAVSEA FY95 D ydock Utilization Rates 

b. Potential Consolidations. The utilization rate of 71 percent indicates that almost one of 
every three drydocks is unused, on the average, at all times. Acknowledging the priority 
of nuclear capable and carrier capable shipyards on each coast, the work of at least two 
shipyards, one on each coast, was consolidated into the other five shipyards to improve 
this utilization rate by 21 percent to a projected 92 percent. Excess capacity in the two 
remaining east coast shipyards would still remain above 45 percent. Further consolidation 
or reduction of a shipyard capability to a Ship Repair Facility could be made if the 
remaining facility is adequate for all nuclear work projected. 

SHIPYARD 

Portsmouth 

Norfolk 

Charleston 

Puget Sound 

Mare Island 

Long beach 

Pearl Harbor 

Total 

(1) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, 
consolidation of the work of seven shipyards into five has the potential to achieve 
depot maintenance cost reductions ranging from 702 to 2,701 million dollars from 
FY94 through FY03 as shown in Table G-7. 

DRYDOCK- 

EQUIVALENTS 

0.60 

1.12 

2.00 

9.36 

2.32 

1.26 

1.68 

18.34 

DRYDOCKS 

3 

4 

3 

6 

4 

3 

3 

26 

UTILIZATION 

INDEX (%) 

20 

28 

67 

156 

58 

42 

56 

71 



9 
Table G-7 Alternative B (NAVSEA) -- Projected Relative Savings 

(Constant FY93 $Million) 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 
4 11 Annual 

W Minimum Maximum 
I 

94 (350) (130) 
95 (302) (95) 
96 174 386 
97 169 363 
98 169 363 
99 168 363 
00 169 363 
01 168 363 
02 169 362 

(2) Capacity Reduction. With the work of two shipyards absorbed by the other 
facilities, the projected EY95 drydock utilization rate will increase by 21 percent from 
71 percent to 92 percent. 

Cumulative 
Minimum Maximum 

(350) (130) 
(652) (225) 
(478) 161 
(309) 524 
( 140) 887 

28 1,250 
197 1,613 
365 1,976 
534 2,338 

03 168 363 
Total 702 2,701 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication within NAVSEA is reduced, 
particularly when commodity and component consolidation is pursued following 
consolidation of shipyards. 

702 2,701 

5 .  Air Force. 

a. Capacity vs. Workload. 

(1) As shown in Table G-8, the six Air Force depots are projected by JDMAG to 
have a workload of 34,000 KDLH in EY95. 

(2) The FT87 capacity of Air Force depots was 53,100 KDLH, an excess capacity of 
19,100 KDLH over the FY95 workload. Based on this capacity, Air Force depot 
utilization is 64 percent. 

(3) The Air Force has concentrated many technologies into Technical Repair Centers 
(TRC), similar to the Army's "Centers of Excellence" concept. Nonetheless, many 
redundant sources of repair are retained at other facilities. AGMC's highly accurate 
Type I precision measuring equipment capability, made possible by its geographic 



location, provides a capability to repair precision inertial navigation systems that does 
not exist elsewhere in DOD. 

Table G-8 Comparison of Air Force Depots 
(Thousands of Direct Labor Hours) 

b. Potential Consolidations. The maintenance workload of one ALC was consolidated at 
the remaining facilities along the following guidelines: 

DEPOT 

OC-ALC 

00-ALC 

SA-ALC 

SM-ALC 

WR-ACC 

AGMC 

Total 

(1) Airframes and m a m e  Accessories/Components. Ahfkame and airframe 
accessories/components depot maintenance conducted at 00-ALC, OC-ALC, SA-ALC, 
SM-ALC and WR-ALC was consolidated into four of these five depots. Source of 
Repair (SOR) responsibilities for specific aircraft was transferred to depots with excess 
capacity that are currently SOR for other aircraft of the same or similar size, mission 
and technology. 

(2) Engines and Engine Accessories/Components. Engine accessories/components 
depot maintenance was consolidated at two depots where engine maintenance is 
conducted to extend the initiative already undertaken by the Air Force for engines. 

(3) Avionics and Ground Electronics. Electronics and technologies related to 
maintenance of sensors and communications were consolidated at one electronics 
maintenance TRC. This required consolidation of many widely varying technologies 
(infrared, microwave, flight instruments, etc.), in addition to electronics used in several 
environments (air, land, space). 

EXCESS 

5600 

3600 

5700 

2500 

1500 

200 

19100 

IT95 WORK 

6800 

6300 

7200 

6000 

6600 

1 100 

34000 

(4) Instruments and Metrology. These commodities were consolidated at the one 
small specialized, non-airframe depot. 

FY87 CAPACITY 

12400 

9900 

12900 

8500 

8100 

1300 

53100 



w (5) General Purpose Equipment. Support of Air Force electronic general 
purpose equipment was consolidated at one depot. 

c. Summary. 

(1) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, 
consolidation of the work of six Air Force depots into five has the potential to achieve 
depot maintenance cost reductions ranging from 368 to 1,317 million dollars from 
FY94 through FY03, as shown in Table G-9. 

Table G-9 Alternative B (Air Fame)--- Bojected Relative Savings 
(Constant FY93 $Million) 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 
1 - Annual I Cumulative 

FY Minimum Maximum 
94 (164) (41) 

(2) Capacity Reduction. When the work of one large K C  is absorbed by the 
projected excess capacity of the other depots, the utilization will increase by 12 percent 
from 64 percent to 76 percent. 

Minimum Maximum 

(164) (41) 

03 79 161 
Total 368 1,317 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Like Army "Centers of Excellence", the Air Force TRC 
concept provides a framework for eliminating duplication. Consolidation of six depot 
maintenance activities into five and a concurrent review of workload assignments at 
those five will reduce duplication within the Air Force. 

368 1,317 

a. Capacity vs. Workload. 

(1) As shown in Table G-10, the two Marine Corps depots are projected by JDMAG 
to have a workload of 2,400 KDLH in EY95. 



(2) The IT87 capacity of Marine Corps depots was over 2,400 KDLH, exactly the 
workload of FY95. No excess capacity results in a computed utilization rate of 100 
percent. 

(3) Both depots have similar, redundant capabilities, although restrictive environmental 
laws may make one site preferable to the other. MCLBA directly supports the 
Maritime Pre-positioning Force through its Blount Island facility in Jacksonville, 
Florida. 

Table G-10 Cornpanson of Marine Corps Depots 

b. Potential Consolidations. The projected post-Operation DESERT STORM workload 
for each Marine Corps depot is 1,700 KDLH in FY93. This demonstrates an ability to 
expand capability more than 35 percent above computed capacity figures. Following the 
completion of Operation DESERT STORM reconstitution, the FY96 workload of the two 
depots declines to a total of 2,200 KDLH. This figure is 35 percent greater than the 
workload of FY90, the last year unaffected by Operation DESERT STORM requirements. 
Considering Base Force reductions, this projection of future workload may be high due to 
the inclusion of other-than-depot-level maintenance. Taking advantage of the additional 
capacity demonstrated during Operation DESERT STORM reconstitution, and expanding 
capacity by transfer of production equipment from one depot to the other, all projected 
Marine Corps depot maintenance was consolidated at one "Center of Excellence". 

c. Summary. 

MCESS 

None 

100 

None 

(1) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, 
consolidation of the work of two Marine Corps depots into one has the potential to 
achieve depot maintenance cost reductions ranging from 33 to 170 million dollars from 
FY94 through FY03 as shown in Table G-1 1. 

FY87 CAPACITY 

1 100 

1300 

2400 

DEPOT 

MCLBA 

MCLBB 
Total 

N 9 5  WORK 

1200 

1200 

2400 



b v  TabIe G-11 Alternative B (Marine Corps) -- Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant N 9 3  $Million) 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 

(2) Capacity Reduction. If one depot assumes the entire Marine Corps workload of 
2,200 KDLH, excess capacity will remain zero. 

4 

v 

03 9 23 
Total 33 170 

VlW . 
(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication within the Marine Corps is 
eliminated by having one "Center of Excellence." 

33 170 

a. Capacity vs. Workload. 

Annual 
FY Minimum Maximum 
94 (21) (7) 
95 (18) (5 )  
96 8 23 
97 10 23 
98 9 23 
99 9 23 
00 9 23 
01 10 22 
02 8 22 

(1) As shown in Table G-12, NAVORD has Naval Surface Weapons Centers, 
Naval Underwater Weapons Centers, and Naval Weapons Stations at nine 
separate sites. The nine sites are projected by JDMAG to have a workload of 
4,550 KDLH in FY95. 

. 
Cumulative 

Minimum Maximum 

(21) (7) 
(39) (12) 
(31) 11 
(21) 34 
(12) 57 
(3) 80 
6 103 

16 125 
24 147 

(2) The FY87 depot maintenance capacity of NAVORD facilities was 27,925 KDLH. 
This capacity has been significantly reduced by the effects of the transfer of much of 
the ordnance maintenance workload to the Army, reduced requirements for depot 
maintenance on new weapon systems, and the smaller fleet size. Computation of 

- 

utilization based on this FY87 capacity would yield a utilization rate of 15 percent, an 
inaccurate representation of capabilities of depots which have been permanently 
downsized. A more accurate reflection of capacity of NAVORD facilities is the 
maximum recent capacity demonstrated since FY91 and in projections through FY97. 
This capacity is projected to be 5,590 KDLH, 1,330 KDLH over the FY95 workload 



projection. Based on this capacity, NAVORD depot utilization is 81 percent. 

(3) NSWC Louisville supports Navy surface gunnery. NUWC Keyport is the sole site 
w 

for support of the Navy's underwater weapons. NWS Yorktown is the sole site for 
support of Navy mines. NSWC Crane is resident on a Army facility and primarily an 
electronics depot. Depot maintenance work is a relatively minor function of NAVORD 6 

facilities. They primarily perform research, development, intermediate maintenance, 
and ordnance storage/issue. The equipment used for depot maintenance is a very 
small fraction of NAVORD facilities, and no cost of consolidating this equipment was 
included in this analysis. 

Table 6-12 Comparison of NAVORD Depots 
(Thousands of Direct Labor Hours) 

b. Potential Consolidations. Excess NAVORD capacity was used to consolidate the 
ordnance depot workload into three depots along the following lines. 

DEPOT 
I 

NS WC-Indian Head 

NS WC-Louisville 

NUWC-Keyport 

NWS-Charleston 

NWS -Concord 

NWS-Earle 

NWS-Seal Beach 

NWS-Yorktown 

NSWC-Crane 
- -- 

Total 

(1) The NUWC is a unique facility required to support the development, test and 
maintenance of naval underwater weapons. 

(2) One NSWC absorbed the workload of the other two. 

FY95 WORK 

210 

1440 

1840 

30 

10 

30 

230 

70 

690 

(3) The depot maintenance workload of the five NWS's was consolidated at one NWS 
with additional support provided by MJWC and the remaining NSWC. 

(4) The ordnance electronics depot maintenance of all NAVORD depots was 
consolidated into other depots supporting Navy electronics, NADEP-NORVA and 

4550 5590 1330 

MAX CAPACITY 

200 

1170 

2600 

50 

150 

50 

460 

60 

850 

EXCESS 

None 

None 
760 

20 

140 

20 

230 

None 

160 



NADEP-NORIS, and the two SPAWAR depots at Portsmouth, VA, and San Diego, 
CA. 

c. Summary. ' 

(1) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Altematives B through F, 
consolidation of the depot maintenance work of nine NAVORD depots into three has 
the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions of 1 to 178 million dollars 
from FY94 through N 0 3 ,  as shown in Table G-13. 

Table G-13 Alternative B (NAVORD) -- Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant FY93 $Million) 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 

(2) Capacity Reduction. This consolidation of nine depots into three eliminates FY95 
capacity excess. 

Annual 
FY Minimum - Maximum 

94 (23) (5 )  
95 (18) (2) 
96 4 24 
97 5 24 
98 6 24 
99 5 24 
00 5 22 
01 6 22 
02 5 23 
03 6 22 

Total 1 178 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication within NAVORD is eliminated 
by the consolidation of nine depots into three. 

Cumulative 
Minimum Maximum 

(23) (5) 
(41) (7) 
(37) 17 
(32) 41 
(26) 65 
(21) 89 
(16) 111 
(10) 133 

(5) 156 
1 178 

8. Summary. 

a. Cost Savings. Aggregating the above Service cost reductions, for comparison to 
Alternatives C through F, Alternative B consolidations have the potential to achieve depot 
maintenance cost reductions ranging from 1,589 to 6,661 million dollars during EY94 
through EY03, as shown in Table G-14. 



Table G-14 Alternative B (DOD) -- Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant FY93 $Million) 

b. Capacity Reduction. The total utilization of DOD depots after the consolidations 
recommended under Alternative B rises from 64 percent to 82 percent. 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 

c. Unnecessary Duplication. The "Centers of Excellence" concept reduces or eliminates 
unnecessary duplication within each Service, but significant duplication will exist among 
the Services after the consolidations recommended in this alternative. 

Annual 
FY Minimum Maximum 
94 (752) (220) 
95 (655) t 167) 
96 412 959 
97 370 88 1 
98 37 1 88 1 
99 368 878 
00 368 863 
0 1 373 862 
02 365 86 1 
03 369 863 

Total 1,589 6,661 

Cumulative 
Minimum Maximum 

(752) (220) 
(1;407) (387) 

(995) 572 
(625) 1,45 3 
(254) 2,3 34 
114 3,212 
482 4,075 
855 4,937 

1,220 - 5,798 
1,589 6,661 



APPENDIX G 

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE C 

1. Ovetview. 

a. Alternative C consolidates depot maintenance responsibility for each major type of 
weapon system platform(fured/rotary wing aircraft, ships/underwater ordnance, ground 
vehicles/equipment, missiles) under an Executive Service. The using Service of each 
weapon system retains responsibility for depot maintenance of depot-level reparables 
@LR)/components of the weapon system platforms. 

b. Following these guidelines, the weapon system platform and DLR/component 
c o ~ o d i t y  responsibilities were distributed as shown in Table G-15. 

Table G-15 Alternative C Distribution of Commodity Responsibilities 

c. Capacity and work projections provided by JDMAG did not distribute commodities 
in detail for other-than-aviation maintenance. FY91 workload, distributed by Work 
Breakdown Structure categories in DOD 7220.9-M, was used to establish a workload 
baseline in each commodity. The EY91 percentage of work in each commodity was 
applied to the FY95 total workload and the N 8 7  capacities. If an airframehull/ 
body/frame commodity generated less than 8 KDLH work at any depot, that work was not 
transferred to the Executive Service depots. 

COMMODITY 

Aircraft 
Fixed/Rotary Wing Airframes 
All Aircraft Components/DLRs 

ShipsfUndematerOrdnance 
Hulls and All Components 

Ground Vehicles/J2quipment 
Vehicles Hull/Body/Frame 
ArtilleryWehicles Armament 
Vehicle Components 
Ground Comm-Electronics 
General Purpose Equipment (GPE) 
Ordnance 

Missiles 
Tactical 
Strategic 

RESPONSIBLE SERVICE 

Air Force 
Using Service 

Navy 

Army 
Army 

Using Service 
Using Service 
Using Service 

Using Service 

Army 
Air Force 



2. Aircraft. 

a. Capacity vs Workload. 

(1)- As shown in Table G-16, fured wingfrotary wing aircraft depots were 
projected by JDMAG to have an airframe workload of 19,700 KDLH in N95. 

(2) The FY87 capacity of the aviation M a m e  depots was 29,600 KDLH, a 
capacity excess of 9,900 KDLH over the W95 workload projection. Based on 
this capacity, depot airframe utilization would be 67 percent. As stated above, 
the Air Force would be the Executive Service for all aviation airframe depot 
maintenance while the using Services would retain DLR/component 
maintenance in their depots. Since the total N 9 5  airframe depot maintenance 
workload is projected to exceed the N 8 7  capacity of the existing Air Force 
depots, airframe work was transferred to appropriate Air Force depots until it 
reached EY87 capacity limits. The remainding workload was left at using 
Service depots. 

Table G-16 Comparison of Aviation Depot Airframe Capacity and Workload 
(Thousands of Direct Labor Hours) 

00-ATX 
SA-ALC 
WR-ALC 
SM-ALC 
NADEP- ALMD 
NADEP-CHYPT 
NADEP-JAX 
NADEP-NORVA 
NADEP-NORIS 
NADEP-PNCLA 

EXCESS 
1500 

b. Potential Consolidations. 

FY87 CAPACITY 
4400 

DEPOT 
OC-ALC 

(1) Army. No consolidation of Army aviation depot activities was possible since the 
Army requires its only aviation depot for DLR/component repairs. 

FY9.5 WORK 
2900 

400 
9900 

CCAD 
Total 

1300 
19700 

1700 
29600 



(2) Navy. To obtain a range of potential savings, three analyses of potential 
consolidations were conducted. They compared consolidation of residual 
airframe work and Navy DLR/component work into: 

(a) two large NADEPs; 

(b) three mid-size NADEPs; and 

(c) four small NADEPs. 

c. Aircraft Summary. 

(1) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, 
consolidation of aviation W a m e  depot maintenance into all existing Air Force depots 
to the maximum extent possible, with consolidation of aircraft DLR/components within 
depots of the using Service has the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost 
reductions ranging from 351 to 1,511 million dollars during N 9 4  through N03, as 
shown in Table G-17. The maximum savings were obtained by consolidating the six 
NADEPs into four. 

Table G-17 Alternative C (Aviation) -- Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant FY93 $M) 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 
I Annual I Cumulative 

(2) Capacity Reduction. Assuming the workload of the Air Force depots is 
maximized for airframes, CCAD is retained after migrating aviation airframe work, and 
six NADEPs are consolidated into four, the projected total Air Force depot capacity 
utilization will increase fiom 64 to 76 percent and Navy depot capacity utilization from 
56 to 76 percent. 

EY Minimum Maximum 

94 (197) (380) 
Minimum Maximum 

(197) (380) 



(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Reduced duplication in the aircraft airframe commodity 
is eliminated although substantial duplication still remains within and among the 
Services for depot maintenance of aviation DLRs/components. - 

w 
- 

3. Shi~s/Underwater Wea~ons. The methodology employed in Alternatives C, D, and E 
differs from Alternative B in that Alternative B's capacity analysis was based on drydock I 

capacity vice direct labor hours as in Alternatives C, D, and E. These separate paths lead to 
the same conclusions. Capacity utilization figures for Alternative B and Altematives C, D, 
and E differ since they have-different foundations. Ship and underwater weapons 
commodities offer no potential for consolidation under any Service other than the current 
using Service--the Navy. A summary of those conclusions follows. 

a. Capacity vs. Workload. 
- - 

(1) As shown iti Table G-18, shipyards were projected by JDMAG to have a 
workload of 50,200 KDLH in EY95. 

(2) The FY87 capacity of the shipyards was 75,500 KDLH, a capacity excess of over 
25,300 KDLH over the FY95 workload projection. Based on this capacity, shipyard 
capacity utilization would be 67 percent. 

Table G-18 Comparison of Shipyard Capacity and WorMoad 
(Thousands of Direct Labor Hours) 

b. Potential Consolidations. In addition to the Philadelphia shipyard which will be 
closed by FY96, the workload at two additional shipyards was consolidated into the 
remaining five. 

- 

EXCESS 
3800 
6200 
5200 
2400 
600 
2100 
2600 
2400 
25300 

DEPOT 
Portsmouth 
Philadelphia 
Norfolk 
Charleston 
Puget Sound 
Mare Island 
Long Beach 
Pearl Harbor 

Total 

FY95 WORK 
4000 
4000 
9100 
6400 
12000 
6800 
3600 
4300 
50200 

FT87 CAPACITY 
7800 
10200 
14300 
8800 
12600 
8900 
6200 
6700 
75500 



c. Shipyard Summary. 

(1) Cost Savings. The savings resulting from the consolidation of the work of 
seven shipyards into five is the same for Alternatives B, C, D, and E, and has 
the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions of from 702 to 2,701 
million dollars from FY94 through FY03. A summary chart of these reductions 
is shown in Table G-7. 

(2) Capacity Reduction. With the work of two shipyards absorbed by the other 
facilities, the projected capacity utilization rate will increase by 33 percent from 67 to 
100 percent based on direct labor hour workload requirements. 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication within NAVSEA is reduced, 
particularly when commodity and component consolidation is pursued following 
consolidation of shipyards. 

d. NAVORD Depots. 

(1) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, 
consolidation of the depot maintenance work of nine NAVORD depots into three has 
the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions of 1 to 178 million dollars 
from FY94 through N03 .  

(2) Capacity Reduction. This consolidation of nine depots into three eliminates the 
N 9 5  capacity excess and brings them to 100 percent capacity utilization. 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication within NAVORD is virtually 
eliminated by the consolidation of nine depots into three. 

4. Ground -t. 

a. Capacity vs. Workload. 

(1) As shown in Table G-19, and as broken down in Table G-15, the depots 
performing ground equipment platform maintenance were projected by JDMAG to 
have a workload of 1,700 KDLH in N95 .  

(2) The FY87 capacity for ground vehicle/equipment platforms was 2,600 KDLH, a 
capacity excess of 900 KDLH over the FY95 workload projection. Based on this 
capacity, ground vehiclelequipment platform capacity utilization would be 65 percent. 
As stated above, the Army would be the Executive Service for all ground vehicles and 
equipment while the using Services maintain responsibility for vehicle 
DLRs/components. The Army has concentrated most technologies into "Centers of 
Excellence" with the exception of a few specific systems where the cost of moving 



specialized facilities would exceed the savings potential over the remaining life of the 
systems. ANAD is the sole Army facility configured for heavy combat vehicles and 
all Services' small arms. LEAD is responsible for all Services' tactical missiles, RRAD 
for light combat vehicles and artillery, TEAD for automotive and rail, and TOAD for 
all electronics. Marine Corps depots are virtually identical in depot maintenance 
capabilities to provide independent support to operating forces based on geographic 
location. 

Table G-19 Comparison of Ground Vehicles/Equipment (Platform) Depots 
(Thousands of Direct Labor Hours) 

b. Potential Consolidations. 

DEPOT 
ANAD 
LEAD 
RRAD 
TOAD 
TEAD 
MCLBA 
MCLBB 

Total 

(1) Amy. The five Army ground depots were consolidated into four. 

(2) Air Force. No Air Force depots were consolidated due to their support of 
aviation commodities. 

w 

FY95 WORK 
200 
100 
200 
200 
100 
SO0 
400 
1700 

(3) Marine Corps. As discussed in Alternative B, the Marine Corps has 
projected the workload for each of their depots to be 1,700 KDLH in FY93. 
This figure exceeds the FY87 capacity by 35 percent. Therefore, in the case of 
the Marine Corps, the IT93 workload projection figure was used as the baseline 
for depot capacity. Taking advantage of this additional capacity and with the 
migration of 37 percent of the Marine Corps workload to the Army, all the 
Marine Corps' workload was consolidated into a single depot. 

c. Ground Vehicle/Equipment Summary. 

FY87 CAPACITY 
600 
200 
300 
400 
100 
500 

500 
2600 

(1) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, 
consolidation of land hull/body/frames, and artillery/vehicle armament into 

EXCESS 
400 
100 
100 
200 

0 
0 

100 
900 



'1V Army depots has the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions 
ranging from 240 to 751 million dollars during EY94 through FY03, as shown 
in Table G-20. 

- TabIe 6-20 Alternative C (Ground) -- Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant EY93 $Million) 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 
T 11 Annual I Cumulative 

'V (2) Capacity Reduction. Consolidating the Army ground equipment 
maintenance depots from five to four, the projected capacity utilization will 

FY Minimum Maximum 
- 

94 (62) (11) 
95 (44) 4 
96 40 97 
97 -44 95 
98 - 43 96 
99 44 95 
00 44 94 
01 44 93 
02 43 94 
03 44 94 

Total 240 75 1 

- 
increase by 5 percent from 62 percent to 67 percent. Marine Corps capacity 
utilization will drop from 100 percent to 88 percent. 

Minimum Maximum 

(62) (11) 
(106) (7) 
(66) 90 
(22) 185 
2 1 281 
65 376 

109 470 
153 563 
196 657 
240 751 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication in ground 
vehicle/equipment platform maintenance is eliminated although some duplication 
still remains among the Services for depot maintenance of DLRs/components 

a. Tactical Missiles. Ongoing initiatives have consolidated much of the tactical 
missile work at LEAD. Some Navy work remains at NAVORD depots. After the 
consolidation into three NAVORD depots above, the transfer of this tactical missile 
work to LEAD would not permit further consolidation of NAVORD depots. Cost 
reductions from this transfer were negligible although the consolidation would decrease 
the unit costs for tactical missile maintenance. 

b. Strategic Missiles. This commodity has already been consolidated under the Air Force 
at 00-ALC and no cost reductions were found. 



6.  Summaw. 

a. Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, Alternative C 
w 

consolidations have the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions ranging 
from 1,294 to 5,141 million dollars during FY94 through FY03, as shown in Table G-21. 

4 

Table G-21 Alternative C FY94-FY03--Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant IT93 $Million) 

94 (631) (527) 
95 (546) (145) 
96 306 756 
97 309 724 
98 310 725 
99 309 724 
00 309 721 
01 309 721 
02 310 721 
03 309 721 

Total 1,294 5,141 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 

b. Capacity Reduction. The total capacity utilization of DOD depots after the 
consolidations recommended under Alternative C rises from 64 percent to 88 percent. 

Annual 
EY Minimum Maximum 

c. Unnecessary Duplication. As discussed for each of the commodities above, Alternative 
C reduces much of the duplication among the Services for maintenance of similar weapon 
system platforms. By requiring each Service to provide its own support for 
DLRs/components of those platfom, duplication among the Services remains for these 
commodities. Adoption of the "Centers of Excellence" concept by every Service will help 
reduce the total duplication, but total elimination is not possible under this alternative for 
the DLRs/components. 

Cumulative 
Minimum Maximum 



APPENDIX G 

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE D 

1. Overview. 

a. Alternative D consolidates depot maintenance responsibility for depot-level reparables 
(DLRs)/components of weapon system platforms along similar technology lines under an 
Executive Service. The using Service of each weapon system retains responsibility for 
depot maintenance of the weapon system platforms. The Executive Service is usually the 
Service with the largest inventory of the DLR/component. 

b. Following these guidelines, the weapon system platform and DLR/component 
commodity responsibilities were distributed as shown in Table G-22. 

Table (3-22 Alternative D Distribution of Commodity Responsibilities 

c. Capacity and work projections provided by JDMAG did not distribute commodities 
in detail for other-than-aviation maintenance. FY91 workload, distributed by Work 
Breakdown Structure categories in DOD 7220.9-M, was used to establish a workload 
baseline in each commodity. The N91 percentage of work in each commodity was 
applied to the N 9 5  total workload and the FV87 capacities. If a DLR/component 
commodity generated less than eight KDLH work at any depot, that work was not 
transferred to the Executive Service depots. 

COMMODITY 

Aircraft 
FixedJRotary Wing Airframes 
All Aircraft Components/DLRs 

Ships/UnderwaterOrdnance 
Hulls and All Components 

Ground Vehicles/Equipment 
Vehicles Hull/Body~Frame 
Artillery/Vehicles Armament 
Vehicle Components 
Ground Comm-Electronics 
General Purpose Equipment (GPE) 

Ordnance 

Missiles 
Tactical 
Strategic 

RESPONSIBLE SERVICE 

Using Service 
Air Force 

Navy 

Using Service 
Using Service 

Army 

Army 

Air Force 



2. Aircraft. 

a. Capacity vs. Workload. 

(1) As shown in Table G-23, Service depots were projected by JDMAG to have an 
aircraft DLR/component workload of 28,900 KDLH in FY95. 

(2) The EY87 capacity of the aircraft DLR/component depots was 53,900 KDLH, a 
capacity excess of 25,500 KDLH over the FY95 workload projection. Based on this 
capacity, depot aircraft DLR/component utilization would be 54 percent. As stated 
above, the Air Force would be the Executive Service for all aircraft DLR/component 
depot maintenance while the using Services would retain airframe maintenance in their 
depots. After all aircraft DLR/component work was consolidated to Air Force depots, 
the other Service depots were consolidated to the maximum extent possible using FY87 
capacities. 

Table 6-23 Comparison of Depot Aircraft DLRIComponent 
Capacity and Workload 

(Thousands of Direct Labor Hours) 

DEPOT 

OC-ALC 
00-ALC 
SA-ALC 
WR-ALC 
SM-ALC 
NADEP-ALMD 
NADEP-CHYPT 
NADEP-JAX 
NADEP-NORVA 
NADEP-NORIS 
NAPED-PNCLA 
CCAD 
LEAD 
RRAD 
TOAD 

Totals 

FY95 WORK 

3900 
3000 
4400 
3200 
1800 
1900 
1400 
1400 
1400 
1200 
1700 
3 100 
200 
100 
200 

28900 

-87 CAPACITY 

8100 
5500 
9800 
4400 
5500 
3800 
1600 
2300 
4000 
3400 
2100 
3400 
None 
None 
None 
53900 

EXCESS 
4200 
2500 
5400 
1200 
3700 
1900 
200 
900 
2600 
2200 

4OO 
300 

None 
None 
None 
25500 



b. Potential Consolidations. 

( 1 )  Army. No consolidation of Army aviation depot activities was possible as the 
Army required its sole source of airframe repair. 

(2) Navy. The work of six NADEPs was consolidated into three for ahframe repair, 
and one other NADEP, performing only helicopter maintenance. 

c. Aircraft Summary. 

(I) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, 
consolidation of aircraft DLR/cornponent depot maintenance into existing Air Force 
depots and consolidation of the ai&arne commodity within depots of the using Service 
has the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions ranging from 420 
million dollars to 3,641 million dollars during FY94 through FY03, as shown in Table 
G-24. 

Table G-24 Alternative D (Aviation) -- Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant N 9 3  $Million) 

NOTE: Only for comparison with AItematives B through F 
- 

(2) Capacity Reduction. The fixed-wing airframe workload of six NADEPs was 
consolidated into three. The projected aviation depot aircraft DLR/component capacity 
utilization rate increased by 8 percent from 54 percent to 62 percent. Total Navy 
aviation depot capacity utilization increased from 56 to 82 percent and Air Force depot 
capacity utilization will increase from 64 to 80 percent. 

Annual 
FY Minimum Maximum 
94 (318) (63) 
95 (291) (35) 
96 1 28 497 
97 129 464 
98 129 464 
99 128 463 
00 129 463 
01 1 29 463 
02 128 462 
03 129 463 

Total 420 3,641 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication in the aircraft DWcomponent 
commodities is reduced although substantial duplication still remains within and among 

Cumulative 
Minimum Maximum I 

(318) (63) 
1609) (98) 
(481) 399 
(352) 863 
(223) 1,3 27 
(95) 1,790 
34 2,253 

163 2,716 
29 1 3,178 
420 3,641 



the Services for depot maintenance of airframes. 

3. Shias/Underwater Weaaons. The methodology employed in Alternatives C ,  D, and E 
differs from Alternative B in that Alternative B's capacity analysis was based upon drydock 
capacity vice direct labor hours as in Alternatives C, D, and E. These separate paths lead to 
the same conclusions. Capacity utilization figures for Alternative B and Alternatives C, D, 
and E differ since they have different foundations. Ship and underwater weapons 
commodities offer no potential for consolidation under any Service other than the current 
using Service--the Navy. A summary of those conclusions follows. 

a. NAVSEA Ship yards. 

(1) Cost Savings. The savings resulting from the consolidation of the work of seven 
shipyards into five is the same for Alternatives B, C, D, and E, and has the potential to 
achieve depot maintenance cost reductions ranging from 702 to 2,701 million dollars 
from FY94 through FY03. A summary of these cost reductions is shown in Table 
G-7. 

(2) Capacity Reduction. With the work of two shipyards absorbed by the other 
facilities, the projected capacity utilization rate will increase by 33 percent from 67 to 
100 percent based on direct labor hour workload requirements. 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication within NAVSEA is reduced, 
particularly when commodity and component consolidation is pursued following 
consolidation of shipyards. 

b. NAVORD Depots. 

(1) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, 
consolidation of the depot maintenance work of nine NAVORD depots into three has 
the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions of 1 to 178 million dollars 
from FY94 through FY03. 

(2) Capacity Reduction. This consolidation of nine depots into three eliminates FY95 
capacity excess, bringing them to 100 percent capacity utilization. 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication within NAVORD is virtually 
eliminated by the consolidation of nine depots into three. 

4. Ground Vehicles/Eaui~men€. 

a. Capacity vs. Workload. 

(1) As shown in Table G-25, ground vehicle/equipment DLR/components depots were 



projected by JDMAG to have workload of 15,500 KDLH in N95. 

(2) The EY87 capacity of the ground vehiclefequipment DLR/components depots w_as 
26,900 KDLH, a capacity excess of 11,500 KDLH over the FY95 workload projection. 
Based on this capacity, ground vehiclefequipment depot utilization would be 58 
percent. As stated above, the Army would be the Executive Service for all vehicle and 
equipment DLRs/components. Army depots would also assume Executive Service 
responsibilities for general purpose equipment and ordnance while the using Service 
would retain depot m-ainenance of vehicle hull/body/frame. The Army has 
concentrated most technologies into "Centers of Excellence" with the exception of a 
few specific systems where the cost of moving specialized facilities would exceed the 
savings potential over the remaining life of the systems. Anniston is the sole Army 
facility configured for heavy combat vehicles and all Services' small arms. LEAD is 
responsible-for all Services' tactical missiles, RRAD for light combat vehicles and 
artillery, TEAD for automotive and rail, and TOAD for all electronics. Marine Corps 
depots are virtually identical in depot maintenance capabilities. 

Table G-25 Comparison for Ground VehicleslEquipment 
(DLRI Components) Depots 

(Thousands of Direct Labor Hours) 

b. Potential Consolidations. 

(1) Army. The workload of the five Army ground depots were consolidated into four. 

EXCESS 
2300 
1200 
2000 
1900 
2100 
None 

100 
None 
900 
1000 
None 
1 1500 

DEPOT 
ANAD 
LEAD 
RRAD 
TOAD 
TEAD 
MCLBA 
MCLBB 
00-ALC 
SA-ALC 
SM-ALC 
WR-ALC 

Total 

FY95 WORK 
1700 
2400 
2500 
3200 
1000 
700 
800 
500 
800 
1800 
100 

15500 

EY87 CAPACITY 
4000 
3600 
4500 
5 100 
3100 
600 
900 
500 
1700 
2800 
100 

26900 



(2) Air Force. Although ground communications-electronics and general purpose 
equipment are consolidated at Army depots, no Air Force depots could be consolidated 
due to their support of aviation commodities. 

(3)- Marine Corps. As discussed in Alternative B, the Marine Corps has projected the 
workload for each of -their depots to be 1,700 KDLH in EY93. This figure exceeds the 
FY87 capacity by 35 percent. Therefore, in the case of the Marine Corps, the FY93 
workload projection figure was used as the baseline for depot capacity. Taking 
advantage of this additional capacity and with the migration of 37 percent of the 
Marine Corps workload to the Army, all the Marine Corps workload was consolidated 
into a single depot. - 

c. Ground Vehicle/Equipment Summary. 

(1) Cost Savings.   or the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, 
consolidation of land vehicle DLR/components, ground communications-electronics, 
and general purpose equipment into Army depots has the potential to achieve depot 
maintenance cost reductions ranging from 366 to 1,628 million dollars during FY94 
through FY03. The cumulative annual distribution of these potential reductions is 
shown in Table G-26. 

Table 6-26 Alternative D (Ground) -- Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant FY93 $Million) 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 
11 Annual I Cumulative 11 

FY Minimum Maximum 

94 (182) (58) 
95 (154) (41) 
96 81 222 
97 89 221 
98 88 220 
99 89 220 
00 89 21 1 
01 89 21 1 
02 89 21 1 

(2) Capacity Reduction. Assuming the workload of the Anny depots are consolidated 
from five to four and two Marine Corps depots are consolidated into one, the projected 
ground Anny depot utilization will increase by five percent from 82 percent to 87 
percent. Since the work remaining at the one Marine Corps depot was a small portion 

Minimum Maximum 

(182) (58) 
(336) (99) 
(255) 123 
(166) 344 
(78) 564 
11 784 

100 995 
189 1,206 
278 1,417 

03 88 21 1 
Total 366 1,628 

366 1,628 

1 



w of their overall workload requirement, the Marine Corps depot utilization dropped from 
100 percent to 53 percent. 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication in the ground 
vehicle/equipment commodity is reduced although some duplication stiU remains 
among the Services for depot maintenance of commodities common to land vehicles 
and artillery. 

a. Tactical Missiles. Ongoing initiatives have consolidated much of the tactical missile 
work at LEAD. Some Navy work remains outstanding at NAVORD depots. After the 
consolidation into three NAVORD depots discussed in sub paragraph 3.b., above, the 
transfer of this tactical missile work to LEAD would not permit further consolidation of 
NAVORD depots. Cost reductions from this transfer were negligible although the 
consolidation would decrease the unit costs for tactical missile maintenance. 

b. Strategic Missiles. This commodity has already been consolidated under the Air Force 
at 00-ALC and no cost reductions were found. 

V a. Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, Alternative D 
consolidations have the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions ranging 
from 1,490 to 8,148 million dollars during FY94 through FY03 as shown in Table G-27. 

Table G-27 Alternative D FY94-FY03--Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant N93  $Million) 

., 

 NU^: unty tor cornpanson WUI Atemauves rr ulrougn r 
Annual 

M Minimum Maximum 
I 

94 (872) (256) 
95 (766) (174) 
96 387 1,130 
97 392 1,072 
98 392 1,071 
99 39 1 1,070 
00 39 1 1,059 
01 392 1,059 
02 391 1,058 
03 392 1,059 

Total 1,490 8,148 

Cumulative 
Minimum Maximum 

t 872) (256) 
(1,638) (430) 
(1,251) 700 

(859) 1,772 
(467) 2,843 
(76) 3,913 
315 4,972 
707 6,031 

1,098 7,089 
1,490 8,148 



b. Capacity Reduction. The total utilization of DOD depots after the consolidations 
recommended under Alternative D rises by 23 percent from 64 percent to 87 percent. 

- 
c. Unnecessary Duplication. As discussed for each of the commodities -above, Alternative 
D reduces much of the duplication among the Services for maintenance of similar weapon 
system platform DLR/components. By requiring each Service to provide its own support 4 

for the hull/body/f.arne of similar weapon system platforms, duplication among the 
Services remains for these commodities. Adoption of the "Centers of Excellence" concept 
by every Service will help reduce the duplication. . 



APPENDIX G 

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE E 

1. Overview. 

a. Alternative E consolidates complete depot maintenance responsibility for similar 
weapon system platforms and their depot-level reparables (DLRs)/components under an 
Executive Service. The Executive Service is usually the Service that has the largest 
inventory of the DLFVcomponent. Work distributions among depots were made using the 
best information on commodities and depot capabilities available to the analyst. 

b. Following these guidelines, the weapon system platform and DLR/component 
commodity responsibilities were distributed as shown in Table G-28. Metrology was 
added as a commodity because consolidation of metrology support would be a logical 
extension of this alternative that- consolidates all types of depot maintenance under a 
minimum number of Executive Services. 

Table G-28 Alternative E Distribution of Commodity Responsibilities 

c. Capacity and work projections provided by JDMAG did not distribute commodities 
in detail for other-than-aviation maintenance. N91  workload, distributed by Work 
Breakdown Structure categories in DOD 7220.9-M, was used to establish a workload 
baseline in each commodity. The FY91 percentage of work in each commodity was 
applied to the FY95 total workload and the FY87 capacities. If a DLR/component 
commodity generated less than 8 KDLH work at any depot, that work was not 
considered. 

COMMODlTY 

Aircraft 
Strategic Missiles 
Metrology 

Tactical Missiles 
Combat Vehicles 
Automotive 
Construction Equipment 
Ground Communication and Electronics 
Ordnance, Weapons & Munition 
General Purpose Equipment 

Ships 
Underwater Ordnance 

RESPONSIBLE SERVICE , 
Air Force 
Air Force 
Air Force 

Army 
MY 
Army 
Army 
MY 
Army 
Army 

Navy 
Navy 



2. Airrraft. 

a. Capacity vs. Workload 

(1) As shown in Table G-29, Service depots were projected by JDMAG to have an 
aviation workload of 47,200 KDLH in FY95. AGMC was not a candidate for 
consolidation in the aircraft analysis but was considered separately under metrology. 

7c clw 
(2) The FY87 capacity of the aviation depots was 7&00 KDLH, a capacity excess of 
28,200 KDLH over the FY95 workload projection. Based on this capacity, depot 
aircraft DLRIcomponent utilization would be 62 percent. As stated above, the Air 
Force would be the Executive Service for dl aviation depot maintenance. After all 
aircraft DLR/component work was consolidated to Air Force depots, the other Service 
demts were consolidated to the maximum extent possible using FY87 capacities. 

I 

Unique capabilities of depots were considered and retained such as SA-ALC large 
aircraft hangars, 'Technology Repair Centers" (TRCs), and CCAD/N~EP-PNCLA 
and CHYPT rotary wing facilities. 

Table (3-29 Comparison of Depot Aviation 
Capacity and Workload 

(Thousands of Direct Labor Hours) 

DEPOT 
OC-ALC 
00-AL€ 
SA-ALC 
WR-ALC 
SM-ALC 
NADEP-ALMD 
NADEP-CHYPT 
NADEP-JAX 
NADEP-NORVA 
NADEP-NORIS 
NADEP-PNCLA 
CCAD 
LEAD 
RRAD 
TOAD 

Total 

FY87 CAPACITY 
12400 
8000 
11200 
8000 
6000 
4800 
3000 
3400 
5800 
5800 
3600 
3400 
None 
None 
None 
75400 

FY95 WORK 
6800 
5100 
6400 
6500 
4200 
2400 
2000 
2200 
2800 
2400 
2800 
3100 
200 
100 
200 

47200 

EXCESS 
5600 
2900 
4800 
1500 
1800 
2400 
lo00 
1200 
3000 
3400 
800 
300 

None 
None 
None 
28200 



b. Potential Consolidations. Analysis was conducted on consolidation of workloads from 
large depots into small depots, consolidation of a large depot and several small depots, and 
consolidation of all small depots into the large depots. The analysis concluded that 
consolidation of a number of small depots and one large depot was the most feasible. 
This consolidation took advantage of the Technology Repair Centers (TRCs) resident in 
larger depots and the unique capabilities of three smaller depots. The consolidation 
includes the following. 

(1) Army. Army's aviation depot activities consisted solely of rotary wing airframe 
and dynamic components. The Air Force acquired this depot as part of the Executive 
Service for all aviation. 

(2) Navy. The workload requirement of four NADEPs was consolidated into the 
remaining depots. 

(3) Air Force. The aviation workload from one depot is consolidated into the 
remaining depots. 

c. Aircraft Summary. 

(1) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, 
consolidation of aviation depot maintenance into four existing Air Force depots, two 
NADEPs, and CCAD has the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions 
ranging from 776 to 4,700 during FY94 through W03. The cumulative annual 
distribution of these potential reductions is shown in Table G-30. Note that the break 
even point for the low savings exreme is seven years. 

Table G-30 Alternative E (Aviation) -- Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant EY93 $Million) 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 

1 ,4nnual Cumulative 11 
FY Minimum Maximum 
94 (512) (143) 
95 (493) (135) 
96 258 699 
97 221 620 
98 220 619 
99 220 619 
00 215 605 
01 216 605 
02 215 606 

Minimum Maximum 

(512) (143) 
(1,005) (278) 

(747) 421 
(526) 1,041 
(306) 1,660 
(86) 2,279 
1 29 2,884 
345 3,489 
560 4,095 

03 216 605 
Total 776 4,700 

776 4,700 



(2) Capacity Reduction. Assuming the workload of four NADEPs and one ALC are 
consolidated, the projected utilization will increase from 62 to 94 percent. 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Duplication in the aviation commodities is s imcant ly  
reduced. 

3. ShiDs/Undemater Weaoons. The analysis of ships/underwater weapons for this 
Alternative were identical to that of Alternatives C and D as ship and underwater weapons 
commodities offer no potential for consolidation under any Service other than the current 
using Service, the Navy. A summary of those conclusions is as follows. 

a. NAVSEA Shipyards. 

(1) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through G, 
consolidation of the work of seven shipyards into five has the potential to achieve 
depot maintenance cost reductions ranging from 702 to 2,701 million dollars from 
N 9 4  through FY03. 

(2) Capacity Reduction. With the work of two shipyards absorbed by the other 
facilities, the projected EY95 utilization rate will increase from 67 to 100 percent based 
on direct labor hour workload requirements. 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication within NAVSEA is reduced, 
particularly when commodity and component consolidation is pursued following 
consolidation of shipyards: 

b. NAVORD Depots. 

(1) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, 
consolidation of the depot maintenance work of nine NAVORD depots into three has 
the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions of 1 to 178 million dollars 
from FY94 through FY03. 

(2) Capacity Reduction. This consolidation of nine depots into three eliminates FY95 
capacity excess. 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication within NAVORD is reduced 
by the consolidation of nine depots into three. 

4. Ground w t .  



a. Capacity vs. Workload. 

(1) As shown in Table G-31, ground vehicle/equipment depots were projected by 
JDMAG to have workload of 17,300 KDLH in FY95. 

(2) The FY87 capacity of the ground vehicle/equipment depots was 29,500 KDLH, a 
capacity excess of 12,300 KDLH over the FY95 workload projection. Based on this 
capacity, ground vehicle/equipment depot utilization would be 58 percent. As shown 
in Table G-26, the Army would be the Executive Service for all ground vehicles and 
equipment. Army depots would also assume Executive Service responsibilities for 
general purpose equipment, artillery, and ordnance. ANAD is the sole Army facility 
configured for heavy combat vehicles and all Services' small arms. LEAD is 
responsible for all Services' tactical missiles, RRAD for light combat vehicles and 
artillery, TEAD for automotive and rail, and TOAD for all electronics. Marine Corps 
depots are virtually identical in depot maintenance capabilities. 

Table 6-31 Comparison of Ground Vehicles/Equipment Depots 
(Thousands of Direct Labor Hours) 

b. Potential Consolidations. 

(1) Army. The work of five Army depots were consolidated into four. 

EXCESS 
I 

2600 
1300 
2100 
2100 
2100 
None 
200 

None 
900 
1000 

None 
12300 

(2) Air Force. Ground comunications-electronics and general purpose equipment 
depot maintenance was consolidated at Army depots. Since this work was conducted 
at the same depot which was consolidated under aviation, no further depots were 
consolidated. 

FY87 CAPACITY 
4600 
3800 
4800 
5500 
3200 
1100 
1400 
500 
1700 
2800 

100 
29500 

DEPOT 
I 

ANAD 
LEAD 
RRAD 
TOAD 
TEAD 
MCLBA 
MCLBB 
00-ALC 
SA-ALC 
SM-ALC 
WR-ALC 

Total 

FY95 WORK 
2000 
2500 
2700 
3400 
1100 
1200 
1200 
500 
800 
1800 
100 

17300 



(3) Marine Corps. The work of two depots was consolidated into the Army depots to 
take advantage of the "Centers of Excellence" concept. h0 

c. Ground Vehicle/Equipment Summary. 

(1) Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, 
consolidation of land vehicles, ground communications-electronics, and general purpose 
equipment into Army depots has the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost 
reductions from 281 to 1,600 million dollars during FY94 through FY03. The 
cumulative annual distribution of these potential reductions is shown in Table G-32. 
Note that the break even point for the low savings extreme occurs after seven years. 

Table G-32 Alternative E (Ground Vehicles/Equipment) -- Rojected Relative Savings 
(Constant FY93 $Million) 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 

(2) Capacity Reduction. Assuming the workload of five Army depots is consolidated 
into four, and two Marine Corps depots are consolidated into the Army, the projected 
utilization will increase from 58 to 92 percent. 

Annual 
EY Minimum Maximum 

94 (201) (68) . . 

95 (162) (40) 
96 74 221 
97 81 218 
98 81 217 
99 82 218 
00 82 209 
0 1 80 208 
02 82 208 
03 82 209 

Total 28 1 1,600 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. Unnecessary duplication in the ground 
vehicle/equipment commodity is eliminated. 

Cumulative 
Minimum Maximum 

(201) (68) 
(363) (108) 
(289) 113 
(208) 33 1 
(127) 548 
(45) 766 
37 975 

117 1,183 
199 1,391 
28 1 1,600 

a Tactical Missiles. Ongoing initiatives have consolidated much of the tactical missile 
work at LEAD. Some Navy work remains outstanding at NAVORD depots. After the 
consolidation into three NAVORD depots, the transfer of this tactical missile work to 



LEAD would not permit further consolidation of NAVORD depots. 

b. strategic Missiles. This commodity has already been consolidated within the Air 
Force at 00-ALC. 

6. Metrology. 

a. Capacity vs Workload. There are three metrology laboratories. The Air Force lab is at 
AGMC, the Navy lab is being consolidated at NADEP-NORIS, and the Army lab is at 
Redstone Arsenal, AL. Specific capacity and workload statistics were not available for all 
locations. 

b. Potential Consolidations. A 29 January 1991, JLCPDMC report titled "A Study of the 
Services' Primary Standards Laboratories for the Joint Logistics Commanders and the 
Defense Depot Maintenance Council", was reviewed to obtain costs for consolidation 
analyses. The most cost effective consolidation was to establish the Air Force as the 
Executive Service and consolidate metrology support at AGMC. 

c. Metrology Summary. 

(1) Cost Savings. After a consolidation cost of 8 million dollars, annual savings of 
1.54 million dollars would begin accruing in the sixth year. Cummulative savings 
through FY03 are 8 million dollars. 

(2) Capacity Reduction. AGMC metrology capacity would be expanded during 
consolidation. The facility would operate very close to 100 percent capacity. 

(3) Unnecessary Duplication. All unnecessary metrology duplication within and 
among the Services would be eliminated. 

7. Summary. 

a. Cost Savings. For the purpose of comparing Alternatives B through F, Alternative E 
consolidations have the potential to achieve depot maintenance cost reductions ranging 
from 1,761 to 9,180 million dollars during FT94 through NO3 as shown in table G-33. 



Table G-33 Alternative E FY94-FY03 -- Projected Relative Savings 
(Constant FY93 $Million) w 

b. Capacity Reduction. The total utilization of DOD depots after the consolidations 
recommended under Alternative E rises from 61 percent to 95 percent. 

NOTE: Only for comparison with Alternatives B through F 

c. Unnecessary Duplication. As discussed for each of the commodities above, Alternative 
E reduces virtually all duplication among the Services for maintenance of similar weapon 
system platforms and DLRfcomponents. 

Annual 
FY Minimum W u m  
94 (1,085) (346) 
95 (976) (272) 
96 5 10 1,330 
97 476 1,225 
98 476 1,223 
99 476 1,225 
00 472 1,200 
0 1 469 1,197 
02 472 1,200 
03 47 1 1,198 

Total 1,761 9,180 

Cumulative 
Minimum Maximum 

(1,085) (346) 
(2,061) (618) 
(1551) 712 
(1,075) 1,937 

(599) 3,160 
(123) 4,385 
349 5,585 
818 6,782 

1,290 7,982 
1,761 9,180 



APPENDIX G 

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE F 

1. Overview. Alternative F considers the creation of a single manager to control all depot 
maintenance within DOD. Two different and distinct options are examined. One is a 
Defense Maintenance Agency (DMA) reporting to OSD and the other is a Joint Depot 
Maintenance Command (JDMC), a d i e d  command, reporting to the National Command 
Authority (NCA) through the CJCS. The basic difference between Alternative E and 
Alternatives F(DMA) and F(JDMC) is who is in charge. In Alternative E, there are three 
separate Service Ekecutives in charge of depot maintenance. In Alternative F(DMA), there is 
a central agency is charge of all depot activities. In Alternative F(JDMC), there is a unified 
commander in charge of four separate Service components. It is assumed for the purpose of 
this analysis that both options under Alternative F would result in no less consolidation and 
elimination of duplicafion than is possible in Altemative E. Therefore, the analysis developed 

_ for Altemative E is also applied to both options in Alternative F. 

2. DMA. A DMA involves the creation of a central authority that is superimposed over the 
existing depot maintenance system with full responsibility and authority to change, manage, 
and operate the depot maintenance effort DOD-wide. A D M .  implies removing the 
responsibility for depot maintenance from the Services and placing it in the hands of a central 
authority. ~as ica l l~ :  the Services would purchase depot level maintenance from the DMA. A 
DMA would: 

a. Directly own, control, and operate applicable depot level maintenance facilities, other 
than theater assigned depot assets. 

b. Be responsible for consolidations, competition initiatives, workload assignments, capital 
investment decisions, and standardization of systems and work processes, as appropriate, 
to maximize the efficiency of the depot system. 

c. Work to Service specified technical aspects of work packages. 

d. Negotiate with the Services on time schedules and costs. 

e. Ensure adequate depot capacity for peacetime and surge requirements. 

f. Submit and defend depot budget requirements. The Services would control the funds 
authorized for depot level maintenance. 

g. Develop BRAC recommendations (post BRAC-93). 



3. JDMC. A JDMC would be the central authority for depot maintenance with full 
responsibility and authority to change, manage, and operate the depot maintenance effort. In 
this case, however, the Services would have a fully participating role through their Service 
components, including ownership and operation of those depots that remain active after 
consolidation decisions are made by the Joint Commander. A JDMC would: 

a. Be responsible for consolidations, competition initiatives, workload assignments, capital 
investment decisions, and standardization of systems and work processes, as appropriate, 
to maximize the efficiency of the depot system. The ownership and day-to-day control of 
the individual depot facilities would remain with the appropriate Services. 

b. Negotiate time standards and costs with the users. 

c. Work to Service specified technical aspects of work packages. 

d. Ensure adequate depot capacity for peacetime and surge requirements. 

e. Coordinate consolidated submission of depot budget requirements. The Services would 
control the funds authorized for depot level maintenance. 

f. Develop BRAC recommendations (post BRAC-93). 



APPENDIX G 

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE G - 

1. Overview. Alternative G considers contracting the entire depot maintenance workload to 
private industry either through industry facilities or government-owned/contractor-operated 
(GOCO) facilities. Depot maintenance management and contract coordination would be 
provided by a new OSD-level organization or Service organizations. In either case, the 
contracting agency would: 

a. Assess contractor capabilities before awarding a contract. 
b. Provide pricing and negotiation support. 
c. Support source selection. 
d. &age tkcontract after award. 
e. Provide technical support. 
f. Accept the contractor's work and assure payment. 

2: Effect on Com~etition. Competition is one of the principal strategies of DMRD 908. 
Public-private and public-public competition improves efficiency by stimulating overhead cost 
reduction and improved productivity. 

a. Competition Pilot Program Results. In response to the FY91 congressional authority 
for a competition pilot program described in Chapter II, each Service opened selected 
depot maintenance work to competition. Some competition involved private bidders, as 
well as public bidders fiom more than one Service. Of the 18 workloads awarded with an 
annual value of 87 million dollars, organic depots won 14 awards. Table G-34 displays 
the results of FY91 competition, including projected savings resulting from the awards. In 
N92, of fourteen workloads awarded, organic depots won eight. The projected savings 
from competition for N 9 1  through N 9 7  are 22.76 million dollars. 

b. Competition Without Public Depots. The public-private pilot program demonstrated 
that organic depots are competitive with private industry and probably provide an incentive 
for private industry to improve efficiency and submit competitive bids. This alternative 
eliminates organic public depots and leaves only private-private competition. Without the 
competition of the depots to drive industry to cut costs commercialized maintenance would 
probably result in much lower savings than those resulting from public-private savings 
realized in FY91. The competitive environment that produces savings today could evolve 
into a sole-source environment with significantly greater costs. 



Table G-34 Depot Maintenance Competition FY91 Pilot F'rogram Results w 

w 

Previous Award - FY91-97 
Service Workload Work Site Winner Savings ($hQ 

Army T63-700 Engine CCAD CCAD 3.13 
PATRIOT Launch Station LEAD LEAD -0.09 
M113 Engine RRAD Detroit Diesel 0.42 
M44 1 - 112 Ton Engine TE AD TEAD 0.36 
MILVANS ANAD Genco -0.03 
ANfI'PQ-36/37 SAAD SAAD -0.38 
RT-524 TOAD TOAD 1.49 

4.90 

Air Force G-3615 Gearbox SA-ALC Standard Aero 6.40 
F-16 Software lV&V 00-ALC Logicon 0.70 
TF33 Vanes & Shrouds Contract Chromalloy 1.30 
ANrnC-97A SM-ALC SM-ALC 0.70 
AN/ARC- 186-UHF WR-ALC WR-ALC 1.70 

10.80 

Marine Corps M923 5-Ton Truck MCLBB TEAD 6.89 
ANlTPB- 1D MCLBA b r a 1  0.17 

7.06 

DOD Total 22.76 

Source: DDMC CBP (FY92-97) 

3. Limits of Contractor Maintenance. This alternative will create several new limitations that 
are discussed in the following subparagraphs. 

a Old Technology Maintenance. Service depots maintain many weapon systems built 
with older technology. Such systems often require reverse engineering to produce parts no 
longer available from commercial vendors. This situation will become even more 
prevalent as lower defense procurement budgets necessitate extending weapon system life 
cycles. Work on older systems is often too small in volume or too difficult to be 
attractive to private industry. It is also very difficult to predict the scope and details of 
work required on older systems before the actual effort is begun, thereby resulting in 
costly, non-competitive contract revisions. After the attractive and high profit work is 
awarded to private industry, the Services can be expected to be left with essential work on 
older weapon systems that has traditionally been performed by the organic depots. For 
this reason, some GOCO facilities on cost-plus contracts will probably be essential. 



b. Capacity Expansion. Commercial industries can be expected to size their capacity to 
peacetime requirements. It would be expensive to maintain excess capacity for short-term 
surges in output which are critical to meeting military contingencies. 

c. Weapon System Management. Unlimited competition would substantially complicate 
weapon system management. Instead of dealing with one or a small number of military 
commands for depot maintenance of a weapon system platform, a manager may have to 
balance the efforts of a large number of contractors throughout the country, each of which 
has been awarded the maintenance of components of the platform. 

d. Exposure to Unplanned Interruptions. Service depots are seldom, if ever, exposed 
to work stoppages caused by problems with labor, such as strikes or job actions. They 
are also virtually immune to bankruptcies and corporate reorganizations which can 
bring output of private industry to a complete and unexpected halt. At most, Service 
depots experience these problems when their vendor suppliers have unplanned 
interruptions. The depots counter these temporary delays with alternate sources of 
supplies or internal reconfigurations to produce components organically. Complete 
contractor depot maintenance exposes the entire maintenance function to these 
problems which can interrupt output for long periods and severely degrade readiness 
and warfighting abilities in a very short order. 

e. Contract Flexibility. Service depots experience frequent changes to programmed output 
and system maintenance requirements. Modifications to contracts to support program 
changes could be costly and time consuming. 

4. Summary. 

a. Cost Savings. Cost savings for Alternative G were not computed. The cost savings 
from competition using the current system of public-private competition are highly 
variable depending on the source used. Eliminating the public element from competition 
will result in even greater variability which is not predictable. Conmct maintenance may 
yield initial cost savings, but actually become more expensive as duplicate capabilities are 
discontinued and contracts tend to become sole-source. No dollar comparison of 
Alternative G can be made relative to Alternatives B thru F. 

b. Capacity Reduction. Since all Service depots are closed or become GOCO, any 
unnecessary capacity within the Services is eliminated. Service capacity wiU be zero. 

c. Duplication. As with capacity reduction, all Service depots are eliminated along with 
all duplication. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR LOGISTICS 

WASHINGTON, DC 20310-0500 

DALO - SMM 2 6 OCT 1992 

1 
MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, JCS DEPOT MAINTENANCE STUDY GROUP 

SUBJECT: Army's Input to the JCS Depot Maintenance 
Study--Information Memorandum 

5 f z  - 
1. This is in response to your request that each service 
evaluate the seven alternatives proposed to achieve even greater 
depot maintenance efficiencies and prepare an issue paper on the 
role of Army depots at reduced service levels (Tabs A & B). 

2. As you well know, we submitted an alternative to the study 
group, which in essence provides for single service management of 
a weapon system, all its components, and depot level reparables. 
We think this alternative creates a logical management strategy 
and supports the system management approach to depot maintenance. 
It also maximizes cost savings while maintaining responsiveness 
to contingency requirements, peacetime readiness, sustainment and 
reconstitution of our forces. 

3. We are looking forward to the outcome of your study. 

%F_L 
2 Encl LEON E. SALOMON 

Lieutenant General, GS 
Deputy Chief of Staff 
for Logistics 

CF : 
AMCCG 
DAMO-ZA 
ASA (I,L&E) 
DALO-PLZ-A 
JCS (54) 



APPENDM H 

ARMY ALTERNATIVE REVIEW 

Alternative A Ind~v~duaL . . 
SelviceManaeement 

Effectiveness: What ate the impacts of this alternative on the militarg effectiveness of your 
Services' maintentenance process? 

PRO: Proven capability to support life cycle management of materiel, peacetime readiness, 
sustainment and reconstitution of redeployed forces. Fully integrated approach to integrated 
logistics system support (ILS) management to include requirements, specifications and 
configuration control being centralized under a single materiel manager. Integrated with aU 
aspects of the Army's logistics structure. Depot maintenance is a vital element of the Army's 
maintenance policy and doctrine, facilitating coordination between requirements, development, 
engineering, maintenance and financial management for irnproving/upgrading equipment 
which will be increasingly important in the future budgetary environment. Facilitates program 
execution with work specifications, production standards and depots centralized under a 
single industrial manager, Depot Systems Command, where end items and depot level 
reparables are rebuilt/remanufactured/ m e l e d  at Centers of Technical Excellence (CTX) 
providing a integrated weapon systems approach to maintenance. 

CON: Does not allow for maximum technology transfer between services, adoption of best 
industrial processes across DOD or attain best depot maintenance costs for end items and 
DLRs. 

Am you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

It is reasonable to expect some savings can be made without jeopardizing peacetime readiness, 
sustainment and reconstitution which are three critical factors in the depot maintenance 
military effectiveness equation. It is essential those factors be weighed carefully against any 
cost savings that will clearly reduce military effectiveness in evaluating every alternative. 

Efficiencies: Maintenance Council (DDMC) and Army Management Review Decisions 
(AMRD) have initiated a wide range of actions to improve efficiency of depot maintenance 
and are producing positive results. It is recognized additional actions can be taken to further 
reduce costs, excess capacity and duplication under this alternative; however, it will not 
achieve maximum savings potential without degrading military effectiveness. 



Alternative B Indlv~dual . . Service Manaeement/Consolidation jnto "Centem of J3xcellence'l 

V Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services1 maintenance process? 

PRO: Best alternative in terms of readiness, sustainment, reconstitution and cost savings. 
Depot maintenance cost for end items and DLRs would decline without the negative impacts 
of other alternatives. Avoids system and depot management problems of splitting 
management of end items and DLRs as Alternatives C, D, E, F and G do. Logical 
management strategy based on Executive Agent/ Single Service Manager for both weapon and 
non-weapon systems and associated DLRs and achieves maximum effectiveness from Center 
of Excellence concept. Supports weapon systems management and "One face to the 
customer". 

CON: Service could loose control of all depot maintenance for some systems. This loss of 
control is also applicable to varying degrees for Alternatives C, D, E, F, and G. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

Yes, assuming Executive Agent assignment based on predominant operator eg. ships, fixed 
wing, rotary wing, ground commo and electronics, ground vehicles etc. 

1(1 Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

Management strategy is logical, supports systems management approach and maximizes cost 
savings while maintaining responsiveness to peacetime readiness, sustainrnent and 
reconstitution. Supports other services on a systems basis which facilitates support of 
PEOs/PMs and service maintenance managers in acquisition, modification, field support etc. 
Implementation of the depot maintenance strategy should be included in the BRAC 93 process 
even if this requires some delay, e.g. 30-60 days so any required closures/realignments can be 
initiated quickly to maximize savings potential vice waiting for the BRAC 95 window. Depot 
maintenance management of Executive AgentEingle Manager assignments and transfer of 
ownership of any depotslfacilities would be phased in during FY93 and completed beforelat 
start of FY94. Easier to manage than alternatives splitting end items and DLRs. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive AgentJSingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e.g., setting priorties, service unique equipments, 
''Pop-up projects," etc? 

The Army would continue to exercise centralized command and control over organic depots 
through the Depot System Command; where workloading, workload priorities, facilities 
maintenancelmodemization, funding, coordination with other services etc., would be focused. 
The Army, as Executive Agent, and the other services have successfully participated for a 



number of years in joint staffiing of the Executive Director for Conventional Ammunition 
(EDCA) Office. This could be a useful model in developing joint staffing at appropriate 
levels in the depot maintenance arena. Assignment of supported service personnel to key staff - 
and management positions at HQ DESCOM and appropriate commodity coqands ,  eg. 
Aviation Troop Support Command (ATCOM) and Tank Automotive Command (TACOM) 
would facilitate the coordination and cooperation required to achieve maximum potential 
benefits from this alternative. Such an initiative could also meet professional development 
requirements for military personnel. Details of this type arrangement would be worked out 
with each supported service and formalized in a memorandum of understanding (MOU). 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgentJSingle Manager, what would you 
expect from that manager? 

The Executive Agent meet Army requirement for peacetime readiness, repair/preparation of 
equipment-to sup@ deploying forces, sustainrnent to include providing persomel/equipment 
to provide a forward depot capability in contingency areas and reconstitution of redeploying 
forces. 

Input to materiel acquisition process so depot maintenance can be considered in design and 
depot resources (DMPE, specifications, training) can be provided. 

Periodic progress/status reports. 

Support Army Program Executive Officers (PEO), Project and Product Managers (PM) in the 
development and management of integrated logistics support for materiel throughout the life 
cycle management process to include research, development, testing, production, fielding, 
modification and disposal. 

Participation in workload scheduling and prioritization. 

Fabrication, manufacture and reclamation of parts and equipment. 

Operation of world class industrial facilities in terms of cost, quality and schedule. 

Efficiencies: Am there near or long-tenn business efficiencies to be gained by this 
alternative? 

Will minimize depot maintenance costs for end items and DLRs via the Centers of Excellence 
Concept and facilitate closing depots to reduce excess capacity. Achieving this may require 
transferring ownership of some depots to another service. Long term benefits include 
minimizing operating, MILCON and new capital equipment costs to operates world class 
industrial facilities. 



Alternative C Consolidate -Svstem PlatformsIptp,.loint&,?x&'%entersQf 

V 
Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance pmcess? 

PRO: No clear contribution and it is not an improvement over Alternative A where owning 
service is depot maintenance manager for weapon and non weapon systems and their 
associated depot level reparables (DLR). 

CON: Breaks weapons systems management approach which has a proven track record in 
developing, acquiring, operating, modifying, sustaining and performing depot maintenance on 
a systems basis. This advocates consolidating the hull/chassis/abfkame of weapons under a 
single service but leaving weapon system DLRs with the owning service and also leaves non- 
weapon systems and their associated DLRs with the owning service. Unnecessarily 
complicates depot maintenance and its management for weapon systems and their associated 
DL&. Will likely increase costs to maintain a given level of military effectiveness. The 
service operating the depot responsible for removable and reinstallation of DLRs has no 
control over anydung that happens to the DLRs in between when the end item is owned by 
another service. This requires the service owning that end item to purchase DLRs from 
supply or establish repair and return DLR programs at DLR repair depots run by the other 
services.The results include: additional supply transactions, longer repair cycle times, 
increased inventory levels, and higher end item repair costs. No one in charge of weapon 
system depot maintenance and no clear logic to this approach. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be malized fmm this alternative? 

No, this management strategy breaks weapon system management which is central to 
peacetime readiness, sustainrnent, reconstitution, life cycle management and ILS. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

There are no clear benefits to be gained from this alternative since it would complicate the 
management of depot maintenance and would likely increase costs while creating additional 
problems in configuration control, engineering and other linkages between the field, 
developer, service management and depot maintenance. In the absence of clear benefits and 
given obvious adverse impacts, this alternative is not considered realistic. 



If your Service wen? selected as an Executive Agent/Single Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special I-equirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
'Top-up projects," etc? 

The Army would continue to exercise centralized command and control over organic depots 
through the Depot System Command; (DESCOM) where workloading, workload priorities, 
facilities maintenance/modemization, funding, coordination with other services etc., would be 
focused. The Army, as Executive Agent, and the other services have successfully participated 
for a number of years in joint staffjig of the Executive Director for Conventional Ammunition 
(EDCA) Office. This could be a useful model in developing joint staffjig at appropriate 
levels in the depot maintenance arena. Assignment of supported service personnel to key staff 
and management positions at HQ DESCOM and appropriate commodity commands, eg. 
Aviation Troop Support Command (ATCOM) and Tank Automotive Command (TACOM) 
would facilitate the coordination and cooperation required to achieve maximum potential 
benefits from this alternative. Such an initiative could also meet professional development 
requirements for military personnel. Details of this type arrangement would be worked out 
with each supported service and formalized in a memorandum of understanding (MOU). 

]If your Service became a customer of an Executive Agent/Single Manager, what would you 
expect from this manager? 

The Executive Agent meet Army requirements for peacetime readiness, repa.ir/preparation of 
equipment to support deploying forces, sustainrnent to include providing personnel/equipment 
operating under Army control to provide a forward depot capability in contingency areas and 
reconstitution of redeploying forces. 

Input to materiel acquisition process so depot maintenance can be considered in design and 
depot resources (DMPE, specifications, training) can be provided. 

Periodic progress/status reports. 

Support Army Program Executive Officers (PEO), Project and Product Managers (PM) in the 
development and management of integrated logistics support for materiel throughout the life 
cycle management process to include research, development, testing, production, fielding, 
modification and disposal. 

Participation in workload scheduling and prioritization. 

Operation of world class industrial facilities in terms of cost, quality and schedule. 

Fabrication, manufacture and reclamation of parts and equipment. 



Efficiencies: Are there near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this 
(r alternative? 

Any overall efficiencies are unclear given the issues addressed in the (CON) paragraph. The 
efficiencies from weapon system end item consolidations would increase capacity utilization 

Y of some depots; however, that would not necessarily result in closing any depots since owning 
services would still maintain weapon system DLRs, non weapon systems and their associated 
DL&. Overhauling an end item would require it be shipped to a depot where the DLRs were 
removed and returned to the owning service for repair in an organic depot or shipped to a - 
contractor facility. Repairing those DL& and then returning them to the original depot for 
reassembly into the end item hull/chassis/-e would significantly increase repair cycle 
times and probably end item rebuild costs. If DLRs are requisitioned from the supply system 
to replace those shipped off to the owning service for repair, this will require more supply 
transactions, management overhead and procurement of additional DLRs to support the depot 
maintenance cycle. - 



. . AlternativeDIndlvldualS_erviceManaeeneat&WeaDon$vstem-h"Centelspf 
~xcellence" with D&&,,--mNon-Weaoog&vstem m m e n t  Consolidated jig 

i m g k e l l C e n t e r s & & x c e l l e n c e  I1 

Effectiveness: What are the impact of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance process? 

PRO: Limited impact on effectiveness for weapon and non-weapon systems when end items 
and associated DLRs are maintained by the same service via "Centers of Excellence Concept". 

CON: When end items and DLRs are split between services on a wholesale basis (weapon 
systems) there are si@icant adverse impacts without clear offsetting benefits. This is a 
limited business approach to depot maintenance overall, particularly for weapon systems, and 
breaks the weapon system management approach which has a proven track record in 
developing, acquiring, operating, modifying, sustaining and performing depot maintenance of 
weapon systems. Unduly complicates depot maintenance management for weapon systems 
and DLRs when split between multiple services and would likely increase end items rebuild 
costs. Nobody in charge of weapon system depot maintenance and no clear logic to this 
approach. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectivness if substantial savings could 
be malized by this alternative? 

No, this management strategy breaks weapon system management which is central to 
readiness, sustainment, reconstitution, life cycle management and ILS. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

Any proposal to split depot maintenance management of systems and their associated DLRs 
on a wholesale basis as this does will adversely impact many elements of life cycle 
management, peacetime readiness, sustainrnent, reconstitution, etc. There is no compelling 
case to do this and doing so would suboptimize the overall process in order to optimize some 
pieces. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive AgentJSingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special mquirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
"Pop-up pmjects," etc? 

The Army would continue to exercise centralized command and control over organic depots 
through the Depot System Command; (DESCOM) where workloading, workload priorities, 
facilities maintenance/modernization, funding, coordination with other services etc., would be 
focused. The Army, as Executive Agent, and the other services have successfully participated 
for a number of years in joint stfling of the Executive Director for Conventional Ammunition 
(EDCA) Office. This could be a useful model in developing joint staffing at appropriate 



levels in the depot maintenance arena. Assignment of supported service personnel to key staff 

(r and management positions at HQ DESCOM and appropriate commodity commands, eg. 
Aviation Troop Support Command (ATCOM) and Tank Automotive Command (TACOM) - 
would facilitate the coordination and cooperation required to achieve max ime  potential 
benefits from this alternative. Such an initiative could also meet professional development 

v requirements for military personnel. Details of this type arrangement would be worked out 
with each supported service and formalized in a memorandum of understanding (MOU). 

If your Service becarnse a customer of an Executive AgentfSingle Manager, what would you 
expect from that manager? 

The Executive Agent meet Army requirement for peacetime readiness, repairhreparation of 
equipment to support deploying forces, sustainrnent to include providing personnellequipment 
operating under Army control to provide a forward depot capability in contingency areas and 
reconstitution of redeploying forces. 

Input to materiel acquisition process so depot maintenance can be considered in design and 
depot resources (DMPE, specifications, training) can be provided. 

Periodic progress/status reports. 

Support Army Program Executive Officers (PEO), Project and Product Managers (PM) in the 
development and management of integrated logistics support for materiel throughout the life 
cycle management process to include research, development, testing, production, fielding, 
modification and disposal. 

Participation in workload scheduling and prioritization. 

Fabrication, manufacture and reclamation of parts and equipment. 

Operation of world class industrial facilities in terms of cost, quality and schedule. 

Efficiencies: Are there near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this 
alternative? 

Any overall efficiencies are unclear given the issues addressed in the above CON paragraph. 
The efficiencies from weapon system and end item consolidations would increase capacity 
utilization of some depots; however, that would not necessarily result in closing any depots 
since owning services would still maintain weapon system DLRs and non-weapon systems 
and their associated DL&. Overhauling an end item would require it be shipped to a depot 
where the DL& were removed and returned to the owning service for repair in an organic 
depot or shipped to a contractor facility. Repairing these DLRs and then returning them the 
original depot for reassembly into the end item hull/chassis/airfiame will significantly increase 
repair cycle times and probably end item rebuild cost. If DLRs are requisitioned from the 



supply system to replace those shipped off to the owning service for repair, this will require 
more supply transactions, management overhead, and procurement of additional DLRs to 
support the depot maintenance cycle. 



Alternative E Consolidabon . . pfSimilar/Common Platforms.--I&- 
IYciwmSsikmcnmoonentrYnQer~Execut ive  Sereife 

Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectivness of your 
Servicest maintenance process? 

PRO: Impact on effectiveness would be dependent on Executive Agent assignments. 
Assuming assignment based on dominant user for ships, fixed wing aircraft, rotary wing 
aircraft, ground vehicles, ground command and electronics etc there should be limited impact 
when depot maintenance of systems and associated DLRs are managed by the same service. 

CON: When end items and DLRs are split between services on a wholesale basis (weapon 
systems) there are significant adverse impacts without clear offsetting benefits. This is a 
limited business approach to depot maintenance overall, and particularly for weapon systems, 
and breaks the weapon system management approach which has a proven track record in 
developing, acquiring, operating, modifying, sustaining and performing depot maintenance of 
weapon systems. Unduly complicates depot maintenance management from every aspect 
when split between multiple services and would likely increase end item rebuild costs for 
those systems. Nobody in charge of weapon system depot maintenance and no clear logic to 
this approach. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

No, this management strategy breaks weapon systems management which is central to 
peacetime readiness, sustainment, reconstitution, life cycle management and ILS. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

Any proposal to split depot maintenance management of systems and their associated DLRs 
on a wholesale basis breaks the weapon systems approach to management and will adversely 
impact many elements of life cycle management, peacetime readiness, sustainrnent, 
reconstitution etc. There is no compelling case to do this and doing so would suboptimize the 
overall process in an effort to optimize some portions (limited purely business approach). 

If your Service were selected as an Executive Agent/Single Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equiprnents, 
'Top-up projects," etc? 

The Army would continue to exercise centralized command and control over organic depots 
through the Depot System Command; (DESCOM) where workloading, workload priorities, 
facilities maintenance/modernization, funding, coordination with other services etc., would be 
focused. The Army, as Executive Agent, and the other services have successfully participated 
for a number of years in joint staffing of the Executive Director for Conventional Ammunition 



(EDCA) Office. This could be a useful model in developing joint staffjig at appropriate 
levels in the depot maintenance arena. Assignment of supported service personnel to key staff 
and management positions at HQ DESCOM and appropriate commodity commands, eg. 
Aviation Troop Support Command (ATCOM) and Tank Automotive Command (TACOM) 
would facilitate the coordination and cooperation required to achieve maximum potential 
benefits from this alternative. Such an initiative could also meet professional development 
requirements for military personnel. Details of this type arrangement would be worked out 
with each supported service and formalized in a memorandum of understanding (MOU). 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive Agenilsingle Manager, what would you 
expect from that manager? 

The Executive Agent meet Army requirement for peacetime readiness, repairbreparation of 
equipment to support deploying forces, sustainrnent to include providing personnel/equipment 
operating under Army control to provide a forward depot capability in contingency areas and 
reconstitution of redeploying forces. 

Input to materiel acquisition process so depot maintenance can be considered in design and 
depot resources (DMPE, specifications, training) can be provided. 

Periodic progress/status reports. 

Support Army Program Executive Officers (PEO), Project and Product Managers (PM) in the 
development and management of integrated logistics support for materiel throughout the life 
cycle management process to include research, development, testing, production, fielding, 
modification and disposal. 

Participation in workload scheduling and prioritization. 

Operation of world class industrial facilities in terms of cost, quality and schedule. 

Fabrication, manufacture and reclamation of parts and equipment. 

Efficiencies: An? then? near or long term business efficiencies to be gained by this 
alternative? 

When end items and DLRs are managed by the same service there are significant cost savings 
because this management approach facilitates closing depots to reduce excess capacity, 
duplication etc. When end items and DLRs are managed by separate services, there are 
numerous negative impacts to systems management, plus end item rebuild programs are 
greatly complicated. 



Alternative F DOD C m  . . 

Effectiveness: What m the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance pmcess? 

PRO: It is difficult to rationalize how removing depot maintenance from the services will 
enhance effectiveness of Axmy maintenance either within depots or the overall maintenance 
process from developer to user to depot. 

CON: Major impact on Title 10 responsibilities and would likely require changes to existing 
federal statues. Would place either a DOD staff element or the JCS in charge of an 
organization directly impacting readiness, sustainment, reconstitution. This would break the 
weapon system management approach by disrupting the linkages between field, developer, 
service maintenance/resource management and the depot. It would be extremely difficult for 
service managers to reach through the DOD or JCS to the depots and work the life cycle 
management process on a weapon system management basis. This would be particularly 
difficult when engineering, configuration management and specifications are involved which 
require close coordination over sustained periods of time to support new system development, 
fielding of new equipment, and modification of fielded end items and DLRs. It would also 
complicate the overall maintenance management process of services developing maintenance 
doctrine and policy. DOD or JCS involvement would add several additional organizational 
layers (DOD or JCS, some type depot command headquarters, some number of subordinates 
command elements, e.g., land, air and sea or regional) between service managers and 
supporting depots and would make the depot virtually unreachable from the field level. 
Centralization of critical operational functions at the very top levels of large organizations is 
not the most effective or efficient management methodology as Sears and Roebuck, General 
Motors and many other organizations have learned the hard way. Staffs at the top of such 
organizations tend to be overly bureaucratic, lack the proper sense of urgency, are far 
removed from the impact of their poor decisions and in general lack the operational level 
experience required. Not at all clear what the value added would be from DOD or JCS 
operating depots that cannot be achieved from Alternative B with far less adverse impacts. 

Are you willing to accept some decmment in militaq effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

This altemative has potential for savings but also for significantly adversely impacting 
military effectiveness. Greater benefits are achievable under Alternative B with less adverse 
impacts; therefore, this altemative is not supportable. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

No, this would break the systems management approach by removing the service role in depot 
maintenance, adding additional organizational layers to the process, centralizing and calling it 
increased efficiency. Implementation would be a lengthy, complex process due the 



requirement to "stand up" a new command with subordinate elements, etc. and the learning 
curve those organizations would undergo. Any closure and realignment decisions would 
likely be delayed until the BRAC 95 window resulting in no significant savings or closure 
until the year 2000 or beyond. The objective can be achieved with far less disruption and 
adverse consequences, e.g., Alternative B . 

If your Service were selected as an Executive AgenctJSingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipmenb, 
'Top-up projects," etc? 

Not applicable. 

Efficiencies: Are there near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this 
alternative? 

Yes, however, they do not offset the numerous adverse impacts or achieve the -efficiencies and 
saving potential of Alternative B. This alternative creates another massive bureaucracy that 
further isolates the field, developer and service manager from supporting depots. Will take 
longer to implement than Alternative B thereby delaying attainment of significant savings. 



Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance process? 

+ PRO: Theoretically at least, this type competition would result in reduced costs of depot 
maintenance and support peacetime readiness at lower costs; however, this has not been 
proven. 

CON: Commerical industry would size capacity based solely on peacetime requirements and 
paying them to maintain excess capacity would be cost prohibitive. Difficulty and cost of 
competing and awarding depot maintenance contracts would be greatly exacerbated; for 
example, last year the Army had some 6,000 program changes in it's organic depot workload. 
Modifying, renegotiating contracts to support changes of this magnitude would be a crushing 
ad.trative/overhead cost and it would be impossible to maintain reasonable control over 
costs with quantities, condition of assets, etc. continually changing. 

Industry is primarily interested in high volume and high dollar contracts. The Army has 
relatively few programs with an annual value of over $lM and industry is just not interested 
in bidding on small programs. For example, of 10 ea N 9 2  competition items awarded to 
date, there were no industry bids on three items. It should be noted Army organic depots 
won 5 each of 7 each programs competed in N 9 1  and 8 ea of 10 ea competed to date in 
N92.  

w 
Unlimited contracting out would break the wapon system management approach for all 
currently fielded systems since unlimited competition would result in depot maintenace for 
end items and associated DLRs scattered across private industry. 

Contracting for maintenance as part of weapon system acquisition costs for new systems 
would result in services not buying technical data packages leaving them at the mercy of 
original equipment contractors in regards to costs in the future. This is an extremely short- 
sighted and dangerous concept given that systems may be in the inventory 30-40 years or 
longer, especially in the current budget environment. In that period companies would go 
bankrupt, merge, sell off some units, be bought by foreign companies, discontinue operations 
in certain equuipment areas, etc., etc. 

Total commercialization of depot maintenance would likely encounter strong congressional 
opposition and generate prohibitive legislation. 

Worker strikes at commercial contractor facilities could have devastating impacts on 
readiness, sustainment and reconstitution. Organic depots, the "Core" maintenance workload 
concept and reasonable competition levels offer clear advantages over unrestricted 
competition. 



Not at all clear what the advantages of this alternative are in regards to military effectiveness. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectivenss if substantial savings could - 
be realized by this alternative? - 

No, is a fatally flawed strategy. 

Implentation: Is this alternative realistic? 
- 

No, it gives up a proven depot maintenance management strategy that can be restructured e.g., 
Alternative B to achieve reductions in capacity, duplication, overlap and rebuild costs for end 
items and DLRs without the adverse impacts of Alternative G. 

It is likely a new command structure would need to be created for effective individual service 
or DoD &agrnen5t of the numerous contracts required to accomplish this alternative. 
"Standing up" this command, it's learning curve and the long periodi of times required to 
contract out significant workload would delay attainment of major savings for a lengthy 
period of time. Such actions could not be completed by the BRAC 95 window; thereby 
greatly complicating any future closure of depots. Estimate it would take 10 years or longer 
to actually close any significant number of depots using this trategy. An associated major 
problem at our multi-mission depots with major ammunition storage missions e.g., 
Letterkenny, Tooele, Red River and Anniston is the munitions mission remains, requiring 
significant ownership costs to keep the installations open and to manage and execute outload 
in support of major contingencies. It is noted all services are dependent on those munitions. 

Any substantial savings would be purely theoretical at best, not provable, if achievable at all 
would take a very long time to do so (cost and time competition), would not resolve the 
problems with low volume/dollar programs and of support equipment originally manufactured 
by companies no longer in existence, etc. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive Agent/Single Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
*Top-up projects," etc? 

Joint staffing of the contracting headquarters would be appropriate with other supported 
services personnel being assigned to key staff and management positions to cooridnate 
priorities, technical requirements, etc. Staffing dtails would be worked out with each 
supported service and formalized in a memorandum of understanding (MOU). 



If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgentISingle manager, what would you 
expect fmm that managefl 

The Army would expect: 

The Executive Agent meet Army requirements for peacetime readiness, repair/preparation of 
equipment to support deploying forces, sustainment to include providing persomel/equipment 
operating under Army control to provide a forward depot capability in contingency areas and 
reconstitutuion of redoploying forces. 

Input to materiel acquisition process so depot maintenance can be considered in design and 
depot resources (DMPE, specifications, training) can be provided. 

Periodic progress/status report. 

Support Amy Program Executive Officers (PEO), Project and Product Manager (PM) in the 
development and management of integrated logistics support for materiel throughout the life 
cycle managmenet process to include research, development, testing, production, fielding, 
mMication and disposal. 

Participation in workload scheduling and prioritzation. 

Fabrication, manufacture and reclamation of parts and equipment. 

w 
Operation of world class industrial facilities in terms of cost, quality and scheudle. 

Efficiencies: Are there near or long term business efficiencies to be gained by this 
alternative? 

No, it is expected the near and long tenn implications of totally commercializing maintenance 
would be increased overall costs. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE EXECUTIVE GROUP, JCS DEPOT MAINTENANCE 
CONSOLIDATION STUDY 

Subj: JCS DEPOT MAINTENANCE CONSOLIDATION STUDY 

1. In response to the request from Executive Group Director, General Went, Tab A is 
forwarded as Navy's response to the altematives under study. Specifically, Alternative I is 
clearly the preferred choice because it maintains the vital command and control linkage 
through the life cycle between Navy depots and the operating forces they support; and retains 
the vital engineering and emergency support capabilities which must be available to meet 
fleet safety and readiness objectives. This alternative preserves Service oversight to ensure 
maintenance meets mission and readiness requirements. 

2. A second alternative is derived from a combination of Alternative I and IV. In addition 
to maintaining command accountability for the mission of the Service, the establishment of 
Centers of Excellence for a specific commodity would offer significant opportunity for 

Wv productivity improvements. 

3. There is no clear consensus to other altematives beyond I and IV. 

S. F. LOFTUS 
Vice Admiral, U.S. Navy 
Deputy Chief of Naval 
Operations (Logistics) 



APPENDIX I 

NAVY ALTERNATIVE REVIEW 

Alternative A Individual Service Manwment 

Effectiveness: What a~ the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance pmcess? 

Continued effectiveness of the Navy's maintenance process was planned into the Navy's 
response to DOD's "Defense Management Review Decision-908" (DMRD-908). This 
alternative directs continuation of the efforts begun in response to DMRD-908. Current co- 
location of depot level and production facilities allows efficient utilization of expensive unique 
test equipment, engineering synergism, access to design and production experts, and reduced 
repair costs. Costs avoidance is achieved by not having to pay for retraining/resystemization 
costs associated with changing to a new alternative. Any impact attendant to this DMRD has 
been subsequently identified and resolved to the satisfaction of the Navy. 

The Services' control over mission readiness requirements would be maintained as a counter 
balance to maintenance process sub-optimization. This alternative preserves Service oversight 
to ensure maintenance meets mission and readiness requirements. The Seven Step Process 
ensures cost effectiveness of interservicing decisions, and competition or the potential for 
competition wiU provide incentive for savings over the pre-DRMD 908 budgets. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

Alternative A retains service control over total logistics support of the weapon systems and 
components thereby causing the least decrement. An existing plan, the "DDMC Corporate 
Business Plan", outlines initiatives and presupposes that each service has factored in and has 
developed appropriate contingencies for potential military effectiveness impacts. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

This is considered the best alternative given the savings goals already included in DRMD 908. 
Cost savings goals and objectives have already been identified and implemented under DRMD 
908, and their impact have not yet been fully assessed. Current operations attest to the 
realistic nature of this alternative. 



If your Service were selected as an Executive AgentISingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
'Top-up projects," etc? 

An Executive Agent for this alternative would be in an administrative role, coordinating the .. operation of such joint oversight organizations as the Defense Depot Maintenance Council, the 
meetings of the Joint Logistics Commanders and the supporting organizations. The 
infrastructure to support this alternative is already in place. 

. If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgentISingle Manager, what would you 
expect fmm that manager? - 

See above. 

Efficiencies: Are there near o r  long-term business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? - 
The efficiencies to be gained by this alternative are defined within the "DDMC Corporate 
Business Plan". Each Service would use their existing expertise in performing DOD 
maintenance, and fme-tune existing operations. 

Comments: Alternative A continues the progress made through the efforts of the Defense 
Depot Maintenance Council and demands steady and consistent business planning discipline 
be applied and maintained across all of the DOD depot industrial base. It maintains the link 
between acquisition and life cycle management within the Services for engineering, 
maintenance, integrated logistics support, and modernization; and provides for graceful 
emergency depot surge capability. It focuses Services' management attention on individual 
Service-unique product-line efficiency; and maintains the customer/provider, 
operatorlmaintainer direct relationship. 



Alternative B Ind 
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Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance pmcess? 

This alternative expands Altemative C. Including components of the weapons systems for 
consolidation with the platform only exacerbates the problems identified in the second 
alternative. A single Service enables the providing Service to control the total support 
posture necessary to produce the platform; however, separating the operator from the support 
organization may degrade military effectiveness. This alternative also disables the Navy's 
interdependent O/I/D (three level) maintenance program. 

The same concerns expressed on Alternative C (same question) apply here; however, this 
would be less disruptive than Alternative E. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

The Navy is skeptical about the savings potential of this alternative. It does not appear that 
this alternative changes the present operating methods of the independent Services or requires 
continuation of the initiatives attendant to DMRD 908 any other productivity thrust. 

Remarks under Altemative C, same question, apply here. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

This alternative is highly idealistic and probably unrealistic. Transfer of logistics support to a 
single Service, often not the requiring Service, breaks the synergy between the operator and 
the repairer. Mission issues will become secondary as the responsibility to meet mission 
oriented priorities become more distant and disconnected from the depot. The depot 
optimizes the repair process, not the total weapons system employment process. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive AgentISingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
"Pop-up projects," etc? 

As a designated "DOD Center of Excellence" for a specific commodity, the increased volume 
would offer opportunity for productivity improvements. Additionally, concentrating 
management visibility on reduced range of products as well as an increased depth of like and 
similar commodity items, overhead cost of operations would decline. This would allow for a 
more focused customer relationship and lead to an enhanced "Reliability/Maintainability 
Centered analysis and response. 



For ships, the Navy is the sole Service customer of ship depot maintenance in the DOD. As 
such, it would expect to be named executive agent for ship depot maintenance, and experience 
little change in its present role. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgentISingle Manager, what would you 
p expect from that manager? 

Performance in accordance with commodity throughput, cost and quality agreements, visibility 
in advance of problems, so as to allow adjustments if necessary, repair priorities maintained 

., equally across Services and a responsive point of contact. 

Efficiencies: Are there near or long-term business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

None foreseen. Near-term benefits from consolidation would be overcome by cost to 
implement and maintain. Long-term forecast is dependent upon unstated efficiencies by the 
executive agency which would have a virtual monopoly on the managed platform/cornrnodity. 

Comments: There appears to be no "Business Imperative" to improve or no compelling 
interest toward productivity. This alternative alters the commodity mix between the Services, 
but does nothing to alter the fundamental business precepts of the Services. 



Alternative C Cons 
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Effectiveness: What am the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Servicest maintenance process? 

This alternative mandates a break in the synergy between the "weapon" and the "system" and 
a division of repair focus such that Service mission responsibilities would be secondary to the 
maintenance process and, thus, could be impaired. For example, under the alternative the Air 
Force maintains all missiles but does not have the knowledge of nor experience with, the 
unique ship-missile system integration nor with the marine environment which faces Navy 
equipment. The default position would be one which does not recognize the different 
employment of the Service systems. Conflicting priorities, relocation, and transportation costs 
would be significantly affected. The total logistics support integration would increase the size 
of the logistics "layin" in support of pipeline and thereby necessitate either reduction in 
military effectiveness or increased total cost of operations. 

This alternative breaks the synergy between weapons and the maintenance system. It would 
create a division between the repair function and the overall mission responsibility of each 
Service. Layering between the operator and the maintainer would ensure that operational 
problems and needs would seldom be heard. It would be a tremendous if not expensive 
undertaking to maintain mission/asset readiness when systems maintenance and management 
are consolidated for their physical generic similarities rather than the performance and 
employment requirements which the individual systems must meet and which set them apart 
from each other. 

Are you willing to accept some decmment in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

This alternative will not provide substantial savings. Any savings potential must first be 
viewed within the overall context of mission performance by the Services. It is possible to 
set forth the alternatives to provide least cost for a given maintenance program or 
organization, or the best maintenance program or organization for a given funding level. The 
Navy is currently pursuing the former approach in order to meet current maintenance 
guidance. This will ensure ship and operator safety in a highly risky operational environment. 

Implementation: Is this alternative malistic? 

This alternative is realistic, but lessons leamed from the establishment of Single Manager for 
Conventional Ammunition in the late 1970's should be reviewed. 



If your Service were selected as an Executive AgendSingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special mquimments; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
"Pop-up projects," etc? 

The Navy presently integrates interservicing workload into the routine "Work in Process" and 
b only applies extraordinary management visibility when there are exceptional, warranting 

conditions. "Executive Agency" would require extraordinary management visibility. It would 
require exceptional sensitivity to the other Services' mission and role within the broader 
context of defense priorities and unique requirements that emerge from their mission and role - 
responsibilities. 

The Navy is the sole Service customer of ship depot maintenance in the DOD. As such, it 
would expect to be named executive agent for ship depot maintenance, and experience little 
change in its present role. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgendSingle Manager, what would you 
expect fmm that manager? 

Adaptation of the other Services' support posture to meet the unique mission and 
responsibility of the Navy, repair priorities maintained equally across Services, and a 
responsive point of contact. A joint service charter d e f i g  roles and responsibilities of all 
involved parties, prioritization, cost sharing, etc. should be established. The establishment of 
Single Manager for Conventional Ammunition as a baseline. 

w - 
For ships, the Navy would expect to be named executive agent for ship depot maintenance, 
and experience little change in its present role. 

Efficiencies: Am there near or long-term business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

Theoretical long-term efficiencies are possible. This, however, depends upon the extent of 
"Special Handling" that is required of the "Executive Agent". With a reduction in 
management staff, "Special Handling" could cause increased inefficiencies over time. Near- 
term efficiencies are not projected to offset the cost of capability relocation or any of the 
other "Non-recurring" attendant costs. 

From the Navy ordnance perspective, there would be no near or long-term efficiencies. 
Tactical missile maintenance has been consolidated at Letterkenny effective FY93; Torpedoes 
and Mines are unique to the Navy; Air-launched Ordnance and Surface Munitions are 
performed jointly with the b y ;  TOMAHAWK is 100% commercial; Standard Missile is 
65% commercial. 

There are no long-term business efficiencies expected from this alternative for ship depot 
maintenance. 



Comments: There is a moderate potential for increased savings - mostly aircraft. There is 
excess capacity at all ALCs. Efficiency would improve due to activities doing like jobs, one 
location (series of location) for shipment of materials and stability of workforce in a central 
area. However, this alternative breaks some customer/provider, operator/maintainer direct 
links through the life cycle. This alternative also presents conflicting priorities as well as a 
signXcant investment cost to relocate workload which may not be offset by lower recurring 
costs. Separation of platform and component repair will require additional cost for reduced 
repair turn-around time or increased inventory levels to offset shipment time for components. 
This alternative may require additional turn-around time for platform because of the need to 
ship, open, and inspect components. Fate of non-industrial support services provided by Navy 
depots (e.g., in-Se~vice engineering, ILS support to Headquarters, battle damage repair teams, 
etc.) is in question. This alternative would eliminate concurrent repair platform sites. Site 
selection for the lead maintenance activity would be a "political football". 
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Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
L Services1 maintenance process? 

The creation of Center of Excellence for system components could produce economies of 

a 
scale, but the savings would-have to offset additional facilitization, transportation/handling, 
scheduling, training, and associated costs. The separation of accountability is present; 
however, responsibility for the integrity of the platform is retained within the parent Service 
and therefore the command linkage to accountability for the mission of the Service is 
maintained. Conflicting priorities, relocation and transportation would be significantly 
affected. - - 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness-if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

Service management of the platform may preclude any significant decrease in military 
effectiveness. Adjustments within the logistics support posture of the platform manager 
would offset any effectiveness decrement attendant to this alternative. The little adjustments 
which might be made necessary would be more than offset by the cost savings potential. 

1 Remarks under Alternative C, same question, apply here. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

This alternative combined with the initiatives already identified in Alternative A could provide 
the most realistic chance of success. By selecting the most labor intensive functions to be 
performed at COE's, the individual Services would still maintain the necessary ownership over 
the weapon systems/platfonns. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive AgenttSingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special ~quirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
'Top-up projects," etc? 

As a designated "DOD Center of Excellence" for a specific commodity, the increased volume 
would offer significant opportunity for productivity improvements. Additionally, by 
concentrating management visibility on reduced range of products as well as an increased 
depth of like and similar commodity items, overhead cost of operations would decline. This 
would allow for a more focused customer relationship and lead to an enhanced "Reliability1 
Maintainability Centered" analysis and response. 



If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgentjSingle Manager, what would you 
expect from that manager? 

Customer would expect performance in accordance with commodity throughput, cost and 
quality agreements, visibility in advance of problems, so as to allow adjustments if necessary. 
Repair priorities must be maintained equally across Services and a responsive point of contact 
that could meet critical short-fused needs of the Fleet operators would all be expected from a 
single manager. The Service providing the support of components would have to provide 
equal or better scheduling and quality from present practice. This support includes scheduling 
to meet the critical short-fused needs of the Fleet operators as required. 

Efficiencies: Are the= near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

It is presumed that selection of "DOD Centers of Excellence" would be made utilizing 
competitive analysis. Therefore, the costs attendant to initial establishment of this altemative 
would potentially be absorbed by productivity returns. Near-tern efficiencies would 
therefore be possible or, at very least, break even. By selecting appropriate components to be 
accomplished at COE's, long-term savings could be achieved, but initial investment cost will 
be required in the short tern. There is a business advantage in reducing the range of different 
types of products and increasing the specialization and depth of product operations. 

From the Navy ordnance perspective, there would be no near or long-term efficiencies. 
Tactical missile maintenance has been consolidated at Letterkenny effective FY93; Torpedoes 
and Mines are unique to the Navy; Air launched Ordnance and Surface Munitions are 
performed jointly with the Army;  TOMAHAWK is 100% commercial; Standard Missile is 
65% commercial. 

Comments: Alternatives A and D offer the best opportunity to enhance the depot industrial 
business enterprise of the Joint Services by accelerating the tempo of the initiatives outlined in 
the "DDMC Corporate Business Plan". 
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Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance process? 

The Navy's ability to support sustained periods of operations at sea is dependent on the 
interactions of three levels of mainterlance operating as one. This alternative builds a 
disjointed process to achieve depot maintenance. It separates total and integrated logistics 
support. In doing so, accountability for the mission of the service is diffused. The resultant 
responsibility for the commodity is no substitute for the direct linkage between operations and 
integrated logistics which is the underpinning of the Services' mission accountability. It 
would increase the scheduling/logistics by an order of magnitude at a significant cost and risk. 
Corlflicting priorities, relocation, and transportation would be signifkantly affected. 

The same remarks as under Altemative C (same question) apply here. However, Altemative 
E would create an even more disjointed approach to the task of effectively managing DOD 
maintenance requirements. This one would probably be too dHicult and too risky. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

This alternative deals with consolidation at the component level. The resultant cost would be 
enormous. Again, see Alternative C remarks, same question. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

This alternative is realistic, but lessons learned from the establishment of Single Manager for 
Conventional Ammunition in the late 1970's should be reviewed. There is no clear benefit set 
forth for centralization other than centralization, itself. 

If your Service w e n  selected as an Executive AgendSingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special I-equirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
"Pop-up projects," etc? 

The Navy presently integrates interservicing workload into the routine "Work in Process" and 
only applies extraordinary management visibility when there are exceptional, warranting 
conditions. "Executive Agency" would require extraordinary management visibility. It would 
require exceptional sensitivity to the other Services' mission and role within the broader 
context of defense priorities and unique requirements that emerge from their mission and role 
responsibilities. The Navy would solicit weapon system support information from user 
activities, then develop support requirements. A structure capable of being responsive to 
requirement documents would be developed as well as an implementation plan. 



For ships, the Navy is the sole Service customer of ship depot maintenance in the DOD. As 
such, it would expect to be named executive agent for ship depot maintenance, and experience 
little change in its present role. 

- 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgentJSingle Manager, what would you 
expect fmm that manager? 

Adaptation of the other Services' support posture to meet the unique mission and 
responsibility of the Navy, repair priorities maintained equally across Services, and a 
responsive point of contact. 

Efficiencies: Am them near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

Theoretically, some long-term efficiencies are possible. This, however, depends upon the 
extent of "Special- Handling" that is required of the "Executive Agent". With a reduction in 
management staff, "Special Handling" could cause increased inefficiencies over time. Near- 
term efficiencies are not projected to offset the cost of capability relocation or any of the 
other "Non-recurring" attendant costs. 

There are no long-term business efficiencies expected from this alternative for ship depot 
maintenance. 

Comments: Separation of platform and component repair will require additional cost for 
reduced repair turnaround time or increased inventory levels to offset shipment time for 
components. See comments under Alternative C. w 



ternative F DOD Consolidation 

V 
Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance PI-ocess? 

Establishing a new Service for depot maintenance would create a new bureaucracy and 
additional layer of management. It would eliminate current Service responsibility/pride of 
ownership, and the associated technical synergism/cost efficiency of co-located 
production/depot facilities. It will ultimately reduce quality by attempting to achieve cost 

6 

savings and facility consolidations as a priority over logistics support of the operating forces. 
Separating the operator from the support organization may degrade military effectiveness and 
would require several layers of staffing to breakdown major systems to depot working levels. 
This alternative also disables the Navy's interdependent O/VD (three level) maintenance 
program. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

Potential for savings is somewhat unclear in this altemative. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

This altemative is realistic; however, it would destroy the DOD material management 
structure for the goal of consolidation. It would be difficult to implement. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive AgentISingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special mquirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
'Top-up projects," etc? 

Individual Service as "Executive Agent" is not proposed in this alternative. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive Agent/Single Manager, what would you 
expect from that manager? 

The "Executive Agent" (presumably DOD) would coordinate commodity production without 
regard to inter-conflicting and independent Service priorities. This solution eliminates Service 
partiality. 

For ships, the Navy is the sole Service customer of ship depot maintenance in the DOD. As 
such, it would expect to be named executive agent for ship depot maintenance, and experience 
little change in its present role. 



Efficiencies: Are there near or long-term business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

Many of the near-term efficiencies might be overcome by costs to implement; however, there -1 
are some long-term business efficiencies and potential savings across -all of the Services. 

Comments: If platform management responsibility is removed fiom the parent Services, then 
Alternative F would be the viable way to, at least partially, preserve the critical linkage 
between operator, the logistics pipeline, and the depot maintenance support structure. 



Alternative G C-- . . 
V 

Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance process? 

This alternative proposes to separate the logistics support from military operations and place 
contract officers in line with the command and control function and between the product 
necessary to perform the mission. It would require a larger contracting bureaucracy to 
manage the private sector contracting and oversight. Contracts cannot sustain continued 
surge/mobilization responsibility. The alternative would reduce military effectiveness due to 
total reliance on the private sector and loss of expertise and capability in the Navy. 

The primary issue of this alternative is the definition and quanification of what it will take to 
keep the private sector "in the business" during periods of low- workload, so that necessary 
repair capability is preserved and available when needed. The focus of the corporate Board 
Room is profit, where& the focus of the public sector facilities is readiness. Once public 
sector capability is closed, it is essentially lost. When the private sector decides to leave the 
market place for economic or profitability reasons, there is no alternative of last resort except 
extremely high premium payments of exorbitant re-capitalization costs. The current public 
sector organic activities provide facilities and expertise not available in the private sector (e.g., 
submarine refueling, large dry docks, propeller shop, recycling, etc.). This alternative would 
not provide the necessary surge capability required for mobilization. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

It is possible to set forth the alternatives to provide least cost for a given maintenance 
program or organization, or the best maintenance program or organization for a given funding 
level. The Navy is currently pursuing the former approach in order to meet current 
maintenance guidance. 

It must be pointed out, that this alternative would most likely not produce substantial savings 
in the long run. The fact that there would always be the threat of a lack of competition, if 
not the actual disappearance of competition, would make substantial savings elusive, and 
higher costs than experienced at present, a more likely outcome. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

This alternative is not realistic. 



If your Service were selected as an Executive AgendSingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
'Top-up projects," etc? 

Not Applicable 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgendSingle Manager, what would you 
expect fmm that manager? 

Not Applicable 

Efficiencies: An? there near o r  long-term business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative. 

If the same contractor wins after two or more competitions, his competitors could very easily be 
driven out of the business, thereby creating a sole source situation. (In fact, in periods of low 
workload, there would not be any certainty of sufficient competition.) This would almost 
invariably lead to excessive profits which would offset possible savings gained from elimination 
of civil service personnel. 

Any potential near or long-term gain would be more than offset by cost of establishing extensive 
Corps of Contract Officers, Negotiators, DPRO personnel, etc. There is a potential of higher 
overall costs without a checklbalance system and higher life-cycle costs are probable. Total 
reliance on private sector is not acceptable. 







DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 203804001 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR EXECUTIVE WORKING GROUP FOR DEPOT 
MAINTENANCE CONSOLIDATION STUDY 

Subj: DEPOT MAINTENANCE CONSOLIDATION STUDY 

Encl: (1) Information Papers 
(2) Marine Corps Assessment of Alternatives I - VII 

1. Enclosures (1) and (2) are forwarded. 

2. While efforts to reduce costs and eliminate excess depot 
maintenance capacity are supported, I am convinced that it is 
vital to retain an adequate capability within the Marine Corps 
to satisfy the National Military Strategy and to provide the 
Commandant with the ability to effectively exercise his Title 10 
responsibilities (ie; maintenance and repair of equipment in 
support of amphibious missions). 

3. The Marine Corps multi-commodity maintenance centers are 
small, effective organizations geographically positioned to 
reduce costs and optimize responsive support to the operational 
commanders. These activities, primarily in direct support of 
Fleet Marine Force (FMF) and Maritime Prepositioning Force (MPF) 
readiness commitments, devote more than 80% of their direct labor 
hours to a maintenance/repair workload that is an extension of 
FMF capabilities and is less than total rebuild. Marine Corps 
maintenance centers conduct only one percent of the total annual 
Department of Defense depot maintenance workload. Of this effort 
54 percent is in support of unique Marine Corps weapons systems. 
The remaining workload consists of a variety of small quantity, 
low dollar value items which if distributed to other maintenance 
facilities would neither increase their utilization percentage 
nor decrease their overhead costs. 

4. I support increased levels of competition, other productivity 
enhancing programs and stronger utilization of the JPCG-DM 
organization; however, the Marine Corps must retain the 
capability to satisfy our statutory "force-in-readiness" mission 
and be able to surge in compliance with the National Military 
Strategy and the Defense Planning Guidance. 
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APPENDIX J 

MARINE CORPS ALTERNATIVE REVIEW 

PREFACE 

The two Marine Corps Multi-Commodity Maintenance Centers (located at Marine Corps 
Logistics Base, Albany, Georgia, and Marine Corps Logistics Base, Barstow, California) are 
uniquely different from the depot maintenance facilities of the other services. They are an 
extension of the Fleet Marine Force (FMF) operational maintenance capabilities. As depicted 
below, our maintenance centers support various customers; however, 98 percent of their 
workload is in support of Marine Corps programs: 

WORKLOAD DISTRIBUTION CHART 

CUSTOMER PERCENT 

FMF END ITEMS* 
FMF SDR'S 
OTHER DOD 
OTHER FMF SUPPORT 
SHIPMENTS 
CARE-IN-STORE 
OTHER CUSTOMERS 
TECH ASSISTANCE 
FOREIGN MILITARY SALES 
SPECIAL PROJECTS 

TOTAL 

* Includes an FMF repair and return program. 

The maintenance centers are small, effective organizations geographically positioned to 
provide responsive maintenance (repair) support to active FMF components, the Marine 
Reserve forces, and the Maritime Prepositioning Force (MPF). The maintenance centers are 
geographically positioned and uniquely configured to reduce costs and optimize responsive 
support to operational commanders. They are considered an integral part of our overall 
logistics process and are key components in the Marine Corps ability to fulfii  its global 
commitments. 

The continuous reconstitution of the MPF is an example of the unique support provided by 
our maintenance centers. Responsiveness is the key to maintaining this capability. Based on 
the recent employment of MPF in Southwest Asia and the massive regeneration effort 



currently underway (which will continue through April 1994), the maintenance centers are 
critical to supporting this global capability. It is a 60-day cycle from the moment an MPF 
ship docks at -the leased facilities at Blount Island, Florida, to the time that ship sails. Fifteen 
of these days are dedicated to offload and backload of equipment and supplies. The 
remaining days allow for the equipment and supplies to be inspected, reworked as needed, 
and repaired. Without the direct support and priority given to MPF at the maintenance 
centers, meeting the ship's schedule would be virtually impossible. MPF has "head of the 
line" privilege at the maintenance centers as the Marine Corps has determined that MPF is the 
number one priority of our total logistics support system. All equipment removed from MPF 
ships can be worked at our maintenance centers except ammunition. If consolidated depots 
were adopted, the equipment removed from MPF ships would be parceled to various locations 
and, in turn, would be returned from these locations at varying times. The Marine Corps 
currently has sole management control over this vital program. This is extremely important; 
and it must be emphasized that Blount Island is not merely a customer of the maintenance 
centers (primarily the one at Albany), but an integral part of the Marine Corps "force in 
readiness" mission. This direct link enables immediate support and responsiveness to 
changing priorities as each of the 13 MPF ships is on a 30-month maintenance cycle. This 
process is one that will continue indefinitely beyond the surge augmentation effort required as 
a result of Desert Shield/Stom. 

As demonstrated in Desert Shield/Storm, MPF provided a new dimension in mobility, 
readiness, and global responsiveness. 
Three squadrons of maritime prepositioning ships are deployed strategically, prepared to 
immediately provide Marine forces with the equipment necessary to respond to regional 
contingencies around the globe. Provisioning and maintaining the equipment embarked 
aboard these ships are vital to the overall mission of these forces. At our modem and 
uniquely capable leased facilities at Blount Island, Florida, our maintenance centers extend 
their reach by providing highly trained maintenance personnel to conduct maintenance cycles 
that modify, rotate, and service embarked equipment. 

The following capabilities and facilities of our maintenance centers insure quality support of 
not only unique Marine Corps equipment but also service common items: 

- Capability to repair night vision devices (one of only two facilities in DoD) 
- Capability in areas of fiber optics and electro-optics 4 axle chassis dynamometer unique 
for LAV rebuild 
- 3.75 million gallon test pond for speed testing amphibious vehicles 
- 1 mile oval paved test track for wheeled and tracked vehicles 
- Cross drive transmission dynamometer that is capable of testing M109/M110 Self- 
Propelled Howitzers, M60A1 Tanks, M88A 1/M578 Retrievers, and the AAV7A1 family of 
vehicle transmissions 
- Taylor 2000 hp computer-controlled engine dynamometers 
- Class 100 and class 1000 clean rooms 
- Nondestructive testing capabilities 



420 kV X-ray facilities 
Magnetic particle 
Dye penetrant 
Hardness 
Profdometer 

- Large scale uninterrupted power capabilities 
- Laser capabilities 

Indoor laser safe facility for the repair, test, and calibration of class 3 and 4 lasers and 
laser systems 
Outdoor laser safe boresight range for testing of class 3 and 4 lasers and laser systems 

- Laser dimensional measurement capability 
- Full range metrology and radiac capabilities 
- Flexible computer integrated manufacturing technology 
- Engineering laboratory capabilities 

Wet scanning electron microscope 
X-ray fluorescence 
Gas chromatograph 
Spectrometer 
Spectrophotometer 

- High degree of expertise in the repair and rebuild of surveying and astronomic 
theodolites 
- Automated and manual calibration of dc to 18 GHz equipment 
- Alpha, Beta, Gamma test, measurement, and diagnostic equipment repair and calibration 
to include liquid scintillation measurements 
- Semiautomated linearity rail used for test and calibration of various infrared and laser- 
based electronic distance measuring devices 
- Special Projects Section chartered to provide design, development, prototyping, and 
manufacturing of ground equipment requirements when no other ready source of supply is 
available 
- Highly skilled technicians and engineers who are experts in automated test equipment. 
MCLB Albany is designated as the Marine Corps central point for design/development of 
automatic test equipment and test program sets to test weapon systems and equipment. 
- Horizontal external honing and lapping machine, a horizontal internal honing and 
lapping machine, mechanical gymnasticators, a vertical honing and lapping machine, and a 
vapor honing machine for rebuild of gun mounts for self-propelled and towed artillery 
- Horizontal magnetic particle inspection machine for testing gun tubes up to 8 inches and 
beyond 



ve A IndividupL Service Manaeement 

w Each service retains its own separate depot maintenance operations with accelerated DMRD 
908 actions, to include interservicing, internal streamlining of depots, reduced depot - 
management staffs at higher headquarters, increased competition, teaming with private 

+ industry for remanufacturing/manufacture, increasing productivity of the direct labor work 
force, etc. Additional depot closures and realignments would be accomplished through the 
base realignment and closure process. The Defense Depot Maintenance Council will provide 
management oversight. - 

Effectiveness: What art the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance pmcess? 

This alternative would retain the Marine Corps proven capability. - - 
Are you willing to accept some decrtment in military effectiveness "I substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

While some small degradation in materiel readiness may be acceptable, the ability to support 
two major regional contingencies requiring total Marine Corps commitment must be retained. 

This alternative will allow the Marine Corps to maintain command and control of the 
maintenance centers, satisfy the National Military Strategy requirements, and provide the 
Commandant the capability to exercise his Title 10 responsibilities. 

Implementation: Is this alternative rtalistic? 

This alternative is realistic and preferred by the Marine Corps. It will allow us to realize or 
exceed our current DMRD 908 targets in all categories by increasing publiclprivate 
competition interservicing, and total quality leadership (TQL) improvements which will ensure 
efficiency and the capabilty to satisfy a surge wartime environment in support of the National 
Military Strategy. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive AgentISingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special mquirements, e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
"Pop-Up projects," etc.? 

Although not applicable to this alternative, the Marine Corps has a streamlined, centralized 
logistics command structure that provides the flexibility to quickly realign resources to satisfy 
the National Military Strategy. Our weapon system/equipment management concept 
centralizes control of logistics elements to eliminate redundancy while providing a single point 
of contact for operational commanders. 



We would apply our management expertise and concepts to meet other service depot 
maintenance requirements and provide the responsiveness and flexibility for which the Marine 
Corps is noted. Achieving the highest state of peacetime combat readiness, within fiscal 
constraints, and quickly adapting to changing requirements during times of conflict are proven 
capabilities of the Marine Corps logistics system. Our focus continues to be on optimizing 
the entire logistics process, vice optimization of any single element. 

Some additional resources would be required to provide maintenance management for any 
areas where the Marine Corps is selected as executive agent. Our philosophy of pushing the 
responsibility and authority down to the lowest level allows us to minimize Headquarters' 
overhead. Our current Headquarters' overhead ratio to the maintenance centers is the lowest 
in DoD. We would attempt to apply this same ratioto any additional maintenance 
management responsibilities for which we would be selected. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgentJSingle Manager, what would you 
expect from that manage@? 

Although not applicable in this option, the Marine Corps would expect to receive the same or 
better responsiveness from any maintenance manager as we currently receive from our own 
organization. A single manager must guarantee that surge capabilities exist to meet the 
Marine Corps mobilization and MPF requirements. A single manager would be required to 
provide rapid turnaround to continuously changing requirements as demonstrated by the 
Marine Corps maintenance centers during Desert ShieldJStom. This flexibility would require 
the single manager to concurrently support unique Marine Corps-configured equipment in 
small quantities with short turnaround times and at the same time continue to provide the 
assembly line support of common items. Also, the ability to accept reprioritization of 
requirements and resources in order to adapt to quickly changing environments is mandatory. 
Total costs must not exceed current expenditures and must include areas such as repair, 
transportation, overhead, and inventory requirements. 

Efficiencies: Am there near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this 
alternative? 

Yes. The Marine Corps has exceeded DMRD 908 targets in all categories and continues to 
realize significant savings as TQL principles are implemented. Increased 
publiclprivate competition, interservicing, and TQL improvements will ensure that we are 
militarily effective and operationally efficient. 

PROS 

- Mows the Commandant to Nfi. his Title 10 responsibilities 
- Marine Corps retains its centralized logistics command structure 
- Ensures a Marine Corps depot maintenance "core" capability 



- Retains organic surge capabilities as utilized during Desert Shield/Storm as well as 
continuously supporting the MPF 
- Retains reconstitution capabilities as demonstrated during post-Desert Shield/ Storm 
- Accelerates and increases savings 
- Necessitates increased competition and interservicing 
- No loss of direct support to FMF operational requirements 
- Realistic implementation without increased cost 
- Allows tailoring of equipment and concepts to suit Marine Corps mission 
- No degradation to readiness 
- No additional investment in inventories to fill the pipeline 
- Minimal transportation costs 
- Minimizes equipment maintenance turnaround time 
- Supports Marine Corps Base Force 
- Supports National Military Strategy 
- Least disruptive to the work force 
- Minimizes overhead costs 

CONS 

- Savings resulting from the efficiencies achieved through this alternative will be taken 
away from the service and will not be available for utilization to increase service readiness 
- Slight personnel increases in support of competition 



Alternative B Individiual Service Management {Consol~dahon . . into "Centers of Excellencet2 

In conjunction with single service maintenance management of weapon systems platforms w 
(Alternative C), depot maintenance of depot level reparables (DLRs) and components installed 
in these weapon system platforms would be managed by the same service that manages the 
weapon system. This provides single service management of a weapon system platform and * 

all its components. Maintenance facilities for weapon system platforms and DLRs and 
components as well as for nonweapon system equipment would be consolidated into "centers 
of excellence" within the managing service to the maximum extent possible but could be also 
performed at a contractor's plant or, in exceptional cases, in other services' facilities. 

Effectiveness: What am the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Service's maintenance process? 

The Marine Corps-maintenance process would be disrupted at all levels. Our maintenance 
centers provide total weapon system repair of principal end items and their associated 
components. The maintenance centers support not only depot level requirements but also 
enhance the Marine Corps intermediate level maintenance effort by accepting FMF workload 
which exceeds the capacity of the lower echelons of maintenance. Any reduction to this 
maintenance capability will directly impact the readiness of our FMF operating forces. 
Maintenance centers support the majority of Marine Corps ground combat equipment and do 
not specialize in support of specific commodities. This has proven to be the most effective 
means of support, given the diversity of weapon systems and the small numbers of each type 
repaired annually. We have also embraced the inspect and repair only as necessary 
maintenance concept vice the traditional total overhaul focus of depot maintenance. To 
further maximize efficiencies, maintenance center personnel are cross-trained to work on a 
variety of equipment in different commodities. Cross-training provides the flexibility to 
rapidly realign the work force to meet changing FMF requirements. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be malized by this alternative? 

While some small degradation in readiness could be accepted, our worldwide commitments 
continue; and surge capabilities in support of the National Military Strategy must be retained. 
Predicting the time, place, and circumstances where the Marine Corps will be committed will 
continue to be difficult as was demonstrated in our recent involvement in Liberia, Kuwait, 
Somalia, and Iraq, as well as humanitarian assistance operations for natural disasters in 
Florida, Hawaii, Bangladesh, and the Philippines. 

As was proven in an April 1990 Defense Depot Maintenance Council (DDMC) workload 
consolidation study, the Marine Corps would not gain any savings by moving workload out of 
Marine Corps depots and spreading it to other service facilities. Furthermore, this approach 
could also potentially jeopardize our military effectiveness. 



Materiel readiness is a responsibility of command, and this alternative does not allow the 
Commandant to satisfy National Military Strategy requirements or effectively exercise his 
Title 10 responsibilities. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

This alternative may be realistic for the other Services; however, if the Marine Corps had to 
depend entirely on exterd maintenance support, the program would be cost prohibitive, 
ineffective, and unmanageable due to the large number of low density multicommodity items 
which would require intersemicing. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive AgendSingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special mquimments, e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
"Pop-Up pmjects," etc.? 

The Marine Corps has a streamlined, centralized logistics command structure that provides the 
flexibility to quickly realign resources to satisfy the National Military Strategy. Our weapon 
system/equipment management concept centralizes control of logistics elements to eliminate 
redundancy while providing a single point of contact for operationals commanders. Although 
small in comparison to the other services, the Marine Corps currently provides executive 
agent management for weapons systems, such as amphibious assault vehicles, light armored 
vehicles, SB-3614 Switchboards, and ANmB-ID, Radar Sets. 

We would apply effective management expertise and concepts to meet other service depot 
maintenance requirements and provide the responsiveness and flexibility for which the Marine 
Corps is noted. Achieving the highest state of peacetime combat readiness, within fiscal 
constraints, and quickly adapting to changing requirements during times of conflict are proven 
capabilities of the Marine Corps logistics system. Our focus would continue to be on 
optimizing the entire logistics process, vice optimization of any single element. 

Some additional resources would be required to provide maintenance management for those 
areas where the Marine Corps is selected as executive agent. Our philosophy of pushing the 
responsibility and authority down to the lowest level allows us to minimize Headquarters' 
overhead. Our current Headquarters' overhead ratio to the maintenance centers is the lowest 
in DoD. We would attempt to apply this same ratio to any additional maintenance 
management responsibilities for which we would be selected. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgendSingle Manager, what would you 
expect fmm that manager? 

The Marine Corps would expect to receive the same or better responsiveness from any 
maintenance manager as we currently receive from our own organization. A single manager 
must guarantee that surge capabilities exist to meet the Marine Corps mobilization and MPF 
requirements. A single manager would be required to provide rapid turnaround to 



continuously changing requirements as demonstrated by the Marine Corps maintenance centers 
during Desert Shield/Storm. This flexibility would require the single manager to concurrently 
support unique Marine Corps-configured equipment in small quantities and short turnaround 
times and at the same time continue to provide the assembly line support of common items. 
Also, the ability to accept reprioritization requirements and resources in order to adapt to 
quickly changing environments is mandatory. Total costs must not exceed current 
expenditures and must include areas such as repair, transportation, overhead, and inventory 
requirements. 

Efficiencies: Art them near or long term business efficiencies to be gained by this 
alternative? 

Realignment of the relatively small amount of workload performed at the Maintenance 
Centers (less than 1 percent of the total IT 91 DoD depot maintenance workload) would not 
have a signir~cant impact on overall DoD depot maintenance capacity utilization or 
simcanlty reduce the overhead within the Marine Corps. However, such a realignment 
would have a serious negative impact on the Marine Corps ability to meet its operational 
commitments within current fiscal constraints. 

As proven in a April 1990 DDMC workload consolidation study, as depicted below, there 
would be a net cost of $195 million over a 5 year period and a recurring cost of $25 million 
per year if workload (68.8 percent major equipment, 4.5 percent secondary depot level 
reparables, and 27.7 percent aU other) was realigned from Marine Corps depots and spread 
among other service facilities. Therefore, realignment or consolidation is impractical from a 
business perspective. We will continue to assess the requirement for, and effectiveness of the 
two Marine Corps Maintenance Centers and will propose changes and realignments as 
appropriate. 



r COSTS: 

SUMMARY OF 
COST ANALYSIS OF PROPOSAL TO CLOSE 

DMA'S ALBANY AND BARSTOW 
($OoO) 

YEAR CLOSED 
ELEMENTS FY-91 FY-92 

Move IPE 
Moveisever 

People 
Facilities 
Weapon System 

Management 
Transportation 
Inventoq 
New Hires 
Production 
Alt. Training 

Totals 

SAVINGS: 

ELEMENTS 

m-93 FY-94 FY-95 TOTAL 

FY-92 FY-93 FY-94 FY-95 TOTAL 

MILCON 5,910 5,910 
BOS 1.600 1.648 1.697 1.747 1.799 8.491 

Totals 7,5 10 1,648 ' 1,697 1,747 1,799 14,401 

NET SAVINGS: (93,863) (24,152) (24,881) (25,631) (26,405) (194,932) 

Notes: 1. Multiyear costs escalated at 3 percent per year. 
2. Numbers may not add due to rounding. 



PROS 

- Enhances interservicing 
- Consolidates workload 

CONS 
- Would not satisfy the Defense Planning Guidance 
- Could prohibit the Commandant from fulfilling Title 10 requirements 
- Marine Corps could lose its centralized logistics command structure 
- Jeopardizes Marine Corps depot maintenance "core" capability 
- Could lose organic surge capabilities 
- Could lose reconstitution capabilities 
- Savings questionable 
- Could eliminate competition 
- Loss of direct support to FMF operational requirements 
- Unrealistic implementation with increased cost 
- Could inhibit tailoring of equipment and concepts to suit Marine Corps mission 
- Could degrade readiness if the single manager was not responsive to requirements 
- Additional investment required in wholesale and retailinventories to fill pipeline 
- Environmental regulations at center of excellence sites would result in increased 
turnaround times 
- Loss of a center of excellence could result in total DoD loss of capability 
- Increased production costs 
- Increased transportation costs 
- Disrupts the concurrent repair of components and principal end items 
- Could eliminate up to 75 percent of total current workload 
- Increases equipment rebuild turnaround time 
- Disruptive to work force 
- Saving resulting from the efficiencies achieved through this alternative will be taken 
away from the Service and will not be available for utilization to increase Service 
readiness 



-C Consolidate Wea~ons  platforms &~.lointService-ef 

V Excellence" 

Maintenance management of common or similar weapon system .platforms (e-g., ships, large 
missiles, fixed wing aircraft, and rotary wing aircraft) would be accomplished by a single 
service. depot level reparables (DLRs) and components (e.g., hydraulic actuators, gas turbine 
engines, aircraft landing gear, and inertial navigation systems), depot maintenance 
responsibilities, as well as depot maintenance of nonweapon system equipment (e.g., 
automatic test equipment, ground support equipment, and general purpose vehicles) would 
continue to be individual using services' responsibilities. 

Effectiveness: What am the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance pmcess? 

The Marine Corps maintenance process would be disrupted at all levels. Our maintenance 
centers provide total weapon system repair of the principal end items and their associated 
components. The maintenance centers support not only depot level requirements but also 
enhance the Marine Corps intermediate level maintenance effort by accepting FMF workload 
which exceeds the capacity of the lower echelons of maintenance (overflow). Any reduction 
to this maintenance capability will directly impact the readiness of our FMF operating forces. 
Maintenance centers support the majority of Marine Corps ground combat equipment and do 
not specialize in support of specific commodities. This has proven to be the most effective 
means of support, given the diversity of weapon systems and the small numbers of each type 
repaired annually. We have also embraced the inspect and repair only as necessary 
maintenance concept vice the total overhaul focus of traditional depot maintenance. To 
further maximize efficiencies, maintenance center personnel are cross-trained to work on a 
variety of equipment in different commodities. Cross-training provides the flexibility to 
rapidly realign the work force to meet changing FMF requirements. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

While some small degradation in readiness could be accepted, our worldwide commitments 
continue; and surge capabilities in support of the National Military Strategy must be retained. 
Predicting the time, place, and circumstances where the Marine Corps will be committed will 
continue to be difficult as was demonstrated in our recent involvement in Liberia, Kuwait, 
Somalia, and Iraq, as well as humanitarian assistance operations for natural disasters in 
Florida, Hawaii, Bangladesh, and the Philippines. 

As was proven in an April 1990 Defense Depot Maintenance Council (DDMC) workload 
consolidation study, the Marine Corps would not gain any savings by moving workload out of 
Marine Corps depots and spreading it to other service facilities. Furthermore, this approach could 
jeopardize our military effectiveness. 



Maintaining command and control of the Marine Corps maintenance centers allows the 
Commandant to satisfy the National Military Strategy requirements while effectively exercising 
his Title 10 responsibilities. mV 
Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? . 
This alternative would be inefficient, ineffective, and unmanageable. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive AgendSingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements, e.g., setting priorities, semice unique equipments, 'Top- - 
Up projects," etc.? 

The Marine Corps has a streamlined, centralized logistics command structure that provides the 
flexibility to quickly realign resources to satisfy the National Military Strategy. Our weapon 
system/equipment management concept centralizes control of logistics elements to eliminate 
redundancy while providing a single point of contact for operationals commanders. Although 
small in comparison to the other services, the Marine Corps currently provides executive agent 
management for weapons systems, such as amphibious assault vehicles, light annored vehicles, 
SB-3614 Switchboards, and ANmB-ID, Radar Sets. 

We would apply effective management expertise and concepts to meet other service depot 
maintenance requirements and provide the responsiveness and flexibility for which the Marine 
Corps is noted. Achieving the highest state of peacetime combat readiness, within fiscal 
constraints, and quickly adapting to changing requirements during times of conflict are proven 
capabilities of the Marine Corps logistics system. Our focus would continue to be on optimizing 'u 
the entire logistics process, vice optimization of any single element. 

Some additional resources would be required to provide maintenance management for those areas 
where the Marine Corps is selected as executive agent. Our philosophy of pushing the 
responsibility and authority down to the lowest level allows us to minimize Headquarters' 
overhead. Our current Headquarters' overhead ratio to the maintenance centers is the lowest in 
DoD. We would attempt to apply this same ratio to any additional maintenance management 
responsibilities for which we would be selected. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgendSingle Manager, what would you 
expect from that manager? 

The Marine Corps would expect to receive the same or better responsiveness from any 
maintenance manager as we currently receive from our own organization. A single manager must 
guarantee that surge capabilities exist to meet the Marine Corps mobilization and MPF 
requirements. A single manager would be required to provide rapid turnaround to continuously 
changing requirements as demonstrated by the Marine Corps maintenance centers during Desert 
Shield/Storm. This flexibility would require the single manager to concurrently support unique 
Marine Corps-configured equipment in small quantities and short turnaround times and at the 



same time continue to provide the assembly line support of common items. Also, the ability to 
accept reprioritization requirements and resources in order to adapt to quickly changing 
environments is mandatory. Total costs must not exceed current expenditures and must include 
areas such as repair, transportation, overhead, and inventory requirements. 

Efficiencies: Are there near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

Realignment of the relatively small amount of workload performed at the maintenance centers 
(less than one percent of the total FY-91 DoD depot maintenance workload) would not have a 
substantial impact on overall DoDdepot maintenance capacity utilization or signjficantIy reduce 
the overhead within the Marine Corps. However, such a realignment would have a serious 
negative impact on the Marine Corps ability to meet its operational commitments within current 
fiscal constraints. 

As proven in an April 1990 DDMC workload consolidation study, as depicted below, there would 
be a net cost of $195 million over a 5-year period and recurring costs of $25 million per year if 
workload (68.8 percent major equipment, 4.5 percent secondary depot level reparables, and 27.7 
percent all other) were realigned from Marine Corps depots and spread among other service 
facilities. Therefore, realignment or consolidation is impractical from a business perspective. We 
wiU continue to assess the requirement for and effectiveness of, the two Marine Corps 
maintenance centers and will propose changes and realignments as appropriate. 



SUMMARY OF 
COST ANALYSIS OF PROPOSAL TO CLOSE 

DMA'S ALBANY AND BARSTOW 
($000) 

COSTS: 

YEAR CLOSED 
ELEMENTS FY-9 1 FY-92 FY-93 EY-94 FY-95 TOTAL 

Move IPE 
MoveISever 

People 
Facilities 
Weapon System 

Management 
Transportation 
Inventory 
New Hires 
Production 
Alt . Training 

Totals 

SAVINGS: 

ELEMENTS N - 9  1 EY-92 EY-93 N - 9 4  N - 9 5  TOTAL 

MILCON 5,910 5,910 
BOS 1.600 us8 1.697 1.747 1.799 8.491 

Totals 7,5 10 1,648 1,697 1,747 1,799 14,401 

NET SAVINGS: (93,863) (24,152) (24,881) (25,631) (26,405) (194,932) 

Notes: 1.  Multiyear costs escalated at 3 percent per year. 
2. Numbers may not add due to rounding. 



PROS 

- Enhances interservicing 

CONS - 

- Would prohibit the Commandant from fulfiiing his Title 10 responsibilities 
- Marine Corps could lose its centralized logistics command structure 
- Jeopardizes Marine Corps depot maintenance "core" capability . - Could lose organic surge capabilities 
- Could lose reconstitution capabilities - 
- Savings questionable 
- Could eliminate competition for major end items 
- Loss of direct support to FMF operational requirements - 
- Unrealistic implementation with increased cost 
- Inhibits task organizing of equipment and concepts to suit Marine Corps mission 
- Could degrade readiness if the single manager were not responsive to requirements 
- Additional investment required in wholesale and retail inventories to fill the pipeline 
- Increases transportation costs 
- Increases equipment maintenance turnaround time 
- Disruptive to work force 
- Increases overhead costs 
- Disrupts the concurrent repair of components and principal end items 

mv - Could eliminate up to 60 percent of the total current workload 
- Savings resulting from the efficiencies achieved through this alternative will be withdrawn 
from the service and will not be available for utilization to increase service readiness 



Alternative D Individual Service ,eme n t o f W e a ~ o  n Svstem Platforms in "Centers o f 

Single Service "Centers of pxcellence" 

In conjunction with individual using services depot maintenance management of weapon system 
platfoms (as in Alternative A), depot level reparables (DLRs) and components and nonweapon 
system equipment will be consolidated via a "center of excellence" concept, in most cases in a 
single service. 

Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Service's maintenance process? 

After Alternative A, this alternative has the least disruptive impact on the Marine Corps 
maintenance process. Our maintenance centers provide total weapon system repair of the 
principal end items and their associated components. The maintenance centers support not only 
depot level requirements but also enhance the Marine Corps intermediate level maintenance effort 
by accepting FMF workload which exceeds the capacity of the lower echelons of maintenance 
(overflow). Any reduction to this maintenance capability will directly impact the readiness of 
our FMF operating forces. Maintenance centers support the majority of Marine Corps ground 
combat equipment and do not specialize in support of specific commodities. This has proven to 
be the most effective means of support, given the diversity of weapon systems and the small 
numbers of each type repaired annually. We have also embraced the inspect and repair only as 
necessary maintenance concept vice the traditional total overhaul focus of depot maintenance. 
To further maximize efficiencies, maintenance center personnel are cross-trained to work on a 
variety of equipment in different commodities. Cross-training provides the flexibility to rapidly 
realign the work force to meet changing FMF requirements. 

Are you willing to accept some dec~ment  in military effectiveness if substantial savings could 
be realized by this alternative? 

While some small degradation in readiness could be accepted, our worldwide commitments 
continue; and surge capabilities in support of the National Military Strategy must be retained. 
Predicting the t h e ,  place, and circumstances where the Marine Corps will be committed will 
continue to be difficult as was demonstrated in our recent involvement in Liberia, Kuwait, 
Somalia, and Iraq, as well as humanitarian assistance operations for natural disasters in Florida, 
Hawaii, Bangladesh, and the Philippines. 

As was proven in an April 1990 Defense Depot Maintenance Council (DDMC) workload 
consolidation study, the Marine Corps would not sustain any savings by moving workload out 
of Marine Corps depots and spreading it to other service facilities. Furthermore, this approach 
could jeopardize our military effectiveness. 



Maintaining command and control of the Marine Corps maintenance centers allows the 
Commandant to satisfy National Military Strategy requirements while effectively exercise his 
Title 10 responsibilities. - 

- 
Implementation: Is this alternative malistic? 

Although not the most desirable altemative for the Marine Corps, this is a viable altemative. 

If your Service wem selected as an Executive AgendSingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special mquimments, e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, "Pop 
Up projects," etc.? 

The Marine Corps has a streamlined, centralized Iogistics command structure that provides the 
flexibility to quickly realign resources to satisfy the National Military Strategy. Our weapon 
system/equipment management concept centralizes control of logistics elements to eliminate 
redundancy while providing a single point of contact for operationals commanders. Although 
small in comparison to the other services, the Marine Corps currently provides executive agent 
management for weapons systems, such as amphibious assault vehicles, light armored vehicles, 
SB-3614 Switchboards, and ANmB-ID, Radar Sets. 

We would apply effective management expertise and concepts to meet other service depot 
maintenance requirements and provide the responsiveness and flexibility for which the Marine 
Corps is noted. Achieving the highest state of peacetime combat readiness, within fiscal 
constraints, and quickly adapting to changing requirements during times of conflict are proven 
capabilities of the Marine Corps logistics system. Our focus would continue to be on optimizing 
the entire logistics process, vice optimization of any single element. 

Some additional resources would be required to provide maintenance management for those areas 
where the Marine Corps is selected as executive agent. Our philosophy of pushing the 
responsibility and authority down to the lowest level allows us to minimize Headquarters' 
overhead. Our current Headquarters' overhead ratio to the maintenance centers is the lowest in 
DoD. We would attempt to apply this same ratio to any additional maintenance management 
responsibilities for which we would be selected. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgendSingle Manager, what would you 
expect from that manager? 

The Marine Corps would expect to receive the same or better responsiveness from any 
maintenance manager as we currently receive from our own organization. A single manager must 
guarantee that surge capabilities exist to meet the Marine Corps mobilization and MPF 
requirements. A single manager would be required to provide rapid turnaround to continuously 
changing requirements as demonstrated by the Marine Corps maintenance centers during Desert 
Shield/Storm. This flexibility would require the single manager to concurrently support unique 
Marine Corps-configured equipment in small quantities and short turnaround times and at the 



same time continue to provide the assembly line support of common items. Also, the ability to 
accept reprioritization requirements and resources in order to adapt to quickly changing 
environments is mandatory. Total costs must not exceed current expenditures and must include w 
areas such as repair, transportation, overhead, and inventory requirements. - 

Efficiencies: Are there near or long term business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? -1 
Realignment of the relatively small amount of workload (4.5 percent secondary depot level 
reparables) performed at the maintenance centers would not have a substantial impact on overall 
DoD depot maintenance capacity utilization or significantly reduce the overhead within the - 
Marine Corps. We will continue to assess the requirement for, and effectiveness of, the two 
Marine Corps maintenance centers and will propose changes and realignments as appropriate. 

PROS 

- Enhances interservicing 
- Mows the Commandant to fulfill his Title 10 responsibilities 
- Marine Corps retains its centralized logistics command structure 
- Marine Corps retains depot maintenance "core" capability for principal end items 
- Retains organic surge capabilities as demonstrated during Desert Shieldfitom and in 
continuous support of MPF 
- Retains reconstitution capabilities as demonstrated during post-Desert Shield/Storm 
- Retains competition for principal end items 
- Least disruptive to work force 

CONS 

- Reduces direct support to FMF operational requirements 
- Could degrade readiness if the single manager were not responsive to requirements 
- Some additional investment required in wholesale and retail inventories to fill the pipeline 
- Some increased transportation costs 
- Savings resulting from the efficiencies achieved through this alternative will be withdrawn 
from the service and will be available for utilization to increase readiness 
- Loss of a center of excellence would result in the total loss of total DoD capabilty 
- Enviromental regulations at center of excellence sites could result in increased maintenance 
turn around time 



onents and Non- 

w . B k w ~ ~ S v s t e m W ~ o n S Y n d e r S i n e l e F x e c u t i v e  Selvice 

In conjunction with single service maintenance management of common or similar weapon 
system platforms (as in Alternative C ), depot level reparable (DLRs) and components and 
nonweapon system equipment will be consolidated via a "center of excellence" concept. In most 
cases, this will be a single service but not necessarily the same single service that manages the 
weapon system. 

Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Service's maintenance pmcess? 

The Marine Corps maintenance process would be disrupted at alI levels of maintenance by 
segregating the maintenance management of principal end items and secondary depot reparable 
(see Marine Corps issue paper on maintenance policy and procedures). Our maintenance centers 
provide total weapon system repair of the principal end items and their associated components. 
The maintenance centers support not only depot level requirements but also enhance the Marine 
Corps intermediate level maintenance by accepting FMF workload which exceeds the capacity 
of the lower echelons of maintenance (overflow). Any reduction to maintenance capability will 
directly impact the readiness of our FMF operating forces. Maintenance centers support the 
majority of Marine Corps ground combat equipment and do not specialize in support of specific 
commodities. This has proven to be the most effective means of support, given the diversity of 
weapon systems and the small numbers of each type repaired annually. We have also embraced 
the inspect and repair only as necessary (IROAN) maintenance concept vice the traditional total 
overhaul focus of depot maintenance. To further maximize efficiencies, maintenance center 
personnel are cross-trained to work on a variety of equipment in different commodities. Cross- 
training provides the flexibility to rapidly realign the work force to meet changing FMF 
requirements. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings could 
be realized by this alternative? 

While some small degradation in readiness could be accepted, our worldwide commitments 
continue; and surge capabilities in support of the National Military Strategy must be retained. 
Predicting the time, place, and circumstances where the Marine Corps will be committed will 
continue to be difficult as was demonstrated in are recent involvement in Liberia, Kuwait, 
Somalia, and Iraq, as well as humanitarian assistance operations for natural disasters in Florida, 
Hawaii, Bangladesh, and the Philippines. 

As was proven in an April 1990 Defense Depot Maintenance Council (DDMC) workload 
consolidation study, the Marine Corps would not gain any savings by moving workload out of 
Marine Corps depots and spreading it to other service facilities. Furthermore, this approach of 
the Marine Corps jeopardize our military effectiveness. 



Maintaining command and control maintenance centers allows the Commandant to satisfy 
National Military Strategy requirements while effectively exercise his Title 10 responsibilities. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

This alternative would be cost prohibitive, ineffective, and unmanageable due to the large number 
of low density multi-commodity items which would require intersemicing. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive AgentISingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements, e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 'Top- - 
Up projects," etc.? 

The Marine Corps has a streamlined, centralized logistics command structure that provides the 
flexibility to quickly realign resources to satisfy the National Military Strategy. Our weapon 
system/equipment management concept centralizes control of logistics elements to eliminate 
redundancy while providing a single point of contact for operational commanders. Although 
small in comparison to the other services, the Marine Corps currently provides executive agent 
management for weapons systems, such as amphibious assault vehicles, light armored vehicles, 
SB-3614 Switchboards, and AN/rPB-ID, Radar Sets. 

We would apply effective management expertise and concepts to meet other service depot 
maintenance requirements and provide the responsiveness and flexibility for which the Marine 
Corps is noted. Achieving the highest state of peacetime combat readiness, within fiscal 
constraints, and quickly adapting to changing requirements during times of conflict are proven 
capabilities of the Marine Corps logistics system. Our focus would continue to be on optimizing w 
the entire logistics process, vice optimization of any single element. 

Some additional resources would be required to provide maintenance management for those areas 
where the Marine Corps is selected as executive agent. Our philosophy of pushing the 
responsibility and authority down to the lowest level allows us to minimize Headquarters' 
overhead. Our current Headquarters' overhead ratio to the maintenance centers is the lowest in 
DoD. We would attempt to apply this same ratio to any additional maintenance management 
responsibilities for which we would be selected. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgentJSingle Manager, what would you 
expect from that manager? 

The Marine Corps would expect to receive the same or better responsiveness from any 
maintenance manager as we currently receive from our own organization. A single manager must 
guarantee that surge capabilities exist to meet the Marine Corps mobilization and MPF 
requirements. A single manager would be required to provide rapid turnaround to continuously 
changing requirements as demonstrated by the Marine Corps maintenance centers during Desert 
Shield/Stonn. This flexibility would require the single manager to concurrently support unique 
Marine Corps-configured equipment in small quantities and short turnaround times and at the 



same time continue to provide the assembly line support of common items. Also, the ability to 
accept reprioritization requirements and resources in order to adapt to quickly changing 
environments is mandatory. Total costs must not exceed current expenditures and must include 
areas such as repair, transportation, overhead, and inventory requirements. 

Efficiencies: Are there near or long term business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

Realignment of the relatively small amount of workload performed at the maintenance centers 
(less than 1 percent of the total FY 91 DoD depot maintenance workload) would not have a 
substantial impact on overall DoD depot maintenance capacity utilization or significantly reduce 
the overhead within the Marine Corps. However, such a realignment would have a serious 
negative impact on the Marine Corps ability to meet its operational commitments within current 
fiscal constraints. 

As proven in an April 1990 DDMC workload consolidation study, as depicted below, there would 
be a net cost of $195 million over a 5 year period and recurring costs of $25 million per year if 
workload (68.8 percent major equipment, 4.5 percent secondary depot level reparable, and 27.7 
percent all other) were realigned from Marine Corps depots and spread among other service 
facilities. Therefore, realignment or consolidation is impractical from a business perspective. We 
will continue to assess the requirement for, and effectiveness of, the two Marine Corps 
maintenance centers and will propose changes and realignments as appropriate. 



SUMMARY OF 
COST ANALYSIS OF PROPOSAL TO CLOSE 

DMA'S ALBANY AND BARSTOW 
($000) 

COSTS: 

YEAR CLOSED 
ELEMENTS FY-9 1 FY-92 FY-93 FY-94 FY-95 TOTAL 

Move IPE 
Move/Sever 

People 
Facilities 
Weapon System 

Management 
Transportation 
Inventory 
New Hires 
Production 
Alt. Training 

Totals 

SAVINGS: 

ELEMENTS FY-9 1 Ey-92 Ey-93 FY-94 FY-95 TOTAL 

MILCON 5,910 5,910 
BOS 1.600 1.648 1.697 1.747 1.799 8.491 

Totals 7,510 1,648 1,697 1,747 1,799 14,401 

NET SAVINGS: (93,863) (24,152) (24,88 1) (25,63 1) (26,405) (194,932) 

Notes: 1. Multiyear costs escalated at 3 percent per year. 
2. Numbers may not add due to rounding. 



PROS 

Enhances interservicing 

CONS 

- Would prohibit the Commandant from fulfilling his Title 10 responsibilities 
- Marine Corps could lose its centralized logistics command structure 
- Jeopardizes Marine Corps depot maintenance "core" capability 
- Could lose organic surge capabilities 
- Could lose reconstitution capabilities 
- Could eliminate competition for major end items and depot level reparable 
- Loss of direct support to FMF operational requirements 
- Unrealistic implementation with increased costs 
- Inhibits task organizing of equipment and concepts to suit Marine Corps mission 
- Could degrade readiness if the single manager were not responsive to requirements 
- No cost savings would be realized 
- Additional investment required in wholesale and retail inventories to fill the pipeline 
- Increases transportation costs 
- Increases overhead costs 
- Increases personnel costs 
- Increases production costs 
- Increases facilities costs 

w - Disrupts the concurrent repair of components and principal end items 
- Could eliminate up to 75 percent of total current workload 
- Increases equipment rebuild turnaround time 
- Disruptive to the work force 
- Savings resulting from the efficiencies achieved through this alternative will be withdrawn 
from the service and will not be available for utilization to increase service readiness 
- Environmental regulations at "center of excellence" facilities will result in increased 
maintenance turnaround time for customers 
- Loss of a center of excellence could result in the loss of a total DoD capability 



Alternative F DOD Consolldat~on . . 

Consolidate all depot maintenance functions under one organization external to the Services. This 
alternative would eliminate Service ownership of depot maintenance. Individual weapon systems, 
DLRs and components, and non weapon system equipment could be maintibed organically, 
contracted out, or a combination of both. Individual depots could be organic or government 
owned, contractor operated (GOCO). 

Effectiveness: What am theimpacts of this alternative on the .military effectiveness of your 
Service's maintenance process? 

The measurement of effectiveness for the Marine Corps cannot be determined without defining 
the organizational structure of the DoD controlled depot maintenance agency and their vision of 
the future of maintenance within the Marine Corps. - - 
Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings could 
be realized by this alternative? 

While some small degradation in readiness could be accepted, our worldwide commitments 
continue; and surge capabilities in support of the National Military Strategy must be retained. 
Predicting the time, place, and circumstances where the Marine Corps will be committed will 
continue to be difficult as has been demonstrated in our recent involvement in Liberia, Kuwait, 
Somalia, and Iraq, as well as humanitarian assistance operations for natural disasters in Florida, 
Hawaii, Bangladesh, and the Philippines. 

Maintaining command and control of the Marine Corps maintenance centers allows the 
Commandant to satisfy the National Military Strategy requirements while effectively exercising 
his Title 10 responsibilities. 

Implementation: Is this alternative ~a l i s t i c?  

This alternative may be realistic from a centralized management point of view; but, in fact, with 
the distinctive missions of each service, it becomes unrealistic to implement. It adds layering and 
decreases the ability of service chiefs to maintain control of their resources as well as to and 
influence their services' readiness. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive Agenilsingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements, e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, "Pop- 
Up pmjects," etc.? 

The Marine Corps has a streamlined, centralized logistics command structure that provides the 
flexibility to quickly realign resources to satisfy the National Military Strategy. Our weapon 
system/equipment management concept centralizes control of logistics elements to eliminate 
redundancy while providing a single point of contact for operationals commanders. Although 



small in comparison to the other services, the Marine Corps currently provides executive agent 

w management for weapons systems, such as amphibious assault vehicles, light armored vehicles, 
SB-3614 Switchboards, and AN/TPB-ID, Radar Sets. 

We would apply effective management expertise and concepts to meet other service depot 
b maintenance requirements and provide the responsiveness and flexibility for which the Marine 

Corps is noted. Achieving the highest state of peacetime combat readiness, within fiscal 
constraints, and quickly adapting to changing requirements during times of conflict are proven 
capabilities of the Marine Corps logistics system. Our focus would continue to be on optimizing 

a the entire logistics process, vice optimization of any single element. 

Some additional resources would be required to provide maintenance management for those areas 
where the Marine Corps is selected as executive agent. Our philosophy of pushing the 
responsibility and authority down to the lowest level allows us to minimize Headquarters' 
overhead. Our current Headquarters' overhead ratio to the maintenance centers is the lowest in 
DoD. We would attempt to apply this same ratio to any additional maintenance management 
responsibilities for which we would be selected. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive Agent/Single Manager, what would you 
expect fmm that manager? 

The Marine Corps would expect to receive the same or better responsiveness from any 
maintenance manager as we currently receive from our own organization. A single manager must 
guarantee that surge capabilities exist to meet the Marine Corps mobilization and MPF 
requirements. A single manager would be required to provide rapid turnaround to continuously 
changing requirements as demonstrated by the Marine Corps maintenance centers during Desert 
Shield/Storm. This flexibility would require the single manager to concurrently support unique 
Marine Corps-configured equipment in small quantities and short turnaround times and at the 
same time continue to provide the assembly line support of common items. Also, the ability to 
accept reprioritization requirements and resources in order to adapt to quickly changing 
environments is mandatory. Total costs must not exceed current expenditures and must include 
areas such as repair, transportation, overhead, and inventory requirements. 

Efficiencies: Am them near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

From a purely business perspective, this appears to be an efficiency based on centralized 
management concepts. But, from a user's perspective, this is creating additional management 
layers which will cause inefficiencies through layering. Any savings which may be realized 
through the reduction in individual service headquarters management overhead wiU, in fact, 
increase costs in other overhead areas such as materiel management. It is questionable that the 
Marine Corps would realize a reduction in headquarters management overhead due to the fact that 
we are extremely streamlined in the management of our maintenance facilities. 

PROS 



- Centralizes DoD management 
- On the DoD level it may produce savings at the headquarters organizational level for some 
services 

CONS 

- Would prohibit the Commandant from fulfilling his Title 10 responsibilities 
- Marine Corps could lose its centralized logistics command structure 
- Could jeopardize Marine Corps depot maintenance "core" capability 
- Could lose organic surge capabilities 
- Could lose reconstitution capabilities 
- Could eliminate competition for major end items and DLRs 
- Loss of direct support to FMF operational requirements 
- Unrealistic implementation with increased costs 
- Could increase overhead costs 



r Contract out all depot maintenance requirements. Contract management would be maintained at 
either the Service or DoD level. The ultimate goal would be to include contract maintenance as 
part of the weapon system acquisition costs of new systems throughout its life cycle. 

Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Service's maintenance pmcess? 

Reliance on private industry to support the Marine Corps total maintenance workload would 
jeopardize our ability to retain readiness at the level which must be maintained to support the 
"force-in-readiness" mission. The uncertainties of private industry to support our dynamic 
workload changes, as we are able to do today, will drastically affect our mission and readiness. 
We see only the decrease in military effectiveness with this alternative. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings could 
be realized by this alternative? 

While some small degradation in readiness could be accepted, our worldwide commitments 
continue; and surge capabilities in support of the National Military Strategy must be retained. 
Predicting the time, place, and circumstances where the Marine Corps will be committed will 
continue to be difficult as has been demonstrated in our recent involvement in Liberia, Kuwait, 
Somalia, and Iraq, as well as humanitarian assistance operations for natural disasters in Florida, 
Hawaii, Bangladesh, and the Philippines. 

Maintaining command and control of Marine Corps maintenance centers allows the Commandant 
to satisfy National Military Strategy requirements and effectively exercise his Title 10 
responsibilities. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

Implementation of this alternative is not realistic. Private industry has neither the industrial base 
nor the desire to support maintenance for the Marine Corps. Our small portion of the total DoD 
workload requirement consists of small quantities of low dollar value items. Contracting out 
costs would be excessive as compared to the current organic costs. Also, contracting of workload 
does not accommodate the frequent instantaneous requirement changes required to support our 
mission. Any amendment to the contract would increase the cost. This alternative is totally 
unacceptable due to cost and nonavailability of the industrial base capability. 



If your Service were selected as an Executive AgentISingIe Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements, e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 'Top- 
Up pmjects," etc.? 

The Marine Corps has a streamlined, centralized logistics command structure that provides the 
flexibility to quickly realign resources to satisfy the National Military Strategy. Our weapon 
system/equipment management concept centralizes control of logistics elements to eliminate 
redundancy while providing a single point of contact for operationals commanders. Although 
small in comparison to the other services, the Marine Corps currently provides executive agent 
management for weapons systems, such as amphibious assault vehicles, light annored vehicles, 
SB-3614 Switchboards, and AN/'T'PB-ID, Radar Sets. 

We would apply effective management expertise and concepts to meet other service depot 
maintenance requirements and provide the responsiveness and flexibility for which the Marine 
Corps is noted. Achieving the highest state of peacetime combat readiness, within fiscal 
constraints, and quickly adapting to changing requirements during times of conflict are proven 
capabilities of the Marine Corps logistics system. Our focus would continue to be on optimizing 
the entire logistics process, vice optimization of any single element. 

Some additional resources would be required to provide maintenance management for those areas 
where the Marine Corps is selected as executive agent. Our philosophy of pushing the 
responsibility and authority down to the lowest level allows us to minimize Headquarters' 
overhead. Our current Headquarters' overhead ratio to the maintenance centers is the lowest in 
DoD. We would attempt to apply this same ratio to any .additional maintenance management 
responsibilities for which we would be selected. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive Agent/Single Manager, what would you 
expect from that manager? 

The Marine Corps would expect to receive the same or better responsiveness from any 
maintenance manager as we currently receive from our own organization. A single manager must 
guarantee that surge capabilities exist to meet the Marine Corps mobilization and MPF 
requirements. A single manager would be required to provide rapid turnaround to continuously 
changing requirements as demonstrated by the Marine Corps maintenance centers during Desert 
ShieldIStonn. This flexibility would require the single manager to concurrently support unique 
Marine Corps-configured equipment in small quantities and short turnaround times and at the 
same time continue to provide the assembly line support of common items. Also, the ability to 
accept reprioritization requirements and resources in order to adapt to quickly changing 
environments is mandatory. Total costs must not exceed current expenditures and must include 
areas such as repair, transportation, overhead, and inventory requirements. 



Efficiencies: An? there near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

w The Marine Corps does not see any near or long term business efficiencies to be gained from 
the implementation of this alternative. - 

- 

PROS 

- Increases contracting out of workload to private industry 
- 

CONS 

- Industrial base is not sufficient to support the DoD maintenance requirements 
- Could prohibit the Commandant from fulfilling his Title 10 responsibilities 
- Eliminates Marine Corps depot maintenance "core" capability 
- Woad lose-organic surge capabilities 
- Could eliminate competition for major end items and DLRs - 

- Loss of direct support to FMF operational requirements 
- Unrealistic implementation with increased costs 
- No cost savings would be realized 
- Additional investment required in wholesale and retail inventories to fill the pipeline 
- Increases transportation costs 
- Increases overhead costs 
- Increases personnel costs 

w - Increases equipment rebuild turnaround time 
- Disruptive to the work force 
- Materiel readiness would probably decrease 
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APPENDIX K 

AIR FORCE ALTERNATIVE REVIEW 

PREFACE 

As the world evolves, the DOD's organic depot maintenance structure must evolve so it will 
continue to best support military readiness, sustainability, and regeneration--all of which are 
key Service roles most directly supporting the Services' core missions. 

Some of the alternatives below reflect conservative responses to this need for evolution. 
While the Services are rightfully conservative or evolutionary entities, they must also be 
progressive if not revolutionary in anticipating and responding to change. For this reason, 
alternatives that reflect any variation on the status quo are unacceptable. 

In selecting an alternative in response to this change, the Services must serve three masters: 
national security, economics, and politics. Foremost, the nation's organic Service depot 
maintenance system must support its customers--the Base Force collectively--in peacetime, 
contingencies, and war. 

Within constraints imposed by this appropriately preeminent national security focus, the 
Service depot system must be economically viable and progressive such that Service depot 
operating costs are continually reduced relative to production. Two points are key. 

First, the difference between private and public sector "business" is often misunderstood or 
underappreciated. Private sector business activities are profit and market share oriented. 
They depend on having production capabilities which duplicate but improve upon a 
competitor's capabilities--thereby permitting them to gain market share and dominance over 
another. Conversely, public sector "business" activities are not typically profit oriented. Their 
object is to break even, reduce costs, and increase quality and throughput--while providing 
"products" ranging from aircraft landing gear to "national security." In short, they seek to 
avoid duplicate capabilities. 

Second, in deciding to close a Service depot, environmental costs are not considered. These 
costs are neither included in this study nor a factor in the Base Realignment And Closure 
(BRAC) process-even though such costs are often of a magnitude that would make an 
installation's closure fiscally imprudent. For example, the environmental clean up costs 
associated with closing the Sacramento Air Logistics Center range from $2-10 billion. 

In addition to military and economic factors, those restructuring the Service depot system 
must also be responsive to the concerns and interests of Members of Congress, especially as 
they relate to the impact installation closures, facility and equipment divestiture, streamlining, 
and workload consolidation and transfer have on jobs in a Member's state or district. 



The DOD Service depot system restructuring alternatives below reflect a range of approaches. 
Some are variations on a status quo. Others--one in particular--is disturbing in that it 
continues the unfortunate trend of divesting the Services of their ability to provide for their 
own readiness, sustainability, and regeneration. Since the inception of the military 
departments, these were key Service roles in support of core Service missions. This 
disturbing trend is manifest in Alternative "F"--the so-called "Defense Depot Maintenance 
Agency." This alternative reflects a lack of appreciation of the critical differences between 
private and public sector business processes, and a lack of appreciation of the military 
necessity for the Services to field and support a total force structure that is combat ready, 
sustainable, and capable of regeneration. This alternative is one more example of an 
increasing number of Defense agencies, agencies whose unconstrained growth has resulted in 
the de facto creation of a "fifth Service." 

With the JCS-sponsored Defense Depot Maintenance Consolidation Study, the Department of 
Defense and its component Services have an opportunity to posture themselves to best support 
national security needs via increasingly efficient means as they achieve increasingly 
economical defense operations. Given the rapidly evolving political-military-economic 
environment, the status quo is clearIy too little too late. However, the "Defense Depot 
Maintenance Agency" reflects the opposite extreme--the trend toward extreme centralization, 
the inappropriate division of the integrated responsibilities concerned with fielding and 
sustaining ready forces, and the continued unconstrained growth of defense agencies in size 
and number--witness the Defense Logistics Agency. 

Given these factors, it is likely most appropriate to continue to vest in the Services the 
responsibilities and resources they need to organize, train, and equip ready, sustainable forces 
capable of responding to any situation affecting the national security of the United States. 
These roles and responsibilities must be carried out in a progressive and aggressive manner 
pursuing business economies and efficiencies appropriate to public sector defense production 
activities. In this regard, Alternative " E  clearly offers the greatest short and long term 
opportunities and benefits. 



Each service retains its own separate depot maintenance operations with DMRD 908 actions 
to include interservicing, internal streamlining of depots, reducing depot maintenance staffs at 
higher headquarters, increasing competition, teaming with private industry for 
remanufacturing/manufacture, increasing productivity of direct labor work force, etc. 
Additional depot closures and realignments would be accomplished through the Base 
Realignment And Closure (BRAC) process. Defense Depot Maintenance Council (DDMC) 
will provide management oversight. 

Effectiveness: What are the impacts on the military effectiveness of your Services' 
maintenance process? 

This alternative results in few progressive improvements to the effectiveness of the Air 
Force's maintenance process since it essentially preserves the status quo. Capabilities and 
facilities remain within the current maintenance management structure. However, using 
Service-controlled reductions and continued rightsizing will result in some evolutionary 
improvements and constant turbulence across the spectnun of activities. This status quo 
altemative continues current depot maintenance practices and philosophies, e.g., the Integrated 
Weapons System Management (IWSM) and the Technology Repair Center (TRC) concepts. 

AR you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? r 
Not if such savings prevent the Air Force's full implementation of the aerospace doctrine 
associated with the "Global Reach, Global Power" concept, which in turn supports the Base 
Force. So-called "savings" that impair the Services' readiness, sustainability, and 
reconstitution reflect a false economy, as was evident in the "Hollow Force of the 1970s." 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

No. Since this altemative essentially continues status quo, and given national security, 
economic, and political realities, this altemative is no longer viable. 



If your Service were selected as an Executive AgenttSingie Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special mquirrments; e.g., setting priorities, Service unique equipment, 
''Pop-up projects," etc.? 

The Air Force currently performs maintenance for eighty-one foreign nations and other 
Services. This would not change, i.e., the customer would continue to be supported in 
accordance with their wishes (work package specifications). 

Am there near or long term efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

Short term efficiencies result from competition, and the banking of facilities and equipment. 
No significant, sustained efficiencies will be realized without major depot workload 
consolidations and installation closures. 

Military Effectiveness: Ro. 

This altemative retains individual Service control of the readiness, sustainability, and 
reconstitution of its forces, i.e., production capabilities and priorities supporting the Air 
Force's contribution to the Base Force. It also satisfies the individual Services' unique 
maintenance requirements by preserving a Service's existing maintenance concept. From the 
Air Force perspective only, it supports the Integrated Weapon System Management (IWSM) 
and the Technology Repair Center (TRC), i.e., the "Center of Excellence," concepts. 
Moreover, it permits each Service to continue to determine its own priorities, and fund its 
own modernization and technology requirements. With respect to facilities and equipment, 
this alternative gives the Services flexibility to absorb critical workloads available due to 
contract and competition shortfalls or defaults. It also retains billets and critical skills due to 
non-competed core workloads, while fostering Service-specific depot management staff 
reductions resulting from DMRD competition. 

Military Effectiveness: Con. 

By essentially continuing the status quo, known inefficiencies and uneconomical processes are 
continued. This increases force support (readiness and sustainability) costs--which detracts 
from funds that can be made available for combatant forces (weapon systems/platfonns) or 
other segments of the Federal government. Management of DOD's depot maintenance 
capability, facilities, and technologies remains fragmented and redundant. 

Business Efficiency: Ro. 

This alternative results in reduced maintenance costs on facilities and equipment due to 
banking and divestiture. Over the long term, competition promotes savings, which reduces 
costs. In the production and surge arenas, depots may improve processes and become more 
competitive. Multiple sources of repair can help sustain the civilian defense industrial base. 
Competition promotes improvements in business and production practices. 



Business Efficiency: Con. 

Continued redundancy, with its requisite inefficiency and reduced economies, occur. 
Manpower turbulence resulting from shifted workloads and personnel realigrpents will occur. 
Workload that is contracted will result in continued government vulnerability to labor disputes 
and contractors' demonstrated difficulty in responding to surge requirements--as was seen in 
Desert Storm. Multiple sourcing of depot maintenance capabilities is expensive. 
Competitions are manpower intensive, costly, and time consuming, and do not guarantee any 
return on investment for the depot(s) competing. 



V 
Under individual using Service management, weapon systems/platforrns, DLRs, components, 
and non-weapon system equipment would be consolidated int i  "Centers of Excellence" within 
the using Service to the maximum extent possible, but could be also performed by a 
contractor or, in exceptional cases, in an other Service's facility. 

Effectiveness: What an? the impacts on the military effectiveness of your Semices' 
maintenance process? 

This altemative results in few si@icant improvements to the effectiveness of the Air Force's 
maintenance process since it essentially preserves the status quo. Capabilities and facilities 
remain within the current maintenance management structure. However, using Service- 
controlled reductions and continued rightsizing will result in some evolutionary improvements 
and constant turbulence across the spectrum of activities. This alternative continues current 
depot maintenance practices and philosophies, e.g., the Integrated Weapons System 
Management (IWSM) and the Technology Repair Center (TRC) concepts. 

Am you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

Not if such savings prevent the Air Force's full implementation of the aerospace doctrine 
associated with the "Global Reach, Global Power" concept, which in turn supports the Base - Force. So-called "savings" that impair the Services' readiness, sustainability, and 
reconstitution reflect a false economy, as was evident in the "Hollow Force of the 1970s." 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

No. Since this altemative is essentially a modified status quo, and given national security, 
economic, and political realities, this alternative is no longer viable. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive AgentISingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e.g., setting priorities, Service unique equipment, 
''Pop-up projects," etc.? 

The Air Force currently performs maintenance for eighty-one foreign nations and other 
Services. This would not change, i.e., the customer would continue to be supported in 
accordance with their wishes (work package specifications). 



Are there near or long term efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

Short term efficiencies result from the competition, the banking of facilities and equipment. 
No siWcant, sustained efficiencies will be realized without major depot workload 
consolidations and installation closures. 

C 

Military Effectiveness: Fro. 

This alternative appropriately retains individual Service control of the readiness, sustainability, 
4 

and reconstitution of its forces, i.e., production capabilities and priorities supporting the Air 
Force's contribution to the Base Force. It also satisfies the individual Services' unique 
maintenance requirements by preserving a Service's existing maintenance concept. From the 
Air Force perspective only, it supports the Integrated Weapon System Management (IWSM) 
and the Technology Repair Center (TRC), i.e., the "Center of Excellence," concepts. 
Moreover, it permits each Service to continue to determine its own priorities, and fund its 
own modernization and technology requirements. With respect to facilities and equipment, 
this alternative gives the Services flexibility to absorb critical workloads available due to 
contract and competition shortfalls or defaults. It also retains billets and critical skills due to 
non-competed workloads, while fostering Service-specific depot management staff reductions 
resulting from DMRD competition. 

Military Effectiveness: Con. 

By essentially continuing the status quo, known inefficiencies and uneconomical processes are w 
continued. This increases force support (readiness and sustainability) costs--which detracts 
from funds that can be made available for combatant forces (weapon systems/platfonns) or 
other segments of the Federal government. Management of DOD's depot maintenance 
capability, facilities, and technologies remains fragmented and redundant. 

Business Efficiency: Fro. 

This alternative results in reduced maintenance costs on facilities and equipment due to 
banking and divestiture. Over the long term, competition promotes savings, which can reduce 
costs. In the production and surge arenas, depots improve processes--thereby becoming more 
competitive. Multiple sources of repau can help sustain the civilian defense industrial base. 
Competition promotes improvements in business and production practices. 

Business Efficiency: Con. 

Continued redundancy, with its requisite inefficiency and reduced economies, occurs. 
Manpower turbulence resulting from shifted workload and personnel movement and 
realignment will occur. Workload that is contracted will result in increased government 
vulnerability to labor disputes and contractors' demonstrated difficultly in responding to surge 
requirements--as was seen in Desert Storm. Multiple sourcing of depot maintenance 



capabilities is expensive. Competitions are manpower intensive, costly, and time 
consuming--without guaranteeing any return on investment for the depot(s) competing. 



Altemtive C Consoli&& W e a ~ o ~ S v s t e m  Platforms into mt Service "Centem of 
Excelledb~e~~ 

Depot maintenance management of common or similar weapon system platforms, (e.g., ships, 
large missiles, fixed wing aircraft, rotary wing aircraft) would be accomplished by single 
Services. Depot maintenance responsibility for Depot Level Reparables (DLR) and 
components (e.g. hydraulic actuators, gas turbine engines, aircraft landing gear, inertial 
navigation systems) as well as depot maintenance of non-weapon system equipment (e.g. 
automatic test equipment (ATE), ground support equipment, general purpose vehicles) would 
continue to be the individual using Services' responsibilities. 

Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Servicest maintenance pmcess? 

This altemative has no clear military advantage. The potential of dividing the responsibility 
for the maintenance of weapon systerns/platforms and exchangeables between single and using 
Services allows the status quo to continue at component repair depot maintenance activities. 
However, it creates opportunities for enhanced support in the weapon systemlplatforrn areas. 
Since sustainment of the Base Force would only be improved on the margins, this alternative 
has minimal military value. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial saving could 
be realized by this alternative? 

Not if such savings prevent the Air Force's full implementation of the aerospace doctrine 
associated with the "Global Reach, Global Power" concept, which in turn supports the Base 
Force. So-called "savings" that impair the Services' readiness, sustainability , and 
reconstitution reflect a false economy, as was evident in the "Hollow Force of the 1970s." 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

No. The implementation of this alternative produces no substantial enhancements to military 
readiness or increases in fucal benefit. Moreover, it unnecessarily complicates the depot 
repair priority process. 

If your Service were selected as the Executive Agent/Single Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special ~quirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipment, 
'Top-up projects," etc.? 

The Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) is dedicated to total quality management 
principles and continuous process improvement in support of its customers' missions. These 
philosophies focus on total and complete customer satisfaction. Selected applications of our 
existing management relationship between weapon systems and TRCs, i.e., "Centers of 
Excellence" (COE), would continue to be used. This customer service relationship would be 



facilitated through clear work specification/packages that are agreed upon by all parties and 
detailed customer knowledge as demonstrated in proven quality principles. Priorities and the 
needs associated with special projects would be of great interest, and would be fully supported 
via well-defined work packages, memoranda of agreement, and customer lhison officers at 
weapon system/platfonn depot repait facilities. 

If your service became a customer of an Executive AgentISingle Manager, what would you 
expect fmm that manager? 

% Measures of value for depot support would be calculated by the depot maintenance system's 
ability to increase product throughput and quality on a sustained or surge basis, reduced 
operating costs, and compliance with agreed-upon work packages. These metrics must 
support the customer Service's readiness, sustainability, reconstitution, priorities, lifecycle data, 
and product quality. 

Am thew near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

Potentially some near term efficiencies could be gained by consolidating weapon 
systernlplatfonn depot maintenance activities. However, such gains would be offset by the 
continued existence of redundant Service component depot maintenance activities. 

Military Effectiveness: Pro. 

This alternative promotes a single focal point for weapon systendplatform maintenance to 
customers while it allows the Services to retain mission control of the maintenance of their 
exchangeables. The retention of critical depot maintenance skills at weapon systerrdplatform 
facilities is a vital ingredient in the surge capability of the facility and thus, the Services. 
Expertise is not lost and is concentrated for contingency production (mission) needs. 

Military Effectiveness: Con. 

This alternative divides maintenance management responsibilities, which impairs the Services' 
ability to sustain and reconstitute ready forces. This divided management responsibility 
exacerbates data system interface problems between the Services--resulting in multiple 
inquiries as to the status of a total weapon system's readiness. At non-consolidated 
component repair sites, support equipment, DLRs, and component inventories, remain 
unchanged. Since this alternative does not combine a l l  elements of maintenance management, 
the cost-benefits resulting from technology insertion initiatives (capability enhancements) are 
reduced at the non-consolidated component depot maintenance facilities. Thus, overall 
implementation is more m~ult  due to this divided responsibility. 



Business Eff~ciency: Ro. 

Consolidation of weapon systems/platfonns under an Executive/Single Service reduces the 
weapon system/platfonn management structure at the losing (supported) Service, thus reducing 
the latter's overhead expenses. Duplication of personnel skills for weapon system/platform 
depot maintenance are minimized DOD-wide, thereby reducing direct labor required. 
Additionally, consolidation minimizes the duplication of ATE and support equipment required 
at weapon systern/platfonn depot maintenance activities. Capital investments necessary for 
weapon systemtplatform facilities and equipment are reduced due to the elimination of 
redundant facilities and equipment. However, since this consolidation does not totally 
eliminate duplicate functions at losing facilities, savings are diminished. This same rationale 
applies to facilities and equipment maintenance at the losing site. These factors promote 
increased efficiencies and economies of scale at remaining weapon system&latform depots, 
which result in reduced customer costs. 

Business Efficiency: Con. 

This alternative impairs mission accomplishment in that a divided management chain of 
responsibility is not effective from a business perspective. This is true since such an approach 
does not confer a uniform level of responsibility with either maintenance agent. 
Consequently, duplicate equipment purchases between Services for components maintained by 
using Services continue an uneconomical business practice. 



In conjunction with individual using Services' depot maintenance management of weapon 
system/platforms (as in Alternative B), Depot Level Reparables (DLR), components, and 
non-weapon system equipment will be consolidated via a "Center of Excellence" concept, in 
most cases a single Service. 

Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Service's maintenance process? 

This altemative has no clear military advantage. The potential of dividing responsibility for 
the maintenance of weapon systems/platfonns and exchangeables between single and using 
Services allows the status quo to continue at weapon systern/platform depot maintenance 
activities. However, it creates opportunities for enhanced support in the component repair 
areas. Since sustainment of the Base Force would only be improved on the margins, this 
alternative has minimal military value. 

Art you willing to accept some decrtment in military effectiveness if substantial saving could 
be malized by this alternative? 

Not if such savings prevent the Air Force's full implementation of the aerospace doctrine - associated with the "Global Reach, Global Power" concept, which in turn supports the Base 
Force. So-called "savings" that impair the Services' readiness, sustainability, and 
reconstitution reflect a false economy, as was evident in the "Hollow Force of the 1970s." 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

No. The implementation of this altemative produces no substantial enhancements to military 
readiness or increases in fiscal benefit. Moreover, it unnecessarily complicates the depot 
repair priority process. 

If your Service were selected as the Executive AgentJSingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special mquimments; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipment, 
tTop-up projects," etc.? 

The Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) is dedicated to total quality management 
principles and continuous process improvement in support of its customer's missions. These 
philosophies focus on total and complete customer satisfaction. Selected applications of our 
existing management relationship between weapon systems and TRCs, i.e., "Centers of 
Excellence" (COE), would continue to be used. This customer service relationship would be 
facilitated through clear work specifications&ackages that are agreed upon by all parties, and 
detailed customer knowledge as demonstrated in proven quality principles. Priorities and the 



needs associated with special projects would be of great interest, and would be fully supported 
via well-defined work packages, memoranda of agreement, and customer liaison offices at 
TRC/COE repair facilities. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgendSingle Manager, what would you 
expect from that manager(? 

Measures of value for depot support would be calculated by the depot maintenance system's 
ability to increase product throughput and quality on a sustained or surge basis, reduced 
operating costs, and compliance with agreed-upon work packages. These memcs must 
support the customer Service's readiness, sustainability, reconstitution, priorities, life cycle 
data, and product quality. 

Am them near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

Potentially some near term efficiencies could be gained by consolidating component depot 
maintenance at TRC/COE locations. However, such gains would be offset by the continued 
existence of redundant Service weapon system/platform depot maintenance activities. 

Military Effectiveness: Ro. 

This alternative promotes a single focal point for component maintenance to customers while 
it allows the Services to retain mission control of the maintenance of their weapon 
systems/platform. The retention of critical maintenance skills at component TRC/COE 
facilities is a vital ingredient in the surge capability of the facility and thus, the Services. 
Expertise is not lost and is concentrated for contingency production (mission) needs. 

Military Effectiveness: Con. 

This alternative divides maintenance management responsibilities, which impairs the Services' 
ability to sustain and reconstitute ready forces. This divided management responsibility 
exacerbates data system interface problems between the Services--resulting in multiple 
inquiries as to the status of a total weapon system's readiness. At non-consolidated weapon 
systern/platform repair sites, support equipment, DLRs, and component inventories remain 
unchanged. Since this alternative does not combine all elements of maintenance management, 
the cost-benefits resulting from technology insertion (capability enhancement) initiatives are 
reduced at the non-consolidated weapon system/platform depot maintenance facilities. Thus, 
overall implementation is more due to this divided responsibility. 

Business Efficiency: Ro. 

Consolidation of component repair under an Executive/Single Service reduces the management 
structure at the losing (supported) Service, thus reducing the latter's overhead expenses. 
Duplication of personnel skills for component depot maintenance are minimized DOD-wide, 



thereby reducing direct labor required. Additionally, consolidation minimizes the duplication 

w of ATE and support equipment required at component TRCsICOEs. Capital investments 
necessary for component depot maintenance facilities and equipment are reduced due to the 
elimination of redundant facilities and equipment. However, since this consolidation does not 
totally eliminate duplicate functions at losing facilities, savings are diminished. This same 
rationale applies to facilities and equipment maintenance at the losing sites. These factors 
promote increased efficiencies and economies of scale at remaining component TRCICOE 
facilities, thereby reducing customer costs. 

Business Efficiency: Con. 

m s  alternative impairs mission accomplishment in that a divided management chain of 
responsibility is not considered effective from a business perspective. This is true since such 
an approach does not confer a uniform level of responsibility with either maintenance agent. 
Consequently, duplicative equipment purchases between Services for weapon 
systems~latforms maintained by using Services continue an uneconomical business practice. 



. . ve E Consoualxon pf S i m i l a r / C o m m o g _ P l a t f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & N o n - ,  
Bhg~aSvstemComDonentsUnderSineleExecutive Service w 
In conjunction with single Service maintenance management of common or similar weapon 
systems/platforrns (as in Alternative "C"), Depot Level Reparables (DLRs) and components, 
and non-weapon system equipment will be consolidated via a "Center of Excellence" concept. 
In most cases, this will be a single Service, but not necessarily the same single Service that 
manages the weapon system. Total weapon system management will continue to be the 
responsibility of the using Service. 

P 

Effectivness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance pl~cess? 

This alternative has clear military advantage. It unites responsibility for the maintenance of 
weapon systerns/platforms and exchangeables under a &led management structure. This 
significantly enhances the readiness, sustainment, and reconstitution of the Base Force on all 
levels. This approach preserves a proven Service capability to organically support its 
combatant forces in peace and in war. This alternative also maintains the basic tenets of 
command and control, with responsibility and execution authority for depot level maintenance 
vested in a single manager. Just as today's interservicing does not alter or restrict a supported 
Service's maintenance process or philosophy, neither will this alternative. Rather, work 
specifications/packages will continue to be used regularly by supported and supporting 
Services. For the same reason, this alternative does not place at risk any critical mission item 
for the customer Service--since the single manager functions only as a provider of a depot 
maintenance service (product). 

Am you willing to accept some dec~ment  in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be malized by this alternative? 

Not if such savings prevent the Air Force's full implementation of the aerospace doctrine 
associated with the "Global Reach, Global Power" concept, which in turn supports the Base 
Force. So-called "savings" that impair the Services' readiness, sustainability, and 
reconstitution reflect a false economy, as was evident in the "Hollow Force of the 1970s." 

Implementation: b this alternative ~alist ic? 

Yes, as this alternative combines the best elements of military effectiveness enhancements and 
public sector business efficiencies. Since it does not include the unnecessarily extreme, 
conservative, or incomplete constructs found in several of the other alternatives under 
consideration, it is easier to understand, implement, and support from public (uniformed) and 
private (contractor) sector perspectives. This alternative also has rapid implementation 
potential with the greatest probability for near and long term savings. 



If your Service weR selected as an Executive Agent/Single Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special ~quirtments; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipment, 
"Pop-up, projects," etc.? - 

The Air Force (AFMC) is dedicated to total quality management principles &d continuous 
process improvement in support of its customers' missions. These philosophies focus on total 
and complete customer satisfaction. Our practice of Air Force weapon system single siting 
and commodity repair at TRC's duplicate elements of this approach in our system now. 
Selected applications of our existing management relationship between weapon 
systems/platforms and TRCs, i.e., "Centers of Excellence" (COE), would continue to be used. 
This customer Service relationship would be facilitated through clear work 
specification/packages that are agreed upon by all parties and detailed customer knowledge as 
demonstrated in proven quality principles. Priorities and the needs associated with special 
projects would be of great interest, and would be fully supported by well-defined work 
packages,-memoraiida of agreement, dominunt supported-Service representation h~elec ted  
command and kzy staff billets ,vrovortionate to that Service's workloizd. and customer liaison 
officers at weapon system/@latfonn and component depot maintenance facilities. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgentISingle Manager, what would you 
expect fmm the manager? 

Measures of value for depot support would be calculated by the depot maintenance system's 
ability to increase product throughput and quality on a sustained or surge basis, reduced - operating costs, and compliance with agreed-upon work packages. These metrics must 
support a customer Service's readiness, sustainability, reconstitution, priorities, life cycle data, 
and product quality. 

Are there near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

Yes. This alternative best support current and anticipated DMRD initiatives. It also reduces 
investments in duplicate facilities and equipment, maximizes Executive/Single Service 
flexibility in using existing resources, and reduces facility and equipment maintenance through 
consolidation. Moreover, it reduces overhead and direct labor costs, and it reduces customer 
costs based on centralized weapon systerr&latform maintenance, consolidation of like 
workloads under a Technology Repair Center (TRC)/Center of Excellence (COE) focus, and 
workload volume. Additionally, this alternative facilitates seamless technology insertions and 
integrations within the Services. It also reduces costs by providing a larger workload base 
over which to distribute expenses. This alternative promotes economies and efficiencies by 
unifying command by commodity and centralizing maintenance management to the component 
level--thus easing integration. Moreover, this altemative standardizes aviation depot 
maintenance production metrics, and promotes harmonized depot maintenance support of 
several Services' aircraft. Finally, it reduces the workforce yet retains an expert skills base. 



Military Effectiveness: Ro. 

This altemative appropriately retains support of combatant forces within and by the Services 
vice relinquishing the key Service roles of readiness, sustainability, and reconstitution to non- 
Service staff or contractor activities, or rather than piecemealing such responsibilities to 
disparate organizations. This alternative promotes a single, uniformed focal point for the 
customer, thereby reducing support response times--an especially critical benefit during 
contingencies or war. As important, it reduces Service parochialism because representatives 
from the supported Services are assigned to co-manage the Executive/Single Service structure 
as outlined above. This structure maximizes the flexibility of resources while enhancing 
process control. It also satisfies unique Service requirements for quality by keeping 
workloads aligned with expertise within TRCs/COEs. During production/surge scenarios, it 
allows more flexibility in workload response, it retains a vital surge capability, and it 
increases throughput of under-utilized facilities. 

- 
Military Effectiveness: Con. 

Initially, a Service may fear that it may lose control over workloading and priorities. A 
Service may also fear that another Service cannot meet its "unique" depot 
maintenance/modification needs, and that another Service will end up "managing" its total 
weapon system/platform, Finally, a Service may be concerned that its optempo and 
maintenance philosophy will be unacceptably altered, and that it will lose command billets. 

Business Efficiency: Ro. 

This alternative meets the test of current and likely DMRDs. From a national objective 
perspective, this alternative clearly maximizes DOD flexibility in using its resources. It also 
provides a single, uniformed customer focal point, lowers overhead cost, and minimizes 
proliferation of support equipment and facilities. From an economic perspective, it reduces 
customer costs based on volume/economies of scale, reduces expenditures for duplicate 
equipment, maximizes cost-benefits from technology insertion, and it lowers 
facilities/equipment maintenance cost. While achieving infrastructure-related benefits, it also 
retains critical skills, reduces the overhead to direct labor ratio, provides more opportunities 
for productivity and efficiency initiatives, and increases throughput to meet surge and 
mobilization requirements of customers. It also provides a ded source of depot 
maintenance support by major weapons system/platform, Dms,  etc. In doing so, it 
centralizes weapons system management of maintenance production to the component level, 
thereby improving the DOD's ability to deal with integration issues. 

Business Efficiency: Con. 

Divestiture of DOD industrial installations may be Micult (a Base Realignment And Closure 
task). Moreover, morale and productivity problems result from Reductions in Force (RE), 
which follow from workload consolidation and transfer. 



- F c o n s o l l d a b o n  
. . 

w 
Consolidate all depot maintenance functions under one organization external to the Services. 
This alternative would eliminate Service ownership of depot maintenance. Individual 
weapons systems, Depot Level Reparables (DLRs) and components, and non-weapon system 
equipment could be maintained organically, contracted out, or a combination of both. 
Individual depots could be organic or government-owned/ contractor-operated (GOCO). 

Effectivness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance process? 

This alternative has no clear military advantage in the readiness, sustainrnent or reconstitution 
of military forces. This approach removes the Services' ability to organically support their 
combatant forces and instead vests this core Service role to an external, non-military agency. 
Significantly, this concept violates basic tenets of command and control, and inappropriately 
divides responsibility and execution authority. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

Not if such savings prevent the Air Force's full implementation of the aerospace doctrine 
associated with the "Global Reach, Global Power" concept, which in turn supports the Base 
Force. So-called "savings" that impair the Services' readiness, sustainability, and w reconstitution reflect a false economy, as was evident in the "Hollow Force of the 1970s." 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

W e  this alternative can be implemented, it is not realistic in that this approach inhibits the 
Services' from organically supporting their own combatant forces' logistics requirements. This 
altemative puts the safety and success of fielded forces in jeopardy by separating the 
responsibility for executing the mission from the responsibility (capability) to sustain forces 
supporting the mission. 

If your Service wen selected as the Executive AgendSingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipment, 
'Top-up pmjects", etc.? 

Since this alternative assumes none of the military departments would be the Executive 
AgentISingle Manager for this alternative, this question is not applicable. 



If your setvice became a customer of an Executive AgentISingIe Manager, what would you 
expect fmm that manager? 

Measures of value for depot support would be calculated by the depot maintenance system's- 
ability to increase product throughput and quality on a sustained or surge basis, reduce 
operating costs, and comply with agreed-upon work packages. These metrics must support a 
customer Service's readiness, sustainability, reconstitution, priorities, life cycle data, and 
product quality. 

- 
An! there near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 

No long term efficiencies are involved beyond the ability to consolidate depots as per 
Alternatives D or E. Actually, it decrements any efficiencies due to the likely vertical nature 
of this organization and the likely dramatic increases in overhead labor that would result from 
its imp1erkntation-X the Defense Logistics Agency can be used as a model. 

Militaq Effectiveness: Fro. 

This altemative promotes single focal point for the customer. It potentially can result in the 
standardization of processes and data management systems which, in turn, can result in 
expedited support of fielded forces. 

Military Effectiveness: Con. 

This altemative has no clear military advantage in the readiness, sustainment or reconstitution 
of military forces. This approach removes the Services' ability to organically support their 
combatant forces and instead vests this core Service role to an external, non-military agency. 
Significantly, this concept violates basic tenets of command and control, and inappropriately 
divides responsibility and execution authority. The addition of a depot maintenance 
management agency external to the Services creates an overhead function that further 
complicates an already complex OSD-JCS-DLA-Service-Major Command relationship. This 
unnecessary overhead layer could prompt bureaucratic responses to Service priority changes 
and directly impact (impair) readiness. Further, while economic considerations are key, this 
altemative presupposes that they should consistently prevail over military effectiveness and 
support of the Base Force. 

Business Efficiency: Pro. 

This alternative provides no clear business advantage that could not be achieved through an 
Executive/Single Service approach. 



Business Efficiency: Con. 

No long term economies and efficiencies are involved beyond the ability to consolidate depots 
as per Alternative E. In fact, this altemative decrements any economies and efficiencies due 
to the likely vertical nature of this organization and the likely dramatic increases in overhead 
labor that would result from its implementation--if the Defense Logistics Agency can be used 
as a model. In the management area, oversight of this central agency is ambiguous. Potential 
increases in contract oversight requirements would occur if GOCO/contractors were selected 
as the consolidated facilities. This altemative in no way reflects the ledflat business 
organization concepts that have proven to be most competitive and efficient--compare a 
General Motors with a far leaner and more profitable Ford Motor Company. 
I 



ALTERNATIVE G Commercialize Mpintenance 

Contract out a l l  depot maintenance requirements. Contract management would be 
maintained at either the Service or DOD level. The ultimate goal would be to include 
contract maintenance as part of the weapon system,@latfom acquisition costs of new systems 
throughout its life cycle. 

Effectiveness: What am the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance pmcess? 

Implementation of this altemative puts at risk the military effectiveness of the United States. 
ikis alternative offers no clear military advantage in the readiness, sustainrnent or 
reconstitution of military forces. Similarly, this approach removes the Services' ability to 
organically support their combatant forces and instead vests this core Service role to an 
external, nonmilitary agency. As is the case with Alternative F, this concept violates basic 
tenets of command and control, and inappropriately divides responsibility and execution 
authority. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

Not if such savings prevent the Air Force's full implementation of the aerospace doctrine 
associated with the "Global Reach, Global Power" concept, which in turn supports the Base 
Force. So-called "savings" that impair the Services' readiness, sustainability , and 
reconstitution reflect a false economy, as was evident in the "Hollow Force of the 1970s." 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

While this alternative can be implemented, it further distances the Services' combatant forces 
from its combat service support. This untenable military support structure is not realistic in 
that it inhibits the Services' from organically supporting combatant forces' logistics 
requirements. This altemative clearly puts the safety and success of fielded forces in jeopardy 
by separating the responsibility for executing the mission (Services) from the responsibility 
(capability) to sustain forces supporting the mission (disparate commercial activities). 

If your Service were selected as the Executive AgentISingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipment, 
"Pop-up projects", etc.? 

Since this alternative assumes none of the military departments would be the Executive 
Agent/Single Manager for this alternative, this question is not applicable. 



If your service became a customer of an Executive AgentjSingle Manager, what would you 
l)lr expect fmm that manager? 

Measures of value for depot support would be calculated by the depot mahtenance system's 
ability to increase product throughput and quality on a sustained or surge basis, reduced 
operating costs, and compliance with agreed-upon work packages. These metrics must 
support a customer Service's readiness, sustainability, reconstitution, priorities, life cycle data, 
and product quality. 

Are the1.e near or long tenn business efficiencies to be gained by this alternative? 
- 

No long term efficiencies are anticipated. In fact, efficiency decrements are likely due to the 
public-private contractual ("arms length") relationship, increased organizational distance 
between the contractor(s) and the customers (supported Services), and the likely dramatic 
increases in overhead labor that would result from requirements preparation, proposal 
evaluation, contract oveisight, and potential litigation. 

Military Effectiveness: Pro. 

This alternative does not enhance military effectiveness. 

Military Effectiveness: Con. 

This alternative has no clear military advantage in the readiness, sustainment or reconstitution 
of military forces. This approach removes the Department of Defense's ability to organically 
support its combatant forces and instead solely vests this core Service role to private sector 
contractors. The structure implied by this alternative is less flexible in response to dynamic 
mission requirements and is not responsive to mobilization. There is significant potential for 
mission impact if the overhaul contractor(s) is owned or purchased by foreign interests. 
Significantly, this concept violates basic tenets of command and control, and inappropriately 
divides responsibility and execution authority. In addition, it is not axiomatic that solely by 
transferring individual organic depot maintenance capability to contractors, DODIService 
effectiveness and USAF efficiency will be increased. Moreover, the addition of a contractor 
management agency external to the Services creates an additional overhead function largely 
responsible for contract "monitorship" further complicating an already complex OSD-JCS- 
DLA-Service-Major Command relationship. This unnecessary overhead layer could prompt a 
bureaucratic response to Service priority changes and directly impact (impair) readiness. 
Further, while economic considerations are key, this alternative is based on the notion that 
private sector depot maintenance activities are more cost effective than are their organic 
Service counterparts--witness recent aviation depot maintenance contracts won by Service 
depots over their private sector competitors. 



Business Efficiency: Ro. 

This alternative provides no clear business advantage that could not be achieved through an V 
Executive/Single Service approach. 

Business Efficiency: Con. r 

No long term economies and efficiencies are involved. In fact, this alternative decrements 
any economies and efficiencies due to the likely convoluted organizational structure of the 
resulting oversight ("monitorship") organization. Moreover, dramatic increases in overhead 
labor would potentially result from its implementation. This alternative in no way reflects the 
leanmat business organization concepts proven to be most competitive and efficient-compare 
General Motors with a leaner and profitable Ford Motor Company. Additionally, if this 
approach were to fail, the expense necessary to reconstitute the DOD depot maintenance 
infrastructure would be prohibitively expensive, and the schedule to accomplish the same 
would extend far beyond any potential conflict-driven response time. 







Commandant 
US Coast Guard 

United States 
Coast Guard 

21 00 Second Street, SW 
Washington, DC 20593 
Staff Svrnbol: G-EAE 

From: Commandant 
To : Chairman, Executive Working Group, JCS Depot Maintenance 

Consolidation Study 

Subj: COAST GUARD ANALYSIS OF THE DEPOT MAINTENANCE 
CONSOLIDATION ALTERNATIVES 

1. Provided as enclosure (1) is the Executive Summary of the 
Coast Guard's position on the seven alternatives for 
consolidating service depot maintenance. Enclosure (2) is our 
detailed analysis of each alternative. 

2. Our role in a future shared maintenance scheme is driven by 
two basic realities. First, we want to continue and possibly to 
expand our interservice role. Second, because we are small it is 
virtually impossible for us to absorb large portions of selected 
depot level maintenance along single platform or component lines. 
The danger of becoming overextended would threaten quality and 
our ability to meet interservice commitments on time and within 
budget. 

3. I see the Coast Guard's part in the resultant alignment as a 
willing participant but measured by our capabilities. I also 
believe that the resultant structure will ultimately reflect the 
special expertise resident in the various services. There are 
three areas where I believe the Coast Guard can make a 
comfortable and realistic fit. As a customer, we would like to 
see more aviation components interserviced and believe that the 
Navy shipyards have the capacity to provide depot level repair of 
our 378 High Endurance Cutters and our Polar Class Icebreakers. 
As a provider, the Coast Guard Yard can provide depot level 
repairs for a community of interservice watercraft under 3000 
tons and 200 feet LOA in the range from Hatteras to New York. In 
all three the advantage of price must be demonstrated. 

4. The Coast Guard looks forward m a  successful outcome of this 

Chief, Office of Engineering, 
Logistics and Development 

Encl: (1) Executive Summary 
(2) Analysis of Seven Alternatives 



APPENDIX L 

COAST GUARD ALTERNATIVE REVIEW 

Alternative A Individual service Manavement 

Effectiveness: What am the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance process? 

This altemative assumes an accelerated DMRD 908 process. The Coast Guard, an agency 
within the Department of Transportation, is not within the scope of DMRD 908. 
Conceptually, the Coast Guard has long relied upon actions that DMRD 908 directs DOD 
services to implement. Coast Guard depot maintenance is dependent upon commercial and 
DOD activities. Coast Guard organic depot maintenance cannot meet the needs of our service 
without commercial and DOD support. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be malized by this alternative? 

Any attempt to increase the Coast Guard depot infrastructure to meet all Coast Guard depot 
maintenance requirements would reduce our operational effectiveness. The total Coast Guard 
depot maintenance requirements are not large enough to justify the capital investment 
necessary for total organic depot repair. This investment would suboptimize resource 
allocation within the Coast Guard. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

Yes, but greater savings are possible if Centers of Excellence among the services were 
created, and if DOD cost competitiveness and pricing models for agencies external to DOD 
were improved. 

If your service was selected as an Executive AgendSingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
"Pop-up projects," etc? 

Not applicable to this altemative. 

If your service became a customer of an Executive AgendSingle Manager, what would you 
expect from that manager? 

Not applicable to this altemative. 



Efficiencies: Am them near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this 
alternative? 

Yes, but more economies and responsive support to the Coast Guard are possible under other 
alternatives. 

4. 
Comment 

The Coast Guard has moved beyond internal depot maintenance.. A large percentage of our 
4- workload, including HC-130H aircraft Programmed Depot Maintenance, most of our aviation 

component depot level repair, most of our boat depot level repair and major cutter shipyard 
availabilities, is conduced in DOD and commercial activities. We seek improvements that 
make DOD depots a more competitive source of depot repair. 



Alternative B Indiv- . . 
ServiceManaeementiConsolldabon 

. . into ' f C e ~ n f B x c e l I e n c e f 2  

Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance pmcess? 

The Coast Guard's operational effectiveness would be greatly reduced if this alternative was 
implemented. While the Coast Guard already has consolidated depots, one for aviation 
maintenance and one for vessel maintenance, we rely upon external commercial and DOD 
sources for most of our depot maintenance. Coast Guard facilities are optimized for the 
workload that they can best execute, and to mesh with our heavy use of extemal depot 
maintenance. Production that requires heavy capital investment or high levels of throughput 
is outsourced. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

The Coast Guard cannot afford the investment necessary for this altemative. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

No. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive AgentISingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements, e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
"Pop-up projects," etc? 

Not applicable for this altemative. 

If your service became a customer of an Executive Agent/Single Manager, what would you 
expect from that manager? 

Not applicable for this altemative. 

Efficiencies: Am the- near o r  long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this 
alternative? 

No, this altemative does not allow the Coast Guard to optimize what we do best, and 
consolidate our workload with external sources where appropriate. 



Comment 

r 
This dtemative would provide benefits to an organization that is much larger than the Coast 
Guard, and that had an existing depot system with duplicative capabilities and excess capacity. 



Alternative C Consolidate Wea~ons Svstem .Platforms into Joint Service "Centers & 
Excellence 11 

Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance process? 

This alternative, if fully implemented, would degrade Coast Guard operational effectiveness. 
Full implementation would require Navy support of our High Endurance Cutters and 
Icebreakers, Air Force support of our fixed wing aircraft, Army -support of our rotary wing 
aircraft, and possible Coast Guard support of all small (less than 3000 tons) vessels for all 
services. The Coast Guard workload gained from DOD would dominate our internal vessel 
workload and overwhelm our shipyard and infrastructure. The result would be an improper 
focus of our maintenance community on service to DOD rather than supporting Coast Guard 
operations. The Coast Guard HC-130H fleet is already suppoged by the Air Force. Coast 
Guard HU-25A/B/Cs and HHT65As, which comprise most of Coast Guard aviation, are 
commercial derivative, foreign sourced aircraft unique to the Coast Guard. We have built a 
depot system to support these two platforms that has progressed upon the learning curve for 
these midlife systems. HH-6OJ support via a Center of Excellence is possible, but a recent 
Coast Guard study concluded that component and airframe crash repair should be conducted 
in DOD facilities, while the labor intensive basic airframe depot maintenance is most 
economically conducted organically. Our experience in seeking DOD depot maintenance for 
our platforms is that we cannot afford to pay DOD depot costs. 

A partial implementation of this alternative may be desired. The Coast Guard would continue 
to seek the lowest cost source of depot maintenance for our platforms (High Endurance 
Cutters, Icebreakers and aircraft) from all sources including DOD Center of Excellence. 
Vessel depot maintenance would need to be consistent with the Coast Guard's Homeport 
Policy. The Coast Guard could become the Center of Excellence for repair of DOD 
watercraft under 3000 tons and 200 feet LOA at the Coast Guard Yard. Repair candidates 
would be limited to those within the geographic range from Hatteras north to New York. The 
vessel owning service would continue to provide program oversight, planning, specification 
and work package development, etc. The Coast Guard Yard would provide repair services 
under an interservice agreement with the service customer as part of the Yard's normal depot 
maintenance support for the Coast Guard fleet. The total combined interservice repair and 
Coast Guard fleet depot level maintenance support would be constrained by the capacity of 
the Coast Guard Yard. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be malized by this alternative? 

The Coast Guard is willing to accept the decrement inherent in the partial inlplementation 
described above. We are not willing to accept the large decrement inherent in full 
implementation. 



The Yard has a good record in managing emergencies and special requirements both within 
the Coast Guard and with other government agencies. These are addressed on an individual 
basis; and if there is a fit with existing workload, workforce, trade mix, and facilities, the 
work is accepted. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

Only for the partial implementation described above. Full implementation of a Coast Guard 
Center of Excellence for small vessels would overwhelm our Naval Engineering program. 
Coast Guard platforms should only receive platform depot maintenance at DOD Centers of 
Excellence when these facilities are cost competitive. 

If your Selvice wem selected as an Executive AgentISingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
"Pop-up projects," etc? 

Workload for the Coast Guard Yard is scheduled at capacity through 1995. After that, 
interservice workload could be phased in. Total workload mix of Coast Guard and 
interservice repairs would be negotiated and set in advance. The Yard plans its workload in 
detail in the near term (12 months) based on long term customer commitments. A five year 
long term workload plan assures individual project flow, prioritization and preparation. 
Overall platform management would remain with the customer service. The Yard would 
work with all its customers to assure that total needs are met within its facility and staffing 
constraints. 

There are several limitations on the Yard. First, the capacity of its two floating drydocks is 
fixed. Although they came from the Navy, these WWU[ vintage assets are no longer Navy 
certified. Technically, they cannot handle Navy vessels without a waiver. The Yard plans to 
replace both drydocks in 1996 with a shiplift which will transfer ships ashore to an upland 
area close to the industrial ship complex. Since repair work will not have to compete for 
available floating drydock space, emergencies will be more readily accommodated. Capacity 
at the Yard would then be constrained only by workforce unless the Coast Guard can obtain 
relief from existing personnel ceilings. 

If your service became a customer of an Executive AgentISingle Manager, what would you 
expect from that manager? 

More than any other element, the Coast Guard is sensitive to cost. Budget constraints would 
make it difficult for the Coast Guard to participate in support that is more expensive than our 
current system of organic, commercial and interservice depot maintenance. Coast Guard 
cutters and aircraft do not need, nor can we afford, the expensive technical infrastructure 
necessary to support nuclear ships and high performance tactical aircraft. If Coast Guard 
platforms were transferred to DOD Centers of Excellence for depot maintenance, processes 
would need to be established to ensure appropriate resource allocation, especially during 



mobilization. The Coast Guard, and other customers, should have the opportunity to place 
joint staff at the facilities conducting their work. These positions should have management, 
rather than liaison, responsibilities over joint workload. Overall platform management should - 
remain with the Coast Guard and other customers. - 

Coast Guard High Endurance Cutters and Icebreakers currently receive commercial shipyard 
support. Except for two High Endurance Cutters, all operate on the U.S. West Coast. 
However, all cutters are subject to the Coast Guard's geographic restrictions which could limit 
the Naval shipyards under consideration for support. There are. 12 High Endurance Cutters 
and 2 Icebreakers. In terms of each class' depot maintenance cycle, the number of cutters 
undergoing repairs annually averages about five. As with Navy ships, schedules are set well 
in advance. Because all work is performed commercially, the windows of opportunity for 
docking becomes part of the bid criteria in our selection process. As a customer, the Coast 
Guard would expect the same consideration in scheduling repairs for these cutters as Navy 
vessels. since we %re dealing with a small number of Naval shipyards and five ships per 
year, the scheduling process should be better than commercial sources. This would however, 
require close coordination with the Navy in setting our priorities. Except for the Icebreakers 
which are Coast Guard unique, the needs for special or peculiar technical support are largely 
noil existent. Emergencies always present problems, but as a steady customer, the Coast 
Guard would expect the same consideration and concern in fitting such a need into existing 
schedules as would occur in the private sector or for a Navy vessel. 

Efficiencies: AR there near or long tern business efficiencies to be gained by this 
alternative? 

Yes, but significant disruptions of all parties' business practices would occur in transition. 

Comments 

The Coast Guard believes that our mix of platform and component workload is better served 
by Alternative D. 



Alternative D Individual Service Manaeement of Weapon Svstem Platforms - in "Centers of 

r Excellence" with DLR1s. Components and PJon-Wea~on Svstem Eaui~ment  Consolidated 
6:ineIe Service "Centers of J3xce1lencew 

Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 

C Services' maintenance process? 

This alternative would maximize Coast Guard operational effectiveness for a given level of 
resources. The most opportune target for increased interservice support of Coast Guard 

Z requirements is in increasing DOD depot level repair of Coast Guard aviation reparable 
components. Coast Guard aviation platforms consist of rotary wing and maritime patrol 
aircraft. These type aircraft generate most of their depot maintenance workload in component 
repair versus the greater expense of performing depot level maintenance on the exotic, highly 
stressed structures of tactical jet aircraft. Component rework is most efficiently accomplished 
in facilities with high throughput and capital investment. The Coast Guard's total component 
repair requirements do not justify such facilities. In N92, DOD facilities accomplished 
$14.5M of Coast Guard aviation component maintenance, another $75.6M was accomplished 
at commercial facilities. A consolidated depot maintenance system, with efficient, full 
capacity Centers of Excellence that specialize in classes of components, could capture and 
execute Coast Guard component workload at a savings compared to current commercial costs. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings - could be realized by this alternative? 

Properly implemented, this alternative will increase Coast Guard operational effectiveness. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

Yes. The Coast Guard would shift aviation component depot level repair from commercial to 
DOD facilities as the DOD facilities became competitive with the commercial sector in terms 
of cost, quality and reliability of supply. 

If your service were selected as an Executive AgentISingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e.g., setting priorities, sentice unique equipments, 
'Top-up projects," etc? 

The Coast Guard would not become a provider under this altemative, we would be a 
customer. 



If your Selvice became a customer of an Executive AgendSingle Manager, what would you 
expect fmm that manager? 

The Coast Guard needs a process to insure that our workload can compete for a proper 
allocation of depot resources. Based on our experience interservice support functions well in 
peacetime, but during mobilization executive agents tend to allocate resources towards their 
own requirements. We would expect that a properly functioning consolidated system would 
have an established process to both allocate resources and address appeals from customers. 
Centers of Excellence should have staffing in significant managerial roles from all customers. 
Liaison officers do not have the ability to effect proper resource allocation, joint managers do. 

Eff~ciencies: Am them near or long term business efficiencies to be gained by this 
alternative? 

This alternative offers the greatest long term improvement in efficiency for the Coast Guard. 
Our depots would focus on what they do best, execution of basic labor intensive depot 
maintenance on airframes and vessels. Our costs and quality of performing platfonn 
maintenance are competitive. Capital investment component repair would migrate to DOD 
Centers of Excellence as these activities prove competitive with the private sector. 

Comments 

DOD depot labor rates, as  billed to the Coast Guard on IT93 Depot Maintenance Interservice 
Support Agreements (DMISAs), range from $66.49/hr to $107.25/hr with a median of $85/hr. 
Commercial rates are typically $60+/hr. The internal Coast Guard rate at our aviation depot 
is $43/hr, although our depot is not well suited for component repair. Removing excess depot 
capacity and concentrating component workload should make DOD depots the provider of 
choice for aviation component rework. 



If your Selvice were selected as an Executive AgentfSingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e-g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
'Top-up pmjects," etc? 

ve E Consolidation of SimilarlCommon PlatFoms. BLR's. Commnents and Non- 
WeaDonSvstewComDonentsUnderSinelemecutive Servic_e 

Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance pmcess? 

The Coast Guard position on consolidation by platforms is discussed in our analysis of 
Alternative C. Our position on consolidation by components is discussed in our analysis of 
Alternative D. 

Are you willing to accept some d e c ~ m e n t  in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

The Coast Guard believes that consolidation of components, subject to cost of repair, will 
improve operational effectiveness. Consolidation of platforms, as proposed in Alternative C, 
may degrade operational effectiveness by an unacceptable decrement. Our position is 
discussed in detail in our analysis of Alternatives C and D. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

Not for the Coast Guard. A detailed discussion is available in our analysis of Altematives C 
and D. 

Refer to the Coast Guard analysis of Alternatives C and D. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgentJSingle Manager, what would you 
expect fmm that manager? 

Refer to the Coast Guard analysis of Alternatives C and D. 

Efficiencies: Are there near or  long term business efficiencies to be gained by this 
alternative? 

Refer to the Coast Guard analysis of Altematives C and D. 

Comment 

The Coast Guard believes that our platforms, with their mix of platform and component 
workload, are best served by Alternative D. 



Alternative F DOD Consglidation 

Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance pmcess? 

The two Coast Guard depots fall under the Department of Transportation. This makes it 
impractical, and probably unlikely, that they would be consolidated into a civilian Department 
of Defense agency. Our analysis assumes that this alternative would require the Coast Guard 
to interact with a Defense Depot Maintenance Agency built from the individual DOD services' 
depot infrastructure. Our comments regarding consolidation at a platform and component 
level as expressed in our analysis of the other alternatives apply to this altemative as well. In 
general, the Coast Guard favors consolidating component depot repair, but not platform depot 
repair. This alternative offers different organizational opportunities and challenges. A new 
organization might be fiee of individual service bias tend thus more likely to conduct 
appropriate asset allocation, but a civilian defense agency would likely present another layer 
of management over existing organizational structures. The new management would also, by 
concept, be farther removed from operations and mission requirements. The issue seems to 
be whether a defense agency is necessary to implement consolidation. If not, why create 
additional management overhead that is farther removed from its customers? 

A n  you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

If this altemative was the necessary means to implement DOD depot maintenance 
consolidation, the Coast Guard would seek support for aviation components and selected 
platforms when, and if, the organization was competitive in terms of cost and reliability of 
supply. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

Yes, but only if depot consolidation cannot occur within and between the services. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive Agent/Single Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle speciai requirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
'Top-up projects," etc? 

This alternative assumes than an executive agent other than the Coast Guard is created. The 
Coast Guard would be a customer. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive Agent/Single Manager, what would you 
expect from that manager? 

The Coast Guard comments from Alternative D apply. 



Efficiencies: Are there near or long term business efficiencies to be gained by this 
alternative? 

Production efficiencies should result from depot consolidation. Management would be farther 
removed from its customers, possibly with additional layers relative to other alternatives. 

L 
Comments 

. This alternative should be reserved for use only if depot consolidation is not possible within 
the services. 



Alternative G Commemializ~Maintenance 

Effectiveness: What are the impacts of this alternative on the military effectiveness of your 
Services' maintenance pmcess? 

Total commercial depot maintenance of all Coast Guard platforms and components would be 
difficult to execute with enough economy and responsiveness to meet our operational 
requirements. Most of the Coast Guard's current depot maintenance is conducted at 
commercial activities including over 80% of our shipyard availabilities. Our HC-130H fleet 
receives aircraft depot maintenance at a commercial facility under an Air Force contract, and 
most of our aviation components get commercial depot level repair. Commercial support 
works well when workload is steady state or has an ample planning horizon, it does not 
respond well, nor is it economical, for emergent requirements. A large portion of the Coast 
Guard aviation inventory is commercial derivative and foreign sourced. These aircraft, the 
HH-65A and the HU-25A/B/C, do not have a mature domestic support infrastructure, 
especially the HH-65A. Thus, the Coast Guard has been forced to create an organic 
infrastructure, and act as the catalyst for the creation of commercial infrastructure to support 
these aircraft. Without organic Coast Guard support, these aircraft would not receive 
adequate support. 

Are you willing to accept some decrement in military effectiveness if substantial savings 
could be realized by this alternative? 

Despite the Coast Guard's heavy use of commercial depot maintenance, total commercial 
support is not advisable. The decrement to Coast Guard operational effectiveness would be 
where we cannot afford it, to economic and responsible changes in support for changes in 
missions or operational requirements. This has restricted the Coast Guard from an even 
greater use of commercial depot maintenance. 

Implementation: Is this alternative realistic? 

No. 

If your Service were selected as an Executive AgentISingle Manager for this alternative, how 
would you handle special requirements; e.g., setting priorities, service unique equipments, 
"Pop-up prujects," etc? 

Not applicable for this alternative. 

If your Service became a customer of an Executive AgentISingle Manager, what would you 
expect frum that manager? 

Not applicable for this alternative. 



Efficiencies: AIV there near or long term business efficiencies to be gained by this 

w alternative? 

Yes. Where responsive commercial support exists, it tends to be less expensive than DOD 
support for a non-DOD agency. Some DOD pricing models for Coast Guard support have 

k. resulted in our use of commercial depot maintenance. High throughput that justify heavy 
capital investment in plant and process are common among the best sources of commercial 
(and DOD) support. But all workload is not capital intensive, and barriers to responsive 
commercial support exist. * 
Comment 

Excellent alternative for supplementary use. Small production run, specialized platforms 
should be acquired with system lifecycle commercial support. 
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APPENDIX M 

Wv CONUS Facilities With Weapons and Munitions Depot Maintenance Missions 

Army CONUS Facilities With a Munitions Depot Maintenance Mission 
&a Acronvm Location 
Seneca Army Depot SEAD Romulus, NY 
Lexington Blue Grass Army Depot LBAD Lexington, KY 
Savanna Army Depot SVAD Savanna, IL 
Sierra Army Depot SIAD Herlong, CA 
Crane Army Ammunition Plant CAAP Crane, IN 
McAlester Army Ammunition Plant MCAAP McAlester, OK 
Pine Bluff Arsenal PBA Pine Bluff, AR 
Pueblo Depot Activity PDA Pueblo, CO 
Navajo Depot Activity NDA Flagstaff, AZ 
Fort Wingate Depot Aetivity FWDA Gallup, NM 
Umatilla Depot Activity UDA Umatilla, OR 

- Iowa Army Ammunition Plant LAAP Burlington, IA 
Milan Army Ammunition Plant MAAP Milan, TN 
Hawthorne Army Ammuntion Plant HAAP Hawthorne, NJ 
Newport h y  Amrnuntion Plant NAAP Newport, IN 
Aberdeen Proving .Ground APG Aberdeen Proving 

Ground, MD 

Army CONUS Multipurpose Depots With a Munitions Depot Maintenance Mission 
Depot 
Anniston Army Depot 
Letterkenny Army Depot 
Red River b y  Depot 
Tooele Army Depot 

Location 
ANAD Anniston, AL 
LEAD Chambersburg, PA 
RRAD Texarkana, TX 
TEAD Tooele, UT 

Naw CONUS Facilities With a Weapons =Munitions Depot Maintenance Mission 
D2QQt Location 
Naval Weapons Station Earle NWSEL Earle, NJ 
Naval Weapons Station Yorktown NWSYK Yorktown, VA 
Naval Weapons Station Charleston NWSCH Charleston, SC 
Naval Weapons Station Concord NWSCO Concord, CA 
Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach NWSSB Seal Beach, CA 
Naval Undersea Warfare Center Keyport NUWCK Keyport, WA 
Naval Surface Warfare Center Louisville NSWCL Louisville, KY 
Naval Surface Warfare Center Crane NSWCC Crane, IN 
Naval Surface Warfare Center Indian Head NSWCIH Indian Head, MD 
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APPENDIX N 

Open Meeting Attendees 

1300, 26 January 1993 
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Gen J. J. Went, USMC(Ret) 

Gen B. Poe II, USAF(Ret) 
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VADM E.A. Grinstead, SC, USN(Ret) 
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INFORMATION PAPER 

rder to this nu"&' 
cpr? q304I3 7 1S ;EmL 

DACS -DMM 
12 April 1993 

SUBJECT: CJCS Depot Maintenance consolidation Study 

1. PURPOSE: To provide CG AMC information on above study in 
preparation for congressional hearings. 

2. FACTS: The study was performed by a group of retired general 
officers and a active duty member from each service with support 
from the J-4 JCS staff. Study purpose was to reduce excess 
capacity and costs without degrading current/future capability to 
meet peacetime and wartime needs and to examine the current 
organizational structure to determine whether changes are 
appropriate. 

a. Collective judgement of study personnel was: 

- Significant excess capacity and duplication exists. 
- Services downsizing within themselves would eliminate 
considerable excess capacity, but does not address 
duplication between the services and would not ensure 
retention of the best facilities across DoD. 

b. Study recommendations which were developed solely by the 
Executive Working Group (retired general officers) are: 

- Services coordinate and integrate BRAC input to reduce 
excess capacity and duplication with the Navy lead for 
ships, Air Force for aviation and Army for ground 
systems. 

- A Joint Depot Maintenance Command (JDMC) be 
established. 

c. Service representatives on the CJCS Study and the 
Services were not consulted regarding study recommendations or on 
validity of pros and cons for the JDMC, Defense Depot Maintenance 
Agency (DDMA) and Executive Service management options briefed to 
the JCS (Enclosure 1). 

d. The pros and cons selected to support the JDMC option, 
are inconsistent, not supported by any data base, lack validity 
and will not withstand systematic analysis. 

e. Service representatives and the Services were not 
provided the opportunity to review the report, which contains a 
number of significant errors. w 





f. Enclosure 2 is a single page which contains all 
information provided by the report on a JDMC. Making a 
recommendation to form a JDMC and listing five proposed functions 
is insufficient to justify consideration of a JDMC and clearly 
does not provide sufficient rationale to form one. 

g. The DDMA option is perceived as a panacea by some DoD 
elements because it would permit the DoD staff to: 

- Increase their power - Limit coordination with the services and 
- Dictate policies and procedures directly impacting 
readiness and warfighting 

h. DDMA proponents tend to overlook the very limited DoD 
staff expertise in depot maintenance (maintenance staff currently 
consists of 6 personnel). Given the complexity of depot 
maintenance, it's linkages with readiness, warfighting, life 
cycle management and size of operation (some 130K personnel and 
30 facilities), it would take years for a DDMA to replicate the 
management expertise that currently resides within the Services. 
Any perceived near and mid-term benefits from a DDMA are highly 
speculative at best. 

i. Enclosure 3 provides an Army view of the pros and cons 

w for the JDMC DDMA and Executive Service options. 

j. Services1 BRAC 93 proposals are based on downsizing 
within themselves. 

k. At the request of DoD, the Army developed and presented a 
number of options for cross-servicing ground systems (including 
communications and electronics). These options included: 

- Transferring commo/elec workload from Sacramento ALC 
to Tobyhanna 

- Closing Barstow Depot Activity and transferring 
workload to Red River, Anniston, Tooele and Tobyhanna. 
Would justify retention of Tooele and CMF. 

- Closure of Barstow and Albany and transfer of workload 
to Red River, Anniston, Tooele and Tobyhanna. 

- Excluding savings from canceling construction and 
equipment facilitization projects; rate savings to DoD 
were estimated at 50% for Sacramento, 35% for Barstow 
and 18% for Albany. 





- When the cross-servicing options briefing was ready to 
commence, the senior DoD representative advised that a 
decision had been made to not pursue cross-servicing 
for BRAC 93 but requested the briefing be presented 
anyway. The briefing was presented and to date DoD has 
not challenged any data presented. 

3. RECOMMENDED POSITIONS: 

a. Army oppose formation of a JDMC or DDMA. Both provide 
seriously flawed solutions to a straight forward issue. 

b. Executive Service be strongly supported since it will 
effectively address excess capacity and duplication while 
maintaining strong service involvement and minimize dilution of 
Title 10 responsibilities. 

c. Cross-servicing options outlined in para 2k continue to 
be supported through the BRAC 93 Commission, Congress and other 
avenues. 





4. ( 
Seven Alternatives Plus One 

Initial Focus on seven alternatives 

2 - Using Service control 
3 - Executive Service versions 

1 - Defense Maintenance Agency 
1 - Privatization 

One alternative added - Unified Command 

Final focus narrowed to three 

4 Executive Service . . - .  . 

DMA 

4 Joint Depot Maintenance Command 
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Joint Depot ~a ikenance comma& 

Unified command responsible for all DoD depot maintenance, less theater assigned 
assets 

Depot assets assigned to peace and war 
The CINCDEP 
- Directs action to assure maximum readiness of forces 
- Makes capital investment/divestiture decisions (with Service coordination) 
- Selects candidates for public-private competition 
- Directs maximum standardization of processes 
- Controls depot maintenance accounts of DBOF 
Using Services specify work to be done 

PROS CONS 
Direct tie to warfighters 
Accelerates downsizing 

Savings from divestitures 

Single manager in charge 

Accelerates standard business practices 
Reduces overhead 
Synergy savings from similar technology 

Significant up-front costs to 
downsize 

Potential headquarters growth 
(if not controlled) 





CHAPTER V1- RECOMhlENDATXONS 

1. Maiatenance Blr~~t_Closuns. It is recommended that the Services coordinate and 
integrate that portion of their submission to the Fedcrd Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission that pertains to depot maintenance facilities. A coordinated effort that truly 
integrates requirements and accurately reflects umeeded facilities is essential to solving the 
probIem of excess depot capacity and unnecessary dilplication of capabilities. It is funher 
recommcnded that the Air Force take the lead on aviation facilities; the Navy take the lead on 
ships; and the Army take the lead for ground systems. AU Services should bc full partners it1 
this effon. 

2. -n for e F W .  It is recommended that a Joinr Depot Maintenance Command 
bc established. A Joint Command has all of the advantages of an Exectrtivc Sexvice or a 
Dcpot Maintenance Agency with few of the disadvantages. The Anny and the Marine Corps 
are organized in a manner which would require minimal effort to provide Sevicc components. 
The Navy and Air Forcc should be able to establish component cornmands with rninimum 
difficulty and without any growth in overl~cad. It is further recommended that the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff take the lead in developing the organizational structure of the Joint Command 
in full coordination with the Office of the Secretary of Defense. It is envisioned that the 
Command would be organized along the following lines: 

a. Mission. The mission of the Commander in Chief of the United States Depot 
Maintenance Command (CJNCDEP), shall be to provide depot lcvd maintenance for the 
Department of Defense, both in time of peace and time of war. The CfNCDEP will: 

(1) Be the DOD Singie Manager for depot maintenance, other than theater-assigned 
depot assets. 

(2) Be responsible for consolidations, competition &riativcs, workload assignments, 
and standardization of systems ,and work processes, as appropriate, to maxirnize 
efficiency of the depot system. 

(3) Recornmend depots for closure through the BRCIC process when required (posr 
BRAC-93). 

(4) Coordinate with the Services to assure appropriate modernization of depots. 

(5) Control thc depot maintenance accounts of the Defcnsc Business Operating Fund 
(DBOF). 

b. Forces. The Secretaries of the ~Witary Departments shall assign depot assets, in tirne 
of peace and tirne of war, to the Commander in Chief, Dcpot Majntenance Comnand. 

VI- 1 





Recommendation 

SecDef direct Services to submit integrated BRAC 
inputs 

- Sec Army - lead for ground systems 
- - Marine Corps, Air Force, Navy input 

- Sec Navy - lead for ships 

- Sec Air Force - lead for aviation 
- - Army, Navy, Marine Corps input 
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Why a JDMC? 

Unity of command and effort 

Chairman, OJCS, supported ClNCs have single 
sourcelpoint of contact for peacetime and wartime 
maintenance readiness 

Clear lines of communication 

Genuine authority with responsibility 

Oversight for high value resource management 

* Least disruptive of major reorganizations 
Flexible - responsive - timely 

Opportunity to mature and improve 

Preserves Services accountability 





( 3MPARISON OF DEPOT MAIN lNANCE MANAGEMENT  OPT^ IS 
FROM 

ARMY PERSPECTIVE 

PROS 

FACILITATES DOWNSIZING 

REDUCES INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS 

SYNERGY SAVINGS SIMILAR TECHNOLOGY 

REDUCES HQ STAFFS 

SINGLE MANAGER IN CHARGE * 

SUPPORTS READINESS 

STANDARD BUSINESS PRACTICES 

SUPPORTS LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT 

LOWEST CUSTOMER COSTS 

SUPPORTS SERVICE TITLE 10 RESPONSIBILITIES 

MINIMIZES INITIAL TURBULENCE 

EXECUTIVE DEFENSE DEPOT JOINT DEPOT 
SE5yK€ MGT AGENCY COMMAND 

m: No o tion-truly puts a single manager in charge since service still must be involved in funding e.g., 
OPT I! MPO, modification work orders product improvement, new equipment fielding, fabrication, 
force modernization, etc., which involve service funds, the acquisition community and depots. 





( 3MPARISON OF DEPOT M A I ~  NANCE MANAGEMENT OPTI( S 
FROM 

ARMY PERSPECTIVE 

EASE OF SE1TING HARDWARE BOUNDARIES 

REDUCED SERVICE ABlLllY INFLUENCE PRIORITIES 

SUBSTANTIAL INITIAL TURBULENCE 

BROAD SPAN OF CONTROL 

WEAKENED CUSTOMER INTERFACE 

ADDITIONAL HQS REQUIRED 

OVER CENTRALIZATION 

LIMITEDIN0 ORGANIZATIONAL EXPERTISE 

VERY DISRUPTIVE TO LIFE CYCLE MGT 

DISRUPTS WARFIGHTER LINKAGE 

EXECUTIVE 
SERVlCE 

DEFENSE DEPOT JOINT DEPOT 
MGT AGENCY COMMAND 

NOTE: All options require setting hardware boundaries. The Executive Service based on predominant 
developerloperatorldepot maintenance is easiest to define plus other options have no existing 
structure/expertise to start the process. 
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- -vergent Air Force view, I believe, ---- ~ n e  reminder of the Task Force was in ur~animous 
agreement regarding the findings and conclusions, it is 
appropriate to move forward to implement the recommendations. 
I recommend that you forward the report to the Secretary of 
Defense. 

Paul G. Kaminski 
AL, 2 
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MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD - 

SUBJECT: Report of the Defense Science Board (DSB) Task Force on Depot 
Maintenance Management 

Attached is the report of the DSB study on Defense Depot Maintenance 
Management. The study was conducted in response to the Fiscal Year 1994 National 
Defense Authorization Act. The Terms of Reference for the DSB Task Force required 
that it address nine specific Congressional tasks and make recommendations for 
appropriate administrative and legislative actions. Two additional tasks that are not 
required by legislation will be addressed by the Task Force and an addendum to the 
Report will be forwarded in June 1994. 

To gain the benefits of advice from both the government and industry, a large 
Task Force of very senior representatives of both sectors was assembled. Appendix B 
of the report identifies the forty-one Task Force members. Four Task Force panels were 
formed to address unique depot maintenance commodity considerations. The Task 
Force considered the full range of depot maintenance issues including the balance of 
workload between public and private sectors; how that balance is achieved; the 
rationale for maintaining Service maintenance depots, and the appropriateness of 
competition as a management tool to determine workload sources of repair. 

The Task Force found that Service Secretaries Title 10 readiness responsibilities 
require that the Services retain control over their CORE depot capabilities while 
recognizing the need for interservicing where efficiencies dictate. We found a very real 
need to continue depot maintenance infrastructure downsizing. The Task Force agreed 
that eliminating infrastructure is key to real cost savings for the Department. The entire 
Task Force, except the Air Force members, agreed that the depots should not engage in 
competition with the private sector or with other Service depots. While the Task Force 
identified a multitude of reasons that public sector depots should not engage in 
competition, two most fundamental reasons were that current DoD accounting systems 
are not adequate to determine real costs in support of the competition process and, that 
efficiencies can be obtained through private-private competitions. The entire Task 
Force agreed that major modifications and upgrades should primarily be accomplished 
in the private sector. 



The major legislative recommendation of the Task Force is to replace the current 
"60/4OW legislation with a concept consistent with CORE implementation. There were a 
number of administrative action recommendations including complete implementation 
of CORE policy, improving financial management systems within DoD, and further 
strengthening the Defense Depot Maintenance Council to effectively address vital 
depot maintenance issues. 

You should be aware that the Air Force representatives to the Task Force, while 
agreeing with most of the Task Force findings and recommendations have taken 
exception in two areas. These are the Task Force recommendation for Service specific 
CORE, and the recommendation to discontinued DoD maintenance depot participation 
in competition. On both of these the remainder of the Task Force was in complete 
agreement with the recommendation. I reviewed the Air Force minority position and 
believe that the Task Force report as written reasonably considers and represents their 
position. I 

~ o b e r t h .  Parker 
Task Force Chairman 

Attachment 



PREFACE 

T h i s  study, undertaken to meet the requirements of the Secretary of 

Defense and Section 341 of the FY 1994 National Defense Authorization 
Act, addresses the specific taskings to the Defense Science Board Depot 
Maintenance Management Task Force. 

This submission addresses, in the report and its appendices, all nine 
Congressional tasks of the Terms of Reference and provides 
recommendations for appropriate Legislative and Administrative actions. 





REPORT OF THE DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 
TASK FORCE ON 

DoD DEPOT MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT 

The Depot Maintenance Management Task Force was convened in response to 

Section 341 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994. The Task 
Force effort is a follow-on to earlier Department of Defense reviews of depot 
maintenance undertaken in conjunction with recent force structure changes. The Terms 
of Reference (TOR) for the current study outlined nine specific Congressionally- 
mandated tasks and required the Task Force to submit appropriate recommendations 

for 1egislative.and administrative actions. Each of the nine tasks is addressed in this 
report or the attached appendices. 

To gain the benefits of advice from both the government and industry, a large 
l(r Task Force of very senior representatives of both sectors was assembled. Membership 

included defense industry corporate executives and senior operating officers as well as 
senior DoD logistics commanders and executives. Appendix B identifies the forty-one 
Task Force members. In comprising the Task Force in this manner, the Defense Science 
Board benefited from a wide range of backgrounds and depth of experience. Four Task 
Force panels were formed to address unique depot maintenance commodity 
considerations. 

Depot maintenance is accomplished using a balance of public sector (organic) 
maintenance depots and private sector (commercial) firms. There are significant 
differences in how organic depots and private sector firms are structured. Original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) usually have large staffs for engineering, research 
and development, marketing and other functions. OEMs typically have the highest 
overhead costs and are heavily facilitized. Organic depots are also heavily facilitized 
and are often large-scale, integrated industrial activities with the capability and 
capacity for multiple commodities. On the other end of the spectrum are private sector 
services companies that are specifically organized to have minimum overhead. These 
services companies do not maintain large indirect staff units, nor do they have large 
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sunk costs in facilities and equipment that must be depreciated or amortized in their 
cost structure. 

Organic depots exist to support the readiness and sustainability requirements of 
United States combat forces. It is essential that DoD maintenance depots provide 
flexible and responsive depot maintenance support capabilities in consonance with 
Service Secretaries' Title 10 readiness responsibilities. The Task Force supported this 
vital role of the DoD organic depots, agreeing that there is an irreducible minimum of 
depot maintenance capability that must be provided by organic depots. These 
capabilities, defined as CORE, comprise skills, competencies and facilities that must 
exist in organic depots and shipyards. CORE requirements are derived by each Service 
in an analytical manner as support requirements related to current military strategies 
(e.g., force structure and the Joint Chiefs of Staff two major regional conflict scenario). 

The Task Force agreed that the CORE concept is the correct approach to derive essential 
organic depot maintenance capabilities, and all but the Air Force agreed that it is a vital 

role of each Service to provide for the organic depot support of its CORE capabilities. 

Given recent changes in force structure and military strategies, both DoD and 
the private sector have excess unutilized depot maintenance capacity. The costs 
associated with carrying this excess capacity, while not expressly determined, are 
known to be significant. DoD is most concerned with minimizing the total cost of 
essential depot maintenance support, whether that support is provided by the public or 
private sector. The Task Force agreed that divestiture of excess organic infrastructure is 
a key element of reducing overall depot maintenance costs. There was also agreement 
that there are industrial base considerations that must be taken into account as both 
sectors continue to downsize, and that in some cases, certain depot maintenance 
workloads could contribute to the preservation of needed industrial base capabilities. 

In agreeing that depot maintenance costs needed to be minimized, consistent 
with readiness and sustainability requirements, the Task Force found that some current 
approaches to cost minimization may be inappropriate, if not ineffective. Competitions 
between organic depots and the private sector as well as among the organic depots do 
not appear consistent with current Department goals and policies. While Congress has 
granted the DoD depot maintenance community authority to compete with the private 
sector, it was intended that such programs be full and fair competitions. Unbridled 

competition between the public and private sectors is inconsistent with the basic tenet 
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that government exists to provide the essential services that the private sector either 
cannot or will not provide. The Task Force perceived that competitions involving the 
organic depots are having disruptive and divisive effects on the Services, particularly 
on the depot maintenance community. Further, given that DoD is moving to size its 
organic maintenance capabilities consistent with its CORE policy, it is questionable 

whether additional capacity and resources should be retained in order to compete. 

To most effectively control depot maintenance costs, rather than expending 
resources to compete, DoD should focus on sizing its depots consistent with the CORE 
concept, divesting unneeded and expensive excess capacity and infrastructure, and 
managing remaining operations in the most efficient manner. These activities, overseen 
by the Defense Depot Maintenance Council (DDMC), will result in effective depot 
maintenance support to combat commanders, the proper balance between the public 
and private sectors, and cost-effective depot maintenance operations. 

The essential cooperation necessary between Services and between the DoD and 
its industry partners is being eroded by recent competition programs as the inherent 
trust that previously existed is disappearing. Industry questions, as do some of the 
Services when contemplating both public-private and public-public (depot against 
depot) competition, whether a level playing field for such competitions can ever be 
established. Given that the Services readily admit that cost visibility and accuracy are 
deficient, it may not be possible to have fair and meaningful competition or to 
effectively evaluate the results of such efforts. 

It should be noted that the above points reflect the full Task Force views, less the 
Air Force. The Air Force position is that public-private and public-public competitions 
are an appropriate avenue to achieve cost reductions and that the results of such 
competitions should be a primary determinant of the size and structure of the organic 
depot infrastructure. The Air Force view is that the provision of CORE capabilities, 
once derived by the Services, should be viewed from a composite DoD perspective 
rather than being capabilities retained specifically under the direct control of each 
military service. These positions were not supported by the remainder of the Task 
Force. 
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TASK FORCE FINDINGS 

Consistent with the above overview, the Task Force Findings are: 

r Readiness, sustainability and total life-cycle support are the primary reasons for 
organic depots. 

r Service Secretaries' Title 10 readiness responsibilities require Service depots to 
provide Service CORE capabilities. 

r The basic CORE concept is valid - it is supported by DoD and Industry Task Force 
members. 

r Legislative constraints such as "60140"~ are not consistent with CORE policy 
implementation -- other legislative guidance also impacts CORE. 

r There is excess depot maintenance capacity in the public and private sectors . . . 
Downsizing consistent with CORE concept will minimize organic 
infrastructure and reduce excess capacity. 
Reintroduction of the depot maintenance capacity of closed facilities into the 
industrial base could have detrimental effects on the base. 
Policy consistent with CORE concept required for management of workload 
transitions between public and private sectors. 

r Depot maintenance workload is particularly critical for private shipyard industrial 
base. 

r Major modifications and upgrades are most appropriately accomplished in the 
private sector. 

+ Public-private competition is counter-productive for DoD and private sector. 

r Interservicing of depot maintenance work for common systems is preferable to 
public-public competition. 

+ Common systems for collecting and displaying costs of public and private sector 
work are needed to support effective business management. 

+ Empowered Defense Depot Maintenance Council management of depot maintenance 
is appropriate; must be provided the structure and authority to implement policy and 
decisions. 

l ~ h e  public-private workload balance resulting from current legislation that requires that not less than 60 percent 
of depot maintenance work be accomplished by Federal government employees. 

'u 
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TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Task Force identified legislative and administrative actions consistent with 

these findings. The recommendation for legislative action focuses on changing current 
legislation affecting workload balance between the public and private sectors. The 
recommendations for administrative actions center on effective implementation of the 

CORE policy and continued management improvements. 

Legislative action -- 

+ Replace "60140" and other legislative restrictions with a concept consistent with CORE 
policy. 

Administrative actions -- 

+ Fully implement CORE policy to replace current workload split with a balance of 
validated minimum Service CORE workload requirements in public depots and non- 
CORE workload in the private sector.. . 

Eliminate public-private and public-public competition. 
Size organic depot maintenance capacity to CORE requirements. 

• Selected non-CORE workload may be assigned to maintain private sector 
industrial base capabilities as appropriate. 
Compete (private-private) remaining non-CORE workload. 

-- 

+ Aggressively pursue financial management initiatives to provide for better 
management of the depot maintenance business area. 

+ Design, develop, manufacture and, generally, install major modifications and 
upgrades in the private sector. 

+ Further strengthen the Defense Depot Maintenance Council to.. . 
Monitor full implementation of CORE policy. 
Implement other policies recommended herein. 
Develop future policy recommendations. 
Oversee depot maintenance operations (e.g., efficiencies, capital investments 
and interservicing of workload). 
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BACKGROUND w 
As a part of the overall post-Cold War downsizing, and in response to declining 

budgets, DoD has carefully examined the functional area of depot maintenance to 

guide decisions on downsizing related infrastructure. In 1992 the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

(JCS) commissioned a study of depot maintenance management to complement their 

review of DoD roles and missions. The JCS study recommended establishing a Joint 

Depot Maintenance Command to manage the Department's depot maintenance 

operations. The Secretary of Defense did not adopt this recommendation, but rather 
directed further review of depot maintenance management options. That review 

looked at the need for integrated management of DoD depot maintenance. Two of the 

key recommendations of the review are being implemented -- the empowering of the 

Defense Depot Maintenance Council (DDMC) and the concept for identifying essential 

maintenance capabilities -- to be collectively known as "CORE" -- which will be 
retained in DoD organic depots. In anticipation of the Congress directing the 

establishment of the current Task Force to review depot maintenance issues and 
management, implementation of additional recommendations from the previous study 

was deferred. 

The examinations discussed above reaffirmed the importance of depot 

maintenance in DoD's ability to support materiel readiness and sustainability 

requirements for JCS contingency scenarios. Further, they highlighted the need to 
establish a balance between public and private sector depot maintenance support that 
provides acceptable risk at an affordable price. 

The magnitude of depot maintenance downsizing remaining to be achieved is, in 

large part, related to two factors: total depot maintenance workload and workload 

balance between the public and private sectors. Total depot maintenance workload 

depends on the relatively predictable support requirements driven by the prevailing 
military strategy. However, the distribution of that workload -- balance -- between the 

public and private sectors depends largely on policy and legislation. For example, 

existing legislation requires at least 60 percent of depot maintenance work to be 

accomplished by Federal government employees. Previous DoD policy for workload 

distribution used a decision logic process based on massive mobilization requirements. 

The large scale, full mobilization scenarios required DoD to maintain substantial public 
sector depot maintenance capacity and capability. Although there have been w 
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w" 
significant reductions in manpower, much of the large depot maintenance 

infrastructure still exists today. Current policy defines the CORE concept. 
Implementation of the policy is ongoing as the Services identify the capabilities 
required, relate those capabilities to workload and take steps to size their organic 

infrastructure accordingly. 

In order to ensure retention of adequate capability to maintain mission essential 
weapon systems, a methodology has been established that relates required depot 

maintenance capabilities to JCS contingency scenarios. This methodology focuses on 
determining the depot maintenance capability required in DoD organic depots -- the 
CORE concept. CORE capabilities and requisite workloads (i.e., support for mission 
essential weapons systems), by definition, must be maintained in DoD depots. This 
methodology recognizes, however, that some depot maintenance support for mission 
essential weapon systems can logically exist outside of DoD depots -- in the private 
sector. Emerging results of service calculations of required CORE capabilities indicate 
that only 40-50 percent of the total peacetime depot maintenance workload will be 
needed in the organic depots to maintain CORE. As noted above, current law requires 

J that at least 60 percent of the peacetime workload be accomplished by government 
employees. 

As part of a continuing Congressional interest in depot maintenance, Section 341 

of the 1994 National Defense Authorization Act directed the Secretary of Defense to 
establish a Defense/Industry Task Force "to assess the overall performance and 

management of the depot-level activities of the Department of Defense." The Task 
Force is required to address the following nine specific tasks: 

(1) The identification of the depot-level maintenance workloads 
that were performed during each of fiscal years 1990 through 1993 for the 
military departments and the Defense Agencies by employees of the 
Department of Defense and by non-Federal Government personnel. 

(2) An estimate of the current capacity to carry out the performance 
of depot-level maintenance workloads by employees of the Department of 
Defense and by Non-Federal Government personnel. 

(3) An identification of the rationale used by the Department of 
Defense to support a decision to provide for the performance of a depot- 
level maintenance workload by employees of the Department of Defense 
or by non-Federal Government personnel. 
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(4) An evaluation of the cost, manner, and quality of performance 
of the depot-level maintenance workload by employees of the 
Department of Defense and by non-Federal Government personnel. 

(5) An evaluation of the manner of determining the CORE 
workload requirements for depot-level maintenance workloads 
performed by employees of the Department of Defense. 

(6) A comparison of the methods by which the rates and prices for 
depot-level maintenance workloads performed by employees of the 
Department of Defense are determined with the methods by which such 
rates and prices are determined for depot-level maintenance workloads 
performed by non-Federal Government personnel. 

(7) A discussion of the issues involved in determining the balance 
between the amount of depot-level maintenance workloads assigned for 
performance by employees of the Department of Defense and the amount 
of depot-level maintenance workloads assigned for performance by non- 
Federal Government personnel, including the preservation of surge 
capabilities and essential industrial base capabilities needed in the event 
of mobilization. 

(8) An identification of the depot-level functions and activities that 
are s~itable for performance by employees of the Department of Defense 
and the depot-level functions and activities that are suitable for 
performance by the non-Federal Government personnel. 

(9) An identification of the management and organizational 
structure of the Department of Defense necessary for the Department to 
provide the optimal management of depot-level maintenance and the 
allocation of related resources. 

The appendices to this report provide comprehensive Task Force assessments for each 

of the first eight tasks. Task nine, dealing with organizational structure and 

management of depot maintenance, is addressed in the body of this report. 

READINESS AND SUSTAINABILITY -- FOUNDATION FOR 

DoD DEPOT MAINTENANCE 

Flexible and responsive depot maintenance contributes significantly to the 
operational readiness and sustainability of United States combat forces. It is essential 
for national defense that Department of Defense activities maintain a logistics 

capability (including personnel, equipment and facilities) to ensure a ready and 
controlled source of technical competence and resources necessary to ensure effective 
and timely response to a mobilization, . . . contingency, . . . or other emergency 

Y19 
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requirement.2 The Military Services train and equip their forces, and maintain them in 

.J a state of readiness to ensure that they are fully prepared for immediate and sustained 

combat. In order to make certain that critical mission-essential weapons are always 
ready, and to ensure responsive support, Service Secretaries provide the combatant 
commanders with access to a ready and controlled source of critical depot maintenance 

capability needed to fight and win. The ability to guarantee delivery of flexible and 

responsive depot maintenance support for these systems represents the essence of 
DoD's depot maintenance mission -- it is the reason that the government maintenance depots 
and shipyards exist. The capability to effectively support and maintain modern, high 

technology weapon systems is a perishable resource; it must be constantly exercised 
throughout the life cycle of the weapon systems in order to remain robust. 

In peacetime, Service depots maintain critical capabilities by performing depot 
maintenance work on weapons and equipment that will be used in JCS contingency 

scenarios. The Task Force agrees that these contingency-related readiness and 

sustainability requirements are the primary reason for maintaining organic 
maintenance depots. Further, the Task Force is convinced that the size of the organic 
maintenance depot infrastructure should be driven by the need for capabilities related 

directly to these requirements. Such sizing, when balanced with private sector 

capabilities and support, will result in an efficient and economic overall depot 
maintenance support structure. There are no functional or technical reasons for a pre- 
existing bias toward either the public or private sector in the support of mission 

essential weapon systems; both sectors provide reliable support of mission essential 
weapon systems and equipment. 

Data developed for the Task Force by the Services indicates that depot 
maintenance has been a $15 billion per year business over the past five years. This 

amount includes some executed programs that have not routinely been included in less 
comprehensive characterizations of the depot maintenance business base. The content 

0 Title 10, United States Code, Chapter 146, Section 2464 
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of the business base was intended to be inclusive of all workload performed and, 
therefore, the public sector content includes 

all work accomplished at maintenance depots, regardless of level, and including 
modifications and upgrades 
all costs including direct, indirect and overhead costs, salaries, material and 
parts, utilities, depreciation, capital investment, facility repair and support 
services 
depot maintenance workload from all funding sources, not just that funded from 

depot maintenance program appropriations 
depot work accomplished at government facilities primarily devoted to other 

purposes 
work at non-Defense Business Operations Fund (DBOF) depot maintenance 

facilities, and 

Additionally, contract depot maintenance administered directly by program managers 
is also included. About 70 percent of the $15 billion depot maintenance business has 
historically been accomplished in the DoD organic depots with the remainder being 
accomplished by private sector commercial firms. Figure 1 depicts the FY 1993 total 

depot maintenance business base by Service and source of repair (public or private). 

DoD organic depots include air logistics centers, naval aviation depots, naval 
shipyards, Marine Corps logistics bases, Army depots, and other similar activities. 
Segments of the private sector involved in depot maintenance include original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs), private shipyards, vendors, and maintenance 
services companies. Appendix C and Appendix D provide detailed data on DoD depot 
maintenance workloads and related organic and industry capacity. It should be noted 
that in providing the data on past completed DoD workloads, the Department had to 
resort to data calls rather than being able to rely on a single integrated and 
comprehensive data base. This raises the issue of data comparability, although all 
inputs were compiled, validated and provided by the individual Services. 
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DoD Depot Maintenance 
Business Base 
FY 1993 - $15 billion 

Contract 29.0% 

Figure 1. FY 1993 Depot Maintenance Business Base 

The Task Force considered depot maintenance workloads in six major 

commodity areas.) Figure 2 depicts the DoD total depot maintenance workload in 

these six areas over the past four fiscal years. Workload in each of these commodity 

areas has been remarkably stable over that period. For example, fixed wing aircraft 
workload varies from 29-31 percent, communications-electronics from 13-14 percent, 
and ships from 37-39 percent of total costs. The aviation share (fixed wing and 

helicopter) averages about 37 percent, while the ships share averages about 38 percent 

of all work; they dwarf all other workload categories which together total to the 
remaining 25 percent. It is important to note that in then-year dollars, the depot 
maintenance business base has remained relatively stable in the face of declining DoD 
budgets, indicating that an increasing share of the Defense budget is being directed to 

depot maintenance at the expense of other key program elements. 

3~lthough there were four Task Force commodity panels, workload was further divided to provide additional 
visibility for helicopters and missiles. 
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Ships Fixed Wing Helicopters Ground Systems C-ElAvionics Missiles 

Figure 2. FY 1990 - FY 1993 Depot Maintenance Business Base Break-out 

In 1993, DoD took a critical look at the management structure in place for the 
Department's depot maintenance operations. Several alternative management 
structures were considered, ranging from a single depot maintenance command or 
agency to executive Service management on a commodity-type basis. The review 
concluded that in light of ongoing downsizing, force structure reductions, and business 
process changes, integrated management of DoD depot maintenance was indeed 
appropriate with Services retaining functional responsibility for the accomplishment of 
depot maintenance. The review recommended adding responsibilities to the 
established DDMC as the most effective manner to bring about the degree of 
integration necessary. To that end, the Deputy Secretary of Defense approved retaining 
the DDMC as the primary vehicle for oversight of depot maintenance within the 
Department. The DDMC was empowered to expand its focus to encompass all depot 
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maintenance operations and issues, e.g., elimination of excess capacity and 

(r kter~ervic in~ of depot maintenance work among the Services. 

The current Task Force agrees that a strengthened DDMC is the most 
appropriate management alternative. This alternative will allow DoD to ensure 

successful implementation of policies such as CORE without constraining Service 

Secretaries' abilities to fulfill their Title 10 responsibilities. Additionally, the DDMC 
should serve as the forum for oversight of depot maintenance operations such as capital 

investments and interservicing and should recommend future depot maintenance 
management policy. To most effectively implement the changes needed to meet fiscal 
and readiness challenges, the Task Force specifically recommends that policies be 

established for increased depot maintenance resource management flexibility. ' 

Public and private sector depot maintenance managers use similar processes to 

set their rates and prices. Similar accounts detail most expense elements. There are 
some basic cost differences between the two sectors, (e.g., profits, taxes, cost of money, 

insurance, military-related costs and mobilization). While accounting systems of the 

two sectors are based on the same principles and standards, some adjustments to cost 
(r specifics are required in making cross-sector comparisons. Task Force members 

recognized that DoD is working to enhance accounting practices, performance 

measures, and information systems for depot maintenance within the larger framework 

of Department-wide business processes and corporate information management 

changes. They agreed that common systems for collecting and displaying depot 
maintenance cost information are needed to support effective business management 

and decision making. Industry Task Force members believe that valid and meaningful 

cost comparisons between the public and private sectors are not currently possible. 

There is no conclusive evidence, however, that one sector or the other is inherently less 

expensive. Appendix H provides a detailed discussion of public and private sector 

rates and prices as they relate to depot maintenance. 

'~hese resources include depot maintenance personnel and funds. 
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Depot maintenance operations include a wide spectrum of activities such as 

overhaul and repair of components, programmed depot maintenance for entire weapon 

systems including hardware and software for ships, aircraft and tanks, modification 

and upgrade of systems and equipment, and, when required, battle damage repair. 

There was no evidence found that any of these activities is better suited to performance 
by either the public or private sector, although some seem to be intrinsically linked to 

one sector or the other. However, there was universal agreement among the Task Force 
members that major modifications and upgrades should be performed primarily in the 
private sector. This workload is unique among depot activities in the sense that it uses 

many of the same capabilities required by the commercial defense industry to design, 

develop and produce new weapon systems. For this reason, modification and upgrade 
work provides the greatest potential to contribute to preservation of these essential 

skills in the Defense private sector industrial base. A more detailed discussion of this 
subject is contained in Appendix I. 

Modifications and upgrades are not, by definition, part of depot maintenance 

CORE.' The government has traditionally obtained development and manufacture of 
kits for modifications and upgrades from the private sector. However, installation of 

- -  the kits has been done in both public and private facilities. As indicated above, the 

Task Force concluded that major modifications and upgrades should be principally 

supported in the private sector with organic depots installing kits and upgrades only + 

when there is not adequate workload to sustain a required CORE capability or when 
such work can be accomplished concurrently (and most cost effectively) with CORE 

workload. For example, when an aircraft or ship is brought into a maintenance depot 

for periodic maintenance, extensive disassembly is accomplished for inspections 
providing an opportune time to install modification kits if needed. 

?here is no link between modification and upgrade workloads and JCS scenario readiness support. 
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EXCESS DEPOT MAINTENANCE CAPACITY EXISTS IN 

BOTH ~ L I C  AND -ATE SECTORS 

Just a few years ago DoD had 35 major organic maintenance depots6 Through 
streamlining efforts and management actions, and in support of Base Realignment and 
Closure (BRAC) initiatives, the number of DoD depots to remain open has been 
reduced to 24. Other actions have been taken to reduce DoD organic capacity such as 
reducing work forces and eliminating maintenance depot buildings and work centers. 
Similarly, industry has downsized by eliminating facilities and cutting work forces. 

Figure 3 shows the Services' current plans to continue reducing organic depot 
maintenance capacity. However, since planned organic workload continues to decline, 
substantial unneeded capacity will remain in some Services. Implementation of the 
CORE concept will further reduce requirements for workload to be in organic depots 
and thereby add to the unneeded capacity and infrastructure problem. It is anticipated 
that additional Service actions to downsize will be needed to address this excess 
capacity situation. 

80 

% = C a p a c i t y  Util ization 75  Oh - 
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Figure 3. DoD Organic Maintenance Depot Capacity and Utilization 

6~ major maintenance depot is defined as having 400 or more employees. 
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Even with ongoing reductions, both DoD and industry will still have excess 

unutilized capacity. Figure 4 shows current industry capacity and workloads in six 

major depot maintenance commodity areas. The industry workload depicted includes 

both depot maintenance work as well as production work, but the capacity shown is 

only that considered suitable for support of depot maintenance operations. Industry 

has substantial unutilized capacity in every area. Also depicted is the FY 1993 DoD 

organic depot maintenance workload for the six commodity areas. There is no question 
that industry has the capacity to absorb additional depot maintenance workload in any 

area. The data, however, indicates that industry also needs to continue capacity 

downsizing efforts. 

100 
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Figure 4. Industy  Capacity for Depot Maintenance Work 

DoD is incurring heavy costs for retaining excess public and private sector depot 

maintenance infrastructure. As shown in Figure 5, and detailed in Appendix C, the 

requirement for depot maintenance production in terms of direct labor hours has w 
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declined substantially, going down by about 14 percent since FY 1990. The cost for 
each of those direct labor hours, on the other hand has increased. Some analysis 
indicates this is largely attributable to high fixed overhead cost. For example, it is 

estimated that an organic depot with several thousand employees incurs fixed 

overhead costs in the range of $50-100 million annually. Hence, elimination of 

unneeded organic maintenance depot infrastructure affords the Department the 
opportunity for substantial savings. In addition, the Department should obviously be 

extremely prudent to avoid establishing unneeded capacity when transitioning 
workload from private sector sources to organic depots (such as for new weapon 

systems). 

Figure 5 .  DoD Organic Maintenance Depot Production and Costs 

RSCALYEAR I FYlW 1 PI 1991 I FY 1992 
c3~at-k Casts 6 Billionsl +I 9.9 I 10.3 10.8 
Uk (Millions) 158.7 148.9 I 154.1 

MISSION ESSENTIAL WEAPON SYSTEMS MAINTAINED BY m L I C  AND 
PRIVATE SECTORS 

-1993 
10.6 
136.9 

The Task Force agreed that there is an irreducible minimum of organic 
capability -- CORE -- that the Military Services must possess in order to be able to meet 

readiness and sustainment requirements. Under this relatively new CORE concept and 

its related decision process, requirements driven by the JCS contingency scenarios 
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result in the Services identifying combat-related mission essential weapon systems and 
equipment. They then translate depot maintenance support for these systems into 
specific depot maintenance capability requirements. Where the Services are certain that 
they must maintain control of depot support in order to minimize risk to combat 
commanders, the capabilities are established and retained in organic maintenance 
depots. When satisfied that CORE capabilities are adequately provided for or not 
required, the Services turn to the private sector for support. Therefore, for many 
systems designated as mission essential, depot maintenance support is in the private 
sector. Figure 6 graphically depicts the derivation of workload to support the CORE 
policy and similarly depicts the placement of certain mission essential workload in the 
private sector. While not descriptive of the current decision process of each Service, 
Figure 6 is nonetheless representative of the approach being used to revise these 
processes to reflect the CORE policy. Appendix E addresses the Services' approaches to 
workload assignments while Appendix G provides a complete review of DoD CORE 
policy and CORE workload calculation. 

All D o D  S y s t e m s  PRIVATE S E C T O R  

Non-mission Essen 

d to Control Risk 

Depot-level Competenci 

PUBLIC S E C T O R  Capabilities to Ensure S 

Workloads Required b Maintain 
Mission Essential Systems-Retated 
Competencies and Capabilities 

Figure 6. Deriving CORE and Allocation of Workloads '(111 
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The Task Force endorsed CORE, both in terms of the basic concept and in terms 

of the specific features ascribed to the concept. The most salient features are as follows: 

CORE consists of organic capabilities -- i.e., skills, competencies , facilities, 
and equipment that exist within government depots and shipyards. 

CORE is needed to assure that readiness and sustainrnent requirements 

related to JCS contingency scenarios are met. CORE is justified when it 
minimizes operational risks and demonstrably supports required 

readiness. 

The Services preserve their CORE capabilities with the minimum 

infrastructure (facilities, equipment and personnel) required; depot 
capacity beyond that needed for CORE will be used only for "last source 
of repair" and "cost control workload" (as approved by the DDMC). 

The primary workloads assigned to depots in support of CORE 
capabilities should be maintenance of weapon systems included in JCS 

combat contingency scenarios. 

These features have important implications in terms of clarifying the scope and 

nature of depot activity. First of all, the definition of CORE as organic capability means 

that it consists of skills and competencies, not work on specific weapon systems. It is 
not necessary that specific contingency weapon system workload be retained but rather 

that a capability relevant to that weapon system be preserved using appropriate 

workloads. CORE is the capability to support, not the maintenance of specific weapon 

systems. Consistent with the above, DoD has established the following policy on 

CORE: 

Depot maintenance CORE is the capability maintained within organic Defense 
depots to meet readiness and sustainability requirements of the weapon systems 
that support the JCS contingency scenario(s). CORE exists to minimize 
operational risks and to guarantee required readiness for these weapon systems. 
CORE depot maintenance capabilities will comprise only the minimum facilities, 
equipment and skilled personnel necessa y to ensure n ready and controlled source 
of required technical competence. Depot maintenance for the designated weapon 
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systems will be the primary workloads assigned to DoD depots to support CORE 

depot maintenance capabilities.' 

Task Force members noted that current DoD policy was not definitive as to 

whether support for CORE requirements are Service-specific, deriving from Title 10 

responsibilities, or can be consolidated as DoD CORE. The Task Force concluded, with 

the Air Force dissenting, that CORE should be Service specific and that such an 

approach is essential to support Military Service Title 10 readiness responsibilities. 

These responsibilities cannot be delegated to another Service and must be supported 
with requisite authority, resources and control. Interservice agreements, where two or 
more Services agree that CORE capabilities for common (or almost common) weapon 

systems or equipment will be pr0tected.b~ one of the Services, are a way to ensure that 
duplicate capabilities are minimized. The Task Force supports interservicing in such 

cases that result in a single Service providing the support of multiple-Service CORE 
requirements. The DDMC should be empowered to make these decisions for the 

Department. 

CORE exists as a principal risk management tool for each Service to support its 

contingency responsibilities. The skills, competencies and facilities established to 
provide CORE capabilities, fully integrated with the complete spectrum of Service 

logistics and operational support management, should be under the absolute control of 

each Service to provide the responsiveness and flexibility required. The Task Force 
concluded that Service-specific CORE will provide more responsive support and can be 
achieved efficiently. 

Current management philosophy within the Department, reflecting the 

recommendations of such as the Packard Commission, emphasizes centralized policy 

and decentralized execution. Service-specific CORE based on a DoD-wide 

methodology appears to be consistent with this management philosophy. The Air 

Force took the position that CORE capabilities should be established and maintained as 
a DoD CORE through competition between Service depots. Thus, CORE would be 

DoD rather than Service specific. Their belief is that this would be the most cost- 

7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ )  Memorandum, November 15, 1993, Subject: Policy for Maintaining CORE Depot Maintenance 
Capability. 
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effective and efficient. Additional discussion of the CORE concept can be found in 

Appendix G. 

Currently, after CORE requirements are satisfied, a number of approaches are 
used in determining the source of repair for non-CORE workloads. These approaches 
range from decision support processes as discussed in Appendix E to full and open 
competition. 

It has been long-standing fundamental government policy that the Federal 
government should not compete with industry in providing products or services 
readily available in the private sector. Exceptions to this policy are outlined in Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-76. The policy exceptions include, in part, where 
there is a compelling national defense requirement (such as CORE) and in the case of 
existing government operations where it can be demonstrated that in-house operations 
can provide the products or services at a lower cost than the private sector. 

A major issue associated with CORE policy implementation is the degree to 
which public depots should be limited in performing work that is not required to 
maintain CORE capabilities (i.e., non-CORE work). At the heart of this issue is the role 
of public-private competition. 

The DoD CORE policy is silent regarding the disposition of non-CORE 
workload, however all of the Service and industry members of the Task Force 
unanimously support competition as the preferred distribution tool. All of the Services 
and industry members, except for the Air Force, believe that this competition should be 
private-private, not public-private. 

Competition is the traditional process by which free markets determine the 
allocation of goods and services. According to conventional market theory, the 
unfettered interplay of forces of supply and demand produces the fairest and most 
efficient economic outcomes. In recent years, DoD has stressed the importance of 

infusing the depots with the benefits of private sector business management practices, 
including increased competition for workload. 
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Whether depot competitions with industry can be considered successful, and 

whether public-private competitions should be continued in the future depends on 
whether these competitions are considered "meaningful" in a true economic sense. 

Conventional market theory describes competition as occurring when a multiplicity of 

buyers and sellers freely compete on equal terms. Clearly, that situation does not occur 
in the defense business because the government is the sole buyer -- the defense market 

is a monopsony. This market distortion is accepted as an unavoidable requirement of 

national sovereignty and security, so most discussion of "meaningful competition" in 
the context of defense workload focuses on the rivalry among suppliers for federal 

funds. 

Theory and history both suggest that such rivalry can be (and generally is) 

harnessed to drive down cost. Competition among commercial suppliers (private- 
private competition) is considered "meaningful" when market forces work and the 

customer can get what he needs at the lowest possible cost. When the theory was tested 
using public-private competitions, initial results were encouraging. The short-term 

results seemed to justify the effort and expense involved. However, setting aside the 

contentious question whether such competitions are fairly conducted, there is serious 
concern that public-private competitions for depot maintenance workload are not 

"meaningful" competitions, and that, in the long-term, such competitions may represent 
bad policy. 

After initial experiences, the defense depots that competed successfully quickly 

found that they were given no meaningful financial rewards, and offered no real 

incentives to repeat their achievement (i.e., no "profits" were returned to those involved 
in winning the competition; no "savings" were set aside to reinvest in improved plant 

and equipment, etc.). No evidence could be found that suggested market forces were at 

work. Perhaps even worse, the unsuccessful depots quickly realized that there were no 
negative repercussions to competitive failure -- no managers lost their jobs and no 

depot or shipyard went out of business ("efficiency" and "competitiveness" are not 
criteria taken into consideration by the Base Closure and Realignment Commission -- 
many of the depots which have been closed had good competition records). Again, 

market forces were not working. For these and other reasons, there is justifiable 

skepticism over the wisdom of calling public-private depot competitions "meaningful". 
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If they are not meaningful, then they cannot be relied upon to produce the desirable 
results expected in the economic model. 

Besides procedural questions, the Task Force members shared a concern over the 
divisive effects of a policy that asks private sector firms to aggressively compete with 

their major (sometimes only) customer. It was evident from Task Force discussions that 
friction, and even suppressed hostility, was a not uncommon byproduct of hard fought 
public-private depot competitions. To the extent that the anecdotal evidence is true, 
these competitions may be undermining the government-industry teamwork so critical 
to the nation's defense. These relationships have been of tremendous benefit to DoD 
and should not be allowed to disappear. 

Philosophically, the Task Force majority subscribes to the following premises: 

The role of government in the United States is to provide essential public 
services that the private sector either cannot or will not provide; it is not 
the role of government to supplant the marketplace. 

The presumption in favor of market solutions to most public needs is 
based on a belief that the free interplay of forces of supply and demand 
produces the most desirable outcomes; this conviction derives not only 
from a preference for efficiency, but also from firmly rooted ideals 
concerning individual freedom and limits on authority. 

The Cold War was waged and won in large part to protect these 
principles; while it is true that national security sometimes demands 
deviations from the standards of limited government and market 
economics, such deviations should be permitted only when they are 
absolutely necessary. 

Government maintenance depots and shipyards were not created to compete 
with private industry and the public-sector environment in which they currently 
operate cannot, and does not, allow normal market forces to work. Only by artificially 
manipulating the playing field can bids be solicited and evaluated, and a "winner" 
selected. In conventional economic terms, public sector organizations distort the 
marketplace. Thrusting DoD depots and shipyards into competitions with industry 
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compromises the very quality of the free market that makes it so useful as an honest 

arbiter of "value" -- fairness and objectivity. 

Finally, the Task Force believes it to be unworkable to use competition to 

determine sources of repair until the Department can accurately and reliably determine 

its costs for depot maintenance operations. In any case, the Department needs to 

establish a reliable financial management system in order to effectively manage its 

depot maintenance business. 

All members of the Task Force, except the Air Force, take the position that public 

depots should target their size to the CORE workload requirement. The Task Force, 

less the Air Force, believes that the dramatic savings which each Service must achieve 
can only be met by eliminating the fixed infrastructure costs associated with excess 

depot capacity8. Given that Service depots downsize to Service CORE, they will no 
longer have significant excess capacity, and will, therefore, not be in a position to take 

on additional workload. Additionally, the transient and uncertain nature of workloads 
won through competition would unnecessarily complicate effective management of 
CORE related capabilities. To sustain readiness, DoD must divest excess infrastructure 
that is expensive to maintain. Consequently, it is essential that the future organic depot 
maintenance infrastructure be downsized consistent with support of CORE capabilities, 

and not randomly shaped by the unpredictable results of competition. 

For this and other reasons discussed above, the depots should discontinue all 

public-private competitions for non-CORE work, except as approved by the Defense 

Depot Maintenance Council. The Task Force recommends discontinuing public-private 

competitions for non-CORE work. 

Conversely, the Air Force Task Force members stated that the source of repair 

should be determined by public-private and public-public competition programs. 

Their position is that such an approach will result in lower costs to the warfighters and 
the most efficient organic depot maintenance infrastructure. The Air Force reports 

substantially lower costs from public-private competitions whether won by air logistics 
centers or private sector firms. The remainder of the Task Force members question the 

One of the most important features of the CORE policy is the workload sizing methodology which 
was designed to help the Services select from all potential workload the minimum amount required to 
protect CORE capabilities. 
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interpretation of DoD data on competitions, and challenge the Department's ability to 

w create a level playing field for public-private competitions. The Task Force reviewed 
105 bids associated with 28 competitive awards as well as 55 completed contracts but 
found that, due to large variations in bids and scope changes, the results are 
inconclusive. Appendix F provides additional detail regarding these reviews and other 

pertinent issues. 

Interservicing is one cooperative approach which results in efficient cross- 

Service use of resources, capabilities and facilities. Procedures to carry out this process 

are well established and focused on providing DoD with efficient depot maintenance 

support for common items and, in some cases, common technology requirements. With 

regard to public-public competitions, the Task Force position, less the Air Force, is that 

interservicing of depot maintenance work for common systems is preferable to direct 

Service against Service competitions. Some selected workloads that are not required to 

sustain CORE capabilities may be used to maintain needed private sector industrial 
base capabilities. The remaining workload would be competed in the private sector to 

take advantage of the competitive market place and achieve best value for DoD. This 

approach provides a rational balance, ensures depot maintenance support to 

operational forces, and offers the potential to use depot maintenance workload to help 
preserve needed private sector industrial base capabilities. 

The CORE concept provides the basis for establishing and maintaining the 

public depot maintenance industrial base. This concept will also provide substantial 

workload to private sector industrial base segments. To be effective in supporting the 

private sector industrial base, some depot maintenance workload may have to be 
allocated to targeted industrial activities. For example, Defense depot maintenance 

workload is particularly critical to the economic viability of private shipyards. 
Analysis of workload and capacity data, as briefly discussed above, indicates there is 

potential for some depot maintenance workloads to contribute to the preservation of 

needed private sector industrial base capabilities. 

The Task Force recognized that both DoD and industry are working hard to 

Qv eliminate excess capacity and to efficiently utilize resources. To that end, the Task 
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Force found that attention must be paid to reintroduction into the Defense industrial 

base of depot maintenance facilities that have been closed by DoD and turned over to 

the private sector. While not in any way concluding that there should be specific 
limitations on reuse or conversion of these facilities, the Task Force believes it 

appropriate to identify that reintroduction of this capacity into the industrial base could 

have detrimental effects on the base. 

THE BALANCE BETWEEN THE ~ L I C  AND  ATE SECTORS 

Providing essential depot maintenance resources and capabilities is a key 

concern of logistics managers. Implementation of the CORE concept will lead to an 

appropriate and acceptable balance of capabilities and workloads between the public 

and private sectors. Preservation of public sector maintenance depots' skilled 

workforce and facilities is a sensitive and important issue with members of Congress. 
As a consequence, DoD depot maintenance is operating under a number of 
congressionally mandated guidelines that, in some ways, limit management flexibility. 

Congress passed legislation in 1991 that had the effect of establishing a de facto 

CORE. The National Defense Authorization Act for FY 1992 and FY 1993 required that 
". . .not less than 60 percent of the funds available for each fiscal year for depot level 

maintenance of Army and Air Force materiel shall be used for performance of such 
depot level maintenance by employees of the Department of Defense." In 1993, Title 10 

of the United States Code was amended to further expand this restriction to include the 

Navy and required that the Military Departments may not contract performance by 

non-Federal government personnel of more than 40 percent of the depot level 
workload. Another example of existing legislative guidance is the requirement that 

competitive procedures must be used to change the source of repair from any organic 

depot to contractor for workloads valued at $3 million or more. 

Given these legislative constraints and the Department's own guidelines and 

procedures for workload management, it is clear that there are substantive challenges 

to be met in transitioning to a DoD depot maintenance infrastructure based on CORE. 
Even with such a comprehensive concept as CORE, there may continue to be conflicting 
Departmental and external goals that need to be reconciled. For example, the 

consolidation of all DoD tactical missiles at a single site, while initially perhaps well- 
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conceived, may not now be consistent with the CORE concept or with the need to use 

depot maintenance workload to support certain segments or technologies within the 

private sector industrial base. The Task Force concluded that depot maintenance 

concepts for commodities such as tactical missiles should be reevaluated based on 
changing technology, integration with production workload, and economies and 

efficiencies. In fact, it is evident that DoD depot maintenance concepts for workload 

transitions, such as planned for tactical missiles and for new weapon systems, will need 

to be modified to accommodate the CORE concept. 

It is anticipated that quantification of CORE requirements in each Service will 

result in identification of less than 60 percent of peacetime workload as being needed in 
organic depots to maintain CORE capabilities (early indications, as stated above, place 

the level in the range of 40-50 percent). Given that the appropriate balance between the 
public and private sectors can be achieved though implementation of the CORE 
concept, it is evident existing legislative guidelines (60/40 split of workload) may 
prevent reaching a balance that is analytically derived. Similarly, the requirement to 
use competitive procedures to change workloads valued at $3 million or more from an 

u organic source of repair to a private sector source of repair precludes orderly 

management of workload transitions. The Task Force understands that the legislation 
is intended to require that the incumbent public depot compete for the workload to be 

transitioned. The Task Force, however, concluded that relief from existing legislation is 

needed to provide the necessary management flexibility to maintain high readiness in 
the face of declining resources. 

A proper balance of depot maintenance workload between the public and 

private sectors of the defense industrial base will be achieved when the government 
depots and shipyards have reduced their workloads to the minimum required to 
protect critical CORE capabilities, and private companies have an opportunity to 
compete among themselves for everything else. In reality, there will always be 

workloads which industry cannot or will not compete for; in these cases it falls to the 

organic depots to act as "last sources of repair." Likewise, there will be occasional 

situations when a Service finds that there are insufficient qualified commercial bidders 

for a particular non-core workload, and a DoD depot may be asked to assume the 
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workload or to compete with industry on an exception basis. These inevitable 

anomalies do not change the basic strategy. The majority Task Force position is that Qv 
public depots should concentrate on the work needed to protect their CORE 
capabilities, and that workload not needed to maintain those capabilities should be 

accomplished in the private sector. As previously indicated, the Task Force (less the 

Air Force) supports discontinuing public-private competitions for non-core work and, 

similarly, to use interservicing procedures, with Defense Depot Maintenance Council 

oversight, in lieu of public-public competition, for common hardware items requiring 

CORE capabilities. 
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ACQUISITION AND 
TECHNOLOGY 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON. DC 20301 - 3 0 1  0 

MEMORANDUM FOR CEAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 

SUBJECT: Terms of Reference -- Defense Science Board Task Force 
on Depot Maintenance Management 

You are requested to establish a Defense Science Board (DSB) 
Task Force to assess the overall performance and management of 
depot-level maintenance activities of the Department of Defense. 
The assessment shall include the following: 

(1) The identification of the depot-level maintenance 
workloads that were performed during each of fiscal years 1990 
through 1993 for the military departments and the Defense 
Agencies by employees of the Department of Defense and by non- 
Federal Government personnel. 

( 2 )  An estimate of the current capacity to carry out the 
performance of depot-level maintenance workloads by employees of 
the Department of Defense and by nonoFederal Government 
personnel. 

( 3 )  An identification of the rationale used by the 
Department of-Defense to support a decision to provide for the 
performance of a depot-level maintenance workload by employees of 
the Department of Defense or by non-Federal Government personnel. 

( 4 )  An evaluation of the cost, manner, and quality of 
performance of the depot-level maintenance workload by employees 
of the Department of.Defense and by non-Federal Government 
personnel. 

( 5 )  An evaluation of the manner of determining the core 
workload requirements for depot-level maintenance workloads 
performed by employees of the Department of Defense. 



(6) A comparison of the methods by which the rates and 
prices for depot-level maintenance workloads performed by 
employees of the Department of Defense are determined with the 
methods by which such rates and prices are determined for depot- 
level maintenance workloads performed by nonoFederal Government 
personnel. 

( 7 )  A discussion of the issues involved in determining the 
balance between the amount of depot-level maintenance workloads 
assigned for performance by employees of the Department of 
Defense and the amount of depot-level maintenance workloads 
assigned for performance by nonoFederal Government personnel, 
including the presenration of surge capabilities and essential 
industrial base capabilities needed in the event of mobilization. 

( 8 )  An identification of the.depot-level functions and 
activities that are suitable for performance by employees of the 
Department of Defense and the depot-level functions and 
activities that are suitable for performance by the nonoFederal 
Government personnel. 

( 9 )  An identification of the management and organizational 
structure of the Department of Defense necessary for the 
Department to provide the optimal management of depot-level 
maintenance and the allocation of related resources. 

Additionally, the Task Force will, within the constraints of 
time and resources available, address the following areas: 

(a) Approaches to improve overall efficiency of depot 
maintenance in organic and private industrial facilities, 
including strategies with the greatest potential for achieving 
significant improvements.through new technology applications, 
process improvements, modern business practices, reliability 
improvements and other appropriate means. 

(b) Depot maintenance plans for new items of equipment and 
compare relative cost effectiveness of organic and private 
industry facilities, including major weapon systems, missile 
systems, electronics, software, etc. 



The Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Logistics) will 
sponsor this Task Force. Mr. Robert N. Parker will serve as w Chairman of the Task Force. Mr. Wimpy D. Pybus of the Office of 
the DUSD (Logistics) will serve as Executive Secretary. LtCol 
Keith M. Larson, USA., will be the Defense Science Board 
Secretariat representative. The Office of the USD(A&T) will 
provide funding and other support as may be necessary. It is not 
anticipated that the work assigned to this Task Force will cause 
any member to be placed in the position of acting as a 
procurement official. A final report should be provided to the 
USD(A&T) by March 15, 1994, to ensure submission of the report to 
the Secretary of Defense by April 1, 1994. The report will 
provide specific responses to the assessments required by Section 
341 of the Fiscal Year 1994 National Defense Authorization Act, 
and will include recommendations of the Task Force for any 
legislative and administrative action the Task Force considers to 
be appropriate. 
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T A S K  1: The identification of the depot-level maintenance workloads that were 
performed during each of jiscal years 1990 through 1993 for the military 
departments and the Defense Agencies by employees of the Department of Defense 
and by non-Federal Government personnel. 

OVERVIEW 

At the beginning of the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) process in 1988, 
the Department of Defense was performing depot maintenance operations at 35 major 
D O D ~  and thousands of contractor facilities. With full implementation of currently 
approved BRAC decisions, the number of DoD facilities will be reduced to 24. 
Corresponding reductions are also taking place in the private sector. 

The tasking above requires the identification of depot-level maintenance 
workloads performed in these DoD and private sector facilities. In organizing to collect 
the data necessary to respond to this requirement, both the DoD and industry 
representatives agreed that the most meaningful aggregation of workload would be in 
16 weapon system .categories that were further aligned into the four commodity 
groupings into which the Task Force was organized. The categories and groupings are 
reflected in the table below: 

Fixed Wing Ground 
Fighter/Bomber/Attack Helicopters 
Transport /Tankers Combat Vehicles /Artillery 
All Other Fixed Wing Automotive/Construction 

Ordnance/Weapons/Munitions 
All Other Ground 

Electronics/Missiles Sea Systems 
Strategic Missiles Aircraft Carriers 
Tactical Missiles Submarines 
Communications-Electronics All Other Ships 
Avionics Components 

Over the years many statistics have been released that reflect differing amounts 
of depot-level maintenance workload. The reason for these apparent conflicts result 
from different sets of rules or principles used to develop the statistics. One reason for 
different totals has been the tendency to focus on the depot maintenance appropriation 
amount. This understates the total amount of actual depot maintenance work since 
other appropriations also fund depot maintenance. A second reason is the difference 
between appropriations, obligations, actual execution or expensing, and financial 

Qw 
' ~ a j o r  DoD maintenance depot being defined as a facility employing more than 400 personnel in depot maintenance. 



completion. The amount that was Congressionally appropriated may be different than 
the amount obligated due to reprogramming action. Actual execution and expensing 
occurs over several years, not just in the year of obligation. Delays occur in financially Ww 
completing orders for a number of technical reasons that have no relationship to actual 
execution and expensing. Therefore, each of these perspectives yield different 
amounts. 

The Task Force selected actual program execution for purposes of responding to 
this task. The executed program is the one statistic that accurately reflects the activity 
that was conducted in a depot facility for a selected fiscal year. The Task Force also 
determined that all depot-level maintenance workload would be collected, regardless 
of the funding source and regardless of the location where the work was conducted. 
Because of this decision, work from several public sector facilities that are not part of 
the Defense Business Operating Fund (DBOF) are included as well as depot 
maintenance from several facilities that are primarily devoted to other purposes. 

Task 1 portrays actual execution or expense data. Budget data was addressed in 
Task 4 and is presented in Appendix F. 

Consistent with the decision to collect actual program execution data for each 
fiscal year, workload was collected by performing public sector depot. The most 
significant impact of this decision is that interservice workload is reflected in the 
service total of the performing service, not the requiring service. Other data portrayals 
(e.g., appropriation or obligation) align these workloads to the requiring service. w 

The principal focus of this appendix will be to portray in then year dollars, for 
both the public sector and private sector, a summary of workload information as 
required in the tasking. This focus will be on the total magnitude of the data. Two 
important points will be portrayed: 

1) The overall magnitude of the workload value is much larger than has been 
traditionally portrayed. The total annual program value actually executed, 
public sector and private sector, averages about $15 billion rather than the $13 
billion statistic usually quoted. The number is larger because a more 
comprehensive effort was made by the Task Force to include everything (e.g., 
non-DBOF activities, depot maintenance performed at other than depots, 
contract depot maintenance administered by program managers, and depot 
maintenance funded with other appropriations). 

2) The overall trend for the split between the public and private sector reflects an 
increasing share of workload being conducted by the public sector. The increase 
was from 67 percent in 1990 to 71 percent in 1993. 

The second focus of the data portrayal will be across the commodity groupings 
and weapon system categories. What is remarkable about looking at the workload for w 



each of the commodity and weapon system groups is the stability of the respective 
percentages of the total workload. For example, in fiscal years 1990 through 1993 fixed w wing varies from 29 to 31 percent of the total workload, helicopters from 6 to 8 percent, 
ordnance/weapons/munitions from 1 to 2 percent, combat vehicles/artillery/ 
automotive/ construction/other ground remains at about 7 percent, missiles from 3 to 4 
percent, C-E/avionics from 13 to 14 percent, and sea systems from 37 to 39 percent. 
With the total aviation share (fixed wing and helicopter) averaging about 37 percent 
and the total sea systems share averaging about 38 percent of all work, they dwarf all 
other workload categories which all total to about 25 percent. 

The third focus of the data portrayal will be by military service. The following 
reflects the ranges of workload share performed (organic) and administered (contract) 
by each of the services and DLA for the 1990 through 1993 period: Navy - 59 to 60 
percent, Air Force - 25 to 27 percent, Army - 13 to 15 percent, Marine Corps - 1 percent, 
and DLA - l/lOth percent. 

Finally, at the end of this paper, appropriate conclusions and recommendations 
will be presented. 

DISCUSSION 

Methodology 

Initial consideration was given to satisfying the requirements of this task by 
using data reported in accordance with DoD 7220.9-M, Chapter 76, Special Cost 
Accounting and Reporting Requirements for Depot Maintenance. This data base provides an 
annual report by job order, by work breakdown structure, by work performance 
category, by customer for both public sector and private sector depot maintenance 
workloads. The service members of the Working Group assigned to Task 1, rejected 
use of the DoD 7220.9-M data, even though it had all the structural characteristics 
necessary to satisfy the task. The three reasons for the rejection are: First, data reported 
into 7220.9-M was known to be incomplete because it did not include all customers and 
facilities. Second, the data was known to be inaccurate and the USD(A&T) and the 
DUSD(L) had imposed data certification requirements for data used for this purpose. 
Third, data reported under 7220.9-M was keyed to financial completions. Financial 
completions do not reflect actual work performed in public sector depot maintenance 
activities and do not form the basis of actual depot production operations management. 
Collection of financial completion data does serve different useful purpose, that of 
calculating unit cost. The Working Group decided that actual execution or expense 
data should be used since it is the one statistic that accurately reflects the true level of 
activity in public sector maintenance depots. 



A Data Call Was Developed To Satisfy Task 1 Requirements: 

Since the data necessary to respond to Task 1 was not available in an accurate 
useful form from an existing single source, it was necessary to structure a data call. 
Both Government and industry representatives agreed on the structure for the data call. 
Workload classifications for commodity groupings and weapon system categories were 
jointly developed. It was agreed that the Government would provide both public and 
private sector responses. Workload would be collected in direct labor hours and cost 
for public sector activities, but only cost data would be collected for private sector 
workloadz. Private sector data would be reported by the administering service. 
Interservice workload would be reported by the performing service. 

The Content Of The Data Was Intended To Be Inclusive Of All Workload 
Performed: 

Public Sector Content: 
All work accomplished at maintenance depots, regardless of level, and including 
modifications and upgrades 
All costs including direct, indirect, and overhead costs, salaries, material and 
parts, utilities, depreciation, capital investment, facility repair, and support 
services 
Depot maintenance workload from all funding sources, not just that funded 
from the depot maintenance program appropriation 
Depot work accomplished at facilities primarily devoted to other purposes 
Work at non-DBOF depot maintenance facilities 

Not Included In Public Sector Data: 
Cost comparability adjustments, DBOF adjustments, major military construction 
projects, and procurement of major modifications applied in public sector depots 
Army ammunition and other non-maintenance depot operations. Navy Weapon 
Station and Warfare Center non-maintenance operations. 

Private Sector Content: 
All contract depot maintenance workload including program manager and 
program executive officer administered contracts 
Contractor logistics support (CLS) and interim contractor support (ICS) for depot 
maintenance 

*industry is not required to provide direct labor hour data as a reportable contractual requirement for many workloads accomplished. 

C-5 



SUMMARY OF RESPONSES 
w 

Total Value of Workload: 

As shown in Figure C-1, the total program value actually executed, public sector 
and private sector, averages about $15 billion. Helicopter workload was split out from 
the ground systems commodity group because of its special interest and the electronics 
and missiles data was similarly separated in this portrayal. The percentages for these 
breakouts are as follows: 

Breakout (Percentages) EX% FY91 FY92 FY93 
Fixed Wing 29 29 30 3 1 
Helicopters 8 7 6 7 
Ground (less Helicopters) 8 9 8 8 
Missiles 3 4 4 4 
C-E /Avionics 14 13 13 13 
Ships 38 38 39 37 

The percentage share breakouts above are very stable from year to year for the 
period 1990 through 1993. The important point to draw from this data is that with 
aviation (fixed wing and helicopter) averaging about 37 percent and ships averaging 
about 38 percent, all other groupings combined total to only 25 percent of the workload 
value. Table C-1 below provides detailed data on the combined total of public sector 
and contract workload value. 
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Figure C-1 
DoD Depot Workloads Organic and Contract 
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Table C-1 
JOINT SERVICE TOTAL WORKLOAD 

(THEN YEAR DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS) 

Fighter/Bomber/Attack 
Transport/Tankers 
All Other Fixed-Wing 
FIXED-WING TOTAL 

GROUND 

Helicopters 
Combat Vehicles / Artillery 
Automotive/Construction 

Ordnance/ Weapons/Munitions 
All Other Ground 
GROUND TOTAL 

ELECTRONICSIMISSILES 

Strategic Missiles 
Tactical Missiles 
Communications-Electronics 
Avionics 
Army/NAVSEA 

Contract Software Support 
ELECTRONICSIMISSILES 
TOTAL 

SEA SYSTEMS 

Aircraft Carriers 
Submarines 
All Other Ships 
Components /Other 
SEA SYSTEMS TOTAL 

GRAND TOTAL 



Split Between Public Sector and Private Sector: 

w Data (then year dollars) is presented at Table C-2 providing workload totals for 
the public sector and at Table C-3 for the private sector. The public sector share by 
fiscal year is 67 percent for 1990,66 percent for 1991,67 percent for fiscal year 1992, and 
71 percent for fiscal year 1993. 

Figure C-4 provides a portrayal of public sector workload value (then year 
dollars) share by service including DLA. Though the Army, Navy and Air Force show 
some variation from the DoD averages, the most dramatic variations are with the 
Marine Corps and DLA statistics. The Marine Corps data reflects less than five percent 
of its workload being performed by contract and virtually none of the DLA workload 
goes to the private sector. Figures C-5 and C-6 respectively provide graphic portrayals 
of public sector and private sector workload value (then year dollars) for each of the 
weapon system groupings. 

A review of the percentages of public sector workload for each commodity 
grouping by fiscal year along with their overall absolute value indicates that ships and 
fixed wing are the workload share drivers: 

Commodity Grouu (Percentage) FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 
Fixed Wing 68 66 65 67 
Ground 69 66 74 77 
Electronics /Missiles 62 63 64 67 
Ships 68 67 68 72 

The trend of the share of public sector workload value for fiscal years 1990 
through 1993 is upward. 
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Depot Level Workload FY1990-1993 
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Table C-2 
JOINT SERVICE ORGANIC WORKLOAD 
(THEN YEAR DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS) 

WBS 
FIXED-WING 

Fighter /Bomber /Attack 
Transport /Tankers 
All Other Fixed-Wing 
FIXED-WING TOTAL 

GROUND 

Helicopters 
Combat Vehicles / Artillery 
Automotive/Construction 

Ordnance/ Weapons/Munitions 
All Other Ground 
GROUND TOTAL 

ELECTRONICSIMISSILES 

Strategic Missiles 
Tactical Missiles 
Communications-Electronics 
Avionics 

ELECTRONICSIMISSILES 
TOTAL 

SEA SYSTEMS 

Aircraft Carriers 
Submarines 
All Other Ships 
Components /Other 
SEA SYSTEMS TOTAL 

GRAND TOTAL 



Table C-3 
JOINT SERVICE CONTRACT WORKLOAD 
(THEN YEAR DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS) 

WBS 
FIXED-WING 

Fighter/Bomber /Attack 599,569 620,158 636,841 404,936 
Transport /Tankers 547,042 652,957 685,318 773,730 
All Other Fixed-Wing 263,133 284,332 343,308 321,221 
FIXED-WING TOTAL 1,409,744 1,557,447 1,665,467 1,499,887 

GROUND 

Helicopters 382,352 499,979 339,927 308,859 
Combat Vehicles/Artillery 117,000 129,000 122,000 43,000 
Automotive/Construction 27,003 15,002 5,002 9,002 

30,856 61,776 29,254 25,251 
Ordnance/ Weapons/Munitions 

All Other Ground 115,468 119,807 128,292 135,068 
GROUND TOTAL 672,679 825,564 624,475 521,180 

ELECTRONICSIMISSILES 

Strategic Missiles 132,030 135,962 140,140 124,941 
Tactical Missiles 149,157 171,375 145,114 94,951 
Communications-Electronics 188,038 153,273 166,395 223,406 
Avionics 484,321 441,884 444,5 13 320,937 
Army /NAVSEA 

Contract Software Support 56,500 79,100 71,100 81,600 
ELECTRONICSIMISSILES 
TOTAL 1,010,046 981,594 967,262 845,835 

SEA SYSTEMS 

Aircraft Carriers 60,500 88,200 431,600 416,900 
Submarines 51,100 13,300 67,700 79,500 
All Other Ships 1,522,100 1,653,300 1,260,200 904,100 
Components/Other 170,800 193,100 218,500 146,700 
SEA SYSTEMS TOTAL 1,804,500 1,947,900 1,978,000 1,547,200 

GRAND TOTAL 4,896,969 5,312,505 5,235,204 4,414,102 



PUBLIC SECTOR COST AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL 
DEPOT MAINTENANCE COST BY FISCAL YEAR 

Figure C-4 
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DISTRIBUTION BY WEAPON SYSTEM GROUPS 
PUBLIC SECTOR WORKLOAD 

Figure C-5 
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DISTRIBUTION BY WEAPON SYSTEM GROUPS 
PRIVATE SECTOR WORKLOAD 

Figure C-6 
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Distribution of Workload by Service: 

Tables C-4 through C-8 provide workload total value for fiscal years 1990 
through 1993 for each of the services (including DLA). The respective workload share 
(both public sector and private sector) is as follows: 

Service (Percentape) N 9 0  N91 N 9 2  N 9 3  

Amy 14 15 14 13 
Air Force 25 25 25 27 
Marine Corps 1 1 1 1 
Navy 60 59 60 59 
DLA .1 .1 .1 .1 

The Navy share of the total value of depot maintenance workload is much larger 
than all other services combined. Of the total Navy workload, almost one-third is 
managed by NAVAIR and almost two-thirds is managed by NAVSEA, primarily for 
public and private shipyard workload. 

Public Sector Workload Expressed In Direct Labor Hours: 

Table C-9 provides public sector workload data in direct labor hours for fiscal 
years 1990 through 1993. Figure C-7 compares the service direct labor hour data 
(including DLA) to the corresponding public sector workload value by fiscal year. The 
overall trend for the private sector seems to indicate that while cost remains relatively 
stable, the amount of direct labor hours expended is reducing. 



WBS 
FIXED-WING 

Table C-4 
ARMY TOTAL WORKLOAD 

(THEN YEAR DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS) 

Fighter /Bomber /Attack 
Transport /Tankers 
All Other Fixed-Wing 71,000 92,200 114,400 99,700 
FIXED-WING TOTAL 71,000 92,200 114,400 99,700 

GROUND 

Helicopters 573,000 702,300 569,100 516,800 
Combat Vehicles /Artillery 488,600 541,300 600,200 477,400 
Automotive/Construction 150,900 137,600 112,800 83,100 

45,300 73,600 35,300 16,600 
Ordnance/ Weapons /Munitions 

All Other Ground 60,800 53,400 40,800 50,400 
GROUND TOTAL 1,318,600 1,508,200 1,358,200 1,144,300 

Strategic Missiles 
Tactical Missiles 271,000 299,600 330,100 231,300 
Communications-Electronics 294,300 277,800 322,300 286,500 
Avionics 48,200 48,700 55,400 63,400 
Army Contract Software 37,000 65,000 68,000 72,000 

Support 
ELECTRONICSJMISSILES 650,500 691,100 775,800 653,200 

TOTAL 

SEA SYSTEMS 

Aircraft Carriers 
Submarines 
A11 Other Ships 5,000 6,000 11,000 5,000 
Components /Other 
SEA SYSTEMS TOTAL 5,000 6,000 11,000 5,000 

GRAND TOTAL 2,045,100 2,297,500 2,259,400 1,902,200 



Table C-5 
AIR FORCE TOTAL WORKLOAD 

(THEN YEAR DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS) 

WBS FY90 FY91 FY92 

FIXED-WING 

Fighter/Bomber/Attack 1,430,828 1,455,062 1,420,160 
Transport /Tankers 989,033 1,130,290 1,245,112 
All Other Fixed-Wing 244,638 251,260 292,584 
FIXED-WING TOTAL 2,664,499 2,836,612 2,957,856 

GROUND 

Helicopters 7,592 5,843 5,432 
Combat Vehicles/Artillery 
Automotive/Construction 491 527 422 

18,610 19,550 19,744 
Ordnance / Weapons /Munitions 

w All Other Ground 150,887 152,645 156,023 
GROUND TOTAL 177,580 178,565 181,621 

ELECTRONICSMISSILES 

Strategic Missiles 141,113 137,088 124,539 
Tactical Missiles 3,429 3,685 3,932 
Communications-Electronics 209,366 183,703 181,773 
Avionics 592,871 573,990 548,604 
ELECTRONICSMISSILES 
TOTAL 946,779 898,466 858,848 

SEA SYSTEMS 

Aircraft Carriers 
Submarines 
All Other Ships 
Components /Other 
SEA SYSTEMS TOTAL 

GRAND TOTAL w 



WBS 
FIXED-WING 

Table C-6 
MARINE CORPS TOTAL WORKLOAD 

(THEN YEAR DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS) 

Fighter/Bomber/ Attack 
Transport/Tankers 
All Other Fixed-Wing 
FIXED WING TOTAL 

GROUND 

Helicopters 
Combat Vehicles/ Artillery 
Automotive/Construction 

Ordnance/ Weapons/Munitions 
All Other Ground 
GROUND TOTAL 

Strategic Missiles 
Tactical Missiles 10,672 10,932 12,154 8,606 
Communications-Electronics 20,223 22,501 28,531 30,481 
Avionics 
ELECTRONICSIMISSILES TOTAL 30,895 33,433 40,685 39,087 

SEA SYSTEMS 

Aircraft Carriers 
Submarines 
All Other Ships 
Components/Other 
SEA SYSTEMS TOTAL 

GRAND TOTAL 



Table C-7 
NAVY TOTAL WORKLOAD 

(THEN YEAR DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS) 

WBS 
FIXED-WING 

Fighter /Bomber/ Attack 774,666 876,461 961,741 
Transport /Tankers 126,118 81,466 109,682 
All Other Fixed-Wing 712,999 710,320 607,433 
FIXED-WING TOTAL 1,613,783 1,668,247 1,678,856 

GROUND 

Helicopters 348,506 376,482 468,563 
Combat Vehicles /Artillery 402 2,652 3,133 
Automotive /Construction 

164,239 179,470 164,410 
Ordnance/ Weapons/Munitions 
All Other Ground 60,968 66,130 67,107 
GROUND TOTAL 574,116 624,734 703,213 

ELECTRONICSIMISSILES 

Strategc Missiles 82,062 94,985 109,992 
Tactical Missiles 90,680 93,349 65,105 
Communications-Electronics 51,432 58,521 63,890 
Avionics 753,134 774,867 794,426 
NAVSEA Contract Software 19,500 14,100 3,100 

Support 
ELECTRONICSIMISSILES 996,808 1,035,822 1,036,513 

TOTAL 

SEA SYSTEMS 

Aircraft Carriers 750,508 1,084,278 1,229,885 
Submarines 1,935,154 1,407,810 1,370,165 
All Other Ships 2,070,864 2,762,908 2,845,770 
Components/Other 914,819 704,525 751,686 
SEA SYSTEMS TOTAL 5,671,345 5,959,521 6,197,506 

GRAND TOTAL 8,856,052 9,288,324 9,616,087 



WBS 
FIXED-WING 

Table C-8 
DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY TOTAL WORKLOAD 

(THEN YEAR DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS) 

Fighter /Bomber /Attack 
Transport /Tankers 
All Other Fixed-Wing 
FIXED WING TOTAL 

GROUND 

Helicopters 
Combat Vehicles / Artillery 
Automotive/Construction 
Ordnance/ Weapons/Munitions 
All Other Ground 17,396 15,091 16,271 
GROUND TOTAL 17,396 15,091 16,271 

Strategic Missiles 
Tactical Missiles 
Communica tions-Electronics 
Avionics 
ELECTRONICS/MISSILES TOTAL 

SEA SYSTEMS 

Aircraft Carriers 
Submarines 
All Other Ships 
Components /Other 
SEA SYSTEMS TOTAL 

GRAND TOTAL 



DIRECT LABOR HOURS AND COSTS BY FISCAL YEAR 
Figure C-7 
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WBS 
FIXED-WING 

Table C-9 
JOINT SERVICE ORGANIC WORKLOAD 

(DLH's IN THOUSANDS) 

Fighter/Bomber /Attack 24,811 23,686 22,527 
Transport /Tankers 9,499 8,683 9,194 
All Other Fixed-Wing 8,845 8,397 6,828 
FIXED-WING TOTAL 43,155 40,766 38,549 

GROUND 

Helicopters 6,949 6,872 7,241 
Combat Vehicles/ Artillery 5,999 5,715 6,621 
Automotive/Construction 2,516 2,169 2,268 
Ordnance/ Weapons/Munitions 3,947 4,149 3,753 
All Other Ground 3,105 2,932 2,329 
GROUND TOTAL 22,516 21,837 22,212 

ELECTRONICSIMISSILES 

Strategic Missiles 
- - 

1,890 1,752 1,580 
Tactical Missiles 3,706 3,462 3,367 
Communications-Electronics 6,841 6,670 6,398 
Avionics 13,114 12,427 11,725 
ELECTRONICSIMISSILES TOTAL 25,551 24,311 23,070 

SEA SYSTEMS 

Aircraft Carriers 
Submarines 
All Other Ships 
Components/Other 
SEA SYSTEMS TOTAL 

GRAND TOTAL 



OBSERVATIONS 

Data Collection Was Difficult: 

The services rejected use of the standard DoD cost reporting system for depot 
maintenance workload because it was unreliable and they could not certify the data as 
required by OSD. Additionally, the DoD 7220.9-M data does not reflect actual 
production execution data, but rather financial completions. Because the DoD standard 
system was rejected by the service, data collection was extremely difficult, requiring a 
complex data call. Response time was protracted and many revisions and corrections 
were required. 

Financial and Production Systems Not Standard: 

It was very unfortunate that the DoD 7220.9-M data system could not be used. It 
was the only standard system available. The Task Force should have been able to 
depend on a standard system to complete this tasking. 

Conceptually, the DoD 7220.9-M data system is not that far off the mark. Its 
principa1 shortcoming is that it attempts to accomplish two contradictory things at once. 
It attempts to answer the following questions: 

What were unit costs? 
What were workloads for a fiscal year? 

Both are valid questions but they cannot be accomplished at the same time with 
the same data set. Costs that are collected to develop unitcost data usually span two or 
more fiscal years. Determining actual workloads accomplished in a year requires 
accrual of executed expensing for that fiscal year. Therefore, two data sets or data files 
are required to accomplish both. 

Common Financial And Production Systems Are Required: 

A common system is needed for collecting and displaying all DoD and industry 
depot maintenance costs. Unlike the single data set used by DoD 7220.9-M, the new 
common data system needs to collect two data sets. The first set should be all 
financially completed orders for a fiscal year so that unit cost data can be obtained. The 
second set should be actual program execution/expensing for a fiscal year (unrelated to 
financially completed orders) so that actual workload performed can be expressed. 
Both files would be structured by expense element (identify components of cost), by 
appropriation, by customer, by work performance category, and by work breakdown 
structure. The method for implementing this requirement must be part of standard 
DoD data systems, not an add on reporting requirement like current DoD 7220.9-M. 



CONCLUSIONS 

Collection of data for this task was very complex and difficult. A number of 
existing data systems contained some of the information that was required, but no 
single source reliably contained all information required. The financial systems are 
built around tracking obligations and do not easily lend themselves to reporting 
workload oriented data. Depot maintenance program execution systems used by the 
services are each different. 

Workload data for fiscal years 1990 through 1993 reflects that the organic share 
of DoD workload is increasing. It bears mentioning that policy changes currently 
underway to focus public sector workload on the new depot maintenance Core 
philosophy will not show any significant impact until workload execution statistics are 
reported for fiscal year 1996. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

A common system for collecting and displaying all DoD and industry depot 
maintenance costs should be developed. This will pose no added reporting 
requirement for industry since the responsible Government requiring activity would 
report industry data as is the practice today. This will, however, require both public 
and private sector activities to revise current cost and production collection systems to a 
uniform format. This requirement should be integral to the ongoing standardization 
initiatives being undertaken by the Joint Logistics Systems Center and the Defense 
Finance and Accounting Service. 
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T A S K  2: An estimate of the current capacity to carry out the performance of 
depot-level maintenance workloads by employees of the Department of Defense 
and by non-Federal Government personnel. 

OVERVIEW 

For many years, one continuing theme in the statements of the General Accounting 
Office, the DoD Inspector General and Congressional committees is that there is excess 
capacity in the public sector depots. Currently, approved base closure actions will 
reduce the number of major depots from 35 to 24. The data collected in support of this 
task indicate that current DoD expectations that additional closures will be required in 
the 1995 round of the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) process are well founded. 

The tasking above, requires an estimate of DoD and private sector capacity, to 
accomplish depot-level maintenance workloads. In the time that was available to 
accomplish this task, it was not possible to establish any new and comprehensive 
process to estimate capacity. Both DoD and industry representatives agreed to separate 
approaches to obtain what is a comparable estimate from each sector. Public sector 
depot capacity and utilization were based on the latest data collected in accordance 
with current DoD capacity measurement policy. It is based on the number of physical 
work positions identified and the number of direct labor productive hours each 
position is capable of producing in peacetime. Also assumed, is a one shift, eight hour 
day, five days a week. Private sector capacity includes both capacity currently devoted 
to depot maintenance operations and production capacity that could also be utilized for 
depot maintenance. It uses the economic concept of "rated capacity" or the maximum 
annual plant output of a particular company. 

Three important statistics were selected for use by the Task Force: 1) workload 
expressed in direct labor hours, 2) capacity index in direct labor hours, and 3) 
utilization index, which is the quotient of workload and capacity expressed as a 
percent. 

Public sector capacity and utilization data was collected for each depot maintenance 
facility. For this task, data collected for 1994 and 1997 will be portrayed. The 1994 data 
is equivalent to that collected by industry. The 1997 data is reported to show the 
impact of currently approved base closure actions, but not necessarily the impact of the 
new Core policy. Looking at the aggregate statistics masks many import trends in the 
public sector. 

Fiscal Year Workload (DLH 000) Capacity (DLH 000) Utilization (%) 

1994 122,177 159,914 76% 
1997 95,608 118,301 81% 



Specifically, Army utilization changes from 57 percent in 1994 to 72 percent in 1997, 
Air Force from 86 to 83, Marine Corps from 125 to 116, NAVAIR from 74 to 103, and 
NAVSEA shipyards from 75 to 76. Even these statistics are very misleading. For 
example, even though NAVSEA shipyard capacity utilization appears relatively 
constant, large capacity divestiture (closing three shipyards) is being offset by dramatic 
drops in workload (from 13 million direct labor hours to 10 million). 

Industry capacity data was provided by commodity grouping and by weapon system 
category. An examination of the data provided by commodity grouping validates that 
there is also a large amount of excess capacity in industry. Note that this 1994 data 
contains production capacity that may also be used for maintenance. Also, workload 
quantities include new production. 

Commodity Workload Capacity Utilization Public Sector 
CkQu! (DLH 000) JDLH 000) (Percent) Workload 

IDLH 000) (1993 
Fixed Wing 167,181 379,109 44% 35,488 
Ground Systems 23,434 69,609 34% 20,526 
C-E and Missiles 104,302 269,157 39% 19,587 
Sea Systems 134,051 212,687 63% 61,323 

A more careful examination of the weapon system categories that make up each 
commodity group reveals that the overall percentages for Fixed Wing and for Sea 
Systems are representative. The C-E and Missile data varies widely: strategic missiles - 
24 percent, tactical missiles - 59 percent, C-E - 37 percent, and avionics - 45 percent. The 
Ground Systems data also varies widely: helicopters - 36 percent, combat 
vehicles/artillery - 25 percent, ordnance/weapons/munitions - 75 percent, and all 
other - 35 percent. 

Examining the private sector data and comparing it to the actual 1993 public sector 
workload information collected in Task 1 yields one other important point. Even if it 
were possible to put every bit of public sector workload into the private sector (and it is 
certainly not possible for a wide variety of reasons), there would still remain a very 
large amount of excess capacity in industry. And in most cases the 1993 public sector 
workload data overstates what the expected future year workload will be. 

Finally, at the end of this paper, appropriate conclusions and recommendations will 
be presented. 



DISCUSSION 

w 
Methodology 

In the time available to accomplish this task, it was not possible to establish any new 
and comprehensive process to estimate capacity. Both DoD and industry 
representatives agreed to separate approaches to obtain what is a comparable estimate 
of capacity for each sector. Three statistics were selected for use by the Task Force: 1) 
workload expressed in direct labor hours, 2) capacity index in direct labor hours, and 3) 
utilization index. 

The Public Sector Used Existing Capacity Data: 

Public sector depot capacity and utilization were based on the latest data collected in 
accordance with current DoD capacity measurement policy. This policy is based on the 
December 5, 1990 Joint Logistics Commanders Capacity Measurement Improvement Study 
Report which recommended specific changes to DoD 4151.15H, DoD Maintenance 
Production Shop Capacity Measurement Handbook. Even though the handbook was 
subsequently canceled by DoD Directive 4151.18, Maintenance of Milita y Materiel which 
authorized the issuance of a new handbook not yet approved, the Services have used 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics) policy letter of January 25, 
1991 for guidance. This policy letter specifically authorizes the use of standard factors 
for direct labor personnel and for availability. It also endorses deriving capacity in 
terms of direct labor hours based on work positions. 

The currently developed organic capacity data is based on the number of physical 
work positions identified and the number of direct labor productive hours each 
position is capable of producing in peacetime. Also assumed is a one shift, eight hour 
day, five days a week. At the time of this tasking, the services were updating and 
recomputing capacity and utilization data for the next edition of the Defense Depot 
Maintenance Council Corporate Business Plan. The Working Group agreed to use that 
data. 

Utilization percentages for public depots were calculated by simply dividing 
workload for a specific year by the planned capacity for that year. Anticipated capacity 
changes such as military construction, base closure, and removal of production assets 
from the inventory are included in the 1997 projections. 

The Private Sector Developed A Special Data Call: 

A capacity worksheet was used by industry to collect data from those industries 
involved or likely to be involved in depot-level maintenance. One hundred ten 
separate data inputs were received from 62 companies. A detailed explanation of the 
methodology for derivation of the industry "Current Capacity" measurement is 



provided at page D-a-1 of this appendix. 

The methodology for "Current Capacity" for depot-level maintenance in industry uses 
an equivalent direct labor hours calculated from "Rated Capacity" (i.e., the maximum 
annual plant output a particular enterprise could apply to a specific commodity), less 
the capacity which is incompatible with depot-level work (and not being used for 
production work). This includes both capacity currently devoted to depot maintenance 
operations and production capacity that could also be utilized for depot maintenance. 
"Rated Capacity" is the quotient of "Current Manning" divided by the "Utilization 
Factor." Like the public sector calculation, capacity utilization is calculated by dividing 
current workload by current capacity. 

Public Sector And Industry Data Are Approximately Equivalent: 

Government and industry representatives agree that the two methods used for this 
task provide as close to an equivalency as was possible in the time available. The DoD 
methodology more closely approximated the traditional industrial engineering capacity 
determination process, while the industry methodology is closer to that used by 
economists. Representatives from both sectors agreed that these capacity calculations 
do not provide adequate visibility to evaluate capability for accomplishing specific 
workloads. 

One important variable between the public sector and industry calculations is that 
public sector calculations used 1615 direct labor productive hours per work position, 
while industry used 1800 direct labor hours per worker. An important difference 
between the two sectors causing this variance is the publics sector's legislatively 
mandated number of holidays and more generous leave entitlements. 

DoD Capacity Portrayal: 

Figure D-1 below provides a summary of the five main aggregations of DoD capacity 
data. A detailed portrayal of DoD facilities with significant depot-level maintenance 
capability is in Table D-1 below. The Army notes that its data reflects a workload 
increase for fiscal year 1997 due to additional POM funding caused by reduced fiscal 
year 1994 funding creating an unfunded maintenance backlog. Air Force fiscal year 
1997 data includes additional workload being shifted from intermediate-level 
maintenance to depot. Even though NAVSEA Shipyard capacity utilization appears 
stable, it should be noted that the closure of three shipyards and their corresponding 
capacity reduction is offset by a steep decline in projected fiscal year 1997 workload. 



DoD currently projects an overall reduction in public sector capacity of 26 percent or 

w about 41 million direct labor hour equivalents between 1994 and 1997. About 35 
million hours of capacity are being removed from Navy depots and shipyards 
(NAVSEA shipyards - well over 25 million and NAVAIR - almost 9 million). These 
reductions are almost totally caused by BRAC. Even though the Army reduction is 
relatively small, about 2 million equivalent hours of capacity, it has made significant 
previous BRAC closures prior to 1994. The Air Force projects a capacity reduction of 
almost 5 million hours, only 1.1 million of which is attributed to BRAC. 

% = Capacity Utilization 
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Figure D-1 

DoD Organic Depot Maintenance 
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Table D-1 

PUBLIC SECTOR CAPACITY UTILIZATION 
(DLH's IN THOUSANDS) 

ARMY 

NAVY 
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Industry Capacity Portrayal 

Figure D-2 below provides a summary of the four commodity groupings of the 
industry capacity data and provides utilization for each weapon system category. As 
with the public sector data, a large quantity of excess capacity is reflected. A detailed 
portrayal for all the industry data is contained in Table D-2. Total average utilization 
reported by industry was 46 percent. By commodity group, the data ranged from 34 
percent for ground systems and 39 percent for C-E/missiles to 44 percent for fixed 
wing and 63 percent for sea systems. The weapon system grouping with especially low 
utilization were, strategic missiles at 24 percent and combat vehicles/artillery at 25 
percent. 
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SECTOR 

FIXED WING 

Fighter/bomber attack 
Transport Tankers 
All Other Fixed Wing 
FIXED-WING TOTAL 

GROUND 

INDUSTRY CAPACITY UTILIZATION 
(DLHts IN THOUSANDS), AS OF JANUARY 1994 

Table D-2 

PRODUCTION DEPOT TOTAL RATED CAPACITY 
WORKLOAD WORKLOAD WORKLOAD MINUS NOT 

USABLE FOR DEPOT 
SECTOR 

Helicopters 11,759 3,975 15,734 43,480 
Combat Vehicles/Artillery 5,375 646 6,021 23,799 
Automotive/Construction 
Ordnance/ Weapons/ 1,247 373 1,620 2,160 
Munitions 
All Other Ground 48 11 59 170 
GROUND TOTAL 18,429 5,005 23,434 69,609 

Strategic Missiles 9,782 5,515 15,297 64,964 
Tactical Missiles 18,229 1,332 19,561 33,419 
Comrnunication/Electronics 31,693 4,575 36,268 97,476 
Avionics 31,494 1,682 33,176 73,298 
ELECTRONICSIMISSILES TOTAL 91,198 13,104 104,302 269,157 

SEA SYSTEMS 

Aircraft Carriers 
Submarines 
All other Ships 
Components/Other 
SEA SYSTEMS TOTAL 
GRAND TOTAL 

PERCENTAGE 
UTILIZATION 



OBSERVATIONS 

u 
In Figure D-3 below, a portrayal of industry capacity and utilization has been 

compared with 1993 public sector workloads from Task 1 in an effort to scope the 
industrial base issue. An appreciation of the relative magnitude of public sector 
peacetime workload compared to the industrial base production and capacity size can 
be determined. Even if it were possible to put every bit of public sector workload into 
the private sector (and it is certainly not possible for 'wide variety of reasons), there 
would still remain a very large amount of excess capacity in industry. And in most 
cases the 1993 public sector workload data overstates what the expected future year 
workload will be. 

0 
Fixed Wing Ships Helicopter Ground C-EIAvionics Missiles 

lndustry Capacity lndustry Workload DoD Organic Workload 

Figure D-3 
DoD Organic DepotIIndustry 

Capacity and Workload Comparison 

During deliberations of the Sea Systems commodity group of the Task Force, industry 
representatives expressed strong concern that capabilities from closing public sector 
facilities may enter the inventory in business areas where there is already a tremendous 
amount of excess capacity. Given that the Task Force agrees that maintenance of the 
industrial base must be a key focus of DoD policy, it is not in the interest of DoD to 
further weaken a troubled sector. The focus of the issue is that some of these 
capabilities may enter the market at less than full market value and afford the operator 

'(y with an unfair advantage over current DoD contractors. It is DoD and Administration 
policy that facilities effected by the BRAC process be expeditiously converted to 



minimize the adverse economic impact of down sizing. The legitimate interests of 
industry will need to be addressed in a manner that is consistent with current National 
policy. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is not an agreed upon method of collecting capacity data between industry and 
the public sector. Current public sector capacity data does not satisfy industry requests 
to have visibility of actual capabilities to conduct specific workloads. Likewise, except 
in the most simplistic of terms, industry does not have a uniform method of capacity 
determination. 

Significant excess capacity was identified in both the public and private sectors in the 
data provided to respond to this task. Approved Base Realignment and Closure 
(BRAC) decisions will remove some of the excess public sector capacity. The 1995 
round of BRAC is also expected to remove significant additional public sector excess 
capacity. However, there are concerns that the process of divesting some public sector 
facilities may aggravate the amount of private sector capacity available and that these 
facilities may not enter the private sector inventory at full market value. 

Past practices concerning facilitizing public depots to acquire capacity for new 
weapon systems have not always adequately considered industrial base issues at major 
acquisition review milestones. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
-- 

A common system for measuring capacity and capability - both public and private 
sector - should be developed. This will require both public and private sectors to revise 
current capacity and capability measurement method? to a uniform methodology. 

Recognizing the need to reduce infrastructure in a sector with tremendous excess 
capacity, a policy is required which prevents closed depots and shipyards from being 
used in an unfair competitive manner to the detriment of the industrial base. 

Policy associated with the acquisition of weapon systems should be modified to 
ensure that industrial base issues are considered prior to the generation of new DoD 
depot maintenance capability/capacity. This consideration should become an integral 
element of the life cycle evaluation in the Defense Acquisition Board (DAB) or Service 
Acquisition Review Council (SARC) processes. 



w METHODOLOGY FOR INDUSTRIAL CAPACITY DETERMINATION: 

The methodology used by the Industry Depot Task Force derives "Current Capacity 
for Depot-Level Work" in equivalent DLH from "Rated Capacity," i.e., the maximum 
annual plant output a particular company could apply to a particular commodity group 
such as combat vehicles. The Current Capacity for Depot-Level work is determined by 
subtracting from Rate Capacity those workloads that are unavailable for depot-level 
work. Rated Capacity, in this model, is assumed to be a function of on-board direct 
labor head count as of January 1, 1994. On-board manning is converted to "Rated 
Capacity" by use of a "Utilization Factor" and the quotient multiplied by the annual 
number of hours of direct labor worker expends in productive labor to express the 
result in DLH. "Utilization Factor" is defined as: 

Utilization Factor = Total Work with current manninp (Tanuaru 2994) 
Total capacity as limited by facilities, vendors or other factors. 

The annual number of hours an industrial direct labor worker expends in productive 
work was set at 1800 for this analysis. This assumes that 2080 work hours are available 
annually (52 weeks x 40 hours/week), 240 hours are allotted for holidays, vacation, sick 
leave and 40 hours set aside for training and equipment downtime. (It should be noted 
that this is different than the direct labor annual figures used by the government. 
Government calculations use 1615 for all except shipyards, which are calculated at 
1537). The methodology for determining industrial Current Capacity for Depot-Level 
work is shown in the following figure. 

Figure D-a-1 
Industry Capacity Methodology 
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Derivation of "Current Capacity For Depot-Level Work": 

The Concept of "Critical Mass" is introduced to illustrate how depot-level work could 
be used to maintain the requisite workload to produce and support high-quality, 
affordable weapons systems as production workload is projected to decrease in the 
future. 

For example, to determine Current Capacity (and Excess Capacity) for depot-level 
work by a particular industry in one of the commodity groups being considered: 
assume an on-board head count of 100 on January 1, 1994, a Production (and R&D) 
workload of lOOK Direct Labor Hours (DLH), is "Utilization Factor" of 0.75 and that 
10% of "Rated Capacity" is not compatible for depot-level work and is not in use for 
other work. 

Then, 

100 heads @ 1800 hrs./yrs. = 180 KDLH (Leaves 80 KDLH for depot-level work) 

180 KDLH/.75 (Utilization Factor) = 240 KDLH (i.e., "Rated Capacity") 

Current Capacity (for depot-level work) is 116 KDLH or (240 - .10 (240) - 100) 
Rated Capacity - Non Compatible - Production) 

Excess Capacity (for depot-level work) is 36K DLH or (116 KDLH - 80 KDLH) (Current Capacity - 
Depof-lmel Work in progress) 
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T A S K  3: A n  ident9cation of the rationale used by the Department of Defense to 
support a decision to provide for the performance of a depot-level maintenance 
workload by employees of the Department of Defense or by nowFederal 
Government personnel. 

OVERVIEW 

The rationale used by the Department of Defense to allocate depot maintenance 
workload between the public (employees of DoD) and private (non-Federal 
Government personnel) sectors is currently being revised to incorporate the new CORE 
concept. Historically, DoD had a predilection to establish and maintain a large organic 
infrastructure in order to support cold-war surge and mobilization requirements. 
However, the process for the allocation of depot maintenance workloads is being 
transformed to comply with OSD's CORE policy guidelines. OSD has delegated the 
source of repair (SOR) decision making responsibility - where specific workloads will 
be accomplished - to the Service (or DoD Agency) that is either acquiring the 
system/component (for new systems) or is the owner/user/weapon system manager 
(for existing systems). The Services are modrfying their decision tree processes (used to 
arrive at SOR decisions) by reevaluating and reprioritizing the essential factors they 
have historically considered. Those primary factors are: 

+ Mission essentiality. 
+ Cost. 
+ Risk. 
+ Owning Service organic capability to perform the work. 
+ Other DoD organic capability to perform the work. 
+ Private sector capability to perform the work. 

In modifying their decision tree processes to be consistent with the new CORE 
concept, the Services are calculating the minimum organic capability required to meet 
readiness and sustainability requirements of the weapon systems that support JCS 
contingency scenarios. As a result of DoD's (and the Services') requirements to 
maintain CORE capability, other key variables now have to be considered in the SOR 
decision process. Those factors include: 

+ Identification of the depot maintenance workload requirements for essential 
weapon systems supporting JCS contingency scenarios. 

+ Development of CORE capabilities required in the public depots to be able to 
respond to these surge requirements. 

+ After the Services calculate their CORE capability requirements, what actual 



workload must be accomplished organically to maintain those capabilities? 

+ Where will the workload not required to establish and/or maintain CORE 
capabilities --"non-CORE workload" -- be performed? Existing DoD direction, 
including recent Congressional testimony by Secretary Perry, calls for non-CORE 
workload to be competed in both the public and private sectors. However, with 
the exception of the Air Force, the Task Force's recommendation is that non- 
CORE workload be competed in the private sector without competition with 
public depots. 

+ Congressional legislation that restricts decision implementation of specific 
allocation actions e.g., the "60/40" requirement and limits placed on Army 
aviation workload. 

Given the current dynamic nature of the source of repair decision process, this 
appendix will: 

+ Highlight the historical underpinnings of the decision rationale used by the 
Services to determine their depot maintenance sources of repair. 

+ Detail the current decision tree processes. 
+ Discuss factors that must be addressed in future decision tree processes. 
+ List legislative considerations that influence the processes. 

DISCUSSION 

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

Prior to the formulation of the new CORE concept, the Services' decision tree 
processes had, as a fundamental basis, the need for ready, organic surge capacity to 
meet the immediate needs of operational forces while buying time for the private sector 
production base to gear up for wartime demands. The large-scale, full-mobilization 
scenario drove the logic of the processes, resulting in the establishment and 
maintenance of substantial organic depot maintenance capacity and capability. This 
policy, routinely implemented by the Services using their SOR decision processes 
during the early stages of system development, was based on a number of factors 
including: existing organic capability; desirability of increasing organic depot 
technology in support of critical weapon systems and workloads; cost of setting up 
maintenance; system density, location, and planned use; and design stability. In 
addition, depot maintenance managers adjusted workloading of public and private 
sector sources based on cost and workload balancing. Linkage to specific warfighting 
capabilities derived from JCS scenarios was generally not accomplished. 



Once the decision process resolved whether public or private sector support was 
w required, the Services used a jointly-developed depot maintenance interservicing (DMI) 

program to further refine the decision. If the Service decision process indicated that 
private sector support was appropriate, the DM1 program validated that contract 
support was warranted and that support for the item did not already exist in another 
Service. When the Service decision process indicated that organic support was 
required, the DM1 program identified which Service could provide the most cost- 
effective capability. The goal of the DM1 program was (and continues to be) to avoid 
unwarranted duplication of depot maintenance capacity and capability. 

CURRENT DECISION TREE PROCESSES 

This discussion outlines specific Service/Navy SYSCOM1 documentation of their 
existing decision processes or decision tree analyses (DTA) conducted in accordance 
with OSD direction. While some Services/Navy SYSCOMS appear to be farther along 
than others in revising their processes to incorporate the new CORE concept, all are 
aware of the requirements and are making progress in its implementation. 
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Generic Decision Tree Process 

There are three Navy System Commands' (SYSCOMS) processes outlined in the discussion that follows. 



The decision tree process is a disciplined, logical decision support analysis 
approach. Figure E-1 depicts a simple, illustrative decision tree process for depot 
maintenance. The Services have identified a substantial number of .decision factors that 
act as decision points in their processes. The decision tree process supports decision 
makers in ensuring that a standard set of criteria, visible to all, are considered. It adds 
discipline to decision making that might otherwise be done in an ad hoc manner. 
Details of the ServiceslNavy SYSCOMs processes follows. 

Anny: In implementing DoD guidance, the Army first determines the 
appropriate level for repair and recovery of both end items and components. The 
determination is accomplished as an essential element of the Army's Logistic Support 
Analysis (LSA) which includes a Level of Repair Analysis (LORA). The LORA 
considers the requirement for additional tools, support equipment, maintenance skills, 
and repair parts for each potential site. Overall life cycle costs are then compared for 
each of the options in order to recommend the most cost effective maintenance plan. 
Once the depot maintenance tasks have been identified, the SOR is determined through 
the use of a decision tree logic process by the program executive office/program 
manager (PEO/PM) and the Army Materiel Command Major Subordinate Command 
(MSC). The specific process is as follows: 

(1) The DTA first identifies workload that may be considered for a set aside 
program e.g., workload involving proprietary rights to the technical data. 

(2) The essentiality of the materiel is then considered using the items contained 
in the Army's Industrial Preparedness List. If the materiel is considered 
essential to meet contingency requirements, it will tentatively be assigned to the 
organic base. If the materiel is not needed to meet contingency requirements, it 
will be considered for interservicing, organic or contract. The relative life cycle 
costs of each of these options are considered before a SOR would be selected. 

(3) The total capacity and capability of the organic base is then identified. If the 
capacity/capability exists and if the workload is considered essential, the 
proposed workload is programmed for organic. If the capacity and/or 
capability does not exist and the workload is mission essential, the Army solicits 
interim contractor support (ICS) and then programs to establish future organic 
capability and capacity. This organic requirement is revised as mobilization 
plans are revised. In addition, as new equipment with new technology is 
introduced, the depot capability and capacity objectives are revised to meet the 
minimum baseline level for those systems that are critical to the Army's 
readiness. 

(4) Given there is essential materiel that requires depot maintenance and the 
capacity exists to do the work in the organic depot system, the decision logic 
would make a final check to address any additional obstacles to organic support. 



Examples of such obstacles would include the need for specialized test 
equipment, maintenance skills, technical data, proprietary rights or even 
prohibitive costs. Interim or permanent contractor support may be considered 
when organic constraints preclude organic assignment. 

(5) Given no obstacles, the workload is assigned to the appropriate Army depot. 
After the depot system peacetime capacity is workloaded to meet mobilization 
requirements, the remaining peacetime workload is then considered for either 
contractor or interservice. 

(6)  When items are selected for organic repair, they also qualify for depot 
maintenance interservice (DMI) review by the Joint Depot Maintenance 
Analysis Group (JDMAG). DM1 is considered before contract to test for 
available, excess DoD capacity before considering contracting out the workload. 
This process also avoids unwarranted duplication of depot maintenance capacity 
and capability in DoD. 

(7) When the contract option is considered, all available contract sources are 
compared on the basis of cost, risk, capability, and other appropriate factors as 
specified by current Defense Acquisition Regulations. 

(8) Finally, Army Materiel Command (AMC) reviews, considers, and approves 
SOR decisions and ensures that SOR decision tree logic was considered. 
Additionally, AMC ensures SOR decisions are documented and action taken to 
update mobilization plans. 

In implementing the above process for major weapon systems managed by the 
PEO's, the acquisition strategy may include the use of contractor maintenance. If this 
decision is in conflict with the DTA, resolution would be reached at the Army 
Acquisition Review Council (ASARC). The Army goal is to provide organic support 
for all newly introduced mission essential items and systems. The decision to use 
contractor support is based on analyses that demonstrate that contractor support: (1) is 
the optimum among feasible alternatives; (2) will provide the required support in 
peacetime and wartime scenarios; (3) is the most cost effective method; and (4) is 
clearly in the Government's best interest. The materiel developer prepares, coordinates, 
and approves the Depot Maintenance Support Plan (DMSP) in the Engineering and 
Manufacturing Development phase, or prior to the Milestone III decision. 
Additionally, the Army takes into account the Congressional direction regarding the 
balance of work between the public and private sectors, i.e., the "60/40n legislation. 
Also, the Secretary of the Army is required to have at least 55% of his aviation depot 
maintenance workload accomplished organically during FY94 and a minimum of 60% 
accomplished organically during FY95. 



Navy: The Secretary of the Navy has established a generalized DTA process 
containing inherent flexibility for the Naval Aviation Systems Command (NAVAIR), 
the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA), and the Space and Naval Warfare 
Systems Command (SPAWAR) to met their unique requirements. The Department of 
the Navy's generalized process consists of statutory responsibilities (i.e., Title 10 of the 
U.S. Code), mission imperatives (technical accountability, infrastructure and expertise, 
and acquisition decisions) and policy imperatives (maintenance of adequate organic 
capability to: translate military requirements into concepts and technical specifications; 
respond to changes in the threat; support Fleet maintenance through the intermediate 
level; be a smart buyer; certify weapon systems prior to their use by the fleet; and 
conduct highly classified work to meet the changing threats in the undersea, space, 
surface and shore environments). Specific processes for Navy SYSCOMS are: 

NAVAIR's decision process is designed to achieve the highest possible 
operational readiness at an affordable cost. Initial level of repair decisions are made in 
accordance with DoD's LSA and LORA procedures. The LORA is an economic model 
which helps logistics managers assign aircraft repairables to either the Organizational, 
Intermediate or Depot level based on overall projected life-cycle support costs. 
LSA/LORA results are published in Weapon System Maintenance Plans. 

New weapon systems and weapon system repairables coded "D-level" are 
evaluated using the DoD CORE methodology to determine whether a new or expanded 
maintenance capability is required. 

+ If the weapon system is planned to be used in one or more current JCS 
contingency scenarios and it is discovered that a capability to support the 
weapon system is already in place in any DoD depot or shipyard by virtue of 
existing CORE, then the depot workload associated with the new weapon is 
assigned to the current capable depot (using interservice procedures if the depot 
is in other Service). 

Workload quantity in excess of that required to preserve CORE 
capabilities will be made available to private industry. 

+ If the weapon system is planned to be used in one or more current JCS 
contingency scenarios and there is not currently weapon system support 
capability within the Department of Defense for the new item, a risk assessment 
is undertaken to determine the feasibility of potential commercial sources of 
depot support (either interim support or life-of-type). Strong candidates for 
private sector support include commercial off-the-shelf hardware items and 
military derivatives of commercial products (e.g., some aircraft engines). 

+ If the weapon system is planned to be used in one or more current JCS 
contingency scenarios and no low risk alternative exists, NAVAIR will assign a 



Naval Aviation Depot to establish new CORE capability in order to provide a 
ready and controlled source of depot support. In many cases, this new system is 
being introduced into the Navy inventory to replace an obsolete weapon. In 
such cases, the new capability can be phased in while one or more mature 
capabilities are either consolidated or phased out. 

Depot maintenance workload in support of Navy systems and equipment not 
required by current JCS combat contingency scenarios is also directed to private 
industry (e.g., training aircraft). 

At times, the Naval Aviation Depots will be unable to find an economical 
commercial source of repair for old (and sometimes even obsolete) weapon systems. In 
these cases, it falls to the Naval Aviation Depots to act as "last sources of repair." This 
work is almost never in support of CORE, but remains in the organic base until the 
equipment is retired. 

NAVSEA has somewhat limited flexibility in its SOR decision process because of 
its significant infrastructure and labor force requirements. In general, the decision 
process has evolved into most nuclear and large deck surface ships being overhauled at 
public shipyards while surface combatant, amphibious, and auxiliary vessels are 
assigned to private shipyards. It should be noted that even in the last category of 
vessels, some surface combatant ships are selectively assigned to public sector yards to 
fill workload gaps. The ship assignment methodology is essentially as follows: 

+ Nuclear ship availabilities are primarily, with some exceptions, assigned to the 
public sector based on naval shipyard capability and capacity. 

+ Large deck and complex surface ship (CV, LHA, LHD, AFG, LCC) availabilities 
are normally assigned to public yards due to complexity of work and 
requirement for large drydock. 

+ Surface combatant, amphibious and auxiliary vessel availabilities are primarily 
assigned to the private sector, except for those selected for public/private 
competition. Within this category, further analyses consists of: 

Some surface combatant availabilities are selectively assigned to public 
sector to fill workload gaps, and/or to keep the ship in homeport. 

East coast submarine SRAs, with the exception of those homeported in 
Charleston, are competed public/private. 

Public/private "60/40" split is reviewed annually after Fleet Scheduling 
Conferences for compliance, and availability assignments adjusted if 
necessary. 



Public/private competition program is reviewed and availabilities added 
or deleted to meet prescribed goals. 

Appropriate directives call for the assignment of workloads (private or public 
depots) to be made in a manner that ensures adequate readiness, combat sustainability 
of operational forces, efficient use of available resources, and maximum economies in 
maintenance operations. For NAVSEA, the critical factors that are used in the 
assignment of ship overhaul work to a specific shipyard are: 

+ Homeport 
+ Shipyard capability /type ship 
+ Drydock availability 
+ Cost 

In the general assignment of nuclear and large deck surface ships to public 
shipyards, considerations in addition to those listed above include: 

+ Shipyard workload 
+ Work continuity 
+ Availability of fleet drydocks 
+ Operation cycle 
+ Estimated fuel depletion (nuclear ships) 
+ Fleet preference 
+ Special considerations including ocean engineering and 

treaty considerations for SSBN inactivations 

Criteria for private assignment include the 60/40 split and anticipated duration 
(less than six months - stay in port, six months or greater - coastwide bid). With respect 
to planned publidprivate competition, DMRD 908 establishes the goals: (1) to compete 
20% of the total workload by FY97; (2) compete surface combatant overhauls; (3) 
compete submarine SRA's east coast (west coast SRA's will be competed starting in 
FY96); and (4) public yard in homeport area. 

SPAWAR'S decision tree analysis is conducted for each new design equipment 
during the developmental phase and during acquisition planning for Non 
Developmental Items (NDI) and commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) items. The DTA is 
used to determine if depot level support should be provided by a public or private 
source. The primary influence on this process is the need for a public capability to 
support the mission and policy imperatives discussed above (in the general Navy 
section). The DTA outcome will determine the introducing (requiring) Services' 
candidate depot SOR (private or organic) for the DM1 study. 

The initial step in the DTA process is designed to determine if the proposed 
workload is CORE capability support. This begins with an analysis of the criticality of 
specific work and considers the need for an inherent organic operation based upon 



mission and policy imperatives. Included in the DTA is a process known as "posture 
planning" which is used to analyze critical workloads for potential organic or 
commercial assignment. This process involves numerous steps designed to assess the 
state of SPAWAR's organic depot repair technology and determine if augmentation is 
required to ensure continued currency of the depot capability. 

Part of the posturing process is used to verify that sufficient infrastructure and 
technical expertise exists to ensure that the DON retains the ability to be a smart buyer 
(i.e., to support the life cycle of new systems) which includes assuring systems are safe 
and effective prior to Fleet introduction. On occasion, the well being and retention of 
qualified military personnel must also be considered. In certain specialized ratings, 
e.g., cryptological equipment repair, there are insufficient shore duty assignments 
available to allow for rotation between shore and sea duty, thus a repair capability is 
established to provide training and shore duty rotation. 

If, as part of the DTA, a workload is determined as not required to support 
CORE capabilities, a life cycle cost (LCC) analysis is performed to determine the most 
cost effective mechanism for assignment of the workload either to the public sector via 
inter/intraservicing, or contracting it out to the private sector. If the cost is considered 
unreasonable, another analysis is performed to determine if the workload is needed to 
preserve the industrial base. If the workload is essential to maintain the industrial 
base, a contract is awarded to the private sector if sufficient funds are available. This 
analysis consists of steps designed to determine if an adequate technical data package is 
available, the cost to procure data, and, if private, the number of sources available for 
competition, the cost of running the competition, etc. If the cost is determined to be 
reasonable, efforts are initiated to award a contract to the private sector. 

The DTA process structures the basic decision process to determine if an item 
will be retained as part of the organic capacity or contracted out. Thus once the basic 
decision has been made, the remainder of the process details the steps required to 
execute the decision. This includes the DM1 study analysis, which is a more formal 
follow-on effort performed by the JDMAG. It is designed to validate the individual 
Service DTAs and mediate situations where two Services have targeted the same 
workload as critical. 

Workloads postured for the private or public sector must still be identified to the 
JDMAG and competed for via the DMI process. As stated, the D M  study process 
provides for the assignment of depot responsibility, both public and private, under 
Service coordination and control. 

Each DM1 study submitted to the JDMAG for a decision represents the results of 
the internal DTA assessment. The numerous steps that it entails are designed to assess 
the state of SPAWAR's depot repair technology and determine if augmentation is 
required to assure continued currency of the depot capability. As stated, the purpose of 
the process is to ensure the existence of sufficient infrastructure and technical expertise 



to maintain SPAWAR's basic ability to be a smart buyer and to support life cycle of new 
systems. This assures that systems are safe and effective before Fleet introduction. 

Air Force: The Air Force's decision tree process is currently composed of three 
major phases: (1) identification; (2) evaluation; and (3) approval. The identification 
phase is the process of determining which workloads must be processed through the 
DTA cycle. These workloads include: new starts, modification programs which will 
generate new repair requirements, and workload shifts. Workload shifts can be an 
organic to contract, or organic to organic SOR move. However, the transfer from 
contract to organic is considered a new start rather than a workload shift. Before DTA 
evaluation between a contract and an organic SOR can be accomplished, the Air Force 
candidate depot must be selected. This is done using the SOR Decision Criteria 
(SORDC). The SORDC uses the information requested for the DTA analysis and 
appraises the current posture of each center against the requirements spelled out in the 
DTA data. Once a DTA requirement has been identified, the evaluation phase begns 
using the following data: 

+ Present SOR.. This describes where the workload is currently being repaired. It 
can be at an Air force depot, contract (ICS,CLS) or intersemicing. In most cases, 
it will be a new start or modification for which there is no existing SOR. 

+ Description of system/program. This will explain the purpose, function and 
unique characteristics, i.e., the technological aspects. 

+ Description of workload. This describes the type of depot repair that is 
anticipated to be accomplished. Included is the Repair Group Category (RGC) 
and technology. 

+ Projected surge rate. 

+ Logistics Support Priority. 

+ Supporting information for the DTA logic. The rationale for each yes/no 
response for the DTA logic. 

+ Recommended SOR with narrative justification. This will explain the reason for 
the designated SOR. Considerations include posturing goals, surge cost, 
technology, weapon system integration, etc. 

+ Estimated costs. This includes costs for facilities (additiodalteration), support 
equipment, training, technical data, and software development. Costs provided 
will include the total investment cost and differential cost (difference between 
organic and contract options). 



+ Workload. A five year projection to include the initial and peak years. 

The DTA approval process consists of a detailed review by a board of key 
business managers from the various product and support centers, including the 
headquarters. If required, the DTA will be reviewed by the Support and Industrial 
Operations Board, a board of general officers/senior civilians. Final signature 
authority is held by AFMC Director for Logistics or the AFMC Commander depending 
on the size of the workload. 

The Air Force's DTA process is a formalized process for selecting an organic or 
contract SOR and is integrated with the AFMC business planning process, especially 
regarding evaluation and approval. Since the process is systematic as it applies to all 
workloads, it provides an audit trail for all levels of management. And lastly, with 
emphasis on early SOR assignments, the DTA process compliments the early depot 
activation concept which ensures early identification of depot maintenance resource 
requirements in the most economical manner. 

Marine Corps: While understanding the general instructions established by the 
Secretary of the Navy, the Marine Corps maintenance planners follow policies which 
call for maintenance to be performed as far forward as possible. When a requirement 
for depot maintenance is identified, contractual SORs are only considered when there is 
no possibility of organic depot repair. In addition, private sector depot repair is 
sometimes dictated by technology, i.e., the technology for guidance systems such as the 
fire and forget anti-armor is owned by a specific contractor. Much of the technology is 
moving forward at such a fast pace that organic support would be obsolete before it 
could be activated. 

Defense Logistics Agency: For cost efficiency and effectiveness reasons, DLA 
has historically loaded organic depot sites to capacity prior to competing workload on a 
private-private basis. The workload, exclusively industrial plant equipment 
maintenance for the military services, was thus allocated without the need of a formal 
decision tree process. 

Future Decision Processes--CORE and Competition: 

The section above described the Services/Navy SYSCOMs current decision tree 
processes which, in varying degrees, address the CORE concept. A detailed 
description of CORE is contained in the reply to Task 5 (Appendix G) and therefore 
will not be given here. However, it is important to understand the basics of the CORE 
concept and its impact on the SOR decision process. 

DoD Directive 4151.18, Maintenance of Milita y Materiel, provides broad direction 
to DoD Components regarding depot maintenance source of repair decisions. 

'((r Specifically, those decisions are required to be made by ". . . the acquiring DoD 



Component logistics head using the depot source of repair assignment decision logic 
process" within 90 days of the engineering and manufacturing development contract 
award. The new CORE concept centers on a surge and combat support-based decision W P  
methodology that is applied and used by the DoD components as the basis for 
determining the minimum resources (facilities, plant equipment, and skilled labor) 
required in support of the mobilization scenario, and the organic capabilities and 
physical capacities to be established and retained as a CORE organic peacetime base for 
the Services/DoD Agencies. In addition, the existing DoD policy outlines three factors 
that are required to be considered in the SOR decision process: 

(1) Maintenance of equipment and materiel must be performed at the lowest 
level of maintenance that ensures optimum readiness and economic use of 
resources. 

(2) Competition between and among depot level maintenance activities of 
DoD and private entities shall be used as a means to achieve economies 
and efficiencies in maintenance of military materiel. 

(3) An integral part of a depot maintenance skill and resource base shall be 
maintained within depot activities to meet military contingency 
requirements. A CORE maintenance capability should comprise only a 
minimum level of mission-essential capability and must be under the 
control of an assigned individual or jointly determined DoD Component. w 

The calculation of CORE capability does not, in and of itself, result in clear-cut 
SOR allocation decisions. CORE is not a workload--it is a capability. The Services 
therefore retain the flexibility to select actual peacetime workload for assignment to the 
private sector while also retaining the ability to allocate to organic depots the workload 
necessary to maintain required CORE capabilities. 

The Depot Maintenance Task Force, while recognizing the benefits generally 
resulting from the competition process (e.g., production process improvements and cost 
reductions), also recognizes the importance of the private sector industrial base in the 
support of national security requirements, particularly in the long run. In addition, the 
public-private competition process itself is time consuming, costly, and the goal of a 
"level playing field" may never be achieved. Task Force Industry and Service 
representatives (with the exception of the Air Force) believe that public-private and 
public-public competition is not cost effective, and should be eliminated. Regardless of 
what the ultimate DoD policy on competing non-CORE workload will be, its impact on 
the SOR decision process will be significant. 

The current publidprivate competition program impacts logical implementation 
of Service decision tree processes. Basically, logical analyses of where a workload 
should be performed is subordinated to the competitive process. The competition wV 



program complicates accurate projection of workloading and planning of capacity 
utilization. w 

. Legislative Considerations Impacting Decision Tree Processes: 

Some of the Congressional legislation that has impacted or could impact DoD 
depot allocation decisions include: 

+ The SECDEF may not contract for the performance by non-Federal Government 
personnel of more than 40% of depot maintenance workload. 

+ The percentage limitations on Army aviation depot maintenance accomplished 
organically (described earlier). 

+ Performance of the depot maintenance workload with a threshold of $3M that 
is currently being performed by a DoD depot activity cannot be changed from a 
public sector source to a private sector source unless the Service uses 
competitive procedures. 

+ No activity/function performed by 10 or more employees can be converted to 
contract until a most efficient and cost effective organizational analysis is 

. provided to the HAC and SAC. 

+ Directed implementation of the 1993 BRAC recommendation concerning the 
consolidation of tactical missile maintenance at Letterkenny Army depot (1994 
DoD Appropriations Act). 

CONCLUSIONS 

+ The Services have taken a number of approaches and consider a variety of 
differing factors in implementing OSD guidance on the decision tree process. 

+ There are varying degrees of compliance with the current OSD policy on the 
decision tree process which focuses on the CORE concept. It needs to be 
emphasized that most of the Services are transitioning from decision tree 
processes that historically attempted to maintain organic depot (public sector) 
capabilities to processes that attempt to maintain the minimum amount of CORE 
capability in the public sector with maximum private sector support for the 
remainder. 

+ There are a number of factors external to the decision tree process that can 
influence actual public versus private sector source decisions. For example, 
legislative guidance must be included as a factor in the decision process and, in 



some instances, has liinited the amount of depot maintenance available to be 
accomplished by the private sector. 

+ DoD policy requiring that the Services establish a decision tree analysis process 
to make organic/contract decisions satisfies a valid need. However, the existing 
Service processes require update and revision. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

+ The Defense Depot Maintenance Council direct the Military Services to review 
and revise Service procedures for the decision tree process to: 

Ensure full implementation of current OSD policy and guidance on the 
CORE concept. 

Ensure consistent application among the Services, but allowing for unique 
commodity characteristics. 

Properly address the criticality of the industrial base. 

+ DoD implement the Task Force recommendation pertaining to the elimination of 
public-public and public-private competition. 

+ DoD seek to replace existing legislative restrictions with CORE policy. 
- - 
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T A S K  4: An evaluation of the cost, manner, and quality of performance of the 
depot-level maintenance workload by employees of the Department of Defense and 
by non-Federal Government personnel. 

METHODOLOGY 

In responding to the direction of the Congress for an evaluation of this fourth 
assessment area, the Task Force Working Group, with the assistance of the Industry 
Support Group, established a methodology to: (1) collect pertinent data and 
information, (2) to identify the opinions and policy positions of all interested parties, 
and (3) to provide the basis for a comprehensive analysis and evaluation. The 
methodology and data sources included: 

Direct data calls. This included requesting both the private sector and Military 
Services to provide selected data and information from official records and 
budgets. Because of the difficulty in obtaining information from the private 
sector, a representative sample of three major private firms was used for selected 
data elements and information on accounting practices and procedures. In 
addition, the fullest range of data was requested and obtained from the Military 
Services on costs, funding, accounting practices, quality programs, rates and 
prices, and other information pertinent to depot maintenance cost, manner, and 
quality performance. 

Oualitative or subjective invut. The private sector and the Military Services each 
provided position papers on issues, and explanations of their policies and 
procedures. 

Use of existin? data and reports. Existing industry studies, Service studies, GAO 
audits, DoD studies, and other sources of information and data on depot cost, 
manner, and quality programs were reviewed. 

Analysis of Contracts Awarded in FY 1992 and FY 1993. The Task Force 
assessed actual contracts awarded by the Services in FY 1992 and FY 1993. The 
assessment by the Task Force Working Group included two phases. First, a 
review of pre-award processes and bidder proposals. Second, an assessment of 
actual contract costs and schedule performance for contracts where base periods 
have been completed. 

In reviewing bidder proposals, twenty-eight of the highest value contracts, 
competed on a public - private basis, awarded during fiscal years 1992 and 1993 were 
reviewed by a special data analysis support team. This team, made up of personnel on 
loan to the Task Force Support Group from the Defense Contract Audit Agency, the 
Defense Contract Management Command, and the Office of the Department of Defense 
Inspector General, reviewed over one hundred and five bids submitted from both 



public depots and private companies during these competitions. The contracts 
reviewed ranged from $2.2 million to $62 million for the base workload (excluding 
options), and included an equal number of contracts won by private bidders and public w 
bidders. The work performed under the contracts included ship overhauls (both 
surface ships and submarines), fixed wing aircraft contracts, aircraft engine contracts, 
electronic component contracts, and ground vehicle system contracts. 

INTRODUCTION 

Readiness And Cost 

The Task Force was unanimous in the belief that DoD must divest itself of the 
current excess organic depot maintenance capacity in order to free up these funds to 
support vital force readiness requirements. This position is based on a number of 
factors including: 

Average savings from Naval Aviation Depots programmed for base c1osure.i~ 
over $70 million annually. For larger depots such as shipyards, savings could be 
as high as $100 million annually. 

Recent studies conducted by the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff concluded that the DoD organic depots currently have 25 percent 
excess capacity and for some commodities the excess may be as high as 50 v 
percent. After the closure or realignment of the organic depots that have already 
been approved for closure by the Congress is complete, there will still be a large 
excess capacity. 

Current Defense Guidance which recognizes the need to divest excess DoD 
capacity and unneeded facilities. In this guidance the Secretary of Defense has 
directed all the Services to down size commensurate with programmed force 
structure reductions. 

The Task Force reviewed depot maintenance contract bids by both the public 
and private sectors and found that the greater the amount of overhead expenses 
the depot or contractor carries, primarily from large facilities and engineering 
support staffs, the less competitive the bidder is when cost is the primary factor. 

The members of the Task Force from the private sector further reinforced this 
finding by stressing that private industry experience in recent years 
demonstrates that to remain competitive and to control cost companies had to 
"right size" their facilities and work force. The Task Force fully concurs with this 
assessment and finds that DoD must also right size the organic depot system in 
order to achieve the goal of providing the most cost effective support to the 
fighting forces. 



w The primary consideration upon which public-private workload issues should 
be judged is their impact on the readiness of the Armed Forces. Although the Task 
Force is unanimous in stressing the importance of readiness, the specific components of 
readiness and the interrelationships of readiness factors generates the widest range of 
opinions within the Task Force. 

Further, the majority of the Task Force members place great emphasis on the 
inherent value that a robust and healthy defense industrial base provides for the overall 
readiness of U.S. Armed Forces. This view recognizes the natural tradeoffs that occur 
between funding for new procurement of weapon systems and the expense of 
maintaining existing weapon systems within an organic depot structure burdened by 
excess capacity. It also recognizes the necessity of ensuring that the private sector can 
maintain the vital systems engineering design, test, and system integration capabilities 
that are necessary for future weapon systems. Should this ability be lost in the short 
run, its reconstitution in the future would be cost prohibitive to the Defense budget. 

The majority of research, development, and new production work that supports 
the private sector industrial base is already the domain of private industry. New 
manufacture and repair/overhaul are, in fact, fundamentally different and dollars 
available for repair will actually not be a major factor in preserving the vital private 
sector design and engineering capabilities. However, the Task Force believes that 
providing modification and upgrade work, and non-CORE maintenance work to the 
private sector can be an effective element in a broader defense industrial base policy. 
This is especially true in the case of shipyards where, due to the decline of new ship 
construction, this maintenance work will be a vital support element for the entire U.S. 
shipbuilding base. 

The constrained budgets of this post-Cold War period has led to large backlogs 
of unfunded maintenance requirements which directly impact on readiness. This has 
led all the Services to place a high value on the role of cost. The Task Force also 
believes that private firms, using competition, can provide support comparable to that 
of public depots if the true costs of these activities are understood. Unfortunately, the 
current procedures and accounting systems of the public depots preclude an accurate 
assessment, leaving much uncertainty in making comparisons between public and 
private costs. This assessment appears to have almost universal agreement and is 
documented in numerous GAO and internal studies and contained in public statements 
by knowledgeable senior officials. 

It is clear that both the government and industry members of the Task Force 
agree that the importance of obtaining depot maintenance services at the "best value" to 
the taxpayer is second only to maintaining readiness and sustainability. The method of 
obtaining the "best value" is really the only issue. The Task Force believes that 
reducing the infrastructure to support the CORE requirements (supporting 40-50°/0 of 
the total depot maintenance activity) and putting the rest of the work out for industry 



competition is, in both the near and long term, the best approach and should be the 
policy of the DoD. The Army and Navy have fully embraced this approach and have 
been moving rapidly to minimize their infrastructure. 

GENERAL FINDINGS 

The Task Force is unanimous in recommending that readiness must be the 
fundamental yardstick used to measure depot maintenance issues. 

That cost plays a fundamental role in the decision making process but that in 
some instances the concept of cost must be expanded to include the overall "best 
value" to the nation. Further, that inherent in the process of defining best value 
is the need to assess the impact of cost decisions on the overall health of the U.S. . 

industrial base. 

As a matter of policy, the Task Force recommends that major weapon systems 
modifications and upgrades that substantially alter or enhance weapon systems 
performance, should normally be done in the private sector in order to enhance 
the preservation of vital systems engineering design, test, and system integration 
capabilities that are necessary for future weapon systems. The exception to this 
policy should be in those instances where it can be demonstrated that is 
significantly more cost effective to perform the modification concurrent with 
planned repair or maintenance actions. 

Additional Task Force findings and recommendations are included in the 
subsequent sections. 
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COST OF PERFORMANCE 

The Task Force assessment of the cost of performance of depot level work by 
government personnel and private sector personnel encompassed the identification of: 

The total cost of depot maintenance and how the funding is currently allocated 
between the public and private sector. 

The elements of cost included in each sector, and what costs are unique to one 
sector or the other. 

The factors that result in one sector or the other paying more, the same, or less 
for any standard element of cost. 

Cost factors to the Department of Defense that differ by sector. 

The costing issues that are viewed as preventing a "level playing field" in the 
public-private workload competitions. 

Variances in costing that are unique to each of the focus areas (Aircraft, 
Shipyards, Ground Equipment, Missiles & Electronics). 

Other "best value" considerations in the depot maintenance arena that should be 
assessed. 

What it costs to compete. Determine what costs are entailed in preparing bids, 
estimating costs for competitions, and other related costs of competitions. 

DEFINITIONS 

1. COST - A monetary measure of the amount of resources applied to a cost 
objective. Within the Department of Defense (DoD) costs are identified 
following General Accounting Office accounting principles and standards as 
implemented by DoD Financial Management Regulation, DoD 7000.14-R, 
Volume 1, General Financial Management Information, Systems, and 
Requirements, dated May 1993. 

2. COST ELEMENT - A cost or expense element is a particular aspect of cost 
that is incurred such as wages, depreciation, utilities, material purchases, and 
others. These cost elements are collected by the accounting system as actual 
expenses are incurred during t-he performance of work. 



3. PRICES - The term "price" is used to mean the amount or total cost that a 
customer is charged for a product or service. When a fixed price has been 
associated with a complete item, product, or service it is referred to as a "unit 

w 
price". The quantity or number of units completed multiplied by this unit price 
will equal the amount the customer is billed. 

4. RATES - Rates are the established or estimated amounts for categories of 
expenses expressed on a unit of measure basis (such as rate per hour, or rate per 
unit). Various types of rates are used such as direct rates, indirect rates, general 
and administrative rates. Each of these rates represent a category of like 
expenses. 

5. DIRECT LABOR HOUR RATE - The fully burdened cost per direct labor 
hour used as the basis for establishing stabilized rates for customers of Depot 
Maintenance. The direct labor hour rate is computed by dividing the sum of all 
labor, non labor, and material, direct, indirect, general and administrative 
expenses, by the total number of direct labor hours to be accomplished. 

6. DIRECT LABOR HOUR (DLH) - DLHs, sometimes referred to as Direct 
Product Standard Hours, are the number of man-hours required to perform the 
direct work on a product, or to perform a billable service for customers. Direct 
labor hours include the maintenance, repair, overhaul, test, and related direct 
production effort that follows the established sequence and content of work 
necessary to accomplish the billable job as required by the applicable DoD or 

w 
Service maintenance standards. 

7. STABILIZED RATES - The fully burdened cost per direct labor hour used in 
the Defense Business Operations Fund organic depot budgets. 

8. COMPETITION RATE - Or bid rate is the break-even rate used by 
government depots during public-private workload competitions. It is 
calculated in accordance with the procedures outlined in the DoD "Cost 
Comparability Handbook," and includes the projected actual costs anticipated to 
be incurred in accomplishing the work, as modified by specified cost 
comparability adjustments. 

HOW IS DEPOT MAINTENANCE FUNDING SPENT? 

Depot maintenance funding is provided to the Military Services in 
appropriations through the budget process. These funds are expended primarily in 
either organic Service Depots included within the Department of Defense, Defense 
Business Operations Fund (DBOF), or through various contracting arrangements with 
the private sector. The contracting is directly from the Military Services to private w 



sector companies for major maintenance of weapon systems (such as selected aircraft, 
vehicles, or ships). Each of the Services has its own organization structure for the 
management of these major maintenance contracts. Although each Service differs 
somewhat in its management approach, these contracts are usually issued through 
private-private procurement competitions or sole source procurements conducted 
under Defense and Federal Acquisition Regulation (DFAR/FAR) procedures. 
Examples of these include Army National Maintenance Contracts and ship overhauls in 
the Navy. In addition, other depot maintenance commercial support occurs through 
arrangements such as Contractor Logistical Support (CLS), and special or interim 
contracting arrangements. 

Each of the Service Inventory Control Points (Supply Centers) purchase 
components, depot level repairable items, and maintenance and repair services from 
commercial sources (for some commodities). These ICPs are also among the largest 
customers of the DBOF organic depots. 

However, as depicted in figure F-1 below the majority of the funding is either 
through the organic depots or in commercial private-private workload competitions. 
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Figure F-1 

There are inconsistent definitions applied within DoD as to what funding and 
programs are properly included within depot maintenance. These differences occur 
because of the various overlapping DoD systems and congressional reporting 
procedures (financial, logistics, acquisition, etc.). Within the Defense Business 
Operations Fund, annual budget expenditures categorized as depot maintenance range 
from $12 billion to $13.5 billion. However, these totals do not include all commercial 



depot maintenance contracts (such as Army National Maintenance Contracts and 
private ship repairs). Further, the DBOF funding also includes programs conducted at 
DBOF depots that normally are not considered to be depot maintenance such as the 
receipt, handling, and storage of ammunition, and new manufacturing functions 
conducted at Army Arsenals. 

Using the generally accepted definitions the Task Force found that 
approximately 68 percent of depot maintenance workload is executed within 
government depots and the remaining 32 percent (average from FY 1990 through FY 
1994) is accomplished in private sector depots. Total annual depot maintenance 
funding (reported in response to Task Force inquiries) ranged from a high of $15.9 
billion in FY 1992 (driven in part by supplemental appropriations from Congress 
following Operation Desert Storm) to a low of $13.9 billion in FY 1994. Average annual 
depot maintenance spending (both DBOF and other) was $14.94 billion for the five-year 
period reviewed. 

These findings are consistent with those reported during the last several years by 
DoD, General Accounting Office studies, and other reports. Depending on what 
definition is used for depot maintenance the percentage performed "in-hbuse" ranges 
from 65 percent to 70 percent annually. 

However, some would argue that percentage calculations should include the 
total funding spent annually in the private sector to support depot maintenance 
functions. Under this approach dollars spent at organic depots for parts and 
components (used in the repair process) are also included when calculating the 
percentage of private repair work. When this calculation is used the 65/35 
publidprivate ratio becomes nearly 50/50. 

At the rear of this appendix are attachments summarizing: 

Depot maintenance funding, as submitted by the Military Services, for fiscal 
years 1990 through 1994. 
Depot maintenance foreign military sales and foreign depot maintenance 
contracts. 
Defense Business Operations Fund costs and revenues proposed for FY 1995. 
Capital investments in organic depots. 
Capital investments in selected private sector companies. 
Civilian end strength reductions within organic government depots. 



Funding 

The Task Force finds that annual depot maintenance funding currently averages - 
$14.94 billion and includes: 

Approximately $10.6 billion annually within the DBOF organic depots. 

Approximately $1.0 billion in commercial maintenance contracts annually 
through the DBOF. 

Approximately $3.3 billion in commercial depot maintenance work and 
commercial procurements associated with depot maintenance (excluding organic 
depot parts and supplies). 

Although not included in the estimates above, contractor logistics support (CLS) 
and interim contractor support (ICS) should also be included within the Depot 
Maintenance category. 

DBOF Funding 

As noted above, the majority of depot maintenance funding is executed through * the organic Service depots. The DoD organic depots (formerly the Service Industrial 
Fund Depots) were incorporated within the Defense Business Operations Fund (DBOF) 
in FY 1991. These depots continue to be managed by their parent Military Service. 
However, funding (cash collections and disbursements) now flows through the 
consolidated financial structure of the DBOF. DBOF funding is derived from orders 
placed by customers (Air Wings, Army Divisions, the Fleet) using regular DoD 
appropriations. The sources of this funding are depicted in Figure F-2. 
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Figure F-2 
Depot Maintenance Funding in the DBOF FY 1994 

DBOF Source of Revenue 
O&M Appropriations 
Procurement Appropriations 
DBOF Internal Sales (mostly Supply) 
RDT&E Appropriations 
Conventional Ammunition Capital Fund 
Foreign Military Sales 
Other Service Appropriations 
Other DoD and Non-DoD Orders 

Percentage 
50.4% 
14.5% 
26.3% 

1.9% 
0.7% 
1.5% 
3.9% 
0.8% 

Total FY 1994: 100% 



Within DoD, the depot customers are responsible for determining and justifying 
the level of maintenance work, services, or products they require in order to support 
the operational tempo and contingency needs of the Forces. Under Title 10, United 
States Code, the Secretaries of the Military Services are tasked with the responsibility of 
training and equipping the Armed Forces. They do so by allocating budget authority 
to depot maintenance during the budget process. 

To assist the Service customers in programming their budgets DoD establishes 
stabilized rates and "locks in" the cost of organic depot maintenance by establishing 
composite rates per Direct Labor Hour (DLH) during the budget formulation process. 
DoD can then ensure that customer budget requests submitted to Congress are in 
balance with the actual anticipated costs projected to be incurred by the depots in 
.accomplishing the required level of work the customers have specified. These 
stabilized rates are maintained for all new customer orders accepted during the fiscal 
year. The use of stabilized rates protects the customers from "cost swings" that may 
occur during execution and at the same time protects readiness by ensuring that 
customers will have sufficient funds available to pay the "bill" for the maintenance 
services they require. 

During budget execution, which usually begins nine months after the final 
stabilized rates are set, customers receive the funding from enacted congressional 
appropriations. The customers then forward work or project orders to the depots to 

w finance their depot maintenance requirements. These orders are then accomplished on 
a fixed price basis because the rate has been "stabilized" for the customer. Should 
actual costs be less than what was anticipated the depot will incur a profit. Conversely, 
if actual costs exceed those anticipated a loss will occur. If losses or profits occur 
during a fiscal year, the subsequent fiscal year rates will be adjusted by either a positive 
or negative surcharge. These surcharges either recoup the loss or rebate the profit back 
to the customer. In this manner the DBOF both protects execution flexibility and 
readiness, and also ensures that the full cost of the goods and services is eventually 
paid by the customer. 

The stabilized rates are the fully burdened cost per direct labor hour and include 
all anticipated costs and surcharges. The direct labor hour rate is computed by 
dividing the sum of all labor, non labor, and material direct, indirect, general and 
administrative expense rates, by the total number of direct labor hours to be 
accomplished in the work, based on engineered or historical product standards. 

During the assessment of cost the Task Force reviewed how a standard dollar of 
revenue is spent in the organic depots. Figure F-3 depicts costs at an Army depot in 
fiscal year 1993. 
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Figure F-3 
Army Depot FY 1993 

The chart above depicts costs in broad categories and reflects the actual 
distribution of expenditures reported in accounting systems. In the attachment section 
of this appendix are examples of Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force depots. 



'IcIpt During the review, the Task Force found that the fundamental patterns depicted 
in Figure F-3 above are the same for most depots. However, cost patterns and 
contracting procedures do differ by commodity group. The Task Force review assessed 
depot maintenance within four broad commodity groups. These were: (1) Fixed Wing 
Aircraft, (2) Ground Support Equipment and Rotary Wing Aircraft, (3) Missiles and 
Electronics, and, (4) Shipyards. The differences found in these groups are due to a 
number of factors including: 

The nature of the work itself is the major influence on cost patterns and 
contracting procedures. Examples include how labor-intensive the work is, or 
whether the work is typically very large projects such as ship overhauls or small 
quantity batches such as in the case of many types electronic components. Also, 
if the nature of the work requires high levels of supplies, parts, and replacement 
components. 

Geographic considerations that impact ship repair and maintenance. The 
homeporting patterns and deployment schedules of the Naval Fleet make it 
necessary to restrict considerations of overhaul points to certain areas (coast 
lines). 

The existing structure of the overall U.S. industrial base can impact both cost 
and management decision parameters. Examples include the availability of 
nuclear capacity in shipyards or specialized facilities such as dry-docks. 

For some commodities, shipyards and major weapon systems like tanks and 
tracked vehicles, a high level of initial capital investment is needed in facilities 
and equipment in order to be qualified and capable to bid on the work. 

Changing technology that reduces maintenance requirements through increased 
reliability. 

Elements of Expense 

Within the organic government depots customer orders or direct reimbursable 
accounts finance all business expenses and industrial operations including: 

-wages and salaries -depreciation charges 
-benefits to employees -transportation costs 
-disability compensation -fuel expenses 
-severance pay -parts and equipment 
-travel and Per Diem -ADP & Telecommunications 
-material and supplies -facility & equipment repair 
-parts a i~d  components -facility maintenance 



-fire, police, security 
-accounting, personnel 
-training and tuition 
-trash and snow removal 
-minor construction 
-capital investments 
-utility charges 
-subcontract costs 
-rent and leases 

-consultant services 
-headquarters costs 
-other engineering support 
-mobilization costs 
-military labor costs 
-other military related 
- non-business costs 
-host expenses (running a 

military installation) 

The list above is not complete (see attached chart of accounts) but it does 
represent the major elements of expense or costs in the organic depots. In addition, 
organic depots have capital investment budgets (also funded through rates) that 
finance the purchase of new and replacement industrial plant equipment and tooling, 
purchases of software and hardware for ADP & Telecommunications requirements, 
minor construction. Pollution prevention and remediation equipment and related 
minor construction needed to meet OSHA and EPA requirements is also funded 
through the capital budgets. However, environmental restoration is not funded 
through the DBOF. Environmental restoration (for identified "super fund" cites as an 
example) is directly funded outside of the depot maintenance program. 

Major facility construction costs are separately funded through the Service 
Military Construction appropriations. However, in depot public - private competitions 
depreciation charges for facilities are included within the depot's cost proposal. 

Prior to establishment of the DBOF, the industrial funds operated on a day-to- 
day basis very much as they do today. The primary difference is that under the 
financial policies of the DBOF cash management has been consolidated (collections and 
disbursements) and changes such as the addition of capital investment budgets, 
accelerated full depreciation charges (on a straight-line basis for all capital including 
major facility construction), and inclusion of headquarters overhead costs moved the 
organic depots closer to the structure seen in the private sector. A history of DBOF and 
its accounting changes is included as an attachment to this appendix. 

Differing Expense Elements 

With the exception of the last four items (the special military-related costs) listed 
above as elements of expense, all the costs are common between the public and private 
sector. 

However, some fundamental differences remain in the cost element structure of 
the organic government depots and that of the private sector. Costs that occur in the 
private sector that have no direct equivalency in public depots include: 



-Profits -Cost of Money 
-Federal Income Taxes -Property Taxes 
-State Income Taxes -Casualty Insurapce 

In addition, when private contracts are issued DoD must pay the cost of contract 
quality assurance (government inspectors and auditors). This requirement can cost up 
to 2 percent of the total value of the contract. Further, responding to this government 
monitoring is often mentioned as a considerable cost burden that private sector 
companies must endure. Detailed review of comparability issues is included in another 
section. During public - private cost competitions some of these differences are 
adjusted for and some are not. This is discussed in greater detail in a later section. 

Factors That Influence Cost 

Unique factors that may influence total cost and efficiency in either public or 
private depots are many and varied. Some of these are actually competitive advantages 
or disadvantages rather than differing cost factors such as the quality of management, 
knowledge of the work, the level of technology employed, or the skill of the work force. 
But on a more generic basis it is possible to identify several structural differences that 
impact on cost. 

PROFITS AND TAXES. Private sector companies must achieve a rate of return 
on investments or they cannot stay in operation. Profit margins vary from year- 
to-year. The Private Industry Support Group provided the Task Force with 
information on the profits achieved by the U.S. Aerospace industry during the 
period from FY 1988 through FY 1992. During 1992 profit, expressed as a 
percentage return on sales, ranged from a low 2.1% to a high of 15.3% (excluding 
companies that incurred losses). The average during FY 1992 for the 23 
companies reported who made a profit was 7.8%. During the entire five-year 
period the average was over 6% for all companies. Corporate federal income tax 
rates (currently 34%) also impact cost. Included within the profit margin is a 
factor to cover both federal and state income tax expenses. 

SUBCONTRACTING. Many private firms operate with a large support 
structure of subcontractors who perform portions of the work or provide 
selected services or products used by the prime contractor. When subcontractors 
are used the profit margin requirements of the subcontractors must be passed on 
as an added expense within the overall cost structure of the prime contractor. 
Public depots on the other hand are organized as multiple commodity, 
integrated industrial facilities that typically have most, if not all, of the required 
supporting shops within the depot. These support shops work "at cost" and do 
not add independent profit margins to their costs. 



PERSONNEL PRACTICES. For public depots the cost of excess personnel due to 
the government's inflexibility in the execution of reductions in force. The 
reduction in force procedures must be approved by the depot's Chain-of- 'iY) 
Command and if 50 people or more are involved, then congressional notification 
is required. These procedures often result in long delays or denial of the * 

authority to reduce the work force. When this occurs the depot is required to 
retain personnel for which there is no available workload. Essential, excess - 
personnel are charged to overhead accounts, until they are removed from the 
payroll. The cost of these excess personnel flow into and increase current costs, 
efficiency, and subsequent stabilized rate development. 

NON-MAINTENANCE MISSIONS. Unique cost drivers identified by the public 
maintenance activities include: engineering design support, supply functions 
performed for other activities, military salaries for that period of time spent 
performing non-depot duties such as physical fitness, retirement ceremonies, 
and parades. Development and testing of mobilization planning and support 
provided during wartime, special studies such as the Base Realignment and 
Closure and other DoD-wide and Service specific logistic studies, GAO and 
Inspector General studies and audits, and others the cost of which are absorbed 
by the depot. The cost of test pilots performing final acceptance tests of the work 
performed by private sector firms. On the other hand, some benefits that accrue 
to the public depot activities are paid by other government activities. These 
costs include civilian retirement, state unemployment compensation payments, 
insurance, and impact aid paid to local communities in lieu of property taxes. wV 
GOVERNMENT SURVEILLANCE. Unique cost factors identified by the private 
sector entities include the Milspec 9858A quality assurance costs and the cost of 
Defense Contract Management Command (DCMC) inspectors approving over 
and above work that exceeds the original statement of work; although the 
government pays the salaries of DCMC personnel as part of the contract cost, the 
associated inspection and approval process tends to shut down the job or 
production line thereby increasing the costs associated with down time. 

PURCHASING FLEXIBILITY. Private sector procurement regulations and 
procedures are more streamlined and are able to utilize just-in-time inventory 
deliveries and other cost savings techniques that result in lower costs for 
materials and supplies. Further, the private depots are often provided access to 
the DoD Supply system or provided government-furnished equipment or 
materials when it is cost-advantageous to do so. This option to use the most cost 
effective method can, in some instances, be a competitive advantage. Public 
depots on the other hand, must use the DoD Supply system which is sometimes 
slow and includes surcharges needed to pay the overhead costs of the Supply 
system. 



EXCESSIVE INFRASTRUCTURE. Both the DoD and the private sector have a 
significant over capacity for depot maintenance and new production. A portion 
of the public depot capacity is needed for surge or mobilization requirements. 
However, for the most part these excess facilities and equipment only represent 
a drain on resources. In this area the private sector has a clear competitive 
advantage over the public depots. Private sector companies shed, through sale 
or other disposition action, excess facilities and equipment that are no longer 
economical to retain. Private companies can do this much more easily than 
public depots. This is especially true for entire bases or factories. For public 
depots, the Base Closure and Realignment Commission is the only vehicle 
currently available to close entire depots. 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE. There are significant differences in how 
public depots and private depots are structured. Original equipment 
manufactures (OEMs) usually have very large overhead staffs for engineering, 
research and development, marketing, and other functions. These OEMs usually 
have the highest overhead costs and are heavily facilitized. Public depots are 
also heavily facilitized and are often large-scale, integrated industrial activities 
with the capability and capacity for multiple commodities. On the other end of 
the spectrum are private service companies that are specifically organized to 
have minimum overhead. These service companies do not maintain large 
indirect staff units, nor do they have large sunk costs in facilities and equipment 
that must be depreciated or amortized in their cost structure. Consequently, in 
firm fixed priced bids the organizations with the smallest overhead (the 
minimum needed to support the work) have a cost advantage. 

INDUSTRY CONCERNS 

Industry believes that with the exception of minimum levels of depot 
maintenance capability necessary to support the readiness and sustainability 
requirements of the Joint Chiefs of Staff contingency plans, commercial weapon 
systems maintenance services should exclusively be provided to DoD by the private 
sector. Industry justifies its position on the belief that, ultimately, free market 
mechanisms provide the optimum solution for providing goods and services at the best 
value. 

Few would argue the virtues of free market mechanisms and the benefits that 
naturally occur from competition and the entrepreneurial atmosphere created by a free 
market place. However, with only one "buyer" in the defense market place, and with 
the varied and complex interrelationships that exist between DoD and the defense 
industrial base, classical economics concepts do not fully apply. 

Further, private industry has been, and continues to be, highly critical of the 
public depot accounting systems. The criticism ranges from charges that the public 



depots do not have reliable systems and cannot account for all costs, to allegations that 
in contract competitions public depots have hidden or failed to disclose all costs. 
Private industry cites General Accounting Office studies and Inspector General Reports 
to partially substantiate some of these claims. 

ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS FINDINGS 

During this study the accounting practices utilized by the public and private 
sectors were reviewed. Representatives of the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) 
provided briefings on what they have observed and found in their reviews and audits. 
Each Service provided detailed explanations of their systems, procedures, and policies. 
Additionally, three major private sector companies provided their confidential 
disclosure statements for review and analysis. These disclosure statements describe the 
accounting systems used by these companies, how and what costs are collected, and 
how their rate and prices are structured. Analysis of the information reveals that: 

Public and Private depots operate under the same basic accounting principles 
and practices. 

Procedures and reviews in private industry that are required by the Defense 
Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) are essentially the same as those required 
within DoD. 

Formal accounting services are not controlled by the depots or even the Military 
Services. The Defense Finance and Accounting Service provides the accounting 
support for all public depots, and all annual expenditures are required to be 
certified in accordance with the Chief Financial Officers Act. 

ASPECTS OF THE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 

The following sections discuss in greater detail aspects of the accounting system 
in each sector: 

Job Order Systems 

The public depots prescribe to and operate in accordance with the Cost 
Accounting Standards Board's Cost Accounting Standards, as set forth in the DoD 
Accounting Manual, 7220.9M. The private depots also prescribe to and operate in 
accordance with the Cost Accounting Standards Board's Cost Accounting Standards. 
Neither the public depots nor the private depots have identified any unique difference 
in costing methodologies. Both the public and the private depots appear to utilize the 
same cost accounting techniques and postulates. The job order cost accounting 
methodology has been identified as the primary means of accumulating cost for both 



sectors. Within the public depots work is priced at unit cost price for the convenience 
of customers. Examples of units are engines, airframes, components, etc., that are being 
overhauled or repaired. Additionally, work is priced based on the cost per direct labor 
hour. 

The Cost Accounting Standards incorporated in DoD regulations (that are 
mandatory for all organic depots) conform to generally accepted accounting practices. 
The changes that have been adopted in recent years since the implementation of the 
Defense Business Operations Fund financial policies have further narrowed the 
differences between the depot accounting practices and the private sector. These 
practices are modified somewhat by the leveling factors in the DoD Cost Comparability 
Handbook. DCAA, has stated that they apply the same standard in their reviews of 
organic depots as they apply when auditing proposals submitted by the private sector. 
The organic depots all utilize a job order accounting system to collect costs and 
expenses. This process has been in use since the first establishment of industrial funds 
where the funded job order was, in fact, the budgetary authority for the work. Direct 
labor and material expenses incurred are applied to the job orders using either the 
completed unit or the percentage of completion method. Currently, differing methods 
are utilized for the allocation of production indirect and general and administrative 
(G&A) overhead charges by the Services. DCAA reports that the processes used are 
acceptable, and are similar to that employed by many private firms. 

Depreciation 

The depreciation expense attributed to the various types of major work group 
varies according to the organization's structural makeup. For example, a private depot 
operation that is structured to operate with minimal overhead has fewer depreciable 
major assets such as buildings or hangers. The assets owned by this type of 
organization are usually older with minimal value, accordingly, depreciation expense 
could be as little as one percent of the total cost of operations. On the other hand, some 
depot organizations, or original equipment manufacturers are required to support 
numerous types of work, and are burdened with maintaining large specialized 
facilities. The depreciation cost associated with this type of organization could 
constitute a significant percentage of the total cost of operations. Depreciable asset life 
basis for the public depots is twenty years for plant facilities, ten years for equipment 
other than automatic data processing items, five years for automatic data processing 
equipment and software, five years for general purpose vehicles. The private sector 
depot activities use the Treasury Department Class Life Asset Depreciation Range 
tables (CLADR). These tables apply to various type of depreciation systems in use. 
The Modified Accelerated Depreciation System (MACRS) went into effect in January of 
1987, prior to that time the Accelerated Depreciation System (ACRS) was in use. Recent 
changes in the Federal tax code specified a longer life for assets than is applied by the 
government depots. Public depots have operating leases and capital leases. Leasehold 
improvements costing over $25,000 are considered capital assets and are amortized 



over a useful life of two hundred and forty months. The public depots expense 
operating leases. Some private depot activities capitalize leases if the value if $1,500 or 
more, the lease purchase amount is then amortized over the useful life of the lease or 
ten-year period, whichever is less. In summary, it is apparent that the public depots 
depreciate the cost of their plant facilities approximately twice as fast as the private 
depot activities. In addition, the public depot activities have established a greater 
capitalization criteria than the private depot activities. Consequently, the public depot 
rate of depreciation expense allocated and the amount of operating leases expensed to 
the cost of operations is usually greater than that of the private depot activities. 

Retirement Costs 

Public depot activities accrue all funded retirement costs in their general ledger 
accounts. The funded retirement costs are a percentage factor (labor acceleration rate) 
added to the locally established labor rates. The labor acceleration rate if applied to all 
regular time civilian labor, and to the premium portion of all civilian labor (performed 
on a holiday, odd shifts, etc.). In execution, the direct and indirect civilian labor 
charges will be accelerated when the labor distribution is applied to the job orders. 
Retirement plans vary throughout the private sector. However, a single major private 
OEM was reviewed as a point of comparison. That company stated that its principal 
retirement plan is a defined contribution plan. Under this plan approximately three 
percent of an individual's salary is funded. This is supplemented with a 401K plan in 

w 
which a maximum of four percent of an individual's salary can be deferred. The 
private depot activity will make half of the contribution. In practice only about fifty 
percent of those eligible participate in the plan. 

Public depot maintenance activities unfunded retirement costs associated with 
the Civil Service Retirement System are not funded nor accounted for by the 
Department. However, when a public depot maintenance activity bids on a 
publidprivate competition an adjustment is made to account for the unfunded 
retirement costs attributed to both direct and indirect labor costs in accordance with the 
guidance contained in the Cost Comparability Handbook. A representative private 
depot maintenance activity stated that it maintains a defined benefit plan for a small 
number of its employees. The unfunded retirement costs associated with this plan are 
not accounted for. In summary, it appears that neither the public nor the private depot 
maintenance entities fully account for the unfunded retirement costs. With the 
unfunded retirement cost adjustment factor applied to public depots, it appears that 
reasonable steps have been taken to make fair comparisons between the sectors. 



Bid Preparation Costs 

Typical public depot bid preparation and related costs generally consist of the 
labor and material cost associated with the following actions: bid and proposal office 
staff, supplies, TDY, proposal team selection and kick-off meetings, receiving and 
reviewing the request for proposal (RFP), RFP questions, bid conference, bid decision 
process, cost data gathering and analysis, technical and cost document development, 
make or buy decision process, various team reviews, finalize proposal, price review, 
corporate board review, document reproduction, bid submission documentation, and 
responses to the seller support team review. The aforementioned items address work 
breakdown, structure of the direct labor effort, material plan, and technical cost 
volumes of the formal bid process. These costs are either recorded in an overhead cost 
pool and are allocated to the bid proposals or in a G&A pool and are allocated the 
entire workload at the depot. These costs can range from a low of 2%, to a maximum of 
12% of the contract value depending on the size of the contract. 

A private depot also records the labor and other costs associated with preparing 
a bid in a G&A cost pool where the cost is allocated across the workload. There 
appears to be little difference between the process or means of accounting for these 
costs between the sectors. 

Cost Realism Checks 

Cost realism checks are performed by the public depot maintenance activities. 
Public depot activities maintain an informal, in-house organization that follows 
prescribed regulations and directions or follows a specified internal process for 
performing the cost realism checks. The Defense Contract Audit Agency performs cost 
realism checks during contract pre-award audits. In brief, the process followed by the 
public depot maintenance activities consist of comparing historical, current, and 
prospective data (hours, material, and rates) in order to validate that the cost is realistic 
for the work. In addition, the cost realism analysis examines the overall cost proposal 
in order to see if it reflects a clear understanding of the requirements, and is consistent 
with the various elements of the offer's proposals. 

Information regarding the private sector depot entities reveal that a management 
team is constituted to perform bid proposal cost realism checks which are then subject 
to corporate committee approval. The costs associated with the cost realism test is 
included in the rate and contract bid proposal. In summary, the processes for 
performing cost realism checks in both the public and private depot maintenance 
activities produce the degree of assurance specified by the organization's respective 
management direction. A description of a major private firm's cost realism review 
process is contained in an attachment to this appendix. 



Property Taxes 

Public depot maintenance activities are exempt from state and local government w 
property taxes. However, many DoD depots are actually tenants at a Host base (or are 
required to serve as a Host) where they do pay an equivalent cost in base operating 
support charges which provide for roads, snow and trash removal, police, fire 
protection, and repair and maintenance of common facilities and utilities; similar 
services to those provided by local government units financed by property taxes. In 
addition, an impact aid adjustment factor is included in the cost comparability process 
whenever a public depot competes with a private depot. 

Even though private depots are subject to property taxes, they often receive the 
benefit of favorable property tax rates, abatements, or deferments from local 
governments in exchange for locating in the community. In conclusion, the differences 
in operating expenses between the two types of depot entities in this area is negligible 
when the cost comparability adjustments are taken into consideration. 

Cost Of Money 

Public depot maintenance activities do not engage in long-term depot financing. 
However, private depot maintenance activities do engage in the practice. For example, 
the interest expense portion of a long-term capital lease would be included as a factor 
in the rate of investment recovery formula used to calculate the profit line item within w' 
the forward pricing rate agreement. Operating lease expenses are included in the 
overhead and bid proposals. 

COST COMPARABILITY 

Numerous studies have now demonstrated that in terms of overall cost 
competitiveness there appears to be three general levels. 

LEVEL ONE - Non-prime service contractors (that are not original equipment 
manufacturers) or independent subsidiaries or divisions of prime contractors. These 
companies have reduced overhead and have been organized to minimize costs through 
local tax incentives, low cost facilities, limited support organizations, reduced 
employee fringe benefits, or other cost reduction measures. These companies often 
pursue contracts where substantial assets are provided to the winning bidder such as 
significant amounts of Government Furnished Equipment and Supplies (GFE) or 
government-owned - contractor-operated facilities (GOCO). Since government owned 
data packages are supplied to bidders these companies are often extremely cost 
competitive and beat out organic depots. On the public sector side organic depots that 
have pursued competitions aggressively and have maintained relatively high capacity 

- utilimtion rates also fall within this most competitive group. w 



This situation differs by commodity group and (to a lesser degree) by regional 
economic factors. As an example, in shipyard work all qualified contractors must have w a certain level of facilitization in order to perform the basic work. Although level one 
contractors in the shipyard sector are smaller than the large OEMs and may rely more 
heavily on subcontractors for portions of the work or support processes, they still 
require considerable facilities. Further, when industries are located in regions of the 
nation with large industrial bases and high prevailing labor rates, depot maintenance 
firms must offer competitive salary and fringe benefit packages in order to retain a 
competent and highly skilled work force. 

LEVEL TWO. - Includes most of the organic depots. The inherent competitive 
advantage of not having to make a profit, pay taxes, or maintain large engineering and 
design staffs, make organic depots with moderate to relatively high capacity utilization 
rates competitive. 

LEVEL THREE - The original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) who because of 
the need to retain large engineering, R&D capability, and other overhead structures, 
and to make a profit on sales, are the least competitive when cost is the primary basis 
for selection for maintenance and repair contracts. 

However, insufficient attention has previously been paid to alternate acquisition 
techniques that could improve the overall life cycle costs for weapon systems, reduce 
maintenance costs, and strengthen the overall industrial base. Further, when weapon 
systems are in the late stages of production, the most cost-effective means of 
accomplishing upgrades or major modifications to the early deployed versions would 
most likely be in the OEM facility. These considerations would be the "best value" 
approach rather than simply lowest cost. 

Contracting and acquisition policies should take into account the unique 
requirements of the various commodity sectors (aircraft, shipyards, etc.) and special 
requirements resulting from force deployment patterns. An example of this type of 
consideration are Fleet deployments where ship availabilities make it impractical to not 
perform all modifications and upgrades concurrently with maintenance and repairs. 

ANALYSIS OF CONTRACTS 

During this study twenty-eight contracts and over 105 bids submitted under 
these contract cost competitions were reviewed to identify trends applicable to cost and 
cost comparability. The contracts reviewed ranged from $2.2 million to $62 million for 
the base workload (excluding options), and included an equal number of contracts won 
by private bidders and public bidders. The total value of the contracts studied was 
$404 million (base price without options). The work performed under the contracts 
included ship overhauls (both surface ships and submarines), fixed wing aircraft 

w contracts, aircraft engine contracts, electronic component contracts, and ground vehicle 



system contracts. Of the contracts reviewed, those won by the private sector accounted 
for 23% of the total value of the awards. The following sections provide a summary of 
the data and trends identifiable. 

Total Cost Per DLH 

This is result of dividing total contract cost by the total number of direct labor 
hours estimated to accomplish the work by the bidding depot (private or public). 
There were significant differences by commodity group (aircraft, shipyard, ground 
support, electronics) ranging from a low of $38.20 per hour to a high of $163.60 per 
hour. However, the variances between the commodities were greater than the variance 
between public and private bidders within the separate commodity groups. The 
pattern reflected in the data substantiated the discussion above under "cost 
comparability". 

DLH Estimates 

Within all 28 competitions reviewed the estimates of the number of direct labor 
hours (DLHs, sometimes referred to as direct product standard hours) required to 
accomplish the work specified in the Request For Proposal or Invitation For Bid, ranged 
significantly. Private bids differed from public bids from a low of 3% to a high of 
300%. The average private bidder exceeded the public bid by 103% in the number of 
DLHs bid. Further, within the private sector bids alone the estimates of DLHs widely 
ranged by competition. In the competitions with the lowest range the private bids only 
differed 16%. In the competitions with the widest range the private sector bids ranged 
283%. The average variance in private sector bids was 100%. Such a wide dispersal 
pattern was not evident within the range of public sector bids. 

Labor Rates 

This is the cost per hour for direct labor (not the fully burdened rate discussed 
above). The data indicates no particular pattern favoring either public or private 
bidders. The prevailing labor rates in the local job market appear to be the driving 
factor. However, in the shipyard competitions reviewed private sector employers had 
slightly lower rates (although the sample used is not considered large enough to be 
statistically significant). 

Direct and Indirect Costs 

The range of direct and indirect costs between public and private bidders was 
not large. Material costs did not appear to be a significant factor in competitions. The 
following averages were reflected in the data collected (note, in private bids "Other 



Direct" which is primarily subcontracting costs were combined with reported "Direct" 

w costs): 

Public: Direct 44% 
Indirect 56% 

Private: Direct 42% (includes 18% "other direct") 
Indirect 58% (includes indirect material) 

Profits 

The pattern of profits or rate of return in private sector bids followed the 
following patterns: 

- Large Aircraft Contracts ($10 million or greater) ranged from 5% to 16%, and 
averaged 12%. 

- Ground Support Equipment and small Aviation 
contracts ranged from 4% to lo%, and averaged 7%. 

- Shipyard contracts averaged 11%. 

- Most missile and electronics contracts did not have profit specified in the 
proposals. 

Fonn Of Contracting 

Over 80% of the contracts were conducted on a firm fixed price basis. The 
remainder were Cost Plus, Time & Material, and other combinations of these 
contracting techniques. 

DCAA Audits 

DCAA conducted audits on 40% of the total contracts and 60% of the larger (over 
$10 million) contracts for both public and private bidders. 

Total Price 

For those contracts won by public bidders; private bidder overall prices 
exceeded the winning public bid by a range of 12% to 334%, with an average of 94%. 
With the exception of slightly higher (but consistently higher) indirect costs the 
predominant factor appears to be the number of direct labor hours bid. Further, the 

Qw spread between private bidders is almost the same as that between public and private 



bidders (except indirect variances become larger) with DLH estimates being the 
greatest factor. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Public and private sector pricing appears, in general, to follow the following 
competitive pattern: 

Level One - Non-prime service contractors (that are not original equipment 
manufacturers) or independent subsidiaries or divisions of prime contractors. 
These companies have reduced overhead and have been organized to minimize 
costs. 

Level Two - Includes most of the organic depots which have a larger overhead 
than service companies or depots designed to produce a limited number of 
products, but have less infrastructure and overhead than OEM's. 

Level Three - The original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) who because of the 
need to retain large engineering, R&D capability, and other overhead structures, 
and to make a profit on sales, are the least competitive when cost is the primary 
basis for selection for maintenance and repair contracts. 

Although indirect costs are consistently higher in private bids this factor alone 
would not be sufficient to result in public bidders consistently winning. 

The data indicates that the bidders' understanding of the work required to be 
accomplished (due to the wide range in direct labor hour estimates) is the 
predominant factor. Further, the range indicates that the incumbent depot 
(usually the public depot) has an excessive advantage. 

The Statement of Work (SOW) sections of the RFPs are not sufficiently 
developed, or in the process insufficient related information is provided to 
bidders to ensure that private or non incumbent bidders can properly estimate 
direct labor hours. 

ANALYSIS OF COMPLETED CONTRACTS 

A total of 55 contracts that had a base year or base plus option period completed 
in FY 1992 or FY 1993 were reviewed. Findings included: 



PRIVATE 

w A total of 17 out of a total of 27 contracts won by the private sector experienced 
cost increases. 

Private sector cost increases ranged from a low of 0.2% to a high of 162% 
(increase in final price over bid price for first year). 

The average private sector cost increase was 49.8%. Total cost increases (sum of 
all contracts) was 54%. 

Approximately 99% of the private sector cost increases were determined to be 
approved scope changes to the SOW. 

PUBLIC 

A total of 10 out of 21 contracts won by the public depots experienced cost 
decreases ranging from -7% to -39%. The average cost decrease was -16.2%. 

A total of 12 out of 21 contracts won by the public depots experienced cost 
increases ranging from .2% to 63%. 

Y, The average cost increase by public depots was 19.7%. Total cost increases (sum 
of all contracts) was 5%. 

Approximately 96% of the public depot cost increases were determined to be 
approved scope changes to the SOW. 

No significant schedule slippages or negative impacts based on schedule 
performance was provided for either public or private depots. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Data indicates that both public and private depots are meeting basic 
performance requirements. Because essentially all cost increases over the firm 
fixed price were approved changes by the customers. 

In 36% of the contracts won by public depots further economies were achieved 
after the competitive process. 

Strong evidence that Statement of Work (SOW) packages are not of sufficient 
quality to ensure all work requirements are identified. 



COMPETITIONS 

Although the Task Force believes that DoD as a "buyer" of services receives an 
advantage through competition between suppliers, most of the Task Force members 
have reservations regarding public - private workload competitions. 

RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS 

Since competitions between public and private depots first began a number of 
trends have emerged that have been documented in numerous studies. 

The Army, between FY 1991 and FY 1993 conducted 32 public-private 
competitions (PPC). Half of these awards went to Army and half went to the private 
sector. Further, Army estimates that repair costs prior to competitions were 33 percent 
higher than the award value of the contracts issued. This would indicate that 
significant cost avoidance occurs from competition. This experience also indicates that 
efforts by DoD such as the issuance of the "Cost Comparability Handbook" and the 
assignment of DCAA to conduct pre-award audits of accounting systems and price 
proposals have resulted in substantial leveling of the playing field. 

The Navy, which has the longest history of competitions, has had mixed results. 
Initially, in shipyard competitions the split between public and private awards was 
relatively even. However, since the issuance of Navy and DoD guidance on costing 
procedures for PPCs, the number of surface ship awards won by public depots 
dropped significantly. Submarine competitions from FY 1986 through M 1991 were 
won primarily by organic shipyards (22 out of 30); however, in FY 1992 and FY 1993 
that trend has reversed. In shipyard contracts homeporting requirements restrict 
competitions by coast, and nuclear capability considerations often result in a lack of 
private sector bids resulting in assignments rather than competitive selections. Also, 
given the massive capital investment required for shipbuilding and the absolute 
necessity to maintain a U.S. shipbuilding industry the Navy must, to some extent, 
consider the viability of the industry in awarding maintenance contracts. In Naval 
Aviation and in Marine Corps depot contracts the organic depots have been 
competitive and the results have tended to retain the work in the incumbent sector. 
The organic Aviation depots won 5 of 12 PPCs, and Marine Corps won 4 of 5 PPCs. 

The Air Force has had the highest percentage of awards won by their organic 
depots and believes that competitions have significantly reduced repair and 
maintenance costs. Air Force won 65 percent of the competitions (88 percent of the total 
workload) through FY 1993. 



Cost Comparability Procedures 

w DoD has made a series of efforts to ensure that costs are compared on a fair and 
consistent basis between public and private bidders. The Services believe that the 
issuance of the "Cost Comparability Handbook," and the assignment of DCAA to 
conduct pre-award audits of accounting systems and price proposals have resulted in a 
substantially level playing field. The Navy contends that since these competition rules 
were adopted (eliminating the practice of bidding on the margin) the number of surface 
ship competitive awards won by Naval shipyards have decreased dramatically. Army 
points to the even number of awards between public and private depots in Army 
competitions as strong evidence of a level playing field. The Air Force believes that 
prudent steps have been taken and that the current rules allow the offeror with the true 
competitive advantage to win the competition. However, the Air Force advocates 
working with the private sector to identify any additional changes needed to improve 
the process. 

The Army and Marine Corps also cite inherent restrictions on government 
depots that restrict their competitive posture. The primary factors listed include 
constraints on both hiring and reduction of personnel and the requirement to use the 
DoD supply system. 

Level Playing Field Findings 

As discussed above, there remains numerous concerns on the part of Industry on 
how level the playing field actually is. These concerns fall into a number of areas 
which are discussed below. 

Current Adjustments 

The current issuance of the DoD "Cost Comparability Handbook" provides for 
ten major cost adjustments. However, the primary adjustments to organic depot bids 
include: 

Additions to Public Bids: 
- State Unemployment Payments 
- Unfunded Civilian Retirement 
- Facility Depreciation Costs 
- Casualty Insurance 
- Impact Aid 

Reductions to Public Bids: 
- Non-Industrial Fund recurring costs (such as Mobilization Costs, 
services required to be provided as a "Host" to base Tenants) 

- Military Non-Depot Related Costs 



The Services, in general, believe that these adjustments have made the playing 
field level, while the private sector continues to have significant concerns. 

Knowledge Of Market Opportunities 

Industry contends that because the Military Services decide what workload will 
be subject to competition and what will not, this provides an inherent advantage in 
planning and investment strategies. Further, industry complains that the Services often 
do not compete items widely seen on the commercial market, but instead choose to 
compete military unique items, often in smaller uneconomical units. 

To a certain degree the depots do have a natural advantage in their knowledge 
of the items that will probably be open for competition. One of the basic reasons the 
Services have stated for maintaining organic depots is to be a smart buyer in the market 
place. Consequently, the organic depots can not be totally separated from the buying 
command, or this expertise is not available. However, each of the Services have 
organized to separate the "buyers" from the "supplies" in depot maintenance. Further, 
once the new methodology for CORE has been implemented there will be a greater 
delineation of what is not contractible than we have had in the past. This should, at the 
same time, substantially clarify what items are contractible. However, the DoD should 
do more to give industry advance notice of non-CORE workload that will be open for 
competition. 

Qualification Of Repair Sources And Specifications 
- .  

Industry contends that organic depots are the source of expertise for 
development of source selection criteria, defining customer requirements or 
specifications, or identification of Statement of Work packages, giving them an unfair 
advantage. Actual work specifications and selection criteria are not developed by the 
depots. These items are developed and prepared by the Inventory Control Points or 
Project Offices. 

As discussed in the item above, to a degree this is inherent in the system. 
However, the OEM designed the weapon system that is the subject of the bid, usually 
prepared the corresponding data packages and technical manuals, usually maintained 
the equipment during initial deployment, and developed the original maintenance 
requirements and frequency tables under the DoD Weapon System Reliability Program. 
This does not appear to be a significant factor in ensuring a level playing field. 



Responsibility For The Competitive Process And Award 

w Industry also believes that since the government is both a participant as a bidder 
and the party responsible for conducting the process and determining awards, public 
depots have an unfair advantage. They believe that this is especially true at Air Force 
Depots where in the past these competitions were conducted at the local Air Logistics 
Center (ALC) level. 

This type of concern demonstrates why Industry may never feel comfortable 
with public-private competitions. In each Service the Contracting Officer is responsible 
for making award determinations and the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) 
conducts pre-award audits. Each Service has separated the "buyers" from the "depots". 
In the past the line between these groups has been less distinct in the Air Force than in 
the other Services. Subsequent to complaints of this type, the Air Force has revised its 
procedures and issued new policy to ensure that all awards for contracts where an Air 
Force depot is a bidder are not controlled at an ALC. However, industry remains 
convinced that a natural bias will always remain under these circumstances. 

The Task Force believes that until the new Air Force procedures are put to the 
test it is too early to tell whether these changes will be sufficient to convince all parties 
of the fairness of the process. 

Different Rules Govern Requests For Proposals 

Industry contends that different rules exist for organic depots under the RFP 
than are required for private bidders. The process does differ for public and private 
bidders. Private bidders submit a firm fixed price bid where free and open market 
competition is the primary vehicle for assuring cost realism and competitiveness. 
Public sector offerors must also submit firm fixed price bids. However, they are 
audited by DCAA as through they were cost-based bids to ensure realism. No formal 
cost realism audit is conducted on private sector bids by DCAA. 

However, our analysis shows that the same statement-of-work, delivery 
schedules, work specifications and requirements, and basis for award are identical for 
all offerors. One significant difference is that not all bidders are required to submit a 
disclosure statement which describes the bidder's elements of expense and accounting 
procedures. The Navy does not submit disclosure statements, and in many instances 
smaller private bidders have also not submitted them. The Task Force finds that in any 
future public-private competitions all bidders should be required to submit a standard 
disclosure statement. 



Waiver Of Public Stabilized Rates 

Industry contends that the government depots are allowed to waive their normal 
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stabilized rates and to instead base their bids on actual and estimated costs at the time 
of bid. However, in the process this results in some true indirect costs being subsidized 
by noncompetitive workload. 

The government depots are not required to use their Defense Business 
Operations Fund (DBOF) stabilized rates for competitive bids. Organic depot bids are 
prepared following the Cost Comparability Handbook which allows exclusions of 
certain costs. The DBOF stabilized rates include all costs incurred at the depots, and in 
addition include other costs not associated with the actual depot operations that would 
be required for completion of the contract workload. These other costs include DoD 
directed surcharges, recoupment of prior year losses, rebates of prior year gains, 
congressional or DoD directed cash losses, losses resulting from military requirements, 
military pay and related costs, and other factors. All of these additional costs, which 
are included in DBOF stabilized rates, would not be applicable for cost competition 
purposes. 

However, by not using the DBOF stabilized rates as a starting point an 
appearance, whether justified or not, of not including all applicable overhead costs 
occurs. The government does not intend to allow CORE workload to subsidize 
competitive organic bids. As an alternative to the current cost comparability 
procedures the organic depots should be required to start with the published stabilized 
rate, and provide a detailed crosswalk that reflects authorized deductions from that 
stabilized rate to al ive at the competitive cost per direct labor hour rate upon which 
their bid must be based. Those items that would be deductible from the DBOF 
composite stabilized rates would be identified by DoD and published annually during 
preparation of the DoD budget. Although the authorized exclusions will generally be 
the same as those currently allowed by the Cost Comparability Handbook, this 
procedure would be a more direct and auditable process which would ensure CORE 
workload could not subsidize competitive workload. Current DoD DBOF stabilized 
rates are issued at the composite Business Area level only. Consequently, this change 
would require a further delineation of stabilized rates in most of the Services. 
Currently, only Navy breaks the DBOF composite rate into weighted, fully burdened 
rates for airframes, aircraft engines, components, missiles, modifications, ship repairs, 
and others. 

As an alternative to the current cost comparability procedures the organic depots 
should be required to start with the published DoD stabilized rate for their respective 
business, and provide a detailed crosswalk that reflects authorized deductions from 
that stabilized rate to arrive at the competitive cost per direct labor hour rate upon 
which their bid must be based. Authorized deductions would be determined by the 

- DoD DBOF Corporate Financial Board. '11111 



Consequences Of Noncompliance 

'CCIIY Industry contends that severe consequences occur when Industry fails to comply 
with government regulations. These consequences range from debarment for FAR 
violations, to severe financial losses that will occur from under bidding, that could 
result in a private firm going out of business. Organic depots are not subject to the 
same penalties. 

Organic depots who regularly incur losses become a drain on vital resources for 
their parent Service. DBOF financial policies require that operating losses be recouped 
in future year rates. Consequently, a depot that continues to experience net operating 
losses will encounter ever increasing pressure from both their customers and superiors 
to reduce costs. 

However, operating losses from prior years are not now included in organic 
depot competitions. As discussed above, if organic depots were required to use DBOF 
stabilized rates (adjusted for nonbusiness related factors), as the starting point in 
calculating competitive rates prior year losses for competitive workloads could be 
identified' and added as a surcharge (just as military mobilization costs would be a 
negative surcharge in computing competitive rates). Once this change was 
implemented an organic depot that continued to experience losses would become 
increasingly noncompetitive in the market place, just like any private firm that 

w continues to run at a loss. 

To provide a similar consequence for execution results in organic depots to that 
which occurs in private industry, the financial results of competition operations should 
be included in subsequent year competitive rates. Using DBOF stabilized rates as a 
starting point will ensure that organic depots that understate costs to win competitions 
and subsequently incur losses in contract execution, will have to recoup losses in future 
year rates. 

FUNDAMENTAL POLICY ISSUE 

It has been a long-standing basic government policy that the federal government 
should not enter into competition with the private sector for the production of goods or 
services. Exceptions to this policy are outlined in Office of Management and Budget 
Circular A-76. The policy exceptions include, in part, where there is a compelling 
national defense requirement, and (in the case of existing government operations) 
whereby cost competitions the in-house operation can demonstrate that the service can 
be provided at a lower cost than the private sector. However, since the mid-80s 
Congress has encouraged various levels of competition in the depot maintenance arena. 

In the case of depot maintenance workload competitions between public and 
private depots, the majority of the Task Force finds that public-private competitions 



should be minimized or eliminated. Further, the Task Force finds that the purpose of 
maintaining organic depots is to (1) provide minimum "CORE" maintenance and 
repair capability necessary to support the JCS contingency requirements, (2) allow the 
Services to be "smart buyers" of maintenance and repair services, and (3) serve as the 
last source of repair for older weapon systems that are still within the active inventory 
but that private sector companies are no longer able or willing to maintain. 

The Task Force also recognizes that the historic cooperation between the 
Department of Defense and private sector to provide U.S. Armed Forces with 
technologically superior weapons and equipment has been, and continues to be, a vital 
foundation of National power. During the current period of downsizing and reduced 
military expenditures public - private competitions have sometimes served to strain 
this relationship. 

INDUSTRY CONCERNS 

The Industry concerns on cost comparability procedures are many and varied 
and are discussed in detail below. However, these concerns can be summarized as 
follows: 

(1) The government has inherent advantages that can never be overcome by 
procedural attempts to "level" the playing field. 

(2) The private sector remains uncomfortable with any arrangement that 
requires it tn compete against its primary client and customer. Further, when 
private indu.; ry feels the need to "protest" what they believe are unfair practices 
they feel constrained in doing so, because they do not wish to damage the 
fundamental customer - provider relationship. 

(3) The private sector continues to question whether all true costs are contained 
within government depot bids. Industry points to GAO studies and bid protests 
as evidence to support this position. 

(4) The private sector believes that the burdens imposed by government contract 
oversight and audits place the private sector at a substantial disadvantage. 

(5) The private sector believes that no adverse consequence occurs when 
government depots under bid, fail to follow FAR/DFAR provisions, or fail to 
comply with other requirements. Whereas private bidders can face debarment, 
severe penalties, and must absorb financial losses. 

(6)  Industry believes that the limitations and failings of the DoD accounting 
systems make accurate and fair comparisons unachievable. 



COST SUMMARY 

w 
The review of cost issues, competition issues, accounting systems, and the status 

of the level playing field revealed that the problems are both difficult and complex. 
However, the Task Force reviews did provide needed clarification and answers on a 
number of items discussed below: . 

The paramount importance of divesting the current excess organic depot 
maintenance capacity in order to free up funds to support vital force readiness 
requirements overrides many other considerations. 

The public and private sectors have similar financial procedures, accounting 
systems, and methods for collecting and assigning expenses and costs. 
However, significant differences exist and comparison techniques acceptable to 
all parties may not be achievable. 

The available data does not conclusively demonstrate that either the public or 
private sector is inherently less expensive. 

Although public depots (like the private sector) utilize job order based 
accounting systems, there are significant differences between the Services in the 
methods applied for allocating overhead costs, indirect costs, and even in 
tracking and allocating direct labor and material costs. The DoD accounting 
systems are designed to meet OMB and Congressional requirements and do not 
have the capability to accurately accumulate competition data. Although the 
Services have established supplemental procedures for tracking these costs, 
differences between the Services make comparisons difficult even on an 
interservice basis. 

In preparing competitive bids the Services do not use the DoD approved 
stabilized rates. Instead, the depots develop their best estimate of the actual 
costs that will be incurred and then add to that cost the adjustments required by 
the DoD Cost comparability Handbook. Consequently, in the absence of a 
detailed audit, comparisons between bidders is very difficult. This has led some 
to believe that depots are "buying in" and not including full costs within their 
bids. 

The DoD Cost Comparability Handbook was a significant attempt to level the 
playing field for competitions. However, the results of the Task Force review 
indicated that the competition field is not currently level. There appears to be 
too great an advantage in being the incumbent depot (usually the organic depot). 
Being the incumbent depot is almost always a competitive advantage in contract 
competitions. However, because the quality of the government Statement-of- 
Work sections in the Requests for Proposals (RFP) are deficient, most bidders can 



not properly judge the work requirements in sufficient detail to make valid 
competitive bids. Due to the limited time available to complete this review, and 
the obstacles presented by the need to protect proprietary data, only limited 

mv 
information on actual contracts could be obtained. However, the Task Force was 
able to reach general agreement that the current competition playing field is not 
level, and may never be satisfactory to all parties. 

The constrained budgets of this post-Cold War period has led to large backlogs 
of unfunded maintenance requirements which directly impact on readiness. This has 
led all the Services to place a high value on the role of cost. As noted above, the Task 
Force believes that the paramount challenge is to down size to only CORE required 
capacity so the organic depots are not burdened with the high cost of maintaining 
excess capacity. Both the Army and Navy have fully adopted this policy. 

The Air Force, however, has taken the position that downsizing and reductions 
in excess capacity are not inconsistent with minimizing cost through competition , and 
that competitive advantage (the ability to offer a product at a lower cost or provide 
better quality), and "best value" to DoD should determine the disposition of workload. 
Air Force contends that its experience with competition during fiscal years 1991 - 1993 
substantiates the important benefits competition can produce. The Air Force cites 
savings of over $353.7 million (as compared to the original Air Force cost projections to 
complete the work) as a result of competitions. These savings are then available to 
finance other Force readiness requirements. 'w 

The Air Force agrees with the policy that depot maintenance CORE is DoD- 
CORE and not Service specific, and that downsizing should be accomplished while 
minimizing cost by ir-terservicing workloads to the most cost efficient depot regardless 
of owner's Service. Air Force believes the benefits of competition, and the limited 
budget resources that will be available in the future, will make such an analysis both 
practical and necessary. Further, Air Force contends that rather than dropping public- 
private and public-public competitions DoD and industry should jointly develop 
whatever additional steps are necessary to address perceived deficiencies in the level 
playing field. 

The Task Force agrees with the Air Force concerns regarding the importance of 
cost and the impact of constrained budgets on readiness. However, the Task Force 
believes that down sizing to CORE should be based on Service identified requirements, 
and not left to the uncertainties of competitions. Additionally, although the Air Force 
cites cost avoidance savings as the basis for supporting increased competition the 
uncertainty of the cost data, the limited experience DoD has had with competitions, and 
the problems inherent in these competitions has led the Task Force to conclude that the 
Air Force position is not supportable. 



FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

w 
The majority of the Task Force believes that public - private depot maintenance 
workload competitions should be eliminated or minimized. Further, it may not 
be possible to ever obtain agreement that government steps to "level the playing 
field" are sufficient or satisfactory to all parties. 

However, the Air Force takes the position that it is not acceptable to end public- 
private competitions, and recommends that further joint efforts be done to 
relieve concerns about the playing field. 

MANNER 

This is defined as the production, and production support processes followed to 
accomplish the work, production standards or work specifications followed or utilized, 
schedule requirements, technology employed, facilities and personnel utilized, or 
subcontractors used to accomplish the work. 

Depot maintenance are those material maintenance functions requiring overhaul 
or a complete rebuilding of parts, assemblies, subassemblies, and end items (e.g., 
aircraft, engines, vehicles, ships, missiles), including the manufacture of parts, 
modifications, testing and reclamation, calibration, software maintenance, and all 
related supporting industrial processes. Depot maintenance processes and functions 
return items to a specified state or condition, as prescribed by engineered standards 
and specifications, to meet user or customer requirements. Depot maintenance is 
usually the most capable level of maintenance when multiple levels are established, 
such as organizational or unit maintenance, intermediate maintenance, and finally 
depot level maintenance. 

WORK SPECIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS 

Organic Public Depots 

Under the DoD Weapon Systems Reliability programs that have been in use for 
many years, the following typical pattern is followed in organic depots: 

At the time of acquisition the Service purchases along with the weapon system 
or platform, a substantial technical data package. These packages are used for 
many purposes and include manuals, drawings, parts lists, and initial 
maintenance standards developed by the original equipment manufacturer. 
These standards include a description of the maintenance tasks to be performed, 
replacements parts estimated to be required based on engineered failure rate 



estimates, and the maintenance task frequencies needed to ensure predictable 
weapon system reliability. 

Usually, the OEM maintains the weapon system for several years before the item 
w 

is transitioned into an organic depot. During this period, and following the 
organic depot beginning to support the item, a historic data base is generated. 

Using the data from the historical data base, and data and information obtained 
through formal system reliability enhancement programs (which include 
analysis of failure records), the original maintenance standards are updated. 

Process and material standards are also developed, as are quality assurance and 
control sampling methods .and techniques. In some instances, industrial 
engineering standards are developed using methods and standards time and 
motion studies, work flow analysis, and other procedures. 

Consequently, the work specifications and requirements and related processes 
are developed based on the engineering recommendations from the original 
manufacturer, and evolve from a combination of historical data records and formal 
product improvement efforts. The results of this process become the standard methods 
used in the organic depots. 

The same data and information then becomes the basis of the Military 
Specifications, handbooks, procedures, and Military Standards that become required 
aspects of the Statement of Work in the depot competitions. 

r 

Private Industry 

When the IFB or RFPs are issued the technical data, Military Specifications 
(MilSpecs), and related Work requirements discussed above are made available to 
bidders. Further, winning bidders are provided not only with data, but also in some 
cases with certain industrial plant equipment, technical drawings, government 
provided materials or components, and other items. 

PRODUCTION PROCESSES 

Production 

The production and production support processes employed to accomplish the work 
required under Department of Defense maintenance competitions are essentially the 
same for both the public and private sector. Production work specifications to be 
followed or utilized (military standards or military specifications) and schedule 



requirements are specified in the Invitation for Bids, or Request for Proposals, and 

w apply equally to both the public and private bidders. 

Basic processes are fundamentally the same, with the most significant 
differences being attributed to the commodity itself such as whether the nature of the 
work is more labor intensive like shipyard overhauls, or whether the work requires 

a more replacement parts such as aircraft overhauls. 

The second major difference is how the supplier (depot performing the work) is 
organized. The depot can be set up as an integrated industrial complex, such as most 
of the DoD depots and the larger private shipyards, or the depot can use an array of 
subcontractors for parts of the work or special processes (metal plating, painting, etc.) 
as is often the case in the private sector. 

The fundamental work done is the same, and often is accomplished in almost an 
identical manner. As a typical example this would include: 

initial inspection 
disassembly and nondestructive tests 
component or parts repair or replacement 
frame or basic structural repair or buildup 
reassembly and installation 
test and evaluation 
painting, or other final preparation 
final test, inspection, and acceptance 
packaging, shipping 

Whether portions of these processes are done by subcontractors or done in co- 
located support shops does not change the basic nature of the work. 

FACILITIES AND TECHNOLOGY 

Within the basic work processes discussed above varying production work flow 
techniques and technology can be employed. Examples of this would be: 

A flowing production line where a major end item (such as a tank or plane) 
moves along the "line" from shop to shop in a flow process. This is the typical 
new manufacturing production line approach. 

In other circumstances the item itself is stationary and work crews, equipment, 
and materials are brought, in stages or phases, to the item which stays located in 
a production "stall". 



The use of either of these two techniques is primarily determined by the 
commodity or item being repaired. Examples of each type can be found in industry or 
government depots. In a similar way, the item being worked directly impacts the w 
minimum facilities employed such as drydocks for ships and hangers fo; aircraft. 
Again, no significant or fundamental differences could be attributed to the public or 
private sector for items of this type. 

However, the technology employed in performing production and production 
support processes can differ significantly. As examples, higher levels of technology can 
be used in testing processes, automated (numerically controlled or computer driven) 
industrial plant equipment can reduce labor hours or reduce wasted materials (more 
precision cutting or bending resulting in less waste), large cranes or other automated 
material handling equipment can move equipment or parts more rapidly than manual 
methods. 

The time constraints imposed by the reporting deadlines for this study, and 
concerns over proprietary data and industrial trade secrets, preventing a 
comprehensive analysis of technology issues. However, it is our general belief that 
major differences do not exist, in general, between the public and private sector in this 
area. 

All public depots and all private depot organizations we are familiar with, all 
have established, long-standing internal productivity enhancement programs. A 
common part of such programs is the purchase of new, improved, or higher level 
technology and equipment. The manufacturers of these items sponsor trade shows and 
market their new items to both public and private customers. Further, as current 
equipment wears out or must be replaced the new technology replaces the old. 

A review and comparison of ratios of capital investments to total operational 
sales between the sectors provides some indication of the level of technology employed. 

Although data from all public depots is available, only data from selected 
portions of the private aerospace industry was available for comparison. That limited 
sample reflects: 

Greater levels of expenditures in the late 1980s by private depots. 

Higher rates of expenditures during the early 1990s by public depots. 

The differences were usually less than 1 percent between the sectors (aerospace 
only). 

The apparent trend is that when a new weapon system is developed (for new 
manufacturing in the private sector), or brought in for maintenance for the first time (in 
the case of the public depots) a substantial initial investment in equipment and 'd 



technology occurs in either sector. Since new starts are now rare in both sectors capital 
investments are similar and primarily tied to maintenance of their respective industrial 
bases. 

ORGANIZATION 

As stated above, the most significant difference between the manner in which 
depot maintenance is performed between the public and private depot systems is in the 
basic organization of the providers. 

Government depots are usually multiple commodity, integrated, complex 
industrial centers with a wide range of both basic and support shops. Some of the 
private sector companies are set up in a similar fashion such as the private shipyards, 
and major prime contractors. However, many private firms including many OEMs 
utilize a large number of subcontractors to perform parts of the work. Which of these 
two organization types is more efficient is best judged by other criteria, such as cost, 
quality, and schedule performance. 

QUALITY 

As part of the effort to evaluate performance of the depot-level maintenance 
workload by employees of the Department of Defense and by non-federal Government 
personnel issues relating to quality were reviewed. 

Quality as defined here means the degree of excellence. It is one of the three 
parameters present when performing depot maintenance work, the others being Cost 
(how much?) and Schedule (how long?). The- degree of excellence is a prerequisite 
condition of the work (as articulated by the acquisition authority through technical 
requirements, specifications, and standards). Thus, quality is fundamentally constant 
by definition. Cost and Schedule will vary in an effort to achieve Quality - the 
preselected degree of excellence resident in the work requirements. 

General Finding 

In the process of performing the evaluation there was no prima facie evidence 
uncovered which would indicate that a quality problem existed either in the public 
depots or with industry. In general, the competence and qualifications needed to 
achieve the stated work requirements exist in both sectors. 

Our analysis found nothing which would dissuade us from these conclusions. 

4w In both industry and the public depots Quality Assurance programs were, by and 



large, sound and responsive to the requirements of the work. We reviewed two areas 
. in order to compare quality performance in the respective sectors. 

Quality Standards 

Industry must perform under provisions of the Federal Acquisition Regulation 
(FAR) part 46, and Defense FAR Supplement (DFARS) part 246, "Quality Assurance." 
For complex, critical, military federal acquisitions they must comply with higher level 
contract quality requirements which generally require an inspection system (MIL-I- 
45208) and/or a quality program (MIL-Q-9858A), or a combination of these. 

Each of the Service resvonses state that either by direct application, or 
application of equivalent instruction, the specifications by which they comply are 
similar to the aforementioned required by the government of industry. Service excerpts 
follow: 

ARMY. Quality system standards used when performing depot work - MIL-Q- 
9858A (Quality Program Requirements), MIL-I-45208A (Inspection System 
Requirements). DESCOM-R 702=1 (Product Assurance Program Implements the 
requirements of MIL-Q-9858A and MIL-I-45208A). 

AIR FORCE. The standards in use for the organic quality program include Air 
Force and AFMC directives as well as selected military standards and specifications. 
The primary directives are AFMCR 66-18, "Production Acceptance Certification" and 
AFMCR 74-2, "Organic Depot Maintenance Quality." The Air Logistic Centers (ALCs) 
were not required to specifically use MIL-Q-9858A (Quality Program Requirements) in 
the past for work done organically. As part of the Depot Maintenance Competition 
(DMC) effort, however, all competed workloads must normally comply with the 
requirements of the Request for Proposal (Generally higher level -quality requirements 
of MIL-Q-9858~/MIL-1-45208). As a result, in April 1993, ALCs were directed to 
prepare Quality Program Plans (QPPs) to meet MIL-Q-9858A requirements for DMC 
workloads. The intent is to have both organic and competed workloads use the 
portions of the QPP that apply. 

MARINE CORPS. The Quality Assurance Program is implemented at the 
Command level by Base Order P4855.8, Quality Assurance Program. 

The Multi-Commodity Maintenance Centers have developed a Quality 
Assurance Program documented through a series of Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOPs). The span of control documented in the sum total of the SOPs provides the near 
equivalent of MIL-Q-9858A that may be invoked upon a private sector contractor. The 
Multi-Commodity Maintenance Centers have already been audited and accepted as 
MIL-1-45208 plants by their customers. 



NAVAIR. NADEP Quality Program requirements are delineated in both MIL- 
Q-9858A and OPNAVINST 4790.2E, Volume IV, Chapter 4. A comparison chart 
provides a cross reference of same. 

NAVSEA. The top quality standard is the "Naval Shipyard Quality Program 
Manual," NAVSEA TL855-AA-STD-010 dated March 21, 1988. This document 
essentially is a tailored MIL-STD 9858A "Quality Program Requirements." 

INTERNAL QUALITY CONTROL 

Both public and private depots are required to maintain internal quality control 
programs. These programs range in both size and complexity, and vary by commodity 
types as much as they do between public and private sectors. However, most include 
internal inspectors, programs for ensuring the knowledge, skills, and abilities of the 
craftsmen performing the work (employee certification programs, training programs, 
apprentice programs, and others), formal product testing, inspecting, and random 
sampling programs (of varying degrees). Additionally, private industry providers 
have formal programs for monitoring the work of subcontractors, to ensure the work 
subcontractors perform also conforms to the Prime Contractors requirements. Further, 
warranty programs were observed in both public and private depots. 

EXTERNAL QUALITY CONTROL 

The largest difference between the sectors is in the area of external quality 
control. When the private sector performs work for the government the contractor 
maintains a quality control program, and the government (in DoD's case usually 
Defense Contract Management Command inspectors) performs quality assurance 
surveillance. The equivalent to this within public depots is when the GAO, and/or 
Service or DoD Inspector General organizations conduct audits and studies, and higher 
commands perform inspections of the depot quality program. 

FUTURE TRENDS 

Several of the public depot systems (the NADEPS, Marine Corps, and Air Force 
Depots) have embarked on a program to create an atmosphere similar to that which 
occurs at private plants where customer representatives are present on site to approve 
changes and monitor quality. Beginning this year DCMC personnel will perform the 
same services at some Navy depots as they now perform in the private sector. The 
Army is also working on new methods of improving quality control and ensuring the 
customer's interests are protected. Should these trends continue the differences 
between the sectors will further reduce. 

9 



Quality Deficiency Reporting System (QDRS) 1 
During this review the Task Force attempted to obtain actual data on quality w 

defect reports (QDRs) reported under the DoD Quality Deficiency Reporting System. 
However, the Military Services were unable to provide this data so no direct analysis 
was possible. 



w DEPOT MAINTENANCE CUSTOMER ORDERS 
18 March 1994 

SERVICE FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 TOTAL 
ARMY 
DBOF DEPOTS 1,366.10 1,391.70 1,550.40 1,338.70 1,264.40 6,911.30 
NATIONAL 708.00 932.00 760.00 578.00 605.00 3,583.00 
MTN 
CONTRACTS 
MODS & 121.70 281.90 148.30 95.40 173.00 820.30 
UPGRADES 
MAN KITS 
R&D IN 42.30 51.20 42.40 41.90 39.60 217.40 
PRIVATES SECT 
CONTR PROV 108.30 146.30 177.80 154.40 136.70 723.50 
L f f i I s n c s  
SUBTOTAL 2,346.40 2,803.10 2,678.90 2,208.40 2,218.70 12,255.50 

NAVAIR 
DBOF NADEPS 1,720.00 1,799.80 1,704.40 1,799.30 1,712.30 8,735.80 
PRIVATE 244.10 383.00 343.80 167.60 176.60 1,315.10 
MAINTENANCE 
PRIVATE MODS 405.00 145.80 99.10 190.00 74.00 913.90 
ICP 480.90 411.90 400.30 329.20 387.80 2,010.10 
COMMERCIAL 
SUBTOTAL 2,850.00 2,740.50 2,547.60 2,486.10 2,350.70 12,974.90 

NAVSEA 
DBOF 3,840.40 3,984.30 4,201.50 4,021.50 3,896.20 19,943.90 
SHIPYARDS 
PRIVATE 1,551.00 1,666.00 1,652.00 1,304.00 1,008.00 7,181.00 
SHIPYARDS 
OTHER NAVSEA 222.80 240.50 219.50 226.90 190.10 1,099.80 
ORGANIC 
OTHER 165.70 168.70 156.50 162.50 142.00 795.40 
CONTRACT 
SPCC 147.00 163.00 187.00 116.00 118.80 731.80 
COMMERCIAL 

SUBTOTAL 5,926.90 6,222.50 6,416.50 5,830.90 5,355.10 29,751.90 

MARINE CORPS 
DBOF DEPOTS 120.20 105.70 228.20 210.70 72.50 737.30 
PRIVATE MTN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CONTRACTS 
COMMERCIAL 3.90 6.60 5.20 2.00 0.90 18.60 
KIT 
MANUFACTURE 
RDT&E MODS 18.30 24.40 21.70 19.50 11.30 95.20 
COMMERCIAL 
CONTRACT 9.30 12.30 18.30 9.00 1.20 50.10 
PROV 
LOGISTICS 

'CI SUBTOTAL 151.70 149.00 273.40 241.20 85.90 901.20 



SERVICE FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 TOTAL 
AIR FORCE 
DBOF DEPOTS 2,331.90 2,446.70 2,553.20 2,978.50 3,142.20 13,452.50 71.2OIo 
PRIVATE MTN 850.90 781.10 779.20 394.10 400.90 3,206.20 17.0% 
CONTRACTS 
PROCUREMENT 37.40 85.50 225.90 102.20 54.00 505.00 2.7% 
COMMERCIAL 
RDT&E MODS 26.00 35.00 14.80 2.40 6.60 84.80 0.4% 
COMMERCIAL 
ICP 344.60 231.50 426.30 310.20 338.00 1,650.60 8.7% 
COMMERCIAL 

SUBTOTAL 3,590.80 3,579.80 3,999.40 3,787.40 3,941.70 18,899.10 100.0% 

DOD TOTALS 
DBOF DEPOTS 9,601.40 9,968.70 10,457.20 10,575.60 10,277.70 50,880.60 68.0% 
PRIVATE MTN 3,354.00 3,762.10 3,535.00 2,443.70 2,190.50 15,285.30 20.4% 
CONTRACTS 
PROCUREMENT 1,706.20 1,494.90 1,648.60 1,307.50 1,288.50 7,445.70 10.0% 
COMMERCIAL 
CLS & OTHER 204.20 269.20 275.00 227.20 195.40 1,171.00 1.6% 
COMMERCIAL 
SUBTOTAL 14,865.80 15,494.90 15,915.80 14,554.00 13,952.10 74,782.60 100.0% 

TOTAL 14,865.80 15,494.90 15,915.80 14,554.00 13,952.10 

NOTES: 
A. In Army DESCOM Depots funding for supply, logistics support, base operations and 
other non-maintenance related functions has not been included. 
B. Only the depot maintenance funding for Naval Weapon Stations and Naval Warfare Centers is 
included in the figures listed above. The remaining funding for these businesses is 
not normally considered depot maintenance (either organic or commercial). 
C. A m y  DBOF Depot Maintenance - Ordnance funding is not included in the Army totals above. 
D. These additional DBOF funds not included above are listed below. 

TOTAL FROM ABOVE 14,865.80 15,494.90 15,915.80 14,554.00 13,952.10 
OTHER DESCOM 700.00 705.90 471.80 621.50 409.60 
ARMY ORDNANCE 450.30 547.30 630.00 619.00 612.80 
OTHER NAVAL ORDNANCE 540.60 622.20 676.60 660.10 562.20 
TOTAL 16,556.70 17,370.30 17,694.20 16,454.60 15,536.70 



TOTAL DEFENSE DEPOT CIVILIAN END 
STRENGTH CHANGE BY FISCAL YEAR 

180 -l- 

End Strength 
In Thousands 

This chart reflects the change in civilian full time equivalent personnel end 
strength in the DoD Depot System, including actuals for FY 1991 through FY 
1993, and programmed budget levels at the end of the fiscal year for FY 1994 
through FY 1996. Reductions have been accomplished by attrition, transfers, 
and reductions-in-force, and early retirement incentives. 



Other 
\ 

DBOF 
Sales 

CAW 

, Procurement 

SOURCE OF REVENUES FOR DoD DBOF DEPOTS IN 
FY 1994 

S- ($ in Millions) - O/O 

O&M Appropriations 
Procurement Appropriations 
DBOF Internal Sales (mostly Supply) 
RDT&E Appropriations 
Conventional Ammunitions Working Capitol Fund 
Foreign Military Sales 
Other Service Appropriations 
Other DoD and non-DoD Orders 

Total FY 1994 12,855 100% 

SOURCE: FY 1994 COLUMN OF THE FY 1994 PRESIDENTS BUDGEX SUBMISSION 



Contracts 
& Professional 
Services 

5% Capital 

ARMY MAINTENANCE DEPOTS FY 1993 
EXPENSES 

Elements of Cost for Army Maintenance Depots in FY 1993 (does 
not include Army Ordnance ~ e ~ o t s ) .  Does not include depot 
maintenance work directly contracted to the private sector. 

SOURCE: FY 1993 COLUMN OF THE FY 1994 PRESIDENTS BUDGIT SUBMISSION 



Contracts & 
Professional 
Services 

its 

NAVAL AVIATION DEPOTS FY 1993 EXPENSES 

Elements of Cost for DBOF Naval Aviation Depots. Does not 
include depot maintenance work directly contracted to the 
private sector. 

SOURCE: FY 1993 COLUMN OF THE FY 1994 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET SUBMISSION 



Materials Contracts & 
& Parts Professional 

11% Services 

Depreciati 

Facility 
Repair 

-- ~ 

64% Salaries 

NAVAL SHIPYARDS FY 1993 EXPENSES 

Elements of Cost for DBOF Naval Shipyards. Does not include 
depot maintenance work directly contracted to the private 
sector. 

SOURCE: FY 1993 COLUMN OF THE FY 1994 PRESIDENT'S BUDGm SUBMISSION 



Contracts & 
Professional 
Services 

Repair 
- 

MARINE CORPS DEPOTS FY 1993 EXPENSES 

Elements of Cost for DBOF Marine Corps Depots. Does not 
include depot maintenance work directly contracted to the 
private sector. 

SOURCE: FY 1993 COLUMN OF THE FY 1994 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET SUBMISSION 



Utilities 

13% 

Salaries 

-.  . 

Depreciation Facility Repair 

AIR FORCE DEPOTS FY 1993 EXPENSES 

Elements of Cost for DBOF Air Force Depots. Does not include 
depot maintenance work directly contracted to the private sector. 

SOURCE: FY 1993 COLUMN OF THE FY 1994 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET SUBMISSION 



Capital Utilities 
Investments 

Equipment 
Maintenance 

Contracts & 
Professional 
Services 

Materials & 
Parts 34% 

Other Expenses 

Salaries 

Facility 
Repair 

AIR FORCE DEPOTS FY 1993 EXPENSES 
(Excludes A/C rework by contract) 

Elements of Cost for DBOF Air Force Depots. Does not 
include depot maintenance work directly contracted to 

the private sector. 

SOURCE: FY 1993 COLUMN OF THE F'Y 1994 PRESIDENTS BUDGEI' SUBMISSION 



Depots 20% 
Marine Corps 

Depots 

Naval Shipyards 1% 

lval Aviation 
Depots 

Army Maintenan 
17% Depots 

Naval Ordnance Air Force Depots 
Depots 20% 

Marine Corps 
Depots 

Naval Shipyards 1% 

Army Maintenan 
17% Depots 

Naval Aviation 
Depots 

Army Ordnance 
37% Depots 

FOREIGN MILITARY SALES BY DoD DBOF DEPOTS IN FY 1993 

Sales Revenue lS in Mlll~onsl . . 
Army Maintenance Depots 
Army Ordnance Depots 
Naval Aviation Depots 
Naval Shipyards 
Marine Corps Depots 
Naval Ordnance Stations 
Air Force Depots 

Total FY 1993 283.5 



Naval Shipyards 

Naval Ordnance 
1 

Marine Corps 
Depots 

3% 

Naval Ordnance 
Depots 

Marine Corps Air Force'Depots 
Depots 

3% 16% 

Army Maintenance 
Depots 

25% 

Army Ordnance 
Depots 

Naval Aviation 
Depots 

FOREIGN MILITARY SALES BY DoD DBOF DEPOTS IN F'Y 1992 

Sales Revenue I$ in Millions) 

Army Maintenance Depots 
Army Ordnance Depots 
Naval Aviation Depots 
Naval Shipyards 
Marine Corps Depots 
Naval Ordnance Stations 
Air Force Depots 

Total M 1992 313.3 



Naval Avi 

Naval Ships 

Air Force 

FOREIGN OR "OFF-SHORE" DEPOT MAINTENANCE 
CONTRACTS IN FISCAL YEAR 1993 

Funding 

Army 
Naval Aviation 
Naval Ships 
Marine Corps 
Air Force 

Total FY 1993: 

i$ in Millions) 



FY 1995 BUDGET 
REQUEST 

Defense Business 
Operations Fund 
DEPOT COSTS 
($ in Millions) 

L l  Army Depot Army Ornance W Naval Shipyards Naval Aviation 
Maintenance Other Depots 

El Naval Weapon Marine Corps Air Force Depot 
Stations Depots Maintenance 



FY 1995 BUDGET 
REQUEST 

Defense Business 
Operations Fund 
DEPOT COSTS 
($ in Millions) 

ARMY DEPOT MAINTENANCE OTHER 

ARMY ORDNANCE 

VI NAVAL SHIPYARDS 
I NAVAL AVIATION DEPOTS 

NAVAL WEAPONS STATIONS 

MARINE CORPS DEPOTS 

AIR FORCE DEPOT MAINTENANCE 

TOTAL 



FY 1995 BUDGET 
REQUEST 

Defense Business 
Operations Fund 

DEPOT REVENUES 
($ in Millions) 

Army Depot DArmy El Naval Cl Naval 
Maintenance Ordnance Shipyards Aviation 
0 ther Depots 
Naval I Marine Corps Air Force 
Weapon Depots Depot 
Stations Maintenance 



FY 1995 BUDGET 
REQUEST 

Defense Business 
Operations Fund 

DEPOT REVENUES 
($ in Millions) 

ARMY DEPOT MAINTENANCE OTHER 

ARMY ORDNANCE 

NAVAL SHIPYARDS 

w' NAVAL AVIATION DEPOTS 

NAVAL WEAPONS STATIONS 

MARINE CORPS DEPOTS 

AIR FORCE DEPOT MAINTENANCE 

TOTAL 



FY 1995 BUDGET 
REQUEST 

Defense Business 
Operations Fund 

DEPOT CAPITAL 
INVESTMENTS 

(Program $ in Millions) 

ElArmy Depot  ElNaval I N  aval =Marine Corps O A i r  Force 
Maintenance Shipyards Aviation Depots  Depot  

Depots  Maintenance 



FY 1995 BUDGET 
REQUEST 

Defense Business 
Operations Fund 

DEPOT CAPITAL 
INVESTMENTS 

(Program $ in Millions) 

FY 1994 FY 1995 

ARMY DEPOT MAINTENANCE OTHER 106.2 50.2 

(Y NAVAL SHIPYARDS 89.7 520 

NAVAL AVIATION DEPOTS 19.6 8.0 

MARINE CORPS DEPOTS 5.6 3.6 

AIR FORCE DEPOT MAINTENANCE 143.7 53.4 

TOTAL 364.8 167.2 



TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 

(Dollars in Millions) 

FY90 FY91 M 9 2  FY93 FY94 FY95 
Major Construction 115 160 86 90 76 21 
Air Force 55 37 17 32 43 8 
Army 9 17 16 26 1 2 
Marine Corps 0 4 2 4 0 0 
NAVAIR 0 15 11 0 0 0 
NAVSEA 5 1 87 40 28 32 11 



w TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 

(Dollars in Millions) 

FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 
Minor Construction 17 19 33 23 36 19 
Air Force 6 1 15 9 11 6 
Army 0 4 4 8 7 3 
Marine Corps 0 2 1 1 2 1 
NAVAIR 5 8 3 2 4 2 
NAVSEA 6 4 10 3 12 7 



TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 

(Dollars in Millions) 

ADPE 
Air Force 
Army 
Marine Corps 
NAVAIR 
NAVSEA 



"PII" 
TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 

(Dollars in Millions) 

Software 
Air Force 
A m y  
Marine Corps 
NAVAIR 
NAVSEA 



TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 

(Dollars in Millions) 

N 9 0  FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 N 9 5  
Equipment 185 152 179 148 216 134 
Air Force 22 36 53 42 91 46 
Army 77 42 58 53 65 43 
Marine Corps 2 4 2 2 2 2 
NAVAIR 31 35 16 7 14 10 
NAVSEA 53 35 50 44 44 33 



.Y TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 

(Dollars in Millions) 

Environment 
Air Force 
Army 
Marine Corps 
NAVAIR 
NAVSEA 

"Embedded in Equipment values on previous chart 



PUBLIC CAPITAL SPENDING 
AS A % OF SALES 

ARMY 6.3 
NAVAIR 2.2 
NAVSEA 3.1 
MARINE 1.7 
AIRFORCE 5 

TOTAL 3.8 



INDUSTRY CAPITAL 
SPENDING AS A % OF SALES 



1992 DEFENSE/AEROSPACE INDUSTRY UPDATE 
INDUSTRY FINANCIAL TRENDS 



w NOTES ON CAPITAL SPENDING 

Since industry covered 88-92 and the public depots covered 90-94, 
only 90-92 were comparable years. Therefore, the bar charts only reflect 
those three years. 

> 

On the spread sheet for the public sector, 94 shows a sigruficant 
increase. However, if environmental expenses are removed, the figure 
drops from 4.3% to 3.7%. Furthermore, a substantial investment in 
ADPE/software to modernize the depot management systems is included 
in 94. If this value is also excluded, the percent drops to 2.9%. 

Specifics on categories of capital investments for private industry 
were unavailable. The Public sector categorized their information by major 
construction, minor construction, ADPE, software and equipment. The 
public depots are investing the vast majority of their equipment dollars in 
replacement of obsolete and worn equipment. 

In summary, the percentage of capital investments to sales in the 
public and private sectors is comparable. The percent for both sectors is 
less than 5% and varies (for 90-92 by 1.1% or less). 

Since private industry's sales are 10 times as great as the public depot 
sales (100B vs. IOB), the absolute value of capital investments in the public 
depots vs private industry is substantially less (approximately one tenth 
the value of the private sector investment value). 



Listing of Significant Accounting Policy & Procedure 
Pronouncements 88-93 

1989 - 

1 ~ a n a ~ e m e n t  System based on Cost Per Output 

DATE 

Development of Financial 8/10/89 

1991 
DBOF/Unit Cost Development Div. 
Supply Operations Unit Cost 
DBOF Financial Policy and Responsiblities 
DBOF Development Procedures 
FY 1993 Defense Bud. Adjustments 
FY 1992 Apportionment Review Requirements to Support budget 
Execution-DBOF/Unit Cost 
Supplementary FY 1993 Defense Budget Guidance - DBOF 
FY 1992 DBOF Financial management Guidance 
Matrix for Converting Military Component Stock Fund and 
Industrial Fund Appropriation and Limit or Subhead Data to the 
Applicable Defense Business Operations Fund (DBOF) 

3/6/91 
6/3/91 
7/2/91 
7/30/91 
8/2/91 
8/9/91 

8/13/91 
8/19/91 
9/12/91 

Appropriation and Limit or subhead Data 
Modifications to the Matrix for Converting Military Component 
Stock Fund and Industrial Fund ~ ~ ~ r o ~ r i a t i o n  and ~ i m G  or 
Subhead Data to the Applicable Defense Business Operations 
Fund (DBOF) Appropriation and Limit or Subhead Data 
DBOF Financial Policy 
DoD Pricing Policies Study 
Second Destination Transportation Funding Policy 
Defense Business Operations Fund (DBOF) Reporting 
Requirements 
DBOF Reporting Requirements 
Standardization of Selected DoD Financial Operations 
General and Administrative Cost Reimbursement 

9/17/91 

9/27/91 
10/2/91 
10/8/91 
10/11/91 

10/11/91 
10/17/91 
10/21/91 



Standardization of Selected Activities of the DBOF on the 1 10/22/91 
Automated Payroll Cost and Personnel System 
Addition to the Matrix for Converting Stock Fund Accounting 10/29/91 - 
Data to Business Operations Fund ~ccounting Data 
Revaluation/Reclassification of Stock and Industrial Fund 11/4/91 
Inventory Values for Fiscal Year 1991 Year End Reporting 
Adjustment Factors for Use in Adjusting Stock Fund Inventory 11/4/91 
Values to Latest Acquisition Cost for Fiscal Year (FY) 1991 Year 

Reclassification of Procurement and Research Test and Evaluation 1 1T/19/91 
Funded Items for Fiscal Year 1991 End Reporting 
Adjustment Factor for Use in Adjusting Business Operations Fund 11/21/91 
Inventory Values to Latest Acquisition Cost for Fiscal Year (FY) 
1992 Reporting 
Modification to Adjustment Factors for Use in Adjusting Stock 11/22/91 
Fund Inventory Values to Latest Acquisition Cost for Fiscal Year 
(FY) 1991 Year End Reporting 
DBOF Financial Guidance for Major Real Property Maintenance 12/24/91 
and Repair 

SUBJECT DATE 
1992 - 

DBOF Implementation Plan (SEPARATE BOOK) 1 /1/92 
Defense Business Operations Fund Financial Guidance for Major 1/15/92 
Real Property ~ a i s e n a n c e  and Repair 
Defense Business Operations Fund Accounting Requirements 
Revenue Recognition Policv for the DBOF 
Memorandum of Understand between ASD C31 and DoD Compt 
Defense Commissary Agency G&A Cost Reimbursement 
Accounting for Major Real Property Maintenance and Repair at 
Navv Industrial Activities 
Strengthening DoD Transportation Functions 
Suvplv Depot Consolidation 
DBOF Irnvlementation Plan (SEPARATE BOOK) 

- 

hterirn Financial Policies for the Accelerated Distribution Depot * 

Consolidation 
Modifications to Defense Business Operations Fund Accounting - 
structure to Accommodate ~stablishment of the Joint Logistics 
3vstems Center and Restructuring: of the N a w  Laboratories 
FY 92 Fundine of Hazardous Material Dis~osal 

- -- 

Financial Management Guidance for the Operation of the JLSC 



I Evaluation of Potential Candidates for Field Level Revolving 1 4/1/92 
Fund Accounting Systems 
DoD Instruction 400.19 Subject: Interservice, 4/15/92 
Interdepartmental, and interagency Support 
Financial Guidance on Revenue Recognition Policy for the 4/24/92 

- 

Defense Business Operations Fund 
Selection of a Migratory System for General Funds Accounting 
Modifications to Defense Business Operations Fund Accounting 

6/19/92 
7/10/92 

Structure to Accommodate ~stablishment of the Defense 
Information Technology Service Organization 
FY 94/94 Customer Rates for the DBOF 
Capital Asset Accounting Guidance for the Defense Business 

7/17/92 
7/21 /92 - 

Operations Fund 
Capital Asset Accounting Guidance for the Defense Business 7/21 /92 
Operations Fund 
DBOF Capital Budget 
Barriers to Unit Cost Implementation 

8/4/92 
8/10/92 

DBOF Report of Operations 
FY 92 DBOF Execution Guidance 
Accounting for the Defense Business Operations Fund 
Capital Accounting and Depreciation/Amortization Processing 

I and Valuation of Assets Under the Defense Business Operations I I 

8/11/92 
8/14/92 
8/28/92 
9/14/92 

. . DBOF Report of Ope1 
FY 92 DBOF Execution Guidance 
Accounting for the Defense Business Operations Fund - 

, ,- - ,-A 

8/14/92 
-- 8/28/92 - 

Fund 
Capital Accounting and Depreciation/Amortization Processing 
and Valuation of Assets Under the Defense Business Operations 
Fund 
Defense Business Operations Fund Revenue Recognition Policy 
Capital Asset Accounting Under the Defense Business Operations 

9/14/92 

9/17/92 
9/29/92 

Fund 
Major Real Property Maintenance and Repair-Accounting for 9/30/92 
~ i r h c t  Costs a id  ~ e ~ o r t i n g  Obligations 
Capital Accounting and Depreciation/Amortization Processing 
and Valuation of Assets at Department of the Navy DBOF 

10/13/92 

Activities 
Performance Budgeting 
Second Destination Transportation Funding Policy 
Defense Business Operations fund and Unit Cost Policy for 

) Migratory Systems 

10/29/92 - 
11/5/92 
12/9/92 

organization-~ide~roductivity Gain Sharing 
SUBJECT 
1993 - 

Defense Business Operations Fund Pricing policy 
Implementing the Defense Business Management Standard 

DATE 

1 /4/93 
2/3/93 



Defense Business Operations Fund Questions and Answers 
Procedures for Approval of System Changes to Automated 

2/8/93 
3/8/93 

Financial manaR&ent ~ n f o i a t i o n  systems 
Guidance for Improvement of Defense Business Operations Fund 
Financial Reports 
Improving Defense Business Operations Fund Reports 
Guidance for Improvement of Defense Business Operations Fund 

3/12/93 

3/22/93 
3/30/93 

Financial ~ e ~ o r &  
Defense Business Operations Fund Financial Guidance for Major 
Real Property Maintenance and Repair 
Integration 
Capital Asset and Major Real Property Maintenance Fiscal Year 
1992 Expense Transaction 
Defense Business Management System (DBMS) Release 93-2 

4/8/93 

4/20/93 
5/11/93 

5/24/93 
Implementation Dates 
Defense Business Operations Fund (DBOF) Equity Adjustments 
and Centralized Control of Cash 
Defense Business Operations Fund Equity Adjustments and 
Centralized Control of Cash 
Software Development of Defense Business Management System 
(DBMS) 

6/3/93 

5/12/93 

6/7/93 

V 
Establishment of Senior Review Council 6/8/93 



DoD DEPOT MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS EXECUTED 
IN FY 1992 & FY 1993 

TOTAL 27 99.22 148.586 50% 49.366 



DoD DEPOT MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS EXECUTED 
IN FY 1992 & FY 1993 



PUBLIC-PRIVATE COMPETITIONS I 
NOMENCLATURE 

AIR FORCE 
C-141 Wingbox 
C-5 Speedline 
Heroux Landing Gear 
F-16 APG66 Radar 
KC-135 Boom 
F-16 block 40 upgrade 
C-130 Turbine Motors 
TF-39 Blades 
E-3 PDM/Mods 

SECTOR OF 
AWARD 

Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Private 
Private 
Public 

CONTRACT 
PRICE 

NO. OF 
OFFERORS 

BASIS 
OF 

AWARD 

SSF 
SSF 
SSF 
P 
P 
SSF 
P 
P 
SSF 

ARMY 
T53 Fuel Control Private $30.5 M. 8 P 
MI09 Self Prop. How. Public $4.4 M. 3 SSF 
OH-58 Main Rotor Private $2.6 M. 10 P 
TI42 Track Private $5.0 M. 5 P 
AN/UYQ43 Maneuver Cont. Private $3.1 M. 2 P 
M270 Rocket Launcher Private $5.6 M. 2 P 

I NAVY 
F/A-18 Aircraft 
J-52 Engine 
ARC-182 Radio Set 
CN1054A Gyro 
P-3 ARR-78 / ALQ 158 COMP 
P-3 Gyro 
F-18 Aux. Pwr Unit 
SSN 750 Newport News 
SSN 638 Whale 
SSN 712 Atlanta 
SSN 678 Archerfish 
DDG 993 Kidd 
AOE 4 Detroit 

Public 
Public 
Private 
Public 
Private 
Public 
Private 
Private 
Public 
Private 
Public 
Private 
Public 

SSF 
SSF 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 

TOTAL $404.0 M. 



PUBLIC- 
PRIVATE 

COMPETITION 

55 COMPETITIONS 
ANALYZED 
27 PRIVATE AWARDS 
28 PUBLIC AWARDS 
$300.9M TOTAL BID 
PRICE 
$359.4M ACTUAL COST 
19% COST GROWTH 



PUBLIC SECTOR 
AWARDS 

28 AWARDS 
$201.6M BID PRICE 
$214.8M ACTUAL COST 

w 
7% COST GROWTH 
UNDER-RUNS STILL 
PAID AT FIXED PRICE 



PRIVATE SECTOR 
AWARDS 

27 AWARDS 
$99.2M BID PRICE 
$148.6M ACTUAL COST 
50% COST GROWTH 
INCREASE APPROVED 
BY CHANGE IN SOW 
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T A S K  5: An evaluation of the manner of determining the core workload 
requirements for depot-level maintenance workloads performed by employees of 
the Department of Defense. 

OVERVIEW 

"It is essential for the national defense that Department of Defense activities 
maintain a logistics capability (including personnel, equipment and facilities) to ensure 
a ready and controlled source of technical competence and resources necessary to 
ensure effective and timely response to a mobilization, ... contingency, ... or other 
emergency requirement."' A significant contributor to high unit readiness and 
responsiveness is timely and effective weapon system maintenance. In order to ensure 
that mission-essential weapons are always combat ready, and to ensure responsive 
support during combat, Service Secretaries must make certain that the CINCs and their 
subordinate commanders have access to a ready and controlled source of the critical 
logistics products and services they need to fight and win. The ability to guarantee 
delivery of flexible and responsive industrial support represents the essence of DoD's 
depot maintenance mission - it is the reason that the government depots and shipyards 
exist. The capability to effectively support and maintain modern, high technology 
weapon systems is a perishable resource; it must be constantly exercised in order to be 
protected. In peacetime, depot commanders maintain their critical capabilities by 
performing industrial work on weapons and equipment selected from among those 
that will be used by the CINCs in combat, in accordance with current JCS contingency 
scenarios. The term "CORE" is used in this context to refer to those capabilities which 
must reside in the Service depots; the term "CORE workload" refers to the work 
retained in the organic depots to protect CORE capabilities. 

This linking of critical depot maintenance capabilities and the workload needed to 
preserve those capabilities under a single concept called "CORE" is a relatively new 
policy within the Department of Defense. Although the word "core" can be found in 
discussions of depot maintenance in the 1970s and 1980s, its meaning then was 
essentially synonymous with "organic' - whatever workload was being accomplished 
by the DoD depots (regardless of why they were doing it) was "core", and whatever 
workload was in the private sector was "non-core." Programs were started in the mid- 
1980s to try to objectively define and quantify the requirement for organic depot 
maintenance. Beginning in 1986, the Joint Logistics Commanders combined a portrayal 
of peacetime workload with a projection of surge/mobilization requirements in a 
document called the Program Objectives Summary (POS). The POS served as a macro- 
level master planning document for the depot maintenance community and was used 
to justify infrastructure necessary to support anticipated wartime requirements. The 

1(1 ' Title 10, United States Code, Chapter 146, Section 2464 



POS mobilization scenario was based on a protracted, all-out conventional war in 
Europe with the Warsaw Pact. 

With the "Fall of the Wall," the all-out war scenario was no longer a basis for 
planning, and a period of geopolitical and fiscal retrenching began. The Services were 
asked to recompute their force structure requirements and, at the same time, to reassess 
their need for large organic support infrastructures. Several draft Defense Management 
Review Decisions (DMRDs) were published in late 1989 which sought to guide the 
Services' depot maintenance downsizing. In June 1990, the Deputy Secretary of 
Defense issued a memorandum entitled "Strengthening Depot Maintenance Activities." 
This memorandum and subsequent DMRDs forced DoD depot planners to consider 
economy and efficiency to a much greater degree than had been the case in the past. 
The focus changed from mobilization planning to business planning. 

While embracing and aggressively implementing innovative private-sector 
business practices such as Total Quality Management and Theory of Constraints, the 
Services continued to express concern that not all depot maintenance functions 
performed are necessarily based on least cost; i.e., many functions exist because of the 
requirement that defense activities maintain a flexible logistics capability which can 
ensure combat commanders access to a ready and controlled source of technical 
competence and resources needed to support readiness and sustainability. As a result, 
the Secretary of Defense developed the following definition of CORE: 

CORE is an integral part of a depot maintenance skill and resource base which 
shall be maintained within depot activities to meet contingency requirements. It 
will comprise only a minimum level of mission-essential capability either under 
the control of an assigned or jointly determined DoD Component where economic 
and strategic considerations warrant. 

This definition of CORE was then applied by each Service to its respective 
resource base to quantify its CORE depot maintenance workload. Although the specific 
methodologies differed, Services identified, by weapon system, the amount of organic 
"CORE workload" needed to retain the necessary resource base. The results of these 
computations by the Services using their individual methodologies varied widely 
ranging from about 25 percent to about 60 percent of current total peacetime workload. 

In 1991, Congress passed legislation that had the effect of establishing a new, de 
facto definition of CORE. Section 314(a) of the National Defense Authorization Act for 
FY92 and FY93 required that ". . . not less than 60 percent of the funds available for each 
fiscal year for depot level maintenance of Army and Air Force materiel shall be used 
for performance of such depot level maintenance by employees of the Department of 
Defense." In 1993, Title 10 of the U.S.C. was amended to further expand this restriction 
to include the Navy, and required that the Military Departments may not contract 
performance by non-Federal government personnel of more than 40 percent of the 
depot level workload. Additionally, the Secretary of the Army was required to provide 'clrs 



for the performance by DoD employees of not less than the following percentages of Army 
aviation depot-level maintenance: FY93 - 50 percent, FY94 - 55 percent, FY95 - 60 percent. 
One effect of this legislation was to, once again, decouple the concept of "core" from the 
notion of mission-essential capabilities favored by DoD. By arbitrarily defining CORE as 
60% of the total DoD depot maintenance workload (which, not coincidentally, represented 
the status quo at the time the legislation was drafted), the Congress inadvertently 
reinforced the early-1980s notion that "CORE" and "organic" are synonymous. Although 
lacking an objective rationale, the "60/40 requirement has been cited by well-intended 
opponents of depot downsizing to argue that operational risk will go up if more than 
40% of DoD's depot work is given to private industry. 

In August 1992, the Office of the Secretary of Defense published DoD Directive 
4151.18, Maintenance of Milita y Materiel. This policy document reinforced the previous 
DoD definition of CORE as follows: 

Core Maintenance. An integral part of a depot maintenance skill and resource base 
that shall be maintained within depot activities to meet contingency requirements. 
Core will comprise only a minimum level of mission-essential capability and must be 
under the control of an assigned individual DUD Component or may be a 
consolidated capability under the control of an assigned or jointly determined DoD 
Component where economic and strategic considerations warrant. 

The current concept of CORE is an evolutionary refinement of the DoD 4151.18 
guidance. It was developed by a Joint-Service study team during the Summer of 1993, 
and was promulgated by Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Logistics James R. 
Klugh in a 15 November 1993 memorandum entitled Policy for Maintaining CORE Depot 
Maintenance Capability. The hallmark of the current CORE guidance is its focus on risk 
management (primarily the risks associated with operational readiness and 
sustainability, but also life-cycle cost) as the basis for cataloging and quantifying depot 
support capabilities which must be retained in the organic base. The defense depots 
and shipyards are seen as powerful resources available to each Service Secretary to help 
reduce the risks associated with combat operations by providing operational 
commanders with flexible and effective industrial support. 

During its discussions of CORE, the Task Force encountered two distinct 
paradigms, each of which produces a different policy for assigning depot maintenance 
responsibilities within the Department of Defense. The first paradigm exists in the 
context of Service roles and missions. Those working within this paradigm believe that 
policy makers and planners have an obligation to couple the responsibilities assigned 
to the Service Secretaries with the authority needed by these Secretaries to meet their 
responsibilities. Specifically, this manifests itself as a belief that it is the prerogative of 
each Service Secretary to determine where to preserve the depot support capabilities 
critical to Service readiness and combat support. Based on this belief, each Service 
Secretary is given the authority to make a Service depot or shipyard commander 



responsible for preserving critical CORE capabilities (or for asking another Service to 
accept this responsibility under a DMISA agreement); this approach can be thought of 
as the "Service CORE" paradigm. 

The alternative paradigm is based on a global context of industrial economies 
and efficiencies. While it does not downplay the importance of DoD depots for 
weapon system readiness and sustainability, it officially recognizes only a single 
Department of Defense industrial infrastructure and a single commercial industrial 
infrastructure. Those comfortable with this paradigm envision these two 
infrastructures as large repositories of capabilities and capacities each bounded by an 
external wall, but not separated by internal walls within. In the organic base, the 
capabilities inside the walls are thought of as belonging to the Secretary of Defense. 
The specific capabilities needed to ensure a ready and controlled source of critical 
depot products and services are collectively called "DoD CORE", and responsibility for 
protecting and preserving these capabilities can easily be distributed by the Secretary of 
Defense anywhere within the infrastructure. 

In the course of its deliberations, the Task Force, less the Air Force, came to 
believe that Service CORE provides more responsive support to warfighters, while not 
necessarily adding to costs. CORE is justified because it contributes to reduced 
operational risk, and Service CORE achieves the greatest reduction possible. While the 
economies and efficiencies attributed to DoD CORE have legitimate potential when 
applied to depot workload, these attributes lose real meaning in the context of critical 
depot maintenance capabilities. If the Navy has some of its work interserviced to the 
Air Force, or contracts with a commercial company for a depot maintenance product, 
the Navy is not relieved of the responsibility for ensuring that the product gets to the 
operational customer. On the other hand, if the responsibility for preserving a CORE 
capability is taken from one Service and given to another, then the first Service is 
relieved of responsibility for the aperational support associated with that capability! 

Current management philosophy within the Department, reflecting the 
recommendations of the Packard Commission, emphasizes centralized policies and 
decentralized execution. Service-specific CORE based on a DoD-wide methodology 
appears to be consistent with this management philosophy. 

As previously discussed, CORE is targeted directly to the Joint Chiefs' combat 
contingency scenarios. CORE has two quantifiable components - readiness CORE 
which seeks to ensure that depot support is never a constraint to operational readiness, 
and sustainability CORE which seeks to ensure that operational commanders' ability to 
restore equipment to service during combat is never constrained by a lack of depot 
support (Figure G-1). 
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Risk Avoidance = Operational Readiness + Combat Sustainability 

Service Secretaries must have the authority to direct selected depot workload for 
the express purpose of avoiding the risk of potentially unresponsive support to the 
operational commanders. 

The current DoD CORE policy memorandum describes CORE in these terms: 

Depot maintenance CORE is the capability maintained within organic Defense 
depots to meet readiness and sustainability requirements of the weapon systems 
that support the JCS contingency scenario(s). CORE exists to minimize 
operational risks and to guarantee required readiness for these weapon systems. 
CORE depot maintenance capabilities will comprise only the minimum facilities, 
equipment and skilled personnel necessa y to ensure a ready and controlled source 
of required technical competence. Depot maintenance for the designated weapon 
systems will be the prima y workloads assigned to DoD depots to support CORE 
depot maintenance capabilities. 

The Task Force endorses the DoD definition of CORE, both in terms of the basic 
concept and in terms of the specific features ascribed to the concept. The most salient 
features are as follows: 

w 



CORE consists of organic depot maintenance capabilities that exist within 
government depots and shipyards. 

CORE is needed to assure that readiness and sustainment requirements related 
to JCS scenarios are met. CORE is justified when it minimizes operational risks 
and demonstrably supports required readiness. 

a The Services will preserve their CORE capabilities with the minimum 
infrastructure (facilities, equipment and personnel) required; depot capacity 
beyond that needed for CORE will be used only for "last source of repair" and 
cost control workload (as approved by the DDMC). 

The primary workloads assigned -to depots in support of CORE capabilities 
should be maintenance of weapon systems included in JCS combat contingency 
scenarios. 

These features have important implications in terms of clarifying the scope and 
nature of depot activity. First of all, the definition of CORE as organic capability means 
that it consists of skills and competencies, not work on specific weapon systems; it is 
not necessary that specific contingency weapon system workload be retained but rather 
that a capability relevant to that weapon system be preserved. It is important to 
emphasize that CORE is the capability to support, not the maintenance of specific 
weapon systems. One clear implication of this policy is that mission-essential 
equipment can be maintained by private-sector contractors without violating the 
assumptions underpinning CORE. 

Second, the requirement for CORE is tied directly to threats detailed in 
contingency scenarios approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Thus, maintenance 
capabilities that are not required in support of scenario weapon systems cannot 
properly be characterized as CORE. Moreover, a reduction in the range or intensity of 
contingencies envisioned by the Joint Chiefs should logically result in a diminished 
requirement for CORE maintenance workload. For example, the CORE requirement for 
the current JCS two-regional war scenario is, by definition, a fraction of the old Cold 
War requirement. Likewise, a change in scenario tactics and/or weapon system 
employment will require a review of CORE capabilities and, perhaps, a recomputation 
of the'workload needed to protect those capabilities. 

Third, depot capacity maintained to support CORE capabilities should consist of 
no more than the minimum assets needed to preserve those capabilities. The DoD 
CORE policy is silent on the subject of non-CORE workload, but it does not specifically 
provide for the retention of a large organic industrial infrastructure and significant 
amounts of non-CORE work based on the premise that "economies of scale" will reduce 
the cost of CORE. 



Finally, the statement that "depot maintenance for the designated weapon 
systems will be the primary workloads assigned to DoD depots to support CORE depot 
maintenance capabilities" imposes a significant limitation on the scope and nature of 
future DoD depot activity. Service shipyards and depots exist to maintain weapons, 
not upgrade them. Major alterations in weapon system capability or configuration 
requiring design, developmental testing or production work are not "depot CORE". It 
follows that modifications, upgrades and conversions will normally be carried out by 
private industry. 

DISCUSSION 

CORE is an organic base comprised of skilled personnel (with requisite 
knowledge and ability), facilities, and equipment - all maintained to ensure that the 
required technical capability exists to support mission-essential weapon systems and 
equipment. Although CORE exists to provide a capability (in reality, of course, many 
capabilities), it ultimately manifests itself as workload. 

To compute the minimum workload needed to preserve CORE capabilities, the 
Services use a jointly developed process or methodology. The most important aspect of 
this methodology is that it is driven by the requirements of the JCS contingency 
scenarios, rather than by any desires from the maintenance depots. This methodology 
is not meant to be a cook book recipe which is insensitive to Service-unique operating 

(I and support procedures. Rather, it is an objective process by which subjective assumptions 
can be documented and related one to another in pursuit of a logical and internally 
consistent result -- a result which meets each Services' differing depot industrial 
requirements while still supporting the overall DoD CORE policy. 

The DoD CORE methodology, expanded slightly for clarity, is presented here. 
In order to help explain the process, an example of its application based on an 
imaginary fighter aircraft (the "F-99") is shown in Attachment A to this Appendix. 

Step A. Identify the specific types and the quantities of mission essential 
equipment to be used in the JCS approved contingency scenario(s). 

Step B. Detennine an annual peacetime depot workload factor per unit based 
on historical data or experience with similar equipment. Make conversions 
(accelerating or derating the requirement for depot-level support) based on 
anticipated failure factors due to op tempo adjustments and/or scenario driven 
environmental/combat attrition factors. 

Step C. Compute scenario depot maintenance workload based on scenario 
readiness, sustainability and technology requirements applied to the quantity of 
weapon systems assigned to the scenario (only). 



Step D. Determine the minimum quantity of depot-level skills, including 
engineering, required to support scenario requirements. Express this quantity in 
direct labor hours, labor days, or other appropriate measure (by skill category, 
by weapon system). 

Step E. Combine redundant or overlapping skills and partial man years to 
achieve the lowest possible workload needed to fully support CORE capabilities. 
Adjust for depot surge capacity. This provides the latitude necessary to 
accommodate the difference between peacetime and surge (contingency) 
production capacity. 

Step F. Calculate basic CORE workload requirement for each scenario weapon 
system. Assign selected CORE responsibilities to one or more Service depots 
and distribute CORE-related work assignments accordingly. 

Step G. Review Service depot capacity utilization. Apply an efficiency/ 
economy factor to each Service depot performing CORE work to maximize the 
productive output achieved with available CORE-related resources. This 
workload adjustment ensures that valuable CORE capabilities are fully and 
efficiently utilized rather than being left idle for long periods of time awaiting 
work. 

CONCLUSION 

The Task Force finds that the current manner of determining CORE workload 
requirements for depot-level maintenance performed by employees of the Department 
of Defense is satisfactory. The CORE depot maintenance policy promulgated by the 
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense in his 15 November, 1993 memorandum is an 
appropriate response to the to the requirements imposed by Title 10, United States 
Code, Chapter 146, Section 2464. The Task Force feels that readiness drives CORE and 
that readiness is a Service Secretary responsibility. Except for the Air Force, the Task 
Force believes that CORE policy should be implemented within the Department at the 
Service Secretary level. The Task Force recommends that the Deputy Under Secretary 
should clarify this point, and republish his CORE policy memorandum as a more 
formal Department of Defense Directive at the earliest opportunity. The workload 
sizing methodology which accompanies the DoD policy document is adequate. It 
provides guidance to help the Services select from all potential depot workload that 
which should be retained in the Service depots and shipyards to protect critical CORE 
capabilities. However the Task Force feels that the slightly expanded version which 
appears in this Appendix clarifies a few controversial points and should be 
incorporated in the new DoD Directive. 
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COMPUTING THE MINIMUM ORGANIC WORKLOAD NEEDED TO PRESERVE 
DOD CORE DEPOT MAINTENANCE CAPABILITIES 

B y preserving critical (core) depot maintenance capabilities, each Service 
minimizes the risk that operational commanders will be constrained in the 
execution of assigned combat missions because of untimely industrial support. 

Specifically, depot core is designed to ensure that front line unit commanders are never 
placed in a position of having to negotiate for readiness. By preserving core 
capabilities, the depots and shipyards protect their ability and capacity to meet the 
CINCs' priority industrial support needs. But, of course, not every depot-level 
capability is critical, and not all available workload is needed to protect those which 
are. The number of combat units earmarked to participate in current JCS contingency 
scenarios is somewhat less than the total active and reserve population; many units, 
and many weapons, will be held in reserve or cycled into combat as other forces are 
withdrawn. For this reason, and because much equipment in the DoD inventory is not 
part of any JCS scenario', the maximum amount of workload brought into the organic 
base in support of core need only be a portion of the total peacetime requirement. 
Because there is both a large investment expense and a significant annual recurring cost 
associated with operating a government depot or shipyard, it is appropriate that each 
Service should retain only the minimum depot workload and, by extension, should 
retain only the minimum depot infrastructure, needed to preserve core capabilities2 . 

T o compute the minimum workload needed to preserve core capabilities, the 
Services use a jointly developed process or methodology. This methodology, 
described below, is not meant to be a cook book recipe which is insensitive to 

Service-unique desires and requirements. Rather, it is an objective process by which 
subjective assumptions can be documented and related one to another in pursuit of a 
logical and internally consistent result -- a result which meets each Services' slightly 
differing needs while still supporting the overall DoD core policy. 

CORE METHODOLOGY 

E ach Service Secretary is responsible for the readiness of his or her forces. In 
support of readiness, it is incumbent upon the Secretary to ensure a ready and 
controlled source of mission-critical logistics products and support services. 

Each Secretary is, therefore, responsible for the quantity and quality of maintenance, 
including depot maintenance, performed on Service weapons, and each Secretary has 
the authority to direct workload to a shipyard or depot for the express purpose of 

Training aircraft, for example. 

2 There are a number of legitimate reasons for a Service Secretary to size one or more depots at a level of capacity 
slightly higher than minimum core. The exercise of this prerogative is not constrained by the DoD core policy. 



protecting capabilities which are needed to successfully accomplish depot 
maintenance3. Since, in execution, the workload which is used to preserve a skill or 
competency will be selected from a pool of all items requiring that skill or competency, 
the Services have considerable discretion in deciding which workload is retained in the 
organic base. It is not necessary that a spec@ weapon system be retained, but rather 
that a capability relevant to that weapon system and/or technology be preserved. On 
the other hand, it makes little sense to select as core workload those items which are not 
part of any JCS combat contingency scenario, and which, therefore, have little or no 
likelihood of being used in combat. The purpose of the DoD core methodology is to 
guide the Services in selecting, from all possible depot workload opportunities, those 
products and services which simultaneously preserve core and maximize mission 
essential weapon system operational readiness and sustainability. 

T he DoD core methodology, paraphrased slightly for clarity, is presented here. In 
order to help explain the process, an example using an imaginary weapon system 
(a fighter aircraft, the F-99) is also shown. 

Step a. Identify the specific types and the quantities of mission essential 
equipment to be used in the JCS approved contingency scenario(s). 

Among all of the weapon systems this Service plans to use to meet its JCS 
contingency scenario missions are 160 F-99fighter aircraft. 

Step b. Determine an annual peacetime depot workload factor per unit based on 
historical data or experience with similar equipment. Make conversions 
(accelerating or derating the requirement for depot-level support) based on 
anticipated failure factors due to op tempo adjustments and/or scenario driven 
environmental/combat attrition factors. 

The F-99 aircraft requires depot-level maintenance on average once every seven 
years. Each overhaul takes an average of8000 Direct Labor Hours (DLHs). The 
annual depot workload factor per unit is, therefore, 8000 DLH divided by 7 = 
1143 DLHs per aircraft per year. Based on scenario planning and past histo y, 
we anticipate that each F-99 used in combat will require, on average, one-third 
more depot maintenance than it would have if it had only been $own in  peacetime 
training exercises. W e  therefore accelerate the peacetime workload factor by 1/3 
(multiply 1143~1.33) resulting in an anticipated scenario depot workload factor 
of 1520 DLHs per aircraft per year. 

Step c. Compute scenario depot maintenance workload based on scenario 
readiness, sustainability and technology requirements applied to the quantity of 
weapon systems assigned to the scenario (only). 

w In exercising this authority. it is the prerogative of the Secretary to select a Service depot, or to negotiate with 
another Service regarding the preservation of capabilities critical to the readiness of his or her operating forces. 
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Since each F-99 will "burden" the depot by 1520 DLHs per year, and since there 
are 160 F-99's in the scenario, we therefore anticipate a need to expend 1520x160 
= 243,200 (round down to 243,000) DLHs per year to support this one weapon 
system. 

Step d. Determine the minimum quantity of depot-level skills, including 
engineering, required to support scenario requirements. Express this quantity in 
direct labor hours, labor days, or other appropriate measure (by skill category, 
by weapon system). 

At this point we have approximated the gross total "capacity" or "infrastructure 
size" (in DLHs) for F-99 core workload, but we must articulate this in terms of 
specifrc skills or capabilities in order to ensure that we understand the real F-99 
core requirement and that we don't undersupport or oversupport one or more 
capabilities. Each time an F-99 is reworked, dozens of maintenance and 
engineering skills are exercised. Some of these capabilities are peculiar to the F-99 
aircraft; many are common to more than one type of aircrafl in the Service 
inventory. Each of these skills needs to be cataloged and the associated F-99 
DLHs documented. A depot maintenance skills inventory is published bi- 
annually by the Joint Depot Maintenance Analysis Group (JDMAG), a stag 
supporting the Joint Logistics Commande~s.~ For purposes of the F-99 model, we 
assume that a carefil "bottom up" capabilities analysis has been completed, and 
the dlferent kinds of F-99 depot maintenance skills grouped into five functional 
areas: F-99 Cleaning and Stripping = 13,000 DLHs; F-99 Disassembly = 16,000 
DLHs; F-99 Piece Part Fabrication and Repair = 156,000 DLHs; Generic 
Industrial Processes = 43,000 DLHs; F-99 Test and Inspection = 15,000 DLHs.~ 

- 

"Depot Profiles"; Joint Depot Maintenance Analysis Group, Technology Assessment Division. For Official Use 
Only. 

These five functional areas are the same ones used by JDMAG and are, therefore, convenient and somewhat 
standardized. However there is no requirement that this or any other specific "roll-up" of depot maintenance 
capabilities be used by the Services. 



Step e. Combine redundant or overlapping skills and partial man years to 
achieve the lowest possible workload needed to hl ly  support core capabilities. 
Adjust for depot surge capacity. This provides the latitude necessary to 
accommodate the difference between peacetime and surge (contingency) 
production capacity. 

Its critically important that the breakout accomplished in Step dbe completed, not 
only so depot managers acquire visibility into the specific F-99 depot maintenance 
capabilities they need to preserve and protect, but also so that smart core workload 
decisions can be made across co-located scenario weapon systems. In Step e, we 
have an opportunity to make two adjustments which can drive down the amount 
of workload which must be brought into the depot (thus reducing infrastructure 
size and cost), without adversely impacting core capabilities. First, if there is 
more than one scenario aircraft supported at the F-99 depot (a likely situation), 
then it is probable that some of the common capabilities (with overlapping DLHs) 
can be combined based on economies of scale or other eficiencies. Examples might 
be pattern making, plating or painting. For purposes of this exercise, we have 
found that we can reduce our F-99 core workload requirement in the Industrial 
Processes finctional area by 20,000 DLHs because a number of capabilities are 
already being adequately protected using workload from another mission-essential 
scenario aircraft, and there is no risk that operational support will be 
compromised because we "doubled up" in these areas. By dropping these Direct 
Labor Hours, our F-99 core workload is now down to 223,000 DLHs per year. 
Next we adjust for depot surge capacity. This is a DoD standard adjustment 
which recognizes that, in peacetime each depot employee normally works 8 hours 
per day, 5 days per week, and is awayfrom work a predictable number of hours 
per month for leave, training and administrative time allowed. However, in the 
event of a national military emergency, the DoD depots would all surge their 
operations, in the process canceling unnecessary leave, training and 
administrative activities and working current employees overtime (for planning 
purposes, 10 hours per day, 6 days per week). The result of surge is that, for a 
short period of time (notionally six months maximum), the existing 
infrastructure can generate 1.6 times the DLHs it produces under normal 
peacetime operations. This factor is important to the calculation of minimum 
required core workload, because it means that a depot commander will likely be 
able to protect core capabilities during peacetime with fmer DLHs because, 
without add in~  additional resources, he can surge up to the predicted scenario 
requirement. We incorporate the DoD surge factor by dividing our previous . 

DLH total by 1.6. The result, in this F-99 example, is 223,000 divided by 1.6 = 
139,375 DLHs per year. What this tells us is that a depot infrastructure 
(employees, facilities, industrial equipment, etc.) sized to comfortably generate 
139,375 F-99 DLHs per year in peacetime can, for the period of surge be expected 
to generate F-99 products and seroices at the rate of 223,000 DLHs per year. 



Step f. Calculate basic core workload requirement for each scenario weapon 
system. Assign selected core responsibilities to one or more Service depots and 
distribute core-related work assignments accordingly. 

We are now ready to compute the minimum number of F-99 aircraft we need to 
induct each year. We've determined that 139,375 DLHs are needed to protect 
core capabilities and support minimum scenario readiness requirements. Since 
each F-99 consumes 8000 DLHs per rework, the minimum annual production is 
17.4 aircraft. "Depot South" is the current F-99 rework activity, and is assigned 
responsibility for preserving F-99 depot maintenance core capabilities. 

Step g. Review Service depot capacity utilization. Apply an efficiency/economy 
factor to each Service depot performing core work to maximize the productive 
output achieved with available core-related resources. This workload 
adjustment ensures that valuable core capabilities are fully and efficiently 
utilized rather than being left idle for long periods of time awaiting work. 

The final workload calculation applies a "sanity factor" to the product of Step f. 
In the case of our F-99 example, the spec$ed depot turn-around-time is 174 days. 
That means the operational commander expects to get his reworked F-99 back 
from the depot not later than 6 months after it was inducted. To meet this 
requirement, the depot commander could size his infrastructure to handle nll 17.4 
aircraff at the same time, but that would mean his workers, facilities and machine 
tools .ruould all be idle for 6 months of the year -- a very low risk, but high cost 
proposition!. Alternatively, the commander could size his infrastructure to 
handle exactly half the workload, completing 8.7 aircraft the first 6 months and 
8.7 more the second 6 months of the year. This would minimize infrastructure 
cost but leave zero flexibility in the event of an unanticipated problem -- a high 
risk situation (Ifeven one of the F-99s was a "dog" and needed substantially more 
than 8000 DLHs to complete, the depot could not meet its delivery schedule). A 
realistic F-99 production plan would retain enough infrastructure (capacity) to 
do about 10 aircraft at a time. This would ensure that the minimum 17.4 could 
be delivered on schedule and, if there were no "dogs", provide for an additional 2 
or 3 aircraft to keep the workforce gainfully employed through the end of thefiscal 
year. The intent of this workload adjustment is only to eficiently utilize the 
resources put in place to accomplish minimum core -- no sign9cant employee 
hiring and certainly no additional facilitization is contemplated in Step g. 
Applying the logic just discussed, ourfinal F-99 core workload is 20 aircraft per 
year. 

(To simplify the F-99 example just presented, no attempt was made to compute or integrate the 
depot maintenance workload needed to protect core capabilities applicable to the aircraft's two 
gas turbine engines nor any mission essential special support equipment that might be forward 
deployed with the weapon to support the JCS scenario. These calculations would have to be 
performed to present the complete F-99 core workload picture.) 
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TASK 6: A comparison of the methods by which the rates and prices for depot- 
level maintenance workloads performed by employees of the Department of 
Defense are determined with methods by which such rates and prices are 
determined for depot-level maintenance workloads performed by non-Federal 
Government personnel. 

INTRODUCTION 

RATES. Consists of various cost elements applied to prepare bids stated in a 
cost per unit of measurement. The major categories of cost elements are: direct labor 
rates, indirect rates, and General and Administrative (G&A) rates. The normal unit of 
measurement is cost per hour. The rate is then applied to a specific workload (number 
of units, or direct labor hours) in order to determine an hourly rate for a particular job. 
The hourly rate is then used as either a Defense Business Operations Fund (DBOF) 
stabilized rate, or as a competitive rate if workloads are competed. 

PRICES. This is the specific charge for performing either DBOF workload 
(contract line(s)) or for performing workload in a competition. 

BACKGROUND 

w 
STABILIZED RATES AND PRICES 

A brief explanation of stabilized rates and prices is provided in order to explain 
the rate systems in use at the public depots. Stabilized and competitive rates and 
prices, although not required to be identical, are both required to recover expected costs 
as defined by generally accepted accounting principles. 

CONCEPT 

Beginning with Fiscal Year 1976, the rate stabilization program which applies to 
all industrial activities within the Department of Defense was implemented in phases. 
Full implementation was accomplished in Fiscal Year 1977. 

b Rate stabilization is basically the development and utilization of predetermined 
rates for the billing of customers (sponsors) for work to be accomplished at industrial 
activities. Each industrial activity is required to establish fixed rates which may be . expressed as costs per man-hour, man-day, unit of output, unit of input, or any manner 
which best suits the nature of the effort. An activity may have a single rate or as many 
rates as warranted. The activity group manager approves the number and kind of rates 



to be established based on each activity's organizational structure, diversity of 
workload, and other management considerations. 

The following items are excluded from the rate stabilization program, and are 
billed to customers (sponsors) on the basis of actual costs incurred in accordance with 
current procedures. 

Cost of work performed and services rendered for foreign military sales 
customers. 

Cost of work performed and services rendered for private parties and other non- 
Federal Government customers. 

Contractual services obtained for the benefit and/or at the request of a specific 
customer. 

Base closure costs. 

DETERMINATION OF BILLING RATE 

In developing and establishing rates, each activity must devise a sufficient 
number of rates to ensure that the rate system is a reasonable model of the actual cost of 
performing the various categories of work or services covered by the rates. Stabilized 
rates submitted by the activities are reviewed and adjusted by the activity group 
manager, to provide the necessary changes to equal the annual cost authority required 
to support activity operations, based on actual workload to be realized. It is expected 
that the annual operating cost authority will be allocated to activities with a business 
area by establishing individual annual activity unit cost goals. Changed conditions 
resulting from the OSD review of the activity group managers' A-11 Budgets, and 
changes in the customer programs occurring during the budget review cycle will result 
in yet another review and adjustment of the stabilized rates, if required by 
circumstances such as an increase or decrease in the program. 

Rates remain in effect for an entire fiscal year and are stabilized for all orders 
reviewed during the year. As an example, shipyards use approved stabilized rates to 
bill overhaul, repair, and alterations starts throughout the entire period of execution of 
the reimbursable order, regardless of the number of fiscal years involved. The 
stabilized rates approved for the current fiscal year are used to bill customers 
(sponsors). Rate changes, during the fiscal year, are expected to be rare and may be 
made only upon approval of the Department of Defense Comptroller. Requests for rate 
changes are submitted via chain of command and must be accompanied by appropriate 
justification. 



The proposed stabilized rates are developed by the activity and tentatively 
approved by the activity group manager at the outset of the annual Budget Review 

w cycle which begins approximately fifteen months prior to its execution. Since changes 
can occur to the A-11 Budget during the management command, service, and 
OSD/OMB reviews, the final stabilized rates are determined upon conclusion of the 
OSD /OMB review. 

USE WITH FIXED PRICE WORK 

A fixed-price order is defined as a request for work or services at a delivered 
price mutually agreed upon prior to the commencement of any work on an order. 
When a fixed price is mutually agreed upon, the activity accepts the responsibility for 
performing the specific work or services of the order at the price quoted in the order. 
Fixed price work can be negotiated on the basis of the prevailing and applicable 
stabilized rates. For example, if the stabilized rate in a particular instance is expressed 
as "cost per direct labor hour", then the fixed price work is negotiated on a single 
variable which is the estimated number of hours required to do the work. Any fixed 
price gain or loss will be the result of a variance in the number of hours the work takes 
when compared to the estimated number of hours required to do the work. Fixed price 
orders are subject to renegotiation only when the scope of the order changes. 

qw COMPETITIVE RATES AND PRICES 

In developing competitive cost proposals for public to public competitions or for 
consolidation studies, a workload allocation base upon which the bids .will be 
developed includes approved CORE, current funded non-CORE, and the specific 
workload covered under the bid. Other potential workloads will not be considered for 
costing purposes when competing for a workload in the public to public arena. 
However, for publidprivate bids, a best estimate of the workload that could be won as 
a result of competition may be included for overhead (i.e. production overhead, general 
and administrative) expense absorption. This estimate should be approved by the 
management command of the activity and supported by previous competition results. 
Furthermore, noncompetitive workload will not be used to finance costs that are 
properly identified as competitive workload costs. 

Generally accepted accounting principles are followed. These principles are in 
compliance with Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) as incorporated in DOD 7220.9-M. 
Compliance is evaluated by the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) during audits 
of the depot accounting systems and certification of competition proposals. 
Competitive proposals only include cost estimates for the work specified to be 
accomplished in the Statement of Work (SOW). Additionally, RFP also may contain 
work Gems to be accomplished only on an "as required by inspection" basis. ihis work 



is identified in the Request for Proposal (RFP) or in the Invitation for Bid (IFB). The 
inspections, and the work to be accomplished as a result of these inspections, is based 
on standard industry practice. 

Cost elements and allocation procedures for overhead expenses are the same for 
all work at the depot which is competing or being considered for consolidation. 

Cost proposals are based on the current best estimate of costs to accomplish the 
job. They will include an appropriate share of overhead based on the actual 
planned workload at the activity. This does not equate to the stabilized rate 
developed for the Congressional budget but rather the current estimate of costs 
at the time of bid submission. 

Management discounts or other "bottom line" adjustments to price may not be 
offered, nor will positive or negative surcharges be included. 

All comparisons are based on a unit price basis and are extended by the 
proposed customer quantity in order to provide a baseline for adjustments. 

These cost procedures are designed to guide decision making process for both 
lead Service consolidation and for competitive award of workload when applicable. 
All of the depot maintenance cost associated with the production of the workload 
under consideration for competition or consolidation are identified and accounted for 
in accordance with DOD 7220.9-M. All costs are included regardless of funding source 
(appropriated or revolving funds). However, any costs excluded from the bid are 
clearly quantified and identified on the Cost Comparability Worksheet. Government 
proposals will not include cost adjustments for profit and loss, cost of money, and 
income taxes. 

COST PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT 

A total competitive unit cost will be developed by estimating the actual 
production hours required to accomplish the contract line items in the statement of 
work and multiplying the hours by the direct labor and overhead rates developed for 
the bid. The rate may be independent of any previously established rates developed in 
the budget. Direct material and other costs will be added to the total labor and 
overhead costs to arrive at a bid price. 

Unit cost will also be used for workloads which are considered services or which 
are normally sold at hourly sales rates. This requires that a deliverable be defined and 
the unit then becomes the defined deliverable. 



COMPETITIVE ISSUES - 
GAINS AND LOSSES 

For Department of Defense depots, a bid will not knowingly include either a gain or a 
loss for the specific elements of work covered by the bid. A gain is an excess of revenue 
over costs incurred. A gain occurs when the contract workload is executed below the 
contract price as awarded. A loss occurs when costs incurred exceed revenues. Gains 
incurred during execution of the work are retained and separately identified. 

If financial problems arise during the execution of the work assignment, then the 
performing depot should no* its command for assistance in resolving the problem. 
The depot should notify their command when a loss is expected on a fixed price, or on 
a project order funded work assignment. The depot and command will review the 
c a w  for the loss. If the cause is determined to be beyond the control of the performing 
activity, the customer will be contacted in an attempt to recover the loss. If the loss is 
the responsibility of the performing activity, the normal competition loss recovery 
procedures will apply. 

OVERHEAD (G&A) 

Overhead cost are not allocated to a final product under competition as an 
indirect cost if similar costs are charged as direct to the same or similar products or 
workloads not under competition (i.e. allocation procedures must be rational and 
consistent). 

General and Administrative (G&A) overhead expenses use a consistent method 
for application to all workloads. Any changes in the method for developing G&A rates 
shall be applied consistently to both competitive and noncompetitive workloads. 

Changes in overhead expense development and allocation procedures directed 
subsequent to a competitive cost proposal will apply to the competition workload 
during execution. Any gains or losses caused by these changes will be included in the 
final accounting of actual costs against the contract bid price. 

Production overhead expenses are applied to the benefiting product. 

Asset depreciation is generally an overhead expense except when the asset only 
benefits one cost objective. 

The following functions can be charged as either direct or as production 
overhead/shop indirect: First line supervision, production testing petroleum /oil 

'r /lubricants (POL), Test /Inspections/Verification and Overtime/Holiday Premium. 



Unless otherwise stated in the RFP, the above functions may be charged as direct for all 
portions of the proposal that calls for a level-of-effort or charging a rate per hour for 
unpriced over and above work. 

Over and Above Work (Within Scope Changes) 

Competitive cost proposals are based on the specific Statement of Work (SOW) 
in the solicitation document. Any work requirement identified subsequent to the 
award of a workload is considered to be over and above workload. Any costs 
associated with over and above work are accounted for separately and must be 
available for audit. 

Changes to the Statement of Work (SOW) 

When the customer changes the specification of work or if during the course of 
the work unexpected conditions are encountered, the performing activity contacts the 
customer and they jointly agree on the appropriate action. If the customer agrees that 
the additional work is necessary, the customer is required to fund the additional work. 
Statement of work changes after award are separately justified and negotiated with the 
requiring activity. These SOW changes are funded and included in the award 
document by modification. 

Reporting and Audit. All costs and revenue applicable to competitive workload 
are separately reported and auditable. 

SUMMARY OF COST ELEMENTS USED IN RATE DEVELOPMENT 

The following provides a brief summary and definition of typical cost elements. 
A comprehensive listing can be found in an attachment to this appendix. 

DIRECT COST PRODUCTION EXPENSE OVERHEAD (G&A) 
1. Labor 1. Labor 1. Labor 
2. Material 2. Material 2. Material 

3. TAD/Travel 3. TAD/Travel 
4. Base Support 
5. Depreciation 
6. Major Maintenance 
7. Service Contracts 
8. Environmental 
9. FECA 
10. Military Labor 



COST ELEMENTS DESCRIBED 

w 
Direct Cost 

Costs applied to the customer through established rates for direct labor and 
actual material costs. Below is a brief description of direct costs. 

1. DIRECT COST LABOR rate is established based on the approved rate of pay 
plus acceleration and estimated pay-raises. Direct labor is the personnel cost 
involved directly on a customers job. The labor cost includes leave and fringe 
benefits. Fringe benefits include: Medicare, FICA, health insurance, life 
insurance, FERS, TSP, and CSRA. The labor costs also include a night 
differential, hazardous duty, etc. Leave includes: annual, sick, holiday, jury, 
etc. 

2. DIRECT COST MATERIAL is the cost of material consumed on a customers job. 
Direct material can be from within the DoD supply system or from a commercial 
vendor.. 

Production Expense 

Production Expense, costs applied to the customer order through an established 
rate by cost center. Below is a brief description of production expenses. 

1. PRODUCTION EXPENSE LABOR is the cost of personnel involved in 
supporting the direct labor effort. The cost breakdown is the same as direct 
labor. 

2. PRODUCTION EXPENSE MATERIAL is the cost of material used to support the 
direct labor effort but cannot be identified to an individual customer. 

3. PRODUCTION EXPENSE TAD/TRAVEL is the cost of transportation (air, bus, 
car, etc.), per diem (food, lodging and incidentals), and tuition. These costs 
include attending conferences or training. 

Overhead (G&A) 

Overhead (G&A), is costs applied to the customer through an established G&A 
rate. Below is a brief description of overhead costs. 

1. G&A LABOR is the personnel cost that is so general in nature that it cannot be 
identified to a customers job. The cost breakdown is the same as direct labor. 
The types of labor involved include: personnel administration, production and 



material control, financial management, facilities support, security, safety, 
environmental, etc. 

2. G&A MATERIAL is the cost of material that is so general in nature that it cannot 
be identified to a customers job. This type of material could include copy paper, 
pens, paper clips, etc. 

3. G&A TAD/TRAVEL is made up of the same type of costs shown for production 
expense TAD /Travel. 

4. G&A BASE SUPPORT is the cost of various services received from the host 
activity. These services include maintenance of equipment and facilities, 
personnel administrative support, data processing support, material receiving, 
processing, issuing and procurement, utilities, fire protection, etc. 

5. G&A DEPRECIATION is the allocation of the benefit derived from equipment 
and facilities. Equipment with a unit cost of more than $25,000 is depreciated. 

6 .  G&A MAJOR MAINTENANCE is the cost of maintenance of facilities where 
project cost is more than $25,000. 

7. G&A Service contracts are the cost of contracts for the maintenance of office 
machines such as calculators, information systems, printing, accounting, 
disbursing, plant property, headquarters element, etc. 

8. G&A Environmental costs include the costs of waste minimization, removal of 
waste products, fines, permits, etc. 

. 9. G&A FECA is the annual reimbursement of the cost of worker's compensation 
paid during a previous period. 

10. G&A MILITARY LABOR is the cost of military personnel assigned to overhead 
positions. 

PUBLIC-PRIVATE RATE AND PRICE DIFFERENCES 

The following section resulted from a detailed comparison between public depot 
costing methodologies and private industry "financial disclosure statements". 

Rate Section 

Public depot maintenance activities direct labor cost elements consist of the 
compensation cost, accelerated by expected leave and fringe benefits as adjusted for 
anticipated overtime, that benefit a particular job. The non-labor rate cost elements 



consist of material or other direct cost items, such as contractual services, depreciation, - transportation, travel and other items that benefit a particular job as described in a 
statement of work. Individual categories are contained in an Attachment, titled 
Summary of Price and Expenses (for use by public depots). Private depot maintenance 
activities direct labor and non-labor rate cost elements are similar to those in the public 
sector examples are also contained in an Attachment. 

Public depot maintenance activities indirect labor and indirect non-labor rates 
contain those cost elements such as compensation cost accelerated by expected leave 
and fringe benefits as adjusted for anticipated overtime, that are assigned to indirect 
cost pools. The non-labor rate cost elements consist of material or other cost items, such 
as contractual services, depreciation, transportation, travel and other items that are 
assigned to indirect cost pools for subsequent allocation to particular job orders or other 
indirect cost pools in compliance with the statement of work. Any cost incurred by a 
production cost center that is not a direct cost are classified as production overhead 
expenses. Examples include; supervision, clerical support, pre-expended bins, shop 
clean-up, quality assurance, backrobbing and cannibalization, training, and calibration 
of shop equipment. Individual categories are contained in an Attachment, titled 
Summary of Price, and Expenses (for use by public depots). For private industry 
classification of costs is variable depending on company policy. 

The Public depot maintenance activities G&A expenses are those that are not 
attributed to a specific product or a specific shop/cost center, rather these costs benefit 
the entire depot activity. In general the G&A cost elements are comprised of labor 
wage rate that is accelerated by expected leave and fringe benefit requirements. 
Specifically, these elements include the commanding officer and his staff, public affairs, 
comptroller, legal, and equal employment opportunity staff expenses and the automatic 
data processing centers. The portion of the costs that are attributed to a production cost 
center are then transferred to those production cost centers. The portion of the G&A 
cost centers expenses that do not support a production center are those that support the 
G&A efforts and are in turn allocated to the work performed in the depots by a 
reasonable and consistent allocation method. The allocation method can be a 
combination of machine run time, number of reports produced, or any other reasonable 
basis. Additional individual categories are contained in an Attachment, titled 
Summary of Price, and Expenses (for use by public depots). The private industry G&A 
expenses were extracted from the disclosure statement submitted as a part of this 
study. 

Public maintenance depot activities do not include a rate of return (projected 
profit) item in their bid proposals. Private depot maintenance activities utilize a 
formula with various sub-components to develop a return on investment factor which 
is included in the bid proposal. The rate of return percentage varies depending upon 
the particular request for proposal and the depots desire to compete for the contract. 
Rates of return greater than ten percent have been identified, however rates of return 
by major end items was not provided by the participants from private industry. It is 



conceivable that a zero rate of return could be used if it would enable a depot to 
maintain a skill base for the future, with the expectation of obtaining additional work. 

Public depot maintenance activities are governmental entities as such they are 
not subject to income tax regulations or provisions. As a result, they do not make a 
distinction between "book" and "tax purposes" for operating losses. In general the 
public depot maintenance activities are required by law to operate at a zero profit. If a 
loss is incurred, then recoupment is required in the subsequent years in order to break 
even over a period of time. Within the overall Defense Maintenance Business Area 
(DMBA), a competitive workload could experience a loss, but other workloads could 
experience gains, and in the overall perspective the DBMA would break even. 
However, the DoD Cost Comparability Handbook does not allow for the inclusion of 
previous operating losses in subsequent competitive bid proposals. On the other hand, 
Private depot maintenance activities are able to take advantage of operating loss 
provisions by carrying back, for three years, operating losses against their prior year 
Federal income tax liability and obtain a refund of prior year tax payments, or they can 
carry forward the operating loss, for fifteen years, against subsequent years operating 
income, thereby reducing subsequent years tax liabilities. In practice within those 
private depot maintenance activities in which Federal income tax is a factor in the Rate 
of Return item, the affect of an operating loss in subsequent years could be translated as 
a reduction in the factor, because the operating loss is perceived as a credit against 
fu'ture Federal income taxes, and less funds would have to be recovered. Thus an 
operating loss could reduce the cost of future bids. 

Price Section 

The public depot maintenance activities, use a single method to calculate prices. 
This method establishes a price that is expected to recover operating costs. A 
comprehensive unit cost is developed by estimating the actual production hours 
required to accomplish the work in the statement of work, then multiplying the hours 
by the direct labor and overhead rates developed. In summary, public depot 
maintenance activity price is synonymous with workload costs. The private depot 
maintenance activities develop a forward pricing rate agreement that specifies a stated 
hourly rate. The rate is multiplied by the hours of work required in the statement of 
work to determine the fixed price contract. 

Most of the Public depot maintenance activities perform cost realism checks on 
their respective bid proposals. The check is performed by technical experts, contracting 
officers or an internal contract pricing organization, and the methodology consists of a 
comparison of historical and current data, consisting of hours, material and rates in the 
statement of work, in order to validate what the bid should cost. Additionally, in most 
cases, the DCAA performs the cost realism check when the proposal is offered up for 
public/private competition. Within the private depot maintenance community, an 
example of the methodology consists of a small CORE business operations group w 



supplemented by technical experts obtained from the production facilities where the 

w proposal is being evaluated. In general the process consists of a review of the estimate 
of the hours required to perform the work as required in the statement of work. The 
DCAA previously approved the hourly rate in the forward pricing rate agreement for 
fixed price contracts. 

Public Depot Maintenance activities cost realism calculations are subject to either 
DCAA or contracting officer review. Private depot maintenance activities rates are 
reviewed and approved by DCAA, as proposed in the forward rate pricing agreement. 
Although the calculation itself is not subject to DCAA review, a CORE business 
operations group reviews the proposal as mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 
However, DCAA performs a post award audit and examines the indirect cost in order 
to determine if it is allowable or not. In summary both the public and the private depot 
perform cost realism checks. 

Risk Assessment 

Risk analyzes are performed by both the private and public sectors as a means to 
statistically categorize proposals as either reasonable or unreasonable. They provide a 
predictable yardstick to evaluate the uncertainty of proposal bid prices but not the 
accuracy of the proposal itself. An effective evaluation assesses the variables of the 
proposal and the process that developed the proposal. By use of probability theory and 
development of a range of estimates around the most likely value, a confidence interval 
can be associated with each estimate. Typical uncertainties include statement of work, 
schedule, labor efficiency, inflation, escalation, sub-contractor and procurement 
performance, rates, etc. Key factors in performing a successful risk assessment include 
in-depth understanding of the statement of work, evaluation of available data and 
assessment of its accuracy and stability. Although used by both public and private 
activities, the statistical advantage in performing a reliable risk analysis lies with the 
private activity, because it usually has a larger historical and active competition base 
from which the analysis can be conducted. 



SUMMARY OF PUBLICIPRIVATE SECTOR RATE AND PRICE METHODOLOGIES 

Similar summary processes are followed by both the public and private sectors to set 
rates and prices. 

- Costs estimated for direct, indirect and general overhead 
expenses 
- All labor and material costs estimated 
- Costs per direct labor hour (DLH) developed 

Work specifications and requirements determined for all 
bidders. Bidders determine: 

- DLH's estimated on: 
- Historical experience 
- OEM's original maintenance requirement 
- Technical knowledge of work required 

- Costs applied against estimated DLHs 
- Direct, indirect and overhead cost rates, or 
- Total cost per DLH rate 

Risk analysis is completed to verlfy validity of estimates 
- Private sector: 

- Must determine rate of return desired 
- Balance bid with competitiveness 
- Must generate a profit 

- Public sector depots focus on: 
- Break even 
- Cost minimization 
- Avoiding losses 

Bid price determined by analysis of RFP SOW workload 
and the application of developed rates against that workload. 

Final Price is then computed by adding cost comparability 
adjustments made in accordance with the DoD Cost 
Comparability Handbook. 



COST & EXPENSE ELEMENTS IN PUBLIC DEPOTS 
w 

Military Personnel Compensation 

Officer Composite - Military Rates 
Enlisted Composite - Military Rates 

Total Military - Personnel Compensation 

Civilian Personnel Comuensation 

Executive, General, & Special Schedule 
Wage Board 
Foreign National Direct Hire (FNDH) 
Civilian Mariners (MSC only) [NAVSEA] 
Separation Liability (FNDH) 
Benefits to Former Employees 
Disability Compensation 
Other Civilian Compensation 

Total Civilian - Personnel Compensation 

Travel 

Per Diem 
Other Travel Costs 
MAC Passenger (Fund) 
Leased Vehicle 

Total Travel 

ment, & Suppl es (for Internal Operations) 

Fuel Purchases (From - Supply Management) 
Material & Supplies - Procured from DoD Sources 
(excluding Fuel) 

[aka] Army Managed Supplies & Material (Fund) 
Navy Managed Supplies & Materials (Fund) 
Noncapitalized Equipment - Procured from DoD Sources 
Air Force Managed Supplies & Materials (Fund) 
DLA Managed Supplies & Material (Fund) 
GSA Managed Supply - Purchases 



Locally Procured DBOF Managed Supplies & Materials 
GSA Managed Purchases - of Noncapitalized Equipment 
Locally Purchased Supplies & Materials (Other than from 
Supply Management) 

Locally Purchased Noncapitalized - Equipment 
Commercial Purchases of Supplies & Materials 

Army Managed Equipment (Fund) 
Navy Managed Equiment (Fund) 
Air Force Managed Equipment (Fund) 
DLA Managed Equipment (Fund) 
GSA Managed Equipment 
CommercialPurchases of Equipment 

Ordnance - Armament Command 
Army Depot System Command (Other) 
Naval Aviation Depots 
Naval Publications & Printing Services 
Communications Service (DISA) 

Materials & Supplies 
Equipment 

Total Material, Equipment & Supplies (internal 
operations) 

Stock Fund Purchases 

Navy Managed Items Stock Fund Purchases 
USMC Managed Stock Fund Purchases 
DLA Managed Stock Fund Purchases * (sub total account) 
GSA Managed Stock Fund Purchases * 
Army Managed Stock Fund Purchases 
USAF Managed Stock Fund Purchases 

Total Stock Fund Purchases 

Fuel 



Total Fuel 

Industrial Fund Purchases 

Naval Air Warfare Center 
Naval Surface Warfare Center 
Naval Undersea Warfare Center 
Naval Aviation Depot 
Naval CC Ocean Surveillance 
Data Automation Center 
MSC NFAF 
MSC AP/FSS 
MSC SMS 
MSC Composite Cargo 
Naval Research Laboratory 
Naval Ordnance Facility 
Navy Publications A 
Public Works Center 
PWCS - Other Services 
Naval Shipyards 
Naval Civil Engineering 
USMC Depot Maintenance 
Defense Clothing 
Defense Communications 
Army Armament Command 
Army - Depot Maintenance 
Army Depot Supply 
Army Missile Command 
Air Force - Airlift 
Defense Finance and and Accounting Services 
Air Force - Depot Maintenance 
Air Force - Laundry 
Air Force - Real Property Maintenance Activity - Utility 
Air Force - Real Property Maintenance Activity - Public 

Works 
Cost Reimbursable Purchases 

Total Military - Industrial Fund Purchases 

Transvortatios 

MAC - CARGO (Fund) 



MAC SAAM (Fund) 
MSC Cargo (Fund) 
MTMC Port Handling 
Other Transportation 

MAC - Cargo (IF) 
MAC SAAM (IF) 
MSC Cargo (IF) 
MTMC Port Handling (IF) 
Other Transportation 

Total Transportation 

Travel 

Per Diem 
Other Travel Costs 
MAC Passenger (Fund) 
Leased Vehicle 

Total Travel 

Other Purchases 

Foreign National Indirect Hire (FNIH) 
Separation Liability (FNIH) 
SLUC (GSA Leases) 
Purchases Utilities (Non-Fund) 
Purchased Commuinications (Non-Fund) 
Rents and Leases 
Disability Compensation 
Printing and Reproduction (Non-Fund) 
Equipment Maintenance by Contract 
Facility maintenance by Contract 
Aircraft Rework Contract 
Contract Studies & Analysis 
Professional & Management Services by Contract 
Contract Engineering & Technical Services (CETS) 

Other Engineering Service & Support 



Total Other Purchases 

Funded Depreciation 

Major Maintenance & Repair Expense 
Equipment, except ADPE & Telecom Equipment 
ADPE and Telecom Resources 
Softrware Development 
Minor Construction 
Management Improvement Initiatives 
Major Construction (MILCON) 
Leasehold Improvements 

Depreciation - Equipment 

Communications 
ADP Services/Support 
Equipment Maintenance 
Real Property Maintenance 
Ship Maintenance 
Service Craft Maintenance 
Aircraft Rework 
Other Depot Maintenance 
Contract Consultants 
Contract Studies & Analysis 
Professional & Management Services 
Contract Engineer Technical Services 
Federally Funded R&D Centers 
Information Technology Systems 
Systems Engineering 
Other Engineering Support 
Training/Tuition 
Lease & Charter - Aircraft & Vessels 
Other Contracts 
Other Travel & Transportation Service 
Airport/Seaport Tax (MSC only) 
Common Carrier Mail (MSC only) 
Other Costs 

Other Contracts 
Other Costs 



Depreciation - Minor Construction 
Depreciation - Management Systems 
Cost of Purchases Assets 
Interdepartmental Transfers 

Total Funded Depreciation 

SUB-TOTAL ALL EXPENSES 

LESS: Manufactured for Inventory 

TOTAL COST FOR THE PERIOD 



"Illv 
TYPICAL COST & EXPENSE ELEMENTS IN 

PRIVATE DEPOTS 

LISTING OF COST ELEMENT ITEMS OR COST CENTER/POOL OBTAINED FROM 
SEVERAL PRIVATE INDUSTRY DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS (note the various entities 
utilize various combinations of the following elements or cost centers) 

DIRECT MATERIALS: 
cash discounts 
freight-in 
inventory adjustments 
purchasing 

DIRECT LABOR: 
health insurance 
holiday pay 
overtime premium pay 
pension costs 
shift premium pay 

MISCELLANEOUS: 
design engineering 
computer operation (in house) 
contract administration 
line (or product) inspection 
pre-production cost and start-up cost 
production shop supervision 
rework costs 
royal ties 
special test equipment 
subcontract costs 
warranty costs 

STAFF: 
executive management 
division directors & management staff 
secretarial duties 
business planning 
legal & patents 
public relations 



PERSONNEL: 
wage & salary administration 
recreational activities 
employee relations 
management development 
labor relations 
educational services 
plant protection 
office services 

ACCOUNTING, FINANCE & PLANNING: 
general accounting 
cost accounting 
account payable 
payroll, taxes and insurance 
overhead budget planning 
finance analysis 
financial forecasting 
finance and audit 

DATA MANAGEMENT: 
configuration baseline control 
specification engineering control 
data management 
contract technical data bank 
contract technical requirements proposal 
value engineering change proposal admin. 

CONTRACTS: 
statement of work and or contracts 

data requirement list 
value engineering change proposals 
proposal activity 

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT: 
contract close-out administration 
property administration 

MARKETING: 
marketing analysis & operations analysts 
marketing 



MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS: 
internal planning control 
customer unique, analysis & reports 
management systems & studies 
management & supervision 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT: 
mission program management reporting 
mission area program management 
engineering task leaders 
proposal activity 

PROGRAMS: 
operations & systems analysis 
advanced concepts 
international initiatives 

TRAINING: 
processes 
systems 

FINANCE: 
performance measurement system 
life cycle cost 
value engineering studies 
cost management systems operation 
budget baselines 
cost reporting account structure 
contract close-outs 
final price predetermination 
negotiations 

MATERIAL SYSTEMS: 
Government Property Management 
equipment accountability 
Supplier capability surveys & buying 
inspection and delivery requirements 
Contract close-out administration 
detail cost studies 
engineering change activity 
change board 
cost & price evaluation 
surveys & evaluations supporting 
supplier evaluations 



site activation - procurement 
overhead, budget planning & control 

SUPPORT: 
Field Operations 
modification and depot services 
logistics support 
logistics engineering 
management & supervision 
proposal activity 

RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING: 
design engineering 
value engineering 
propulsion engineering 
materials engineering 
electronics engineering 
electrical engineering 
mechanical engineering 
confirmation/verification testing 
development engineering & testing 
qualification testing 
acceptance testing 
data analysis 
systems documentation 
inspection procedures development 
design support 
program scheduling 
test operations 
product support - engineering 

PRODUCT ASSURANCE: 
quality dept. overall policies test data 
analysis 
workmanship standards for products 
engineering process specifications 
production test plans 
production test procedures 
calibration of equipment & tools 
acceptance & test inspection 
hardware and systems review 
subcontractor/supplier control 



FABRICATION OPERATIONS FINAL 
ASSEMBLY MANUFACTURING TEST/ 
QUALITY INSPECTIONS: 
program technical support 
production 
corrective action control 
change board activity 
planning board activity 
manufacturing directives 
make-or-buy committee support 
product assurance 

PLANNING AND CONTROL: 
program product control 
program planning & scheduling 
hardware requirements analysis 
fabrication control 
inventory requirements and controls 

TOOLING ENGINEERING DESIGN: 
tool design 
tool pre-planning 
tooling control 
tool fabrication & modification 
numerically controlled machine programming 
tool scheduling, development, proving & set-up 
functional test and process planning 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING: 
monitor, evaluate & update work standards 
standard hours - process plans 
machine load controls 
process controls 
systems & procedures 
work measurement - area engineering 

FACILITIES: 
facilities equipment controls 
facilities engineering 
facilities planning 
maintenance scheduling 
capitol facilities 
facilities requirements & acquisitions 



OTHER MISC. COSTS: 
dues & subscriptions 
incentive compensation 
hourly sick leave 
hourly pension 
salary pension 
holidays, paid 
taxes - real & personal 
taxes - FICA, U.I.C. and payroll 
taxes - sales, use, income, etc. 
hourly and salary indirect - labor 
insurance - group 
vacation expenses 
termination pay (severance) idle time 

OTHER DIRECT & INDIRECT FUNCTIONS: 
facilities services 
vendor files 
purchasing/buyers - local 
production planning and scheduling 
production shipping and spares control 
estimating for existing contracts 
estimating new business 
contract status evaluation 
quality data collection 
government property mgt. 



DEPOT MAINTENANCE CUSTOMER ORDERS 

As of 18 MARCH 1994 . 

SERVICE FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 TOTAL 
ARMY 
DBOF DEPOTS 1,366.10 1,391.70 1,550.40 1,338.70 1,264.40 6,911.30 56.4% 
NATIONAL MTN CONTRACTS 708.00 93200 760.00 578.00 605.00 3,583.00 29.2% 
MODS & UPGRADES MAN KITS 121.70 281.90 148.30 95.40 173.00 820.30 6.7% 
R&D IN PRIVATES SECT 42.30 51.20 42.40 41.90 39.60 217.40 1.8% 
CONTR PROV LOGISTICS 108.30 146.30 177.80 154.40 136.70 723.50 5.9% 
SUBTOTAL 2,346.40 2,803.10 2,678.90 2,208.40 2,218.70 12,255.50 100.0% 

NAVAIR 
DBOF NADEPS 1,720.00 1,799.80 1,704.40 1,799.30 1,712.30 8,735.80 67.30h 
PRIVATE MAINTENANCE 244.10 383.00 343.80 167.60 176.60 1,315.10 10.1% 
PRIVATE MODS 405.00 145.80 99.10 190.00 74.00 913.90 7.0% 
ICP COMMERCIAL 480.90 411.90 400.30 329.20 387.80 2,010.10 15.5% 
SUBTOTAL 2,850.00 2,740.50 2,547.60 2,486.10 2,350.70 12,974.90 100.0% 

NAVSEA 
DBOF SHIPYARDS 3,840.40 3,984.30 4,201.50 4,021.50 3,896.20 19,943.90 67.0% 
PRIVATE SHIPYARDS 1,551.00 1,666.00 1,652.00 1,304.00 1,008.00 7,181.00 24.1% 
OTHER NAVSEA ORGANIC 222.80 240.50 219.50 226.90 190.10 1,099.80 3.7% 
OTHER CONTRACT 165.70 168.70 156.50 162.50 142.W 795.40 2.7% 
SPCC COMMERCIAL 147.00 163.00 187.00 116.00 118.80 731.80 2.5% 
SUBTOTAL 5,926.90 6,222.50 6,416.50 5,830.90 5,355.10 29,751.90 100.0% 

MARINE CORPS 
DBOFDEPOTS 
PRIVATE MTN CONTRACTS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0% 
COMMERCIAL KIT 3.90 6.60 5.20 2.00 0.90 18.60 2.1% 
MANUFACTUU2 
RDT&E MODS COMMERCIAL 18.30 24.40 21.70 19.50 11.30 95.20 10.6% 
CONTRACT PROV LOGISTICS 9.30 12.30 18.30 9.00 1.20 50.10 5.6% 
SUBTOTAL 151.70 149.00 273.40 241.20 85.90 901.20 100.0% 

AIR FORCE 
DBOF DEPOTS 2,331.90 2,446.70 2,553.20 2,978.50 3,142.20 13,452.50 71.2% 
PRIVATE MTN CONTRACTS 850.90 781.10 779.20 394.10 400.90 3,206.20 17.0% 
PROCUREMENT COMMERCIAL 37.40 85.50 225.90 102.20 54.00 505.00 2.7"/0 
RDT&E MODS COMMERCIAL 26.00 35.00 14.80 2.40 6.60 84.80 0.4% 
ICP COMMERCIAL 344.60 231.50 426.30 310.20 338.00 1,650.60 8.7"/0 
SUBTOTAL 3,590.80 3,579.80 3,999.40 3,787.40 3,941.70 18,899.10 100.0% 

DOD TOTALS 
DBOF DEPOTS 9,601.40 9,968.70 10,457.20 10,575.60 10,277.70 50,880.60 68.0% 
PRIVATE MTN CONTRACTS 3,354.00 3,762.10 3,535.00 2,443.70 2,190.50 15,285.30 20.4% 
PROCUREMENT COMMERCIAL 1,706.20 1,494.90 1,648.60 1,307.50 1,288.50 7,445.70 10.0% 
CLS & OTHER COMMERCIAL 204.20 269.20 275.00 227.20 195.40 1,171.00 1.6% 
TOTAL 14,865.80 15,494.90 15,915.80 14,554.00 13,952.10 74,782.60 100.0% 

See Notes 



NOTES: 
A. In Army DESCOM Depots funding for supply, logistics support, base operations and other non- 
maintenance related functions has not been included. 
B. Only the depot maintenance funding for Naval Weapon Stations and Naval Warfare Centers is 
included in the figures listed above. The remaining funding for these businesses is 
not normally considered depot maintenance (either organic or commercial). 
C. Army DBOF Depot Maintenance - Ordnance funding is not included in the Army totals above. 
D. These additional DBOF funds not included above are listed below. 

TOTAL FROM ABOVE 
OTHER DESCOM 
ARMY ORDNANCE 
OTHER NAVAL ORDNANCE 
TOTAL 
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T A S K  7: A discussion of the issues involved in determining the balance between 
the amount of depot-level maintenance workloads assigned for performance by 
employees of the Department of Defense and the amount of depot-level 
maintenance workloads assigned for performance by nonyederal government 
personnel, including the preservation of surge capabilities and essential industrial 
base capabilities needed in the event of mobilization. 

OVERVIEW 

Industrial products and services purchased by the Department of Defense fall 
within one of two general categories: 

Those associated with weapon system design and manufacture, and 
Those associated with weapon system support (Attachment A). 

Most weapons design, and virtually all manufacturing, is accomplished by private 
industry; there is no issue of "work balance" in this area. 

Industrial support, on the other hand, is purchased from both public and private 
sector suppliers, and there are issues involved in the equitable distribution of this 
workload. Service Secretaries must ensure that the combat commanders' logistic 
support needs are met, while also accommodating the needs and desires of those public 
and private industrial facilities supplying the products and services which collectively 
comprise "depot maintenance." The process by which these decisions are made is 
influenced by policy and public law, both of which are subject to interpretation. It is 
not surprising, therefore, that opinions differ within the Defense Department, and 
between DoD and industry. The Task Force identified five substantive issues which 
currently affect the distribution of DoD depot maintenance workload between the 
public and private sectors of the defense industrial base: 

1. CORE Policy 
2. Commercial Industrial Base Viability Concerns 
3. Competition Policy 
4. Surge and Mobilization Considerations 
5. Congressional Guidance. 

Although all of the issues are interrelated, each is treated below as a separate subject. 



DISCUSSION 

Issue 1. CORE Policy -- The role of DoD's CORE depot maintenance policy in 
determining workload balance. 

Title 10, United States Code, requires the Secretary of Defense to maintain a 
logistics capability to ensure a ready and controlled source of technical competence and 
resources necessary for effetive and timely response to mobilization, national defense 
contingency situations and other emergency requirements, and further specifies that 
the Secretary shall identify those logistics activities that are necessary to achieve this 
capability. The DoD CORE methodology is currently the basic process for determining 
the minimum depot maintenance workload that must be performed in organic depots 
and shipyards to meet Title 10 requirements. 

The Task Force found the basic DoD CORE methodology to be sound and 
appropriate. Since the DoD CORE policy and methodology are explored in great detail 
in Appendix G, only a summary is presented here. 

The concept of CORE depot maintenance requirements is explained in a 15 
November 1993 memorandum entitled Policy for Maintaining CORE Depot Maintenance 
Capability issued by the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Logistics. The 
memorandum describes CORE in these terms: 

Depot maintenance CORE is the capability maintained within organic Defense 
depots to meet readiness and sustainability requirements of the weapon systems 
that support the JCS contingency scenario(s). CORE exists to minimize 
operational risks and to guarantee required readiness for these weapon systems. 
CORE depot maintenance capabilities will comprise only the minimum facilities, 
equipment and skilled personnel necessary to ensure a ready and controlled source 
of required technical competence. Depot maintenance for the designated- weapon 
systems will be the primary workhads assigned to DoD depots to support CORE 
depot maintenance capabilities. 

The Task Force endorses this definition of CORE, both in terms of the basic concept and 
in terms of the specific features ascribed to the concept. 

The workload distribution issues surrounding CORE concern (a) the process by 
which a DoD depot is selected to do CORE work (and, thus, to be responsible for the 
capabilities which are preserved by accomplishing the work), and @) the process by 
which non-CORE workload is made available to government and industry suppliers. 

Although the first CORE issue involves only intra-Departmental depot 
workload, it has an affect on the policy which will ultimately make work available to 



private industry. Specifically, the first issue concerns whether CORE workload should 
be distributed by the Service Secretary or the Secretary of Defense. 

The Task Force believes that readiness is the primary reason for maintaining 
.I organic depots. Readiness is a Service Secretary responsibility, therefore the Task F O ~ C ~  

majority position is that CORE should be Service specific1. Having said this, the Task 
Force also believes that each Service Secretary should aggressively seek opportunities 
to interservice CORE workload for common equipment; when two Services operate the 
same weapon, existing depot maintenance support should be consolidated at the 
earliest opportunity using established DoD Depot Maintenance Interservicing 
Agreement (DMISA) procedures. No Service should establish new capability for a 
weapon or component currently supported by another Service! 

Finally, the Task Force (less the Air Force) concludes that, since CORE is Service 
specific, with Service Secretaries exercising their prerogative to interservice work 
through a DMISA whenever possible, there is no requirement for expensive and often 
contentious public-public competition for CORE work. Moreover, to the extent that the 
Services are successful in divesting themselves of unneeded infrastructure, there will 
cease to be excess capacity in the Service's depots, and thus no room for another Service's 
CORE workload. 

The second CORE-related issue involves the degree to which public depots 
should be limited in performing work that is not required to maintain CORE 
capabilities (i.e., non-CORE work). At the heart of this issue is the role of public- 
private competition. All members of the Task Force, except the Air Force, take the 
position that public depots should target their size to the CORE workload requirement. 
The Task Force, less the Air Force, believes that the dramatic savings which each 
Service must achieve can only be met by eliminating the fixed infrastructure costs 
associated with excess depot capacity2. As noted above, since Service depots will 
downsize to Senrice CORE, they will no longer have sigmficant excess capacity, and 
will, therefore, not be in a position to take on additional workload. For this and other 
reasons discussed below, the depots should discontinue all public-private competitions 
for non-CORE work, except as approved by the Defense Depot Maintenance Council. 

The Air F o m  did not subs& to Senrice specific CORE. Their position is that they support the policy of DoD CORE vice Service 
CORE - and that as much workload as is economically justified should be intersewiced at the most cost efficient DoD depot 
regardless of which Service operates the depot. See Appendix G for a more detailed dixussion of this issue. 

One of the most important features of the CORE policy is the workload sizing methodology which was designed to help the 
Services select from all potential workload the minimum m n t  required to protect CORE capabilities. 



Issue 2. Commercial Industrial Base Viability Concerns -- The role of DoD's industrial 
base concerns in determining depot workload balance. 

Defense depot policy makers are rightly concerned about the need to preserve 
CORE depot maintenance capabilities essential to the readiness and sustainment of key 
weapon systems. Without such capabilities it would be nearly impossible to 
successfully engage in a major regional contingency - not to mention the two near- 
simultaneous contingencies that provided the baseline for the Bottom-Up Review. 
However, maintenance capabilities are not the only weapons-related competencies that 
the Defense Department needs to preserve. It also needs to maintain the ability to 
design, develop, test and produce new weapons. This requirement was underscored 
by then-Deputy Secretary of Defense William Perry in testimony before the Senate 
Appropriations Committee on May 20,1993: 

Historically, U.S. manufacturers designed and built weapon systems and 
military depots and shipyards managed the repair and overhaul of those 
weapons systems. As the requirement for manufacture of new weapon systems 
grows smaller with the changing world, manufacturing capacity will be 
downsized as a matter of economic necessity. The Department is interested in 
maintaining those development, design and manufacturing capabilities that 
cannot be easily obtained from the existing commercial base, military depots or 
laboratories. Clearly, government depots and laboratories play a very important 
role, but they do not possess the overall capabilities for development and 
production of entire systems. 

DoD must take care to protect critical military design and production capabilities 
during periods of reduced tension, such as today. The absence of an urgent military 
threat, and consequent reduction in weapons procurement, creates economic pressures 
which force the defense industrial base to shrink. That process is already well 
advanced in the United States. Military procurement budgets have been cut in real 
terms by two-thirds since the mid-1980s, and industry is rapidly downsizing. By the 
late 1990s, the United States will have ceased new production of heavy armored 
vehicles, concentrated submarine and aircraft carrier production at single shipyards, 
and cut the number of fixed-wing military aircraft integrators to two. The number of 
subtier suppliers in the aerospace industry is expected to fall by 60-70% during the 
1990s, and the private-sector ammunition industry will contract by 70-80%. 

In the absence of major external threats, these cuts are probably unavoidable. 
However, new threats eventually will arise, and it is essential that an adequate 
industrial base for designing, developing and producing military systems be preserved. 
The Clinton Administration's plan for achieving this goal consists of a number of 
innovative measures, including commercial-military integration, acquisition reform 
and consolidation of militarily-unique capabilities at a limited number of still-viable 
sites. What distinguishes the present administration's plan from that of its predecessors 



is that it represents an integrated strategy for dealing with a wide range of economic and 
security concerns. By carefully thinking through the dynamics of technological 

1 development, military production and economic competitiveness, the Clinton 
Administration has crafted a unified framework for reconciling a number of competing 

* objectives. 

Unfortunately, much of the debate over depot maintenance policies has 
8 

proceeded as if maintenance had little relevance to the administration's broader goals. 
Despite assertions that military industrial activities should, to the greatest degree 
possible, be integrated into the commercial economy, some proponents of the status 
quo continue to argue for preservation of extensive public-sector maintenance 
capabilities. There has been a general failure to consider how non-CORE activities 
currently conducted in government depots could contribute to the preservation of 
militarily-unique design and production capabilities in the private sector. For example: 

Awarding maintenance work that involves important, militarily-unique design 
and production capabilities to the lowest bidder ignores the costs potentially 
incurred by the Department of Defense if such capabilities are lost and later 
must be reconstituted. 

Continued performance of non-essential maintenance functions by federal 
employees potentially deprives the commercial economy of technical skills and 
processes that may be relevant to national competitiveness. 

Expansion of some depots into sophisticated modification and upgrade 
programs deprives essential private-sector manufacturers of their traditional 
business base at precisely the time when cutbacks in systems procurement have 
weakened their ability to survive. 

The Task Force feels that it is advisable to integrate DoD's depot maintenance 
policy into the Department's long-range plan for preserving the defense industrial base. 
What is needed is a coherent approach to the Services' weapons requirements that 
encompasses all phases of the product life cycle - design, development, production, 
maintenance and modification. The Services have to retain CORE depot maintenance 
capabilities that are essential to readiness and sustainability. But they can and should 
identify those activities that do not need to be performed by government employees, 
and that can be outsourced. The Task Force believes that the Services, in conjunction 
with industry, should prepare an analysis of depot maintenance activities which can 
usefully be placed in the private sector to help preserve critical design, development 
and production capabilities in the defense industrial base. The Task Force is convinced 
that most aspects of weapon system modification, upgrade and conversion activity 
satisfy these criteria, therefore, unless there is an overriding security or readiness 
reason, the Task ~ o r c e  believes that the Services should outsource all of this work as 

w soon as possible. 



Issue 3. Competition Policy -- The role of DoD's competition policy in determining 
workload balance. 

The DoD CORE policy is silent regarding the disposition of non-CORE 
workload, however all of the Service and industry members of the Task Force unanimously 
support competition as the preferred distribution tool. All of the Services and industry 
members, except for the Air Force, believe that this competition should be private- 
private, not public private. 

Competition is the traditional process by which free markets determine the 
allocation of goods and services. According to conventional market theory, the 
unfettered interplay of forces of supply and demand produces the fairest and most 
efficient economic outcomes. In recent years, DoD has stressed the importance of 
infusing the depots with the benefits of private sector business management practices, 
including increased competition for workload. 

Whether depot competitions with industry can be considered successful, and 
whether public-private competitions should be continued in the future depends on 
whether these competitions are considered "meaningful" in a true economic sense. 
Conventional market theory describes competition as occurring when a multiplicity of 
buyers and sellers freely compete on equal terms. Clearly, that situation does not occur 
in the defense business because the government is the sole buyer -- the defense market 
is a monopsony. This market distortion is accepted as an unavoidable requirement of 
national sovereignty and security, so most discussion of "meaningful competition" in 
the context of defense workload focuses on the rivalry among suppliers for federal 
funds. 

Theory and history both suggest that such rivalry can be (and generally is) 
harnessed to drive down cost. Competition among commercial suppliers (private- 
private competition) is considered "meaningful" when market forces work and the 
customer can get what he needs at the lowest possible cost. When the theory was tested 
using public-private competitions, initial results were encouraging. The short-term 
results seemed to justify the effort and expense involved. However, setting aside the 
contentious question whether such competitions are fairly conducted, there is serious 
concern that public-private competitions for depot maintenance workload are not 
"meaningful" competitions, and that, in the long-term, such competitions may represent 
bad policy. 

After initial experiences, the defense depots that competed successfully quickly 
found that they were given no meaningful financial rewards, and offered no real 
incentives to repeat their achievement (i.e., no "profits" were returned to those involved 
in winning the competition; no "savings" were set aside to reinvest in improved plant 
and equipment, etc.). No evidence could be found that suggested market forces were at 



work. Perhaps even worse, the unsuccessful depots quickly realized that there were no 
negative repercussions to competitive failure - no managers lost their jobs and no w depot or shipyard went out of business ("efficiency" and "competitiveness" are not 
criteria taken into consideration by the Base Closure and Realignment Commission -- * 
many of the depots which have been closed had good competition records). Again, 
market forces were not working. For these and other reasons, there is justifiable 

I skepticism over the wisdom of calling public-private depot competitions "meaningful". 
If they are not meaningful, then they cannot be relied upon to produce the desirable 
results expected in the economic model. 

Besides procedural questions, the Task Force members shared a concern over the 
chronic effects of a policy that asks private companies to aggressively compete with 
their major (sometimes only ) customer. It was evident from Task Force discussions 
that friction, and even suppressed hostility, was a not uncommon byproduct of hard 
fought public-private depot competitions. To the extent that the anecdotal evidence is 
true, these competitions may be undermining the government-industry teamwork so 
critical to the nation's defense. Philosophically, the Task Force majority subscribe to the 
following premises: 

The role of government in the United States is to provide essential public 
services that the private sector either cannot or will not provide; it is not the role 
of government to supplant the marketplace. 

(CIV The presumption in favor of market solutions to most public needs is based on a 
belief that the free interplay of forces of supply and demand produces the most 
desirable outcomes; this conviction derives not only from a preference for 
efficiency, but also from firmly rooted ideals concerning individual freedom and 
limits on authority. 

The Cold War was waged and won in large part to protect these principles; 
while it is true that national security sometimes demands deviations from the 
standards of limited government and market economics, such deviations should 
be permitted only when they are absolutely necessary. 

Government maintenance depots and shipyards were not created to compete 
with private industry and the public-sector environment in which they currently 
operate cannot, and does not, allow normal market forces to work. Only by artificially 
manipulating the playing field can bids be solicited and evaluated, and a "winner" 
selected. In conventional economic terms, public-sector organizations distort the 
marketplace. Thrusting DoD depots and shipyards into competitions with industry 
compromises the very quality of the free market that makes it so useful as an honest 
arbiter of "value" -- fairness and objectivity. 



The Task Force position, except for the Air Force, is that public depots should 
maintain only CORE capabilities and that workload not needed to maintain those 
capabilities should be accomplished in the private sector. The Task Force recommends 
discontinuing public-private competitions for non-CORE work3. 

Issue 4. Surge and Mobilization Considerations -- The role of surge and mobilization 
considerations in determining workload balance. 

Mobilization describes a situation in which the nation's maximum effort is 
required to meet an external threat. Such situations typically arise following a 
Congressional declaration of war, which may include the granting of extraordinary 
power to the President to prepare for and prosecute the conflict. World War I1 was the 
last conflict in which a full-scale national mobilization occurred. However, throughout 
the Cold War, U.S. military plans envisioned the potential need for mobilization in 
order to cope with a Warsaw Pact invasion of Western Europe. Included in these plans 
was a requirement for a large and robust organic depot infrastructure. 

The dissolution of the Soviet Union and gradual democratization of Eastern 
Europe greatly reduces the likelihood of another national mobilization at any time in 
the foreseeable future. No current contingency scenario approved by the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff anticipates a national mobilization, and the concept is therefore of limited utility 
in discussing the issue of current depot maintenance workloads. A more relevant 
concept is the notion of "partial mobilization" or "surge capability" in which weapon 
support is accelerated above normal peacetime levels in order to deal with a limited 
external threat. 

One absolute in combat contingency planning is the tremendous uncertainty of 
industrial support requirements. In order to deal with this uncertainty and minimize 
the risk that mission-essential weapon systems will not be ready for combat, or, if 
employed, cannot be sustained in combat because of ineffective depot support, Service 
Secretaries work to ensure that the CINCs and subordinate operational commanders 
always have access to a ready and controlled source of the critical industrial products 
and services they need to fight and win. 

Were cost no object, the Services would often, perhaps always, try to physically 
co-locate a full-service organic depot maintenance capability in the field with the 
operating combat units. Such an arrangement would provide extremely flexible and 
responsive combat surge support; it would also be extraordinarily expensive. To 
minimize risk at an affordable cost, each Service maintains an organic industrial 
support capability resident in its CONUS depots and shipyards. This capability is 
specifically tailored to the unique readiness and sustainability requirements of Service 
weapons and doctrine identified in current JCS combat contingency scenarios. Critical 

Inevitably there will be circumstances when a public-private competition is required on an exception basis. In these cases, the Task 
Force believes the proposed competition must receive DDMC approval. 



surge capabilities are protected during peacetime by the accomplishment of sufficient 
relevant depot workload to maintain artisan proficiency and to continuously verify the 
effectiveness, quality and safety of each Services' depot maintenance processes. The 
DoD CORE policy provides adjustment factors to fine tune surge capacity to real-world 

v requirements (e.g. surge for a ship occurs during the post-conflict phase when full 
operational readiness for the next conflict is regained; for an aircraft engine, surge 

I occurs during the conflict). 

Private companies also possess the flexibility and capability needed to respond 
to a military emergency, and they have a proven record of reacting well to 
unanticipated requirements. It would be a mistake for Service logistics planners to 
underestimate industry's willingness to overlook the finer points of contract negotiation 
in the event of a true national emergency. As noted above, the only certainty in combat 
is uncertainty. It is in industry's interest to respond rapidly and efficiently to surge 
requirements. Expeditious response not only means more revenues, it also strengthens 
ties to the defense industry's principal customer. Industry has various options 
including changing its internal priorities, reassigning its personnel, and increasing its 
work shifts from one to three a day if the need calls for such action. But it is neither fair 
nor practical to demand that private companies sacrifice stability for flexibility and 
constantly be ready for the unexpected. Industry performs best when the business 
climate is predictable. 

Depot surge capability is a critical element in the DoD CORE calculation 
methodology, and, thus central to the issue of workload balance. Surge support seeks 
to ensure that the Service depots and shipyards consistently maintain the capability and 
capacity needed to meet increased demands for depot industrial products and services 
resulting from the employment of mission essential weapons in support of a limited 
regional conflict. The ability to rapidly and successfully respond to surge requirements 
is a fundamental combat readiness and sustainability responsibility imposed by Title 
10, USC and, therefore, a fundamental responsibility of the Service depots and 
shipyards. 

Issue 5. Congressional Guidance - The role of Congressional guidance in determining 
workload balance. 

Each year DoD is subjected to legislative guidance contained in annual 
appropriation and authorization acts. The most enduring of this congressional 
guidance is codified as permanent law in Title 10 United States Code (USC). 

Title 10 USC Chapter 146, Contracting For Performance of Civilian Commercial 
Or Industrial Type Functions, is the basic law that prescribes the legal parameters for 
DoD acquisition activities including depot maintenance operations. The Chapter's nine 
sections, 2461 through 2469 address the following topics: 



Commercial or industrial type functions - required studies and reports 
before conversion to contractor performance 
Contracting for certain supplies and services required when cost is lower 
Reports on savings or costs from increased use of DoD civilian personnel 
CORE Logistics Functions 
Prohibition on contracts for performance of fire fighting or security-guard 
functions 
Limitations on the performance of depot-level maintenance of material 
Cost comparisons; requirements with respect to retirement costs and 
consultation with employees 
Military installations; authority of base commanders over contracting for 
commercial activities 
Contracts to perform workloads previously performed by depot-level 
activities of the Department of Defense; requirement of competition. 

The discussion below deals only with those sections of Title 10 that have the most 
significance to depot maintenance. 

2464. CORE LOGISTICS FUNCTIONS 

Title 10 USC, Chapter 146, Section 2464 Sub-section (a)(l), requires DoD to 
maintain a logistics capability (including personnel, equipment, and facilities) to ensure 
a ready and controlled source of technical competence and resources necessary to 
ensure effective and timely response to a mobilization, national defense contingency 
situations and other emergency requirements. Sub-section (a)(2) specifies that the 
Secretary of Defense shall identify those logistics activities that are necessary to 
maintain the logistics capability described above. Sub-section (b)(l) precludes non- 
government personnel from contracting for performance of logistics activity identified 
by the Secretary under Subsection (a) above. Sub-section (b)(2) grants the Secretary of 
Defense waiver authority from Sub-section (b)(l) above and then requires that OMB 
Circular A-76 provisions be followed in case of such waiver. (OMB Circular A-76 
establishes procedures for determining whether commercial activities should be 
performed under contract with commercial sources or in-house using Government 
facilities and personnel.) Sub-sections (b)(3) and (4) specify the provisions as to when 
the waiver under (b)(2) can take place and then elaborate on those provisions. (In 
summary, whenever a waiver is granted to non-government personnel to contract for 
performance of a logistic activity identified by the Secretary of Defense then the 
provisions of OMB Circular A-76 apply. If the analysis done to comply with A-76 
indicates increased competition and increased private sector participation is necessary 
in order to perform DoD logistics functions in a more expeditious manner, then an 
exclusion from the OMB Circular A-76 provisions may be considered as a desirable 
recommendation.) 



2466. LEGISLATIVELY DEFINED LIMITS 

w' Title 10, USC, Section 2466 Sub-section (a)(l), prescribes the percentage 
% limitation for the performance of depot-level maintenance. Except in the case of the 

Army, the Secretary of Defense may not contract for the performance by non-Federal 
Government personnel of more than 40% of depot-level maintenance workload for the 
military department or the Defense Agency. In the Army's case Sub-section (a)(2), the 
Secretary of the Army shall provide for the performance of Army aviation depot-level 
maintenance workload by employees of the Department of Defense of not less than (A) 
50% for FY93, (B) 55% for FY94, and (C) 60% for FY95. Furthermore, sub-section (b) 
prohibits the management of DoD depot-level civilian employees on the basis of any 
end-strength constraint or limitation. Instead, these employees shall be managed solely 
on the basis of available workload and funds available for depot-level maintenance. 
Within the depot maintenance community this section is commonly referred to as the 
60/40 split4. 

Sub-section (c) grants the Secretaries of the Military Departments authority to 
waiver the limitation requirements if warranted by national security interests. If the 
Secretaries exercise such waiver authority, they are required to notlfy Congress of the 
reasons. Sub-section (d) exempts the Sacramento Army Depot from the requirements 
of this section. 

Reporting requirements are specified in Sub-section (e)(l); the Secretary of the 
Army and the Secretary of the Air Force shall jointly submit to the Congress a report 
describing the progress to achieve and maintain the percentage limitations by January 
15,1992 and 1993 for the then ended applicable fiscal years. Sub-section (e)(2) requires 
that the Secretary of each Military Department and the Secretary of Defense, with 
respect to the Defense Agencies, jointly submit by January 15, 1994, a report as 
described in Sub-section (e)(l). 

The percentage limitation on the amount of contracting permitted, as specified in 
section 2466 above, presents a ceiling on the amount of depot-level work that Service 
Secretaries may place in the private sector (i.e., 40%). It is highly probable that this 
arbitrary balance of workload will be in conflict with the results of the Services' CORE 
calculations. 

2469. THRESHOLD FOR MOVING WORKLOADS 

Title 10 USC, Chapter 146, Section 2469 is the last section of the chapter. 
However, it is of major importance because it prescribes constraints and procedures 
placed on the Secretary of Defense or the Secretary of a military department. In 
essence, performance of depot-level maintenance workload with a threshold of 

Section 343 of the FY94 Defense Authorization Bill reinforces the ''60140n reaukmat, statine that ".SecDef shall ensure that 2466 u 

of title 10, USC is adhered to ..." 



$3,000,000 that is currently being performed by a DoD depot-level activity cannot be 
changed, unless the Secretary uses competitive procedures5. 

ACQUISITION LAW ADVISORY PANEL REPORT 

In section 800 of Public Law Number 101-510 (the National Defense 
Authorization Act for FY91), Congress directed the Department of Defense to establish 
the "DoD Advisory Panel on Streamlining and Codifying Acquisition Laws." 
Accordingly the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition selected a Panel of experts 
in acquisition law and procurement policy to review all laws affecting DoD 
procurement with the intent of streamlining the acquisition processes. Under the 
leadership of the Commandant of the Defense Systems Management College, this panel 
concluded its work in January 1993 and prepared a report for transmission by the 
Secretary of Defense to the Congress. The report is commonly referred to as the 800 
Report - named after the section of the law that authorized it. The report contains 
recommendations that impact on the distribution of depot work between the public and 
private sectors. 

With regard to the three sections of Title 10, USC Chapter 146 on CORE Logistic 
Functions (Section 2464,2466 and 2469), the panel proposed a new section designated 
as "24XY." The Task Force believes this recommendation should be adopted. Based on 
the Findings of the Defense Science Board Depot Maintenance Task Force Study, the 
following language is proposed: 

"10 USC SECTION 24XY CORE LOGISTICS FUNCTIONS 

a. POLICY - It is essential for the national defense that Department of Defense 
activities maintain a CORE logistics capability (including personnel, equipment 
and facilities) suficient to ensure a ready and controlled source of technical 
competence and resources necessary for an effective and timely response to 
national defense contingency situations and other emergency requirements. Depot 
maintenance CORE is the capability maintained within organic Defense depots to 
meet readiness and sustainability requirements of the weapon systems that 
support the ICS contingency scenario(s). CORE exists to minimize operational 
risks and to guarantee required readiness for these weapon systems. CORE depot 
maintenance capabilities will comprise only the minimum facilities, equipment 
and skilled personnel necessary to ensure a ready and controlled source of required 
technical competence. 

b. Accordingly, the Secreta y of Defense or secreta y of a milita y department shall 
identify those logistics activities that are necessary to maintain the logistics 
capabilities described in subsection (a). 

Section 346 of the FY 1994 National Defense Authorization Act amended Section 2469 of Title 10, USC, so it only applies to shifts 
of work from organic to contract and to state that OMB Circular A-76 does not apply. 



( I )  Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Secretay of Defnse or 
secretary ofa milita y department shall have the depot maintenance and repair of 
defotse-related material performed at activities ident9ed in subsection (b) as the 
secretary determines necessary to maintain the CORE logistics capabilities 
described in subsection (a). 

(2) The Secreta y of Defense or the secretary of a military department may 
relocate CORE workloadfrom one military department to another. The Secretary 
may not use formal competitions among Government-owned facilities to 
determine which entity will pwform CORE work. 

c. In excess of depot maintenance workload required to preserve CORE capabilities 
described in subsection (a), above, the Secretary of Defnse or secretary of a 
military department may acquire the additional modifcation, depot maintenance 
and repair of defense-related material and components, and the production of 
defense-related supplies, needed for the Department of Defense through (i) 
primarily competition among private fnns, or (ii) occasionally competition 
between maintenance activities owned by the United States and private firms. 

d.  In competitions under this section, whether between DoD activities and private 
jrms, or between privatefrms, bids from these entities shall accurately disclose 
all costs properly and consistently derivedfrom accounting systems and practices 
that comply with laws, policies and standards applicable to those entities. In 
competition between DoD activities and private firms, the Government 
calculation for the cost of performance of suchfunction by Department of Defense 
civilian employees shall be based on an estimate of the most efficient and cost 
effective organization for performance of such function by Department of Dqense 
civilian employees. 

e. The procedures or requirements of OMB Circular A-76 do not apply to 
determinations made or competitions entered into pursuant to this section. " 

The final 800 panel recommendation in this area is the repeal of both Section 
2466, and Section 2469. The replacement of these sections with the proposed new 
"Section 24XY is strongly supported by the Task Force members, except for the Air 
Force. 



CONCLUSION 

A proper balance of depot maintenance workload between the public and 
private sectors of the defense industrial base will be achieved when the government 
depots and shipyards have reduced their workloads to the minimum required to 
protect critical CORE capabilities, and private companies have an opportunity to 
compete among themselves for everything else. In reality, there will always be 
workloads which industry cannot or will not compete for; in these cases it falls to the 
organic depots to act as "last sources of repair." Likewise, there will be occasional 
situations when a Service finds that there are insufficient qualified commercial bidders 
for a particular non-CORE workload, and a DoD depot may be asked to assume the 
workload or compete with industry on an exception basis. These inevitable anomalies 
do not change the basic strategy. The majority Task Force position is that public depots 
should concentrate on the work needed to protect their CORE capabilities, and that 
workload not needed to maintain those capabilities should be accomplished in the 
private sector. The Task Force, except for the Air Force, recommends discontinuing 
public-private competitions for non-CORE work. Similarly, the Task Force, except for 
the Air Force, believes DoD should use interservicing procedures, with Defense Depot 
Maintenance Council oversight, in lieu of public-public competition, for common 
hardware items requiring CORE capabilities. 
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DoD Depot-level Weapon System Support 
Products and Services 

Scheduled and unscheduled reworWoverhaul of major weapon systems (ships, aircraft, armored 
vehicles, guided missiles, etc.) 

Scheduled and unscheduled enginelpower plant rework (includes main propulsion, auxiliary 
power, etc.) 

1 Scheduled and unscheduled repairloverhaullrefueling of operational military nuclear reactors 

Scheduled and unscheduled support equipment and test equipment rework (includes on-site test 
bench verification, calibration services, etc.) 

Scheduled weapon system component repairlrework (i.e., for wholesale distribution to the DoD 
supply system) 

Emergency weapon system component repairlrework ("repair and return" to operational 
customer, "work stoppage" condition on rework line, etc.) 

I Tactical and non-tactical software support 

Emergency component fabricationlmanufacturing based on drawingslspecifications (i.e., not new 
design, not mass production for wholesale distribution) 

Emergency Support Equipment manufacturing based on drawings/specifications (i.e., not mass 
production for wholesale distribution)(includes depot-unique test benches, jigs, fixtures, stands, 
etc.) 

Weapon system modification design, engineering, hardware manufacturing and installation 
- Modifications are changes made to a weapon or item of equipment which result in a new 
configuration, but which do not improve the weapon's capabilities. 

Weapon system upgrade design, engineering, hardware manufacturing and installation 
- Upgrades are changes made to a weapon or item of equipment which result in a new 
configuration, and which do improve the weapon's capabilities. 

In-senrice engineering support to the operating forces (e.g. maintenance engineering, failure 
analysislaccident investigation, environmental engineering associated with maintenance 
processes, maintenance Examination & Evaluation (E&E) and Planner & Estimator (P&E) 
services, etc.) 
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T A S K  8: An ident9cation of the depot-level functions and activities that are 
suitable for peformance by employees of the Department of Defense and the 
depot-level functions and activities that are suitable for peformance by non- 
federal government personnel. 

OVERVIEW 

Based on inputs from all of the Services, DLA, the Joint Staff and private 
industry, the Task Force believes that a determination of what is "suitable" for 
performance by either employees of the federal government or by non-federal 
government personnel cannot be objectively made based on unique capabilities 
possessed by either the public or private sector, nor on any inherent 
cost/schedule/quality performance advantages. The Task Force found no data 
suggesting there are any depot maintenance functions or activities which could not be 
performed equally well by either employees of the Department of Defense or by non- 
federal government personnel working in the private sector. There is strong consensus 
that "suitability" in the context discussed here has no useful qualitative meaning. 
Therefore, absent this distinction, the question reduces to a subjective debate over the 
suitable quantity of depot-level functions and activities (i.e., workload) which should be 
performed by Government and non-Government employees. 

w DISCUSSION 

The job of Government depot policy makers is risk management. Risk decreases 
in proportion to the number of different weapons the Service's logistics system is 
capable of supporting, or, conversely, the more capable the support infrastructure, the 
lower the operational risk. Guided by DoD policy, Service depot and shipyard 
commanders use their capabilities to ensure that timely and effective readiness and 
sustainability support is provided to the warfighter. There is a "critical mass" of 
capabilities below which risk is unacceptably high. DoD uses the term "CORE" to 
describe these minimum essential capabilities. It is the responsibility of each depot and 
shipyard commander to preserve and protect his CORE capabilities. He does this in 
peacetime by performing industrial work on weapons and equipment selected from 
among those that will be used by the CINCs in combat, in accordance with current JCS 
contingency scenarios. The quantity of depot-level functions and activities which is 
suitably performed by Government employees is, therefore, the minimum needed to presme 
CORE capabilities. Since, in execution, the workload which is used to preserve a skill or 
competency will be selected from a pool of all items requiring that skill or competency, 

3 the Services have considerable discretion in deciding which workload is retained in the 
organic base. It is not necessary that a specific weapon system be retained, but rather 
that a capability relevant to that weapon system and/or technology be preserved. The 
purpose of the DoD CORE methodology is to guide the Services in selecting, from all 
possible depot I orkload opportunities, those products and services which 



simultaneously preserve CORE and maximize mission essential weapon system 
operational readiness and sustainability. 

CONCLUSION 

Service depots and shipyards provide combat commanders with a level of 
responsiveness to inherently unpredictable contingency and warfighting requirements 
that cannot be practically achieved in the normal course of negotiated government- 
industry business relations. Therefore, some quantity of depot maintenance capability 
needs to be established and maintained in the organic base as essential for the national 
defense. This capability can only be preserved by accomplishing a suitable amount of 
workload. Emerging results of service CORE calculations indicate that about 45% of 
the total DoD depot workload must be retained in the organic base to preserve critical 
maintenance capabilities. This equates to approximately 82 million direct labor hours 
of workload per year. 

The Task Force believes that all depot-level functions and activities which are not 
required to preserve CORE skills and capabilities should be made available to non- 
federal government personnel. 

Although not specifically related to "suitability" from either a qualitative or 
quantitative standpoint, there is a depot-level function which the Task Force believes 
should be preferentially directed to the private sector: weapon system modifications 
and upgrades. This workload is unique among depot activities in the sense that it uses 
many of the same capabilities required by the commercial defense industry to design, 
develop and produce new weapon systems. For this reason, modification and upgrade 
work can potentially contribute to the viability of the defense technology base. A more 
detailed discussion of this subject is contained in Appendix I. 
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GLOSSARY 

. AFMC 
AGMC 
ALC 

4 AMARC 
AMC 
ASARC 

BRAC 

CAS 
CALS 
CBP 
CINC 
CINCDM 
CLS 
COTS 

DBOF 
DCAA 
DCMC 
DDMA 
DDMC 
DepSecDef 
DESCOM 
DLA 
DLH 
DLK 
DMA 
DMBA 
DM1 
D M .  
DMRD 
DMSP 
DoD 
DoDD 
DoDI 
DTA 
DUSD 
DUSD(L) 

Y FAR 
FY 

Army Depot . 
Air Force Materiel Command 
Aerospace Guidance and Metrology Center 
Air Logistics Center 
Aerospace Maintenance and Regeneration Center 
Army Materiel Command 
Army Acquisition Review Council 

Base Realignment and Closure 

Cost Accounting Standards 
Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistics Support 
Corporate Business Man 
Commander-in-Chief 
Commander-in-Chief of Depot Maintenance 
Contractor Logistics Support 
Commercial-off-the-shelf 

Defense Business Operations Fund 
Defense Contract Audit Agency 
Defense Contract Management Command 
Defense Depot Maintenance Agency 
Defense Depot Maintenance Council 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Depot System Command 
Defense Logistics Agency 
Direct Labor Hour 
Depot Level Reparable 
Depot Maintenance Activity 
Defense Maintenance Business Area 
Depot Maintenance Interservice 
Defense Management Report 
Defense Management Report Decision 
Depot Maintenance Support Plan 
Department of Defense 
Department of Defense Directive 
Department of Defense Instruction 
Decision Tree Analyses 
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense 
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Logistics) 

Federal Acquisition Regulation 
Fiscal Year 



GFE Government Furnished Equipment / Supplies 
G & A  General and Administrative (Rates) 
GOCO " c[ Government-owned, Contractor-operated 6 "  

GTE Gas Turbine Engines 

HASC House Armed Services Committee : -2) 

ICS Interim Contractor Support 
IFB Invitation for Bid 
IPE Industrial Plant Equipment 
IROAN Inspect and Repair Only As Necessary 

- : c  

Jcs Joint Chiefs of Staff ,, 2 

PMAG Joint Depot Maintenance Analysis Group 
JDMc Joint Depot Maintenance Command 
Fc Joint Logistics Commanders 
JPCG-DM Joint Policy Coordinating Group on Depot Maintenance 

LAV Light Armored Vehicle 
LCC Life-Cycle Cost 
LORA Level of Repair Analysis 
LSA Logistics Support Analysis 

MCLB Marine Corps Logistics Base 
MRC Major Regional Conflict --r-. ,.. & 

MSA Management Support Activity 
a r c r )  . * .  - 


